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Since 1972 I’ve enjoyed a number of conversations about Jean Rouch’s work and how and why it matters for cinema and anthropology. For these I’d like to thank Emilie de Brigard, James Clifford, Jean-Paul Colleyn, Manthia Diawara, Barry Dornfeld, Faye Ginsburg, Karl Heider, Jay Ruby, Paul Stoller, Lucien Taylor, the late Annette Weiner, Carroll Williams, Joan S. Williams, and the late Sol Worth.

Jay and Sol deserve a very special thanks for encouraging and enthusiastically publishing my original translations of Rouch’s work in the journals they edited, as does Faye, for encouraging publication of this collection in the Visible Evidence series.

I am neither a professional translator nor a fluent French speaker, much less an anthropologist of West Africa. Thus the translations would not have been possible without a great deal of aid. The early ones benefited from the help of Marielle Delorme, and the later ones from the collaboration of Shari Robertson, Anny Ewing, and Catherine Maziére. The historical, ethnographic, and linguistic knowledge of James Clifford, Jean-Paul Colleyn, and Paul Stoller was also invaluable.

For help assembling the collection, I am grateful to Jay Ruby, who prepared the collection of photographs; to Françoise Foucault of the Comité du Film Ethnographique, who coordinated texts, images, and permissions; and especially to Ruti Talmor and Jennifer Soroko, who tackled numerous editorial details with skill and patience.

Over the years, Jean Rouch has always helped unpack his mysteries, even when producing new and bigger ones and acknowledging that he prefers ideas to fall more toward the poetic side of complication than the precise side of determination. In a spirit of warm friendship and solidarity
with this mad master and pale fox (or is it mad fox and pale master? All, no doubt), it has been a great pleasure to translate and edit this collection of his work.

S. F.
I first encountered Jean Rouch’s films in 1972, at a National Science Foundation Summer Institute in Visual Anthropology organized by Jay Ruby, Sol Worth, Karl Heider, and Carroll Williams. I had just finished my first year of graduate school in African studies and anthropology, and I was deeply moved by the complex layers of the Africa I saw represented in Les maîtres fous, The Lion Hunters, and Jaguar. I wanted to know more. If these were the kinds of films and ethnography Rouch had done in the 1950s and 1960s, what could he possibly be doing in the 1970s? I decided to devote a year to filmic anthropology.

That’s how I ultimately arrived at the Musée de l’Homme in January 1974. As promised for the season, the Parisian light was as crisp as the air. By instant contrast, the dark cases and heavy displays I encountered at the Musée de l’Homme seemed of a piece with the ones I knew well from New York’s American Museum of Natural History, where I’d spent so much time in the African collection as an undergraduate. There I had learned that museums were places where virtually every corner, closet, and passageway held important things, which must be why I was hardly surprised to find the Comité du Film Ethnographique located on a converted fire escape.

“Yes! Yes! Your passport is stamped!” Punctuated by a grin, those were Rouch’s first words to me, overlapping my clumsy attempt to say something formal in French when Marielle Delorme first introduced us on the stairwell. Before I could recover, Rouch disappeared, and Françoise Foucault ushered me away to the editing room down the hall, with cans of film to occupy me for the rest of the afternoon. With that I learned how much Rouch was on the move. Exuberant and enigmatic, he could be quite
difficult to pin down for even a few moments. But during the following semester I attended his Saturday morning classes at the Cinémathèque, and the Thursday film séances he convened in the Musée de l’Homme’s screening room. And thanks to the familiar generosity of Marielle and Françoise, I got to spend a great many afternoons, whenever the editing table was free, looking shot by shot at numerous films from the Comité’s collection.

I came home saturated with French ethnographic film, especially cinema about and occasionally by Africans, and with a notebook crammed with sketches and details about the hundred films I’d seen. These included some thirty films by Rouch. I had studied most of them closely, from his earliest films, made silently with a twenty-five-second-per-shot spring-wound camera, to the later ones made in ten-minute-long sync-sound shot sequences.

I also returned with a rough translation of an essay Rouch had recently written. When I showed it to Sol Worth at the Annenberg School of Communication, he instantly suggested that *Studies in the Anthropology of Visual Communication*, the new journal he was editing with Jay Ruby, would be a perfect venue to publish translations of Rouch’s key essays on ethnographic cinema. So “The Camera and Man” appeared in the journal’s first issue in 1974, followed by “The Situation and Tendencies of the Cinema in Africa,” in two installments in 1975.

Then, by way of detour from Africa and film, I ended up in Papua New Guinea. When I returned home in fall 1977, I hardly had time for culture shock; the real shock that greeted me was the news of Sol Worth’s recent death. Within days I met up with Rouch again; he was appearing as the guest of honor at the first Margaret Mead Film Festival at the American Museum of Natural History. At the reunion, it was Jay Ruby who insisted that we continue the plan of publishing Rouch’s key essays in the journal, and so “On the Vicissitudes of the Self” appeared in 1978. Jay was also excited by the possibility of publishing *Chronique d’un été (Chronicle of a Summer)*, the innovative and provocative book about the film that Rouch produced with Edgar Morin. I drafted translations of several of the sections, but it wasn’t until 1985 that the project was finally realized as an entire issue of *Studies in Visual Communication*, the successor journal that Jay edited with Larry Gross.

A few years later, it was again Jay who took the initiative, as editor of the journal *Visual Anthropology*, with the idea of a Festschrift issue in Rouch’s honor. When it appeared, in 1989, as both a complete journal issue and a book, it featured my translation from the longest retrospective interview Rouch had given about his work. It also included an expanded edition of the complete filmography, translated from the 1981 catalog *Jean Rouch: Une rétrospective*, still the most comprehensive work on Rouch by Rouch.
During all this time, many of my connections with film and Africa slipped away, overcome by work in music and Papua New Guinea. In fact, I wasn’t in much contact with Rouch or his films from the late 1980s through the late 1990s. But in April 2000, Faye Ginsburg, director of New York University’s Center for Media, Culture, and History, produced Rouch 2000, a weeklong film retrospective at NYU. I was inspired by a reunion, after twelve years, with Jean Rouch. And the chance to see some of the films again with Françoise Foucault, Jay Ruby, and other friends led to several enjoyable dialogues. But what excited me most was seeing a new generation of film and anthropology students respond so deeply to the stimulus of Rouch’s cinema. And with that it seemed obvious that despite the continued annoyance of having so few of Rouch’s films in North American distribution, the time was right to publish a Rouch dossier to bring together all of my out-of-print translations with some other key documents.

At the NYU retrospective, Rouch himself was in mourning for his friend and colleague Germaine Dieterlen. In her honor and memory, he devoted the first night of the festival to a screening of Le Dama d’Ambara, their 1974 film collaboration about Dogon funerary rituals. That suggested adding an additional essay, the one he had written in 1978 as the introduction to a collection in Dieterlen’s honor. Rouch was most pleased by the thought. With the book plan then in place, a translation was drafted, the filmography updated, all the translations reviewed, and the manuscript assembled.

It should be clear now that the idea all along has been for this to be a book in Rouch’s voice. The varied dates and contexts of the essays and interviews certainly make it possible for his stories to emerge. From his personal biography to his intellectual history, from his convictions and methods to his politics and aesthetics, the texts map his passion for uniting cinema and ethnography, for linking documentary and drama, for bridging empirical science and surrealist dreams.

Given the breadth and depth of Rouch’s works included here, not to mention the existence of several recent studies and films about him—Paul Stoller’s The Cinematic Griot: The Ethnography of Jean Rouch (1992); the Cinema of Jean Rouch Festschrift issue of Visual Anthropology (1989); Manthia Diawara’s film Rouch in Reverse (1995); Steef Meyknecht, Dirk Nijland, and Joost Verhey’s film Rouch’s Gang (1993)—a long introduction may seem quite unnecessary. Nonetheless, I’d like to review some of the basic biographical matters and themes in Rouch’s work, and cite some of the relevant historical and parallel texts for the benefit of those approaching this remarkable career and array of films for the first time.
Jean Rouch’s Ciné-Ethnographic Path

Jean Rouch was born in Paris in 1917. After studies in mathematics and engineering, he went to West Africa during the war, in 1941, as a bridge and causeway engineer. He became interested in local cultures during this time and, when he found himself in Dakar, Senegal, began spending time at the library of l’Institut Français d’Afrique Noir (IFAN), where Théodore Monod encouraged him to study African ethnography and write up his observations. When Rouch returned to France, he decided to take a doctorate in anthropology under the supervision of Marcel Griaule. In 1946 Rouch returned to Africa with some friends from his engineering days; they spent nine months descending the Niger River by canoe. Before his return, Rouch purchased a wartime Bell and Howell 16 mm spring-wound camera at a flea market in Paris. During his voyage he shot black-and-white footage and continued taking ethnographic notes (see “The Mad Fox and the Pale Master” and “A Life on the Edge of Film and Anthropology,” in this volume, for Rouch’s narratives of this early history).

This trip marked the real beginnings of Rouch’s intertwined career as an ethnographer and a filmmaker. With his notes, he completed a dissertation in anthropology (Rouch 1953). With his films, he was able to do much less. Sixteen millimeter was still an amateur medium, editing equipment was not available, and there was no way to make prints for distribution. Rouch used his films to experiment with editing and screened them publicly only at lectures where he would speak an on-the-spot commentary for a sound track. Actualités Françaises became interested in the material, and some of it was blown up to 35 mm.

Shortly thereafter Rouch returned to Niger to do more ethnography and film, this time in color. He made three short films in the course of his work: La circoncision, Les magiciens de Wanzerbé, and Initiation à la danse des possédés. When these films were completed (a term used loosely, as 16 mm editing was still crudely done with a projector and hand splices, and sound tracks were unwedded to film), Rouch got his first break, a showing at the Festival of Biarritz. During the screening to an audience that included directors such as Clement and Cocteau, Rouch was shocked to realize that the films held the attention of sophisticated viewers. Later, the three shorts were reedited into a single film, Les fils de l’eau; it was the first color film blown up from 16 mm to 35 mm in France.

During the late 1940s and early 1950s, Rouch continued his ethnographic trips, working with the Sorko and Songhay peoples of Niger. He
began to concentrate on the topics of migration and religion and collaborated with Roger Rosfelder on several short films on these themes.

At the beginning of the 1950s, Rouch became one of the first to experiment extensively with the early “portable” field sound recorders (again, a loose notion, as they were tremendously heavy and difficult to use compared to technologies from the 1960s onward). He recorded West African music and also recorded sounds at the same time as images, for pseudo-synchronous filming, as no method of synchronization existed then for portable equipment. Also during this period, Rouch made his first film among the Dogon in Mali (a group he had not studied but who, since 1931, had been the subject of many periods of research by Marcel Griaule and his collaborators).

Both the endorsement of Griaule and growing recognition of Rouch’s own ethnographic and film work in Niger helped establish Rouch and ethnographic film in France. In 1952, with the backing of André Leroi-Gourhan, the Comité du Film Ethnographique was formed as a department at the Musée de l’Homme, with Rouch as secretary-general. Shortly afterward, at the Fourth International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences in Vienna, Rouch was instrumental in the formation of the Comité International du Film Ethnographique et Sociologique (CIFES), an organization devoted to the production, compilation, conservation, and distribution of ethnographic films on an international scale.

In the mid-1950s, Rouch’s continuing research on migrations led him to follow Songhay men from Niger to large West African cities such as Accra and Abidjan. In Ghana he made the films Madame l’eau and Les maîtres fous and also began filming Jaguar about these migrations.

Les maîtres fous was his first departure from purely descriptive cinema into a more synthetic approach to event structures. Having observed a ritual several times, he realized that he could break down the crucial aspects and approach them as theatrical narrative. Using montage to create contexting boundaries and making the most of the technical limitation of twenty-five-second shots (he was still using a spring-wound 16 mm camera), Rouch was able to make a short film with more explicative depth and synthesis than his previous ethnographic studies.

Les maîtres fous is about the Hauka, a possession cult among the Songhay that reached full expression in Ghana, where migrants from Niger brought it. The film shows cult members working at menial tasks in the city during the week, then in possession trances during the weekend, then back in the city context. Hauka members become possessed by colonial and technological masters. Because the actual ritual depicted in the film is
violent, and is disturbing to many viewers, Rouch was urged by friends to destroy the film; he refused on the grounds that the participants in the film had themselves requested it be made.¹

During the late 1950s, Rouch devoted the major part of his fieldwork to research on Songhay religion; this culminated in the completion of his doctorat d’état, published as La religion et la magie Songhay (Rouch 1960a, 1989). This remains his major ethnographic publication, of enduring value both in relation to the films that he has made about Songhay religion and cosmology and in relation to continuing studies of Songhay society and magic.²

While Rouch continued to make shorter film studies of topics close to his research, colonial Africa was increasingly turbulent in the late 1950s. This led him to experiment with more overtly dramatic forms, choosing subject matter that, like Les maîtres fous, could have a more direct impact on a wide audience.

The first of these, Moi, un Noir, shows a group of Africans in an Ivory Coast slum, Treichville, playing out a psychodrama about themselves. It was filmed silently, and then Rouch asked the principal player, Oumarou Ganda, to improvise a narration as he saw a rough cut of the film. Ganda’s commentary consists of referencing his actions to the war in Indochina, from which he returned bitter and sad. This device made the film very dreamlike and confused many audiences. Rouch himself felt that the success of the film was in its deliberate attempt to be subjective and let Africans portray their own imaginary world and their own fantasies while being filmed in the context of their actual situation. The movements back and forth from the immediate reality of the players to their dramatic fantasies were taken by some to indicate that Moi, un Noir was the first film that actually gave a voice to Africans and allowed them to present the realities of their world. Indeed, its protagonist, Oumarou Ganda, went on to become a filmmaker. Nonetheless, the film was censored in Ivory Coast, and Rouch’s defense that “fiction is the only way to penetrate reality” was slow to gain sympathetic response, either from anthropologists or from African viewers.³

The next film that emerged in the context of both Rouch’s interest in psychodrama and his desire to chronicle the intercultural politics of African modernities was La pyramide humaine. This film was an attempt to develop the method of improvised ethnographic fiction. It was acted out by a group of people who were given a general story line by Rouch, who in turn catalyzed the action by filming and interrupting the filming according to how he felt the group was progressing.

The actors are two sets of high school students from Abidjan, one
group white, the other group black. They had previously not socialized. Rouch proposed that they collectively act out a story on the topic of what would happen if they all newly met each other and decided to be friends and overcome racial prejudices. The film was shot silently, like the preceding one, with the plan of using postsynchronization: the players making up a sound track as they saw the edited film. This was done, then supplemented by bringing in blimped 16 mm synchronous-sound equipment and shooting several sync-sound sequences, with Rouch and the players in front of the camera. This makes it possible for Rouch to add to the self-conscious dimension of the film; indeed, the film begins with a sequence where he proposes his idea of a collectively improvised story. There is also a similar sequence in the middle of the film. The action breaks off, and all the actors comment on what they have been trying to do up until that point.4

The making of these two films involved major technical obstacles to the kind of improvised spontaneity Rouch sought. At this time there were no noiseless portable 16 mm cameras for shooting synchronized sound; noiseless sync could only be accomplished by housing the camera in an enormous blimp. The films attempted to overcome the technical limitations of the medium at the time in part through experiments with reflexivity and narrative realism.

Continuing reflection on the question of how one films what is subjectively real about and for people and their cultural situation led to what is Rouch’s best-known film. Significantly, it was also his first film in his own society, *Chronicle of a Summer*, made in Paris in 1960 in collaboration with sociologist Edgar Morin. Rouch was responsible for organizing the filming, Morin for the fieldwork and organizing the participants. The film is presented as an inquiry into the lives of a group of Parisians in the summer of 1960. It combines the techniques of drama, fiction, provocation, and reflexive critique that Rouch developed from previous films. It was during this film that the prototype Eclair lightweight 16 mm camera was used for the first time with the Nagra recorder to achieve truly portable handheld synchronous sound.

This film is associated with the origins of the term “cinéma-vérité” to refer to a process, visual aesthetic, and technology of cinema. Additionally some took it as an ideology of authenticity, as well. But in the context of the experimental gestures in *Chronicle of a Summer*, cinéma-vérité came to mean four things: (1) films composed of first-take, nonstaged, non-theatrical, nonscripted material; (2) nonactors doing what they do in natural, spontaneous settings; (3) use of lightweight, handheld portable synchronous-sound equipment; and (4) handheld on-the-go interactive filming and recording techniques with little if any artificial lighting.5 Rouch
summed it up more directly, simply claiming that *Chronicle* was the first film to show that “you can film anything anywhere” (“Ciné-Anthropology,” this volume).

Immediately after *Chronicle of a Summer*, Rouch made *La punition* and *Rose et Landry*; the former appeared on French television and the latter on Canadian television. *La punition* was largely a response to the problem of editing *Chronicle*, for which there were twenty-two hours of rushes. *La punition* was made in two days, with Rouch again, in the fashion of *La pyramide humaine*, provoking a situation (a woman wanders through Paris and meets three different men, a student, an African, a middle-aged engineer, and ...). It was filmed with single takes, no location setups, and hand-held camera. *La punition* and *Rose et Landry* reflect very much of a concern with revisiting issues raised by *Les maîtres fous* and *Moi, un Noir*, namely, the impact of European racism on Africans, as well as African responses to European colonialism. Not surprisingly, these films were made at the height of both African independence movements and political debates about the psychological impact of colonialism, racism, and lingering European anti-Semitism. From this standpoint, the films can be seen as merging filmic experimentalism with engaged antiracist politics.

Rouch’s developing interest in filming in his own society and in the interplay of drama and reality led to another production in Paris during this period. In 1966 he participated (along with Éric Rohmer, Jean-Luc Godard, Claude Chabrol, Daniel Pollet, and Jean Douchet) in a film entitled *Paris vu par...*, in which each of the six directors contributed a short sequence on a different section of Paris. Rouch’s episode, *Gare du nord*, was a drama about a marital quarrel and suicide. The scene was improvised and simply provoked by Rouch, who told the participants the themes and what he generally had in mind (they were not professional actors). The film further gives the illusion of cinématographie by its filmic style. It was done entirely in two shots, each the length of a camera magazine. The film magazine was changed in an elevator, between a shot of the closing and opening of the doors; thus the film presents the illusion that it consists of only one shot, of about twenty minutes’ duration. This film was yet another indication of the relevance of Rouch’s technical and narrative innovations to the French Nouvelle Vague film movement.

In 1964 *The Lion Hunters* was released. This is a feature-length ethnographic study that Rouch had been working on for eight years in between the series of films in Paris. It was immediately followed by *Un lion nommé “l’Americain,”* which tells the story of the capture of the lion that eluded the hunters in the first film. The two films indicate another synthetic turn
in Rouch's approach, combining the older style of ethnographic reportage with a much more developed sense of plot and narrative structure, very much as in more dramatic films. In making these films, and a few shorter ethnographic studies in the early 1960s, Rouch experimented extensively with the new portable sync-sound equipment in Africa.\textsuperscript{6}

*Jaguar,* begun in the mid-1950s, was finished in 1965. At the ethnographic level, this film is a distillation of Rouch's research on migrations (Rouch 1956, 1960c). At the narrative level, it was also a distillation of his experiences with drama and fiction. In the film, three men, Lam, Damouré, and Illo, take a trip from Niger to the coast of Ghana (then Gold Coast). The film attempts to capture the spirit of preindependence West Africa, when borders were not difficult to cross, and when considerable adventure and possibility, as well as risk, were associated with going to large cities. The film was shot silently in the 1950s, when Rouch was still using a small 100-foot-load spring-wound camera. In finishing the film, Rouch maintained the continuity of that style and made it like the earlier fiction films. During a screening of the rough cut, the actors improvised a sound track with dialogue.\textsuperscript{7}

Also in the mid-1960s, Rouch began working again with the Dogon in Mali, this time in collaboration with the ethnographer Germaine Dieterlen, a member of the original Griaule research team. Between 1966 and 1973, Rouch filmed the Sigui ceremony. In the Dogon ceremonial cycle, Sigui occurs every sixty years for seven years.\textsuperscript{8} With ethnomusicologist Gilbert Rouget, also a collaborator on one of the *Sigui* films, Rouch also made *Batteries Dogon,* a study of Dogon drumming (Rouget 1965), and some shorter films among the Dogon, such as *Funérailles du Hogon,* an interesting contrast with his early 1951 Dogon funerary film *Cimetière dans la falaise.* But perhaps the most developed sense of ritual, history, and cinematic poetics comes together in two longer Dogon funeral ritual studies completed in the early 1970s: *Funérailles à Bongo: Le vieil Anai,* 1848–1971 (1972), and *Le Dama d’Ambara* (1974).

Also in the late 1960s and into the 1970s, Rouch continued to film with the Songhay, concentrating on studies of rituals and religion, specifically rainmaking rites, possession dances, and divination (Stoller 1992, 48–62). Many of these rituals are described both in Rouch’s book and in earlier films. But here they begin to be filmed in a very different way, due both to the use of direct cinema techniques (handheld sync sound, long takes) and to the depth of sophisticated observing gained from having seen so many of these ceremonies over a period approaching thirty years. Films such as *Horendi, Yenendi de Gangel,* and *Tourou et Bitti* are made in the...
style of continuous ten-minute shots, filmed while Rouch is walking among the participants in the events. Rouch calls these “shot sequence” (plan sequence) films.

In the verbal introduction to the sound track of Tourou et Bitti, he describes what is to come as “ethnography in the first person” because he plays the roles of both participant and catalyst as he films. The purpose of these films is not to break down and explicate events into component structures and sequences. Rather, they show how the familiar observer authors a subjectively experiential and interactive account of them at the moment he films. This style of shooting long sequences with a single focal-length lens (frequently wide angle, 10 mm) and extensive walking is also considered by Rouch to be an answer to the problem of editing; namely, to edit everything in the camera as it is being shot and then string the shot sequences together. The film is thus imaged as a way of seeing in the moment. It is at once a temporal index of observational experience and a spacial icon resembling the participatory dialectic of scanning and focusing.

Alongside this evolution in field filming, Rouch concentrated in the late 1960s and onward to the 1990s on producing feature-length ethnographic fiction films that descend directly from Jaguar, but also show the influence of Moi, un Noir, and La pyramide humaine. All are improvised and filmed directly by Rouch and jointly conceived by him, Damouré Zika, and Lam Ibrahim Dia (hence the name Films Dalarou, in some cases Dalarouta, to indicate the participation of Tallou Mouzourane, another longtime collaborator). These men have been in numerous Rouch films and have also worked as close field assistants. In this series of films are Petit à Petit, Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet, and Madame l’eau. Very broadly, the subject of these films is post- and neocolonialism and its effects on the lives of Africans, and their relations to a changing Africa and a changing Europe. There is a particular emphasis on dramatic storytelling, and on ironies of cross-cultural (mis)communication. In these films, Rouch continually works to refine a way of crossing lines and expectations; fantasy, absurdity, and surrealist scenarios are constantly juxtaposed with, or blended into, mundane everyday experiences of political and economic realities.

In Petit à Petit, for example, Rouch was responding directly to the changed political climate in France after May 1968, as well as the complexities of postcolonial African modernities and desires. Damouré, Lam, and Illo play the roles of African businessmen who go to Paris to investigate how people live in high-rise buildings so that they might build one themselves in Niger. In the course of the Parisian visit, Rouch provokes his actors to act out a reverse—some would say perverse—anthropology: measuring heads of Europeans with calipers in front of the Musée de l’Homme,
asking to inspect French mouths and count teeth, interviewing passersby on the street about their color categories. Through these absurdities, Rouch directly confronts the power positions of anthropologists and Africans. Decentering stereotypical subject/object relationships is particularly poignant in these fictions, as is the way the story unfolds, when the crew of expatriate Africans and French bohemians return to Africa and things fall apart.10

The second film, *Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet*, is much more of an attempt to deal with the subtitles of colonial response, namely, the development of a subculture of African marginals. This collective improvisation on a popular fable from Niger features Damouré, Lam, and Lam’s little Citroën 2 CV on a yearlong expedition that shifts from mundane peddling, to supernatural adventures with sorcery, to the allegory of how a car crosses a river (see “Ciné-Anthropology” and “The Politics of Visual Anthropology,” in this volume).

These fictions reach their most playfully ironic heights in *Madame l’eau*. Damouré, Lam, and Tallou visit Holland, the land of windmills, in search of a way to irrigate their lands in Niger, which have been ravaged by drought. Encounters with Holland, and friendships with Dutch people, some quite comical, some quite bizarre, lead to the realization that a wooden windmill can be built on the banks of the Niger. And indeed, in time, one is (the Dutch film *Rouch’s Gang* chronicles the making of *Madame l’eau*).

Among other central features—particularly a preoccupation with dreams—these films are an attempt to develop a visual poetic of African storytelling. Yet in all cases, Rouch eschews a film structure precisely parallel to African epics, deprivileging any single narrative and often developing an underlying tone that is extremely cynical about the self-serving nature of historical accounts. His concentration on the connection between desires for modernity and marginals, whom he occasionally refers to as a “populist avant-garde,” involves a perception of both the injustices and ironies of postcolonial Africa that tends to provoke strong responses from critics and audiences in both Africa and Europe.

Throughout the later 1970s and through the 1980s and 1990s, Rouch continued on several tracks in addition to ethnographic fiction. One involved continuing fieldwork in Niger on Songhay ritual and everyday life and producing new film studies in the “shot sequence” style. An additional series of films begun in the late seventies includes ciné-portraits; subjects include Margaret Mead, Germaine Dieterlen, Taro Okamoto, and Paul Levy.

At the time of this writing there are more than one hundred finished films, and at least another twenty-five in various stages of completion (see annotated filmography, this volume). Of this extraordinary output, it is remarkable—in the extreme negative, that is—that only five films, *Les
Thematics of Rouch’s Ciné-Ethnography

To further situate this general overview of Rouch’s career and films, it is useful to review the four key themes that are revealed in his films and writings. These are an attempt to synthesize and elaborate the key documentary impacts of Robert Flaherty and Dziga Vertov; the refinement of the concepts of cinema verité and direct cinema; the development of the ethnographic fiction genre; and the preoccupation with filmic conventions of reflexivity, authorship, autocritique, and “shared anthropology.”

In published interviews and writings, as well as public discussions, Rouch has continually cited his esteem for Robert Flaherty and Dziga Vertov. For Rouch, Flaherty and Vertov “invented” a new discipline of filmmaking by “experimenting with cinema in real life” (“Vicissitudes”). In doing so, they “discovered the essential questions that we still ask ourselves today: must one ‘stage’ reality (the staging of real life) as did Flaherty, or should one, like Vertov, film ‘without awareness’ (seizing improvised life)?” (“The Camera and Man”). To understand why Rouch finds these the “essential” questions, one must examine their relation to ethnography.

Rouch sees Flaherty—specifically the Flaherty of Nanook of the North—as the unconscious originator of filmic equivalents of the most basic ethnographic field methods, participant observation and feedback. Specifically, Rouch views the film as a celebration of a relationship; it combines the familiarity that accrues from observation with the sense of contact and spontaneity that comes from rapport and participation. By developing and printing rushes on location and screening them with Nanook
and other Inuit, Flaherty initiated filmic feedback as a form of stimulation and rapport.

Moreover, Rouch takes it as critical that Flaherty was able to teach Nanook that in order to make a film, actions could not take place as they normally do. Flaherty was not interested in simply recording things as they happened, nor was he technically able to do so. He instead solicited Nanook’s help to get people to enact themselves, but with the understanding that such enactments could only take place at the point when he was ready to film them. Citing the phrase of Luc de Heusch (1962, 35), Rouch applauds this achievement of the “participating camera,” and its connection to the “staging” of reality.¹⁴

Rouch’s debt to Dziga Vertov seems less romantic and mythologizing, as well as more specifically filmic. It concerns the development of a cinematic realism in which the theory of realism was not confused with “reality.” Vertov was concerned with the structures of film realism and the methods of filming real life, as opposed to theatrical enactment. He articulated his theory and method in ways that showed that cinema was different from lived reality and that the camera was not a human eye but a specifically mediated mechanical one. For Vertov, film realism was thematic and structural, built up from tiny units of observation of real people doing real things. These units were always organized by the filmmaker to express his version or statement of the content.

For Rouch, Vertov’s importance rests in the break from cinema realism that was confined to isolated observations and the espousal of a cinematic realism that had an explicit notion of editing and organizing these “crumbs,” as Vertov called them, into a thematic reality. Although Vertov insisted on filming improvised life (no actors, no scripts, no costumes) to seize reality, he both stressed and resorted to extensive montage and metaphoric juxtapositions to “decipher” reality, that is, to elaborate it from the “crumbs” of the footage.

The key factor here is that Vertov described the kino-eye not as a model for seeing the truth but as a new kind of seeing that created its own peculiar truth. Rouch writes that Vertov “called the entirety of this discipline kinopravda (cinéma-vérité, film truth), an ambiguous or self-contradictory expression, since, fundamentally, film truncates, accelerates, and slows down actions, thus distorting the truth. For me, however, ‘kinopravda’ (cinéma-vérité) is a precise term, on the same order as ‘kinok’ (ciné-eye), and it designates not ‘pure truth’ but the particular truth of the recorded images and sounds—a filmic truth, ciné-vérité” (“Vicissitudes,” this volume). Describing Vertov’s impact on Chronicle of a Summer, years later, he continues, “With the ciné-eye and the ciné-ear we recorded in sound and image a
ciné-vérité, Vertov’s kinopravda. This does not mean the cinema of truth, but the truth of cinema” (“Ciné-Anthropology,” this volume).

In this regard, Rouch’s use of Vertov goes beyond his use of Flaherty. This is because with Vertov, the camera gains consciousness, and the mediating work of the filmmaker is itself put on the screen as a way of making a work process explicit. It is this self-consciousness of process, the idea that the truth or the reality of a film is always a socially constructed one, that Rouch derives from Vertov (Sadoul 1971; Sauzier 1985).

Of these concerns raised by Flaherty and Vertov—participant observation, feedback, staging reality, seizing improvised life, editing for thematic subjective truth, ciné-vérité, making the camera the principal actor, revealing the process of making and the authorship of the director—Rouch is heir. His claim, all told, is that film and anthropology share the same essential concerns with the nature of intersubjectivity.

From Vertov, Rouch focused on a cinema concerned with exposing its own process of seizing improvised life and simultaneously commenting on its own form of seeing, hearing, and organizing. It was with this in mind that the term “cinéma-vérité” was actually first used in an article by Morin reporting on the Florence International Ethnographic Film Festival of 1960 (see Morin’s essay, this volume). Morin was on the jury with Rouch and after the festival wrote a newspaper article for France-Observateur titled “Pour un nouveau cinéma-vérité.” His intention was to pay homage to Vertov. The same phrase was used on the publicity flyer when Chronicle of a Summer premiered at Cannes in 1961. At the time, both Morin and Rouch held that the important word in the phrase was “nouveau.” They stressed the realization of a combined ciné-eye and ear, the development of portable synchronous sound, the new potential for the role of speech in the cinema, and the closeness and contact of direct filming without the intervention of a large crew. In short, they stressed both the arrival of the technical means that Vertov lacked and its role in realizing, with new sophistication, the self-revelatory and self-critical process kinopravda promised.

Like many other filmmakers, however, Rouch dropped the term “cinéma-vérité” as the generic name for the film style in which he was engaged, fearing that it was tainted by the pretension of an absolutist notion of truth. Instead, he adopted the term “cinéma-direct” (direct cinema, as it was immediately termed in English), first suggested by Mario Ruspoli (Marsolais 1974, 21–25). Gilles Marsolais presents a consensus definition of cinéma-direct as “a cinema that records directly in the field, not the studio, words and gestures through the use of synchronous camera and tape recorder that is lightweight and flexible to handle. This, in other words, is...
a cinema that establishes direct contact with people, trying to ‘paste to-
gether reality’ as best as possible while always taking into account that the
enterprise is mediated” (1974, 22). Since 1963 Rouch has used this term
to denote both a set of attitudes and a set of techniques; the two are felt
to be mutually interdependent and are not concerned with “truth” in any
positivist sense. Karel Reisz and Gavin Millar, in the classic manual on
documentary film editing, stress this intersection of the technical and
processual in the editing of Chronicle of a Summer: “It has as its aim not
‘truth’ but the many truths out of which some picture of reality can be
built” (1968, 303).

Direct cinema brought together the technical breakthroughs that
took place at the Canadian Film Board, in France, and in the United States
between 1958 and 1960 (Issari 1971; Mamber 1974). These developments
centered on portability. The possibility to film with cameras quieted by
their own material casing (called “self-blimped”) developed simultaneously
with techniques of synchronization between the camera and an indepen-
dent portable recorder. These developments were also accompanied by the
manufacture of faster film stocks and laboratory forced processing (“push-
ing”) of film stocks to higher speeds so that heavy lighting equipment could
be minimized.

These innovations came together considerably during the making of
Chronicle of a Summer, during which Coutant developed the prototype
Eclair 16 mm self-blimped camera (which became known as the NPR, or
“noiseless portable reflex”). With feedback from Rouch on design, this
camera was used with a portable Nagra tape recorder with a neopilot sys-
tem for synchronizing image and sound. At the same time, a new wide-
gle lens that had considerably less distortion problems than earlier mod-
els was introduced. Simultaneously, two additional aspects of portability
were brought from Canada by Michel Brault of the Canadian Film Board.
These were the lavaliere microphone and the technique of walking with the
handheld camera.15

The basic spirit of a new cinema, of a direct cinema, was quickly es-
lished. This meant reliance on synchronous sound, avoidance of voice-
over and narration associated with classical documentary, and insistence
on “live” natural settings and “first takes” with no repetition of what
really happened (so that the camera could film it from another angle for
match cutting, for example). Rouch insisted that this approach make no
abstract claims for truthfulness, only for the necessity of contact, and the
hope that it will play a catalytic role in the film process. This is the sense
in which Rouch prefers “direct cinema” to either “observational cinema,”

---

15
which he finds embodies a certain distance from his catalytic, intersubjective stance (MacDougall 1998, 125–39), or “cinéma-vérité,” which raises the positivist—if not moralistic—scepter of “the truth.”

For Rouch, the problem with the early phase of the American cinema verite movement was its positivism, particularly the “fly-on-the-wall” principle of nonintervention, as indicated by a number of the early experiments by Richard Leacock and his associates. In these films, Rouch saw a denial of what all ethnographers are forced to learn: that realities are coconstructed and that meanings always change as contexts of interpretation change, continually revealed and modified in numerous ways. Provoking, catalyzing, questioning, and filming are simply strategies for unleashing that revealing process. Rouch insisted that the presence of the camera, like the presence of the ethnographer, stimulates, modifies, accelerates, catalyzes, opens a window (phrases he has used over the years); people respond by revealing themselves, and meanings emerge in that revelation. Drama is inherent in this revealing, and drama is inherent in the act of filming it. Filming in personal, narrative, and authored styles is a choice made about the most direct and explicit way to grasp the drama of “improvised life.” Perhaps this is what Louis Marcorelles means when he says, “having gone beyond all truth, Jean Rouch first of all tells us his stories” (1973, 91).

Storytelling is, in fact, maybe the best way to characterize Rouch’s concerns on the whole.16 Rouch indicates that ethnographic cinema can be exciting and liberating (as cinema and as ethnography) precisely because of the capacity to intimately project the richness of local sensibilities. One can go beyond descriptive inventories; one can grasp and show and reveal significances, some of which are only emergent in the actual process of filming and editing. It is this excitement of projecting locally articulated and emergent dramas that is exemplified in David MacDougall’s comment that “one sometimes feels that Jean Rouch has tried to make the kinds of films about West Africa that West Africans might have made had they had the means” (1976, 149). Gilles Deleuze expressed the same sentiment in a more polemical voice: “It may be objected that Jean Rouch can only with difficulty be considered a third world author, but no one has done so much to put the West to flight, to flee himself, to break with a cinema of ethnology and say Moi, un Noir . . .” (1989, 223; also Brahimi 1997, 19).

Provocation of an empathetic sort contributes substantially to Rouch’s attempts to transcend brute cinematic description, to get beyond observational passivity. The classic example is perhaps the scene in Chronicle of a Summer during the lunch at the Musée de l’Homme. When the subject turned to anti-Semitism, Rouch asked the African students what they thought of the tattoo on Marceline’s arm. Of course they did not realize
that this was a number put on Marceline’s arm by the Nazis. When they questioned the tattoo as an adornment, given the African context of bodily tattoos, and wondered if it was Marceline’s phone number, an extraordinary moment of drama was revealed as interpretive worlds clashed. Is this not “truthful” or “objective” “evidence” of a profound reality because of the clear intervention? Here is Rouch’s ethnographic rationale for the notion that when there is participation and provocation in direct cinema, there is the possibility of crystallized expressions of what might otherwise be obtuse, unsaid, or unrevealed. Although such techniques were criticized as “mere psychodrama” by those seeking an authentic, untouched, objective “recording” of reality, Rouch was always clear in his conviction that direct cinema must confront the epistemology of intersubjectivity.

Provocation and storytelling affect the structure and cinematic conventions of *Chronicle of a Summer*, *La punition*, *Rose et Landry*, and *Gare du nord* in ways that have stimulated and refined cinema direct filming, but Rouch has actually done more experimenting with these methods in his African films. *Les maîtres fous* and *The Lion Hunters* clearly express both an anthropological view of ritual as dramaturgy and the notion of anthropological film as narrative storytelling. Each essentially resorts to cinematic answers (editing to show the referent of a symbol in *Les maîtres fous*, climactic structure of the hunt editing in *The Lion Hunters*) to deal with explicative needs while retaining the subjective sense of plot. Additionally, the shot sequence films such as *Tourou et Bitti* involve narrative experiments by the linkage of film time to ritual time and to experiential and observational time. As Rouch puts it: “Cinema, the art of the instant and the instantaneous, is, in my opinion, the art of patience, and the art of time” (“Ciné-Anthropology,” in this volume).

While anthropologists have used novels and other written fiction, most ethnographic filmmakers have generally only exploited the descriptive realism of film and have seemingly stayed away from fiction. This leads to one of the unique things about Rouch’s work in anthropology. This is his extensive use of fiction formats for revealing ethnography, his use of surrealistic and dream techniques, and perhaps, most significantly, his blurring of the very cinematic distinction between documentary and fiction film in favor of a more ethnographic and imaginative integration.

In *Moi, un Noir*, *La pyramide humaine*, and *Jaguar*, Rouch turned the limitations of the time (no sync sound) into an innovative use of the sound track by screening films back to the participants and provoking them to make up their own dialogues and commentaries as an improvised response both to themselves acting and to Rouch’s editing. Here storytelling and provocation take on a reflexive dimension; for the viewer, the process of
making the film and the relationships in it are explicated at the moment of watching. In *La pyramide humaine*, this is enhanced by Rouch’s direct appearances on-screen; the form and manner of provocation from Rouch to the actors becomes part of the story itself. In *Jaguar* this dimension is even more poignant; as one watches and learns about an Africa that no longer existed by the time the film was finished, one hears Damouré and Lam as if they were watching a home movie with their own families.

In *Petit à Petit*, fiction is taken to deeper levels of both fantasy and political statement. Damouré, the director of *Petit à Petit* Imports, goes to France to have an architect draw up plans for him to build a skyscraper in Niger. While on the streets of Paris, Damouré acts out the role of the curious African anthropologist, performing some spontaneous physical anthropology to some fairly astonished Parisians. Then he brings Lam over to work with him. They buy a Bugatti, bomb around town, meet a Senegalese beauty (the filmmaker Safi Faye) who quotes Baudelaire, a white woman who dances with them in a discotheque, and a Quebecois who is a hobo. Eventually all five go back to Niger, and the building is constructed. Damouré marries both women in village and church ceremonies, Lam and the Quebecois discover each other’s strangeness, the women decide to go back to Paris, and Damouré decides he would rather ride a horse and live in a hut by the sea. In the playing out of this collective improvisation there is much pure zaniness. But there is also much mockery of both African and French elites, and a deep sense of the alienation that is produced when either culture is reduced to imitation and parody of the other.

*Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet*, based on a story by Damouré, is an equally trenchant statement on the theme of separate realities. Here Lam, a marginal chicken merchant, goes trading and in the process must get his car back and forth across the Niger River three times. The first time he drives it in the water, the second time he takes it apart, and the third time he floats it on tubes. Rouch uses this process to show that Africans adapt to challenges in ways that are totally different from Europeans. He even contrasts the logic and local sensibility of these marginal schemes with the appearance of European “experts” who have come to do quick and superficial surveys and give development advice in the arrogant voice of social science. Out of this emerges the mix of improvised fun and sarcastic critique that has cultivated both adoring and annoyed audiences.

A final theme linking Rouch’s obsession with authorship and his concern with ethnographic reflexivity is what he has called “anthropologie partagée,” or “shared anthropology.” This term implies several attitudes and is manifested in different ways. The most basic method involved is feedback (which Rouch translates as *contrédon audiovisuel*, or audiovisual...
reciprocity, playing in the French, as well, on Le Don, the title of Marcel Mauss’s celebrated 1925 classic The Gift. For Rouch, a critical difference between the product of visual anthropology and other anthropological documents is the ability to “share” the report (i.e., the analysis) with those it is about, those who appear in it. As a process, this enhances participation and allows the ethnographer-filmmaker to meditate openly and self-critically on his or her own role.

As an example of this kind of feedback, Rouch often cites playing back one of his early films on hippopotamus hunting to the Sorko. With the climax of the chase, Rouch used music on the sound track, namely, a hunter’s air (the film was made with preportable sync sound). When the hunters saw the film, they remarked that this was inappropriate; the hunt must be completely silent. Rouch points out that the feedback taught him something specific about hippopotamus hunting and the Sorko notion of drama. Simultaneously, it taught him something about his own cultural predisposition to using music as a theatrical device.

Another kind of “sharing” anthropology is in the notion of fieldwork as “ethnodialogue.” Rather than analyzing behaviors as if they were unaffected by the presence of the anthropologist, Rouch has directly confronted how people are changed and modified by his presence. In his study of the “self” and transformations of possession, sorcery, and magic (“Vicissitudes of the Self,” in this volume), he broadens the scope of inquiry by comparing these altered states with the altered states of ethnography and filmmaking. This involves analyzing how the people he films interpret the transformation that takes place when he films. He develops the theme that there is a cultural analogue between the filmer and the possession dancer that is played out as the ciné-trance of the one filming the possession trance of the other. Later playback of the film is a strong enough provocation that people will become repossessed. Rouch attempts to state how this kind of participation and reflexivity redefines the roles of observer and observed into ethnodialogue.

Other kinds of sharing anthropology that operate clearly in Rouch’s work surround the collaborative style developed in his association with Damouré Zika, Lam Ibrahima Dia, Tallou Mouzourane, and Illo Gaoudel. Additionally, Rouch has been active in training African filmmakers so that they can image their own cultures as they see fit (e.g., Oumarou Ganda, Moustapha Alassane) and also image the culture of the anthropologist (e.g., Inoussa Ousseini, whose film Paris c’est joli, about the misadventures of a young African who clandestinely arrives in France, shows a very different side of the clash of cultures than does Rouch’s work).

In this regard, Manthia Diawara says that Rouch “is to African cinema
what Jean-Paul Sartre was to Négritude” (1992, 24). But other African scholars and filmmakers are neither as subtle in their phrasing nor as nuanced in their assessment of the complexity of Rouch’s subjectivity. The Senegalese director Ousmane Sembène said that Rouch depicts Africans as insects (1982). Other writers insist that Rouch’s world of ethnographic film was born of, and can only extend, the ideology of colonial cinema, and thus the colonial project in general—which is to show the colonized as quaint, primitive, and exotic. They insist that Europeans are steeped in personal, cultural, and institutional privilege, easy to deny or camouflage by self-critical or self-aware pronouncements.19 Ukadike sees a deeper contradiction, namely, the extent to which participants in Rouch’s films or associates of his who went on to become filmmakers (Oumarou Ganda, Safi Faye, Moustapha Allasane, Inoussa Ousseini) are ultimately critical both of his praxis and of the real effect of his films (1994, 50–51, 79, 90). These charges surely point out one of the deeper ironies of Rouch’s films, namely, that in their reflexivity and risks they both anticipate and participate in the very critique leveled at them by postcolonial studies and African scholars.

While acknowledging the currency of these critical perspectives, it is also unquestionable that by any standard of quality, volume, or sheer vitality, Rouch’s impact on the evolution of ethnographic cinema and cinematic ethnography in the second half of the twentieth century has been enormous. His work has simultaneously promoted the value of cinema to ethnography and ethnography to cinema, in both cases at the levels of theory, method, and practice. With each film project, Rouch tried new experiments, took new risks, and mapped new options.

Rouch’s films enunciate a dedication to participation, involvement, long-term ethnographic commitment, and interpersonal engagement. They enunciate the processual, revelatory power of cinema to unleash and stimulate new ways of representing scenes both familiar and fantastic, mundane and spectacular. It is a recognition of the parallel intersubjective, improvisatory, and dramaturgical qualities of both everyday life and direct filming that signals the intersection of social and cinematic theory in Rouch’s oeuvre. And it is from this recognition that his work so forcefully dissolves and obliterates parochial distinctions between fact and story, documentary and fiction, knowledge and feeling, improvisation and composition, observation and participation. Rouch’s own words state it best:

For me, as an ethnographer and filmmaker, there is almost no boundary between documentary film and films of fiction. The cinema, the art of the double, is already the transition from the real world to the imaginary world, and ethnography, the science of the thought systems of others, is a permanent
crossing point from one conceptual universe to another; acrobatic gymnastics, where losing one’s footing is the least of the risks.

Plan of the Book

The plan of this book responds to both the historical and biographical dimensions of Rouch’s career, and the thematics of his fused cinematic and ethnographic work. It opens with four key essays that Rouch wrote in the 1960s and 1970s; each is a key document in the history of visual anthropology. And each, in a different way, brings together aspects of cinematic and social theory. The first, “The Camera and Man,” is perhaps Rouch’s best-known and most widely cited essay. In it he lays out his overall engagement with ethnographic cinema, his sense of its history, methods, prospects, and problems. Next comes a long essay entitled “The Situation and Tendencies of the Cinema in Africa.” In addition to its historical merit, the piece is of significant value as an early work on the filmic representation of Africa and Africans. It is an essay that stands on its own in the context of the state of knowledge in the early 1960s, and one that can profitably be reread in the context of debates about the colonial gaze and representation, matters taken up critically in recent critical postcolonial histories of African film.

The final two essays concern filming in the Songhay and Dogon worlds. “On the Vicissitudes of the Self: The Possessed Dancer, the Magician, the Sorcerer, the Filmmaker, and the Ethnographer” is a lively mix of Rouch’s cinematic and ethnographic praxis, revealing how the ethnographic study of West African rituals is intertwined with the epistemology of cinema. “The Mad Fox and the Pale Master” treats Rouch’s relation to his Dogon teachers and collaborators Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen and locates his filming of the Sigui and of Dogon rituals in the dual contexts of the history of postwar French anthropology and the development of ethnographic cinema. This is the most autobiographical of his essays, and also the one that most closely treats the relation of surrealism to ethnography. It is the most distinctly postmodern and experimental of his writings included here.

Four conversations and interviews follow, further embellishing these essays, clarifying their author’s intentions, and providing meaningful context for viewing the related films. This quartet begins with a conversation with Lucien Taylor from 1990, where Rouch speaks considerably about his personal background, locating himself not just as an anthropologist and filmmaker but as an artist and intellectual in the broadest historical context.
sense. Then comes a long conversation produced for the most important retrospective of Rouch’s work in 1980. Enrico Fulchignoni walks Rouch through his whole career. This conversation is particularly valuable for locating the experiences and experiments of each film in the larger narratives of Rouch’s poetics and politics.

This is followed by two shorter interviews, both originally conducted in English at the first Margaret Mead Film Festival, in 1977, where Rouch was the guest of honor. In the first of them, filmmaker John Marshall and anthropologist John W. Adams question Rouch in detail about Les maîtres fous, The Lion Hunters, and Jaguar. These conversations are particularly valuable because these three films are still Rouch’s most widely seen in the United States, particularly in classes in ethnographic film and representations of Africa. In the second interview, with Cineaste magazine critics Dan Georgakas, Udayan Gupta, and Judy Janda, Rouch answers questions about the politics of cinema and ethnography not closely covered elsewhere. While the other three conversations were conducted with good friends and colleagues, this one has a different edge. The interviewers bring a mix of Marxist, feminist, and critical postcolonial critiques to the table and are clearly suspicious of Rouch’s politics and praxis. His responses reveal additional dimensions of his intertwined politics and aesthetics, touching on matters unspoken in the other conversations and essays.

These four essays and four interviews are followed by the 1962 book documenting one of Rouch’s best-known films, Chronicle of a Summer. The book begins with an essay on the making of the film and on the question of cinéma-vérité by Rouch’s collaborator, sociologist Edgar Morin. Rouch’s essay on the birth of direct cinema follows. Then there is a complete transcript of the film. Finally Rouch and Morin present their postfilm interviews with the principal participants.

While it is widely acknowledged that 1960’s Chronicle of a Summer was a tremendously innovative film that inspired many documentary, ethnographic, experimental, and New Wave films to follow, it will become equally clear that this book, too, is a historically innovative text. Far more than the transcript of an unscripted film, Morin’s and Rouch’s essays, interviews, and restoration of cut dialogue in the film transcript are a deep exercise in intellectual reflexivity and autocritique, and a substantial contribution to discussing issues of intersubjectivity, realism, and deception in documentary cinema.

Closing the collection is an updated filmography. In as many instances as possible, I have included annotations that are wholly or substantially Rouch’s own. The filmography is followed by a selective bibliography of Rouch’s most available writings.


4. See Rouch 1960b for a transcript of the film. Also see Loizos 1993, 53–56; and "Ciné-Anthropology," in this volume.


8. For details see Dieterlen 1971; Stoller 1992, 174–91; also see "The Mad Fox and the Pale Master" and the Dogon section of "Ciné-Anthropology," in this volume.


10. See Rouch 1972 for the full text of the film and a gallery of photographs, commentaries, and interviews. Also see "Ciné-Anthropology," in this volume.


15. See Rouch’s and Brouil’s comments on these developments in Marsolais 1974, 355–58. Also see “The Camera and Man,” “The Cinema of the Future,” and “Ciné-Anthropology,” in this volume.

16. See Stoller 1992 for a development of this metaphor along the lines of both the African oral tradition and the institution of the grotto.


18. See also Diawara 1992, 93–103, on Rouch’s role in the Mozambique project.

19. See, for example, the arguments in Hennebelle 1972, 281–85; Gabriel 1982; Preidel 1982; Harrow 1989; Ukadike and Gabriel 2002.
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In 1948, when André Leroi-Gourhan organized the first ethnographic film congress at the Musée de l’Homme, he asked himself, “Does the ethnographic film exist?” He could only respond, “It exists, since we project it.” And in 1962, Luc de Heusch quite justly wrote:

To brandish the concept of the “sociological film,” isolating it within immense world production, is this not a chimerical and academic exercise? The very notion of sociology is fluid, varying by country and local tradition. The term does not apply itself to the same research in Russia, the United States, or Europe. Is it not, on the other hand, the helpless mania of our time to catalogue, to cut up into arbitrary categories, the mixture of confused ideas, of moral values, and aesthetic research on which these artists, who are the creators of films, feed with such extraordinary avidity?

These two statements take on a particular value in 1973. This value derives, on the one hand, from the shameful situation in which anthropologists (and increasingly sociologists, too) find their discipline and, on the other, from the unwillingness of filmmakers to face up to their creative responsibilities. Ethnographic film has never been so contested, and the authored film has never been so questioned. And yet year after year, the number and quality of ethnographic films continues to grow.

It is not my concern here to pursue polemic, but simply to state the paradox: the more these films are attacked from the exterior or the interior (i.e., by the actors and viewers or by the directors and researchers), the more they seem to develop and affirm themselves. It is as if their total marginality was a way of escaping the reassuring orbit of all the daring attempts of today.

For example: since 1969, when ethnographers were compared (rather skillfully) to “salesmen of black culture,” and sociologists to “indirect exploiters of the working class” by angry delegates at the Montreal African
Studies Association meetings, or the Pan-African Festival in Algiers, there have never been so many enrollments of new students in university departments of sociology and anthropology.

For example: since young anthropological filmmakers declared that films on rituals and traditional life were out-of-date, there have never been so many films depicting “primitive” cultures, and so few on the problems of development.

For example: since the creation of film collectives, there have never been so many authored films in cinema and human sciences, and, simultaneously, so much decadence on the part of filmmakers participating in these collectives.

In short, if ethnographic film is attacked, it is because it is in good health, and because, from now on, the camera has found its place among man.

One Hundred Years of Films of Man

The Pioneers

The arduous route that brought us here began in 1872, when Eadweard Muybridge made the first chronophotograph in San Francisco in order to settle an argument over the manner in which horses trot. Muybridge was able to reconstruct movement by decomposing it with a series of still images, which is to say, to “cinematograph” it.

From the beginning, after animals and horses, it was man: the horseman or horsewoman (nude for reasons of muscular observation), the walker, the crawler, the athlete, or Muybridge himself—all with their hair blowing in the wind, twirling about in front of thirty automatic still cameras. In those furtive images, American West Coast society one hundred years ago exposed more of itself than any Western could. They were horsemen, of course, but white, violent, muscular, harmoniously impudent, ready to give the world the virus of goodwill, and, as a bonus, the “American way of life.”

Twelve years later, in 1888, when Marey used Edison’s new pliable film and enclosed Muybridge’s apparatus in his “chronophotographic rifle,” it was again man who was the target. And in 1895, forty years before Marcel Mauss would write his unforgettable essay on body techniques, “Les Techniques du Corps,” Doctor Felix Regnault, a young anthropologist, decided to use chronophotography for a comparative study of human behavior, including “ways of walking, squatting, and climbing” of a Peul, a Wolof, a Diola, or a Madagascan.
In 1900 Regnault and his colleague Azouley (who was the first to similarly use Edison cylinders for recording sound) conceived the first audiovisual museum of man: “Ethnographic museums must contain chronophotographs. It is not enough to have a loom, a wheel, a spear. One must know the way they operate, and the only way to know this precisely is by means of the chronophotograph.” Alas, some seventy years later, such an ethnographic museum of films and recordings is still a dream.

After the appearance of the animated image with the cinema of Lumière, it was still man who was the principal subject. As de Heusch wrote:

Film archives of this century began with naive films. Was the cinema going to be an objective instrument capable of capturing the life and behavior of man? The marvelous ingenuity of Lumière’s Sortie des Usines (Leaving the Factory), Déjeuner de Bébé (Baby’s Lunch), and Pêche à la Crevette (Shrimp Fishing) permitted one to believe that it could.

But from the beginning, the camera was equally revealed to be a “thief of reflections.” Perhaps those workers hardly paid attention to Lumière’s little cranking box as they left the factory. But some days later, upon seeing the projection of the brief images, they suddenly became conscious of an unknown magical ritual—that old fear of the fatal meeting with one’s double.

Then, de Heusch writes, “the illusionists” came along and “uprooted this new type of microscope from scholars and turned it into a toy.” And so film viewers preferred Méliès’s trick-optical version of the eruption of the Pelée Mountain volcano to the terrifying documents that Lumière’s crews brought back from the China wars.

The First Geniuses

It took the turmoil of the 1914–1918 war, the thorough questioning of values, the Russian Revolution, and the European intellectual revolution for the camera to refine its place among man.

At that point, our discipline was invented by two geniuses. One, Robert Flaherty, was a geographer-explorer who was doing ethnography without knowing it. The other, Dziga Vertov, was a futurist poet who was doing sociology, equally without knowing it. The two never met, but both craved cinema “reality.” And ethnographers and sociologists who were inventing their new disciplines in the very midst of these two incredible observers had no contact with either of them. Yet it is to these two men that we owe everything that we are trying to do today.

For Flaherty, in 1920, filming the life of the Northern Eskimos meant
filming a particular Eskimo—not filming things, but filming an individual. And the basic honesty of the endeavor meant showing that individual all the footage he had shot. When Flaherty built his developing lab at Hudson Bay and projected his images for Nanook, he had no idea that he was inventing, at that very instant, “participant observation” (a concept still used by ethnographers and sociologists fifty years later) and “feedback” (an idea with which we are just now clumsily experimenting).

If Flaherty and Nanook were able to tell the difficult story of the struggle of man against a thriftless but beneficial nature, it was because there was a third party with them. This small, temperamental, but faithful machine, with an infallible visual memory, let Nanook see his own images in proportion to their birth. It is this camera that Luc de Heusch so perfectly called the “participatory camera.”

Undoubtedly, when Flaherty developed those rushes in his cabin, no one realized that he was condemning to death more than 90 percent of film documents that would follow. No one realized that they would have to wait some forty years before someone would follow the still-new example of the old master of 1921.

For Dziga Vertov, at the same period of time, it was a question of filming the revolution. It was no longer an issue of staging, or adventures, but of recording little patches of reality. Vertov the poet thus became Vertov the militant, and perceiving the archaic structure of the newsreel film, he invented the kinok, the “ciné-eye.”

I am the ciné-eye, I am the mechanical eye, I am the machine that shows you the world as only a machine can see it. From now on, I will be liberated from immobility. I am in perpetual movement. I draw near to things, I move myself away from them, I enter into them, I travel toward the snout of a racing horse. I move through crowds at top speed, I precede soldiers on attack, I take off with airplanes, I flip over on my back, I fall down and stand back up as bodies fall down and stand back up.1

This pioneering visionary thus foresaw the era of cinéma-vérité. “Cinéma-vérité is a new type of art; the art of life itself. The ciné-eye includes: all shooting techniques, all moving pictures, all methods—without exception—which will allow us to reach the truth—the truth in movement” (“Kinok Manifesto”).

Vertov was talking about the “camera in its natural state”—not in its egotism but in its willingness to show people without makeup, to seize the moment. “It is not sufficient to put partial fragments of truth on the screen, as if they were scattered crumbs. These fragments must be elaborated into
an organic collective, which, in turn, constitutes thematic truth” (“Kinok Manifesto”).

In these feverish declarations, we find everything of today’s cinema: all the problems of ethnographic film, of documentary TV film, of the “living cameras” we use today. And yet no filmmaker in the world has been so poorly received; no seeker so inspired has been so unrecognized. We had to wait until the 1960s for directors and theoreticians to get back on the track of the kinoks, those “ciné-eyes” who made “films which produced films.”

In 1920, when Flaherty and Vertov were trying to resolve the same problems that today’s filmmakers face, camera equipment and techniques were elementary, and the making of a film required more craft than industry. The camera used for Nanook, forerunner of the “eyemo,” had no motor, though it did already have a reflex viewer through coupled lenses. The camera of the ciné-eyes that brought us Man with a Movie Camera was also hand cranked and continually rested on a tripod. Vertov’s “eye in movement” was only able to move about in an open-topped car. Flaherty was alone, as cameraman, director, lab technician, editor, and projectionist. Vertov worked only through another cameraman and had a small family crew, with his brother Mikhail shooting and his wife editing. Later on, Flaherty too had a family crew, with his brother David operating the second camera and his wife Frances as assistant.

Perhaps it was due to such simplicity and naïveté that these pioneers discovered the essential questions that we still ask ourselves today: Must one “stage” reality (the staging of “real life”) as did Flaherty, or should one, like Vertov, film “without awareness” (“seizing improvised life”)?

---

The Eclipse of the Cinema Industry

In 1930 technical progress (the change from silent films to “talkies”) transformed the cinema art and industry. No one asked anyone else what was happening, and nobody took the time to figure out what was really going on. But it was then that a white, cannibalistic cinema emerged. It was the time of exoticism, Tarzan, and white heroes among the wild savages. Making films then meant crews of ten technicians, tons of camera and sound equipment, and responsibility for thousands of dollars. So it was obviously simpler to bring man to the studio and place him in front of the camera than to take the camera out to man. Johnny Weissmuller, the most famous king of the jungle, never left the sacred Hollywood forest; it was the African beasts and feathered Tubis that were brought onto the camera set.
You had to be crazy, as some ethnographers apparently were, to take such forbidden tools to the field. And today, when one watches the first clumsy attempts of Marcel Griaule (Aupays du Dogon andSous les masques noirs, both shot in 1938) or Patrick O’Reilly (Bougainville, shot in 1934 and later retitled Popoko, the Wild Island), one can easily understand the discouraging results of their efforts. After rather admirable camera documents were brought back, they were “made” into films with insensitive editing, Orientalist music, and a newsreel-style commentary more befitting of a sportscast. It was this betrayal that Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson managed to avoid at the same point in time (1936–1938) with their “Character Formation” series (Bathing Babies, Childhood Rivalry in Bali and New Guinea, First Days in the Life of a New Guinea Baby). Here, thanks to American university financial aid, it was understood (before it was understood by other universities) that it was absurd to try to mix research and commercialism.

The Postwar Technical Revolution: Lightweight Cinema

New technical developments brought about by the war—the arrival of the 16 mm format—allowed for the revival of ethnographic film. The American army used lightweight cameras in the field; they were no longer 35 mm monsters but precise and robust tools, born directly of amateur cinema. Thus at the close of the 1940s, young anthropologists, following Marcel Mauss’s manual of ethnography to the letter (“You will film all techniques”), brought the camera to man. And although some expeditions continued the dream of 35 mm superproductions (such as the admirable Pays des pygmées, brought back in 1947 along with the first authentic sound discs recorded in the equatorial forest), 16 mm would not be far behind in asserting itself.

From then on, things happened quickly. In 1951 the first self-governing tape recorders appeared. Even though they had crank motors and weighed seventy pounds, they replaced a sound truck of several tons. Yet no one except a few anthropologists initiated themselves into the mania of these bizarre tools, which no professional in the film industry would even look at. And so a few ethnographers simultaneously made themselves director, cameraman, sound recordist, editor, and also producer. Curiously, Luc de Heusch, Ivan Polunin, Henri Brandt, John Marshall, and I realized that as a by-product, we were inventing a new language. In the summer of 1955,
at the Venice Festival, I was thus led to characterize ethnographic film in the following way for the journal *Positif*:

What are these films, and by what weird name shall we distinguish them from other films? Do they actually exist? I still don’t know, but I do know that there are those rare moments when the spectator can suddenly understand an unknown language without the gimmick of subtitles, moments where he can participate in strange ceremonies, move through a village, and cross places he has never seen before but nonetheless recognizes perfectly well. Only the cinema can produce this miracle, but no particular aesthetic gives it the means to do so, and no special technique uniquely provokes it. Neither the learned counterpoint of a cut nor the use of stereophonic cinerama can cause such a wonder. Often this mysterious contact is established in the middle of the most banal film, in the savage mincemeat of a current events newsreel, or in the meanderings of amateur cinema. Perhaps it is the close-up of an African smile, a Mexican winking his eye for the camera, or a European gesture so common that nobody would imagine filming it; things like these force a bewildering view of reality on us. It is as if there were no cameraman, sound-man, or light meter there; no longer that mass of technicians and accessories that make up the great ritual of classical cinema. But today’s filmmakers prefer not to adventure on these dangerous paths. It is only masters, fools, or children who dare push these forbidden buttons.

But soon the flashing development of TV gave professional status to our silly tools. And it was then, in working to satisfy our needs (lightweight, durable construction, quality), that manufacturers gave us their first marvelous portable silent sync cameras and automatic tape recorders. The first crews to use the equipment were those of Ricky Leacock (*Primary* and *Indianapolis*) in the United States, and that of Edgar Morin, Michel Brault, and myself (*Chronicle of a Summer*) in France.

**Ethnographic Cinema Today**

Hence today we have extraordinary equipment at our disposal, and the number of ethnographic films has grown each year since 1960 (evidenced by the fact that more than seventy recent films were sent to the selection committee of the first Venezia Genti festival in 1972). Yet ethnographic film has not found its voice. Having solved all of its technical problems, it has yet failed to reinvent for us, as Flaherty and Vertov did in 1920, the rules of a new film language that will permit the opening of frontiers between all civilizations. It is not my aim here to make a statement summarizing all experiments and trends, but simply to report on those that appear to me to be the most pertinent.
Ethnographic Film and Commercial Cinema

Even though the technical barriers no longer exist, it is rare that an ethnographic film finds commercial distribution. However, the majority of ethnographic films made in recent years share the same format as productions made for commercial release: credits, background music, sophisticated editing, narration addressed to the general public, proper duration, etc. For the most part, the result is a hybrid product that neither satisfies scientific rigor nor cinematic art. Of course, some major works or original films escape this inevitable trap (as ethnographers consider film like a book, and an ethnographic book is no different from an ordinary book).

The outcome is a notorious increase in the cost of these films, which makes even more annoying their almost total lack of distribution (except when the cinema market is open to sensational films such as Mondo Cane). The solution to the problem is to study the film distribution networks. Only when universities, cultural agencies, and TV networks cease their need to make our documents conform to their other products, and learn to accept the differences, will a new type of ethnographic film, with specific criteria, be able to develop.

Filmmaker-Ethnographer or Filmmaker and Ethnographer Teams

It is for similar reasons, and in order to make the most of technical possibilities, that ethnographers have recently preferred not to film by themselves but to call on a crew of technicians. (Actually, it is sometimes the production crew, sent out by a TV company, that calls on the anthropologist.)

Personally, unless forced into it, I am violently opposed to crews. The reasons are many. The soundman must absolutely be able to understand the language of the people being recorded; it is thus indispensable that he be a member of the group being filmed, and, of course, be trained in all aspects of his work. Moreover, in today's manner of shooting sync-sound direct cinema, the director can only be the cameraman. It is the ethnographer alone, to my mind, who really knows when, where, and how to film, in other words, to “direct.” Finally, and this is without a doubt the decisive factor, the ethnographer must spend a long time in the field before beginning to shoot. This period of reflection, apprenticeship, and mutual awareness might be quite long (Flaherty spent a year in the Solomon Islands before rolling a foot of film) and is thus incompatible with the schedules and salaries of a crew of technicians.
But, of course, there are always a few exceptions: *The Hadza*, shot by the young filmmaker Sean Hudson in close collaboration with anthropologist James Woodburn; or *Emu Ritual at Ruguri* and the rest of director-filmmaker Roger Sandall’s Australian series, made in conjunction with anthropologists; or *The Feast*, where Timothy Asch was completely integrated in Napoleon Chagnon’s study of the Yanomamo.

Yet the Eskimo films of Asen Balikci and Ian Dunlop’s recent series on the New Guinea Baruya are for me examples of what should never happen again—the intrusion of a group of first-rate technicians into a difficult field situation, even with the aid of an anthropologist. Every time a film is made there is a cultural disruption. But when the anthropologist-filmmaker is alone, he cannot push what problems may arise onto his crew, and he must assume responsibility himself. (We must remember that two whites in an African village are enough to constitute a solid foreign body, and hence to risk rejection.) And I’ve always wondered how that small group of Eskimos reacted to those crazy whites who made them clean out their camp of all that good canned food!

This ambiguity doesn’t appear in Dunlop’s earlier *Desert People* series, owing no doubt to the “piece of trail” shared by the filmmakers and the Aboriginal family they met. But it naturally manifests itself in the New Guinea film. Here, at a most extraordinary moment at the end of the ceremony, the group responsible for the initiation asks their anthropologist friend to limit the film’s distribution so that it will not be shown inside New Guinea (a posteriori rejection). In cases like these, it is the awkwardness of the crew’s presence that creates the obstacle to a “participating camera.”

This is why it appears to me essential that we teach film and sound recording skills to students of ethnography. And even if their films are technically far inferior to those of professionals, they will nevertheless have that irreplaceable quality of the real contact between those who film and those who are filmed.

---

*Handheld versus Tripod Shooting, Zoom versus Fixed Focal Lens*

After the war, when American TV was searching for films (especially the “Adventure” series of Sol Lesser, and that of CBS), the idea of shooting without a tripod was almost prohibited by the desire for steadiness. Yet most of the 16 mm war footage (including the extraordinary *Memphis Belle*, the adventures of a Flying Fortress and the first film blown up to 35 mm) had been shot handheld. But when we took the example of the old pioneers
and filmed without a tripod, it was principally due to economy of means, and to permit rapid movement between two cameras. Most of the time, however, the camera remained fixed, occasionally panning, and only exceptionally moving about (for example, in “crane” effects achieved by crouching, or when traveling in a car).

It took the audacity of a young crew from the Montreal Canadian Film Board to liberate the camera from its immobility. Koenig and Kroiter’s *Corral* (1954) opened the way for the traveling shot, more definitively developed in the classic scene in *Bientôt Noël* (1959) where the camera follows the bank guard’s revolver. When Michel Brault came from Canada to Paris to shoot *Chronicle of a Summer*, this technique was a revelation to all of us, and for the TV cameramen as well. The classic example of this style is now undoubtedly the shot in *Primary* where Leacock follows the entrance of John F. Kennedy. Since then (1960), camera manufacturers have made considerable efforts to improve the balance and manageability of their products. And today all cameramen who shoot direct cinema know how to walk with their cameras, thus transforming them into “living cameras,” the ciné-eyes envisioned by Vertov.

This technique is particularly useful in ethnographic filming, for it allows the cameraman to adapt to the action as a function of the spatial layout. He is thus able to penetrate into the reality, rather than leaving it to unroll itself in front of the observer.

Yet some directors have continued the general use of the tripod, always for the sake of technical rigor. This is to my mind the major fault in the films of Roger Sandall and the last New Guinea film by Ian Dunlop. (Perhaps it is not coincidental that we’re talking here of Australian directors, since the best tripods and pan heads are made in Sydney!) The physical immobility of a tripod-fixed camera is thought to be compensated for by the wide use of variable-focal-length lenses (zoom lenses), which create an optical imitation of a dolly shot. But in fact, these lenses don’t allow one to forget the unseen rigidity of the camera, because the zooming is always from a single point of view. Although these casual ballets may appear seductive, one must recognize that they only bring the camera and man together optically, because the camera always rests at a distance. Actually, this type of shooting more closely resembles a voyeur looking at something from a faraway perch, and zooming in for the details. This involuntary arrogance on the part of the camera is resented not only a posteriori by the attentive viewer but also by the people who are filmed, because it is like an observation post.

For me then, the only way to film is to walk with the camera, taking it where it is most effective and improvising another type of ballet with it,
trying to make it as alive as the people it is filming. I consider this dynamic improvisation to be a first synthesis of Vertov’s ciné-eye and Flaherty’s participating camera. I often compare it to the improvisation of the bullfighter in front of the bull. Here, as there, nothing is known in advance; the smoothness of a faena is just like the harmony of a traveling shot that articulates perfectly with the movements of those being filmed. In both cases as well, it is a matter of training, mastering reflexes as would a gymnast. Thus instead of using the zoom, the cameraman-director can really get into the subject. Leading or following a dancer, priest, or craftsman, he is no longer himself, but a mechanical eye accompanied by an electronic ear. It is this strange state of transformation that takes place in the filmmaker that I have called, analogously to possession phenomena, “ciné-trance.”

**Editing**

The director-cameraman who shoots direct cinema is his own first spectator in the viewfinder of the camera. All of his bodily improvisations (camera movement, framing, shot lengths) finally result in editing while shooting. Here again we are back to Vertov’s idea: “The ciné-eye is: I edit when I choose my subject (from among millions of possible subjects). I edit when I observe (i.e., film) my subject (making a choice among millions of possible observations)” (“A.B.C. of the Kinoks”).

It is this aspect of fieldwork that marks the uniqueness of the ethnographic filmmaker: instead of elaborating and editing his notes after returning from the field, he must, under penalty of failure, make his synthesis at the exact moment of observation. In other words, he must create his cinématic report, bending it or stopping it, at the time of the event itself. There is no such thing here as writing cuts in advance, or fixing the order of sequences. Rather, it is a risky game where each shot is determined by the one preceding and determines the one to follow. And obviously this type of shooting requires perfect coordination of the cameraman and soundman, who, I repeat, must perfectly understand the language of the group being filmed, and who plays an essential role in the adventure. If this “ciné-eye-ear” team is well trained, all technical matters (e.g., focus, f-stops) are simply reduced to reflexes, and the two are free to spontaneously create. “Ciné-eye = ciné–I see (I see with the camera) + ciné–I write (I record with the camera on film) + ciné–I organize (I edit)” (“A.B.C. of the Kinoks”).

When they are shooting, this team immediately knows, from the simple image in the viewfinder or the sound in the headphones, the quality of what they’ve recorded. If there is a problem, they can stop and take another
course; if things are all right, they can continue, linking together the sentences of a story that creates itself simultaneously with the action. This is what I would call the “participating camera.”

The second spectator is the editor. He must never participate in the shooting but must be the second ciné-eye. Knowing nothing of the context, he can only see and hear what has been recorded, that which has intentionally been brought back by the director. Editing, then, is a dialogue between the subjective author and the objective editor; it is a rough and difficult job, but the film depends on it. And here too there is no recipe, but “association (addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, bracketing) of similar film pieces. Uninterrupted permutation of bits of images until the right ones fall together in a rhythmic order where chains of meaning coincide with chains of pictures” (“A.B.C. of the Kinoks”).

A supplementary stage, not foreseen by Vertov, appears indispensable. Namely, the presentation of the rough cut, from head to tail, for the people who were filmed. For me, their participation is essential (more on that point later on).

**Narration, Subtitles, Music**

It is not possible to decode two sound sources simultaneously, as one will always be heard to the detriment of the other. The ideal, then, would be to make films only with original sync sound. Unfortunately, however, ethnographic films usually present foreign cultures where a language unknown to most viewers is spoken.

Narration, born of silent and lecture-type films, seemed the most simple solution. It is the direct discourse of the director, mediating between the viewer and himself. But this discourse, which should be subjective, is most often objective and makes out to be a sort of scientific exposition, a manual providing the maximum amount of information possible. Thus instead of clarifying the images, the track simply obscures them, masking them until it finally substitutes itself completely for them. And so the film ceases to be a film and becomes a lecture, a demonstration based on visual designs rather than a demonstration actually made by the images themselves. Rare indeed are ethnographic films where the commentary is in direct counterpoint to the images. Two examples come to mind: One is Luis Buñuel’s *Las hurdes (Land without Bread)*, where Pierre Unik’s violently subjective text brings the necessary oral cruelty to match the unbearably cruel visuals. And the other is John Marshall’s *The Hunters*, where the director leads us down the trail of the giraffes and their hunters with a very
simple story. In doing so, the film becomes as much the adventure of the filmmaker as that of the hunters themselves.

With the use of sync equipment, ethnographic films (like all direct cinema) became chattery, and narration attempted the impossible operation of dubbing a second language. More and more, actors were called upon to recite the narrations, always in the anxiety of approaching the norms of commercial cinema. With a few rare exceptions, the results were pitiable. Far from translating, transmitting, or reconciling, this type of discourse betrayed the communication, making it even more remote. And personally, after a bad experience with the American version of *The Lion Hunters*, I prefer to recite myself, even in bad English and with a bad accent, the texts of the foreign versions of my films (e.g., *Les maîtres fous*).

It would be interesting to make a study of the style of narration in ethnographic films since the 1930s. One would see how they passed from baroque colonialism to adventurous exoticism to the dryness of scientific statement and, most recently, to ideological discourse in which the filmmaker shares with others the revolt that he can no longer contain within himself. One would thus obtain a series of profiles, characteristic in time and space, of the investigators of our discipline, profiles that no book or lecture could better reveal.

Titling and subtitling appeared the most sensible way to escape the trap of narration. It was John Marshall, if I’m right, who was the first to use this process for his Peabody Museum “Kalahari” series. *The Pond*, a very simple sync film depicting the gossiping and verbal flirting of Bushmen at a water hole, is a model of this genre. Nevertheless, one cannot overlook the problems involved. Besides mutilating the image, the most difficult problem is screen time, for as in commercial cinema, the subtitles cannot condense and cover everything that is said. I tried to use subtitles for a sync film on lion hunting (*Un lion nommé "l’Américain"*), but it was impossible to satisfactorily transcribe the difficult translation of the text (praises to the arrow’s poison recited at the moment the lion dies) within the given screen time. I thus made a version where I speak the text (the hearing time is shorter) superimposed over the sync-sound original. But in fact, the result here is also deceiving, for although the text takes on an esoteric and poetic value at the moment it is recited, it actually does not bring any complementary information into the film. So I have gone back to a version with neither narration nor subtitles, feeling that in the long run it would be miraculous indeed if in twenty minutes one could gain access to the complex knowledge and techniques that demand some ten years of apprenticeship from the hunters themselves. In this case, the film can be no more than an open door to this science; those who want to know more can refer to a pamphlet,
which, like the exemplary “ethnographic companion to films” (booklets) should henceforth accompany all ethnographic films.

I should mention, to close my discussion of titles and subtitles, the excellent attempt made by Timothy Asch in *The Feast*. The film begins with a preamble of freeze-frame condensations of the principal sequences, and indispensable explanations are given, a priori, on the sound track. The film is then titled in order to tell who is doing what, and discreetly subtitled. Of course, this process demystifies the film from the start, but to my mind it is the most original attempt to deal with the problem that has been made until now.

I will just say a few words about musical accompaniment. Original music was, and still is, the basic stuff of the sound track of most documentary films, as well as pre-sync sound ethnographic films. This was simply “how films were made.” I learned the heresy of doing this early on (1953) when showing my film *Bataille sur le grand fleuve* to hippopotamus hunters in Niger among whom I shot it two years earlier. At the moment of the chase, I put a very moving hunting air, played on a one-stringed bowed lute, on the sound track; I found this theme particularly well suited to the visuals. The result of the playback, however, was deplorable. The chief of the hunters demanded that I remove the music because the hunt must be absolutely silent. Since that adventure, I have paid much attention to the way music is used in my films.

Today I have the conviction that even in commercial cinema, the use of music follows nothing but an outdated theatrical convention. Music envelops, puts us to sleep, helps bad cuts pass unnoticed, and gives an artificial rhythm to pictures that don’t have, and never will have, any rhythm of their own. In short, music is the opium of the cinema. Television has now seized the mediocrity of the process as well, and I find the admirable Japanese ethnographic films *Papua New Life* and *Kula, Argonauts of the Pacific* to be spoiled by the musical sauce with which they are served. On the other hand, we should be aided by music that really supports an action, be it ritual, everyday, work rhythm, or dance. And although it is beyond the scope of this paper, I must mention the importance that sync filming will have in the field of ethnomusicology.

Sound editing (background, speech, music) is undoubtedly as complex as picture editing. I believe that we still have enormous progress to make here in order to rid ourselves of prejudices we’ve come to via radio, prejudices that have led us to treat sound with more respect than image. I find many recent direct cinema films ruined by the incredible amount of attention paid to chattering, as if the oral statement were more important than the visual one. Where a director would never hesitate to cut on a movement,
he wouldn’t dare cut in the middle of a sentence or even a word, much less cut a musical theme before its final note. I believe that it won’t be long before this archaic habit (TV is the current prime offender) will slowly disappear and the image will regain priority.

_The Ethnographic Film Public: Research and Distribution of Films_

A final notion, which viewed in terms of intention is really the first point, is to my mind essential for ethnographic film today. Because in Africa, in the universities, at the cultural centers, the scientific research centers, or the cinematheques, the first question asked after the projection of an ethnographic film is, “For whom, and why, have you made this film?”

For whom, and why, do I take the camera among mankind? My first response will always, strangely, be the same: “For me.” Not because it is some type of drug whose habit must be regularly satisfied, but because I find that in certain places, close to certain people, the camera, and especially the sync camera, seems necessary. Of course it will always be possible to justify this type of filmmaking scientifically (creating archives of changing or disappearing cultures), politically (sharing in the revolt against an intolerable situation), or aesthetically (discovering the fragile mastery of a landscape, of a face, or of a movement that is irresistible). But in fact, what is there is that sudden intuition about the necessity to film, or conversely, the certainty that one should not film.

The frequenting of movie theaters, and the intempestuous use of audiovisual equipment, makes it clear that we are today’s Vertovian _kinoki_, ciné-eyes who were formerly the “pen-hands” (Rimbaud) who could not resist writing: “I was there, so many things happened to me . . .” (La Fontaine). And if the ciné-voyeur of his own society will always be able to justify himself by this particular militarism, what reason can we, anthropologists, give when we pin our subjects up against the wall?

This question is obviously addressed to all anthropologists, but anthropological writing has never been contested the way anthropological film has. And that’s where I get my second response to “For whom, and why?” Film is the only means I have to show someone else how I see him. For me, after the pleasure of the ciné-trance in shooting and editing, my first public is the other, those whom I’ve filmed.

The situation is clearly this: the anthropologist has at his disposal the only tool (the participating camera) that offers him the extraordinary possibility of direct communication with the group he studies—the film he has made about them. Of course there are still some technical hang-ups here,
and the projection of film in the field is still at an experimental stage. The development of the Super-8 sync-sound projector with a twelve-volt battery will doubtless be serious progress in this area. But my experiences with a 16 mm projector and a small portable 300-watt battery have been conclusive enough. The projection of my film *Sigui 1969* in the village of Bongo where it was shot brought considerable reaction from the Dogon (of the Bandiagara cliffs, in Mali) and the demand for more films; a *Sigui* series is now in progress. And the projection of my film *Horendi* on the initiation of possession dancers in Niger also brought demands for more films. By studying this film on a small moviecope viewer with my informants, I was able to gather more information in two weeks than I could get in three months of direct observation and interview. This type of a posteriori working is just the beginning of what is already a new type of relationship between the anthropologist and the group he studies, the first step in what some of us have labeled “shared anthropology.” Finally, then, the observer has left the ivory tower; his camera, tape recorder, and projector have driven him, by a strange road of initiation, to the heart of knowledge itself. And for the first time, the work is judged not by a thesis committee but by the very people the anthropologist went out to observe. This extraordinary technique of “feedback” (which I would translate as “audiovisual reciprocity”) has certainly not yet revealed all of its possibilities. But already, thanks to it, the anthropologist has ceased to be a sort of entomologist observing others as if they were insects (thus putting them down) and has become a stimulator of mutual awareness (hence dignity).

This type of totally participatory research, as idealistic as it may seem, appears to me to be the only morally and scientifically feasible anthropological attitude today. And it is to the development of its technical aspects (e.g., Super-8 and video) that today’s equipment manufacturers should dedicate maximum effort.

But at the same time, it is obviously absurd to condemn ethnographic film to such a closed information circuit. That is why my third response to the question “For whom, and why?” is “For everyone, for the largest viewing public possible.” I believe that if the distribution of ethnographic film is, with rare exceptions, limited to university networks, cultural organizations, and scholarly societies, the fault is more our own than that of commercial cinema. The time has come for ethnographic films to become films.

I don’t think that this is impossible, as long as a film’s essential quality of being the unique statement of one or two people is preserved. If exploration lectures and TV travelogues are a success, it is, I repeat, due to the fact that behind the clumsy images there is the presence of the person who shot them. If for reasons of science, or ideological shame, anthropological
filmmakers insist on hiding behind their comfortable incognito, they will irrevocably castrate their films and doom them to an existence in archives, where they will be reserved only for specialists. The success of pocketbook editions of ethnographies once confined to a small scientific library network is an example that ethnographic film should follow.

And so now we find ourselves awaiting the appearance of true ethnographic films; films that “join scientific rigor and cinematographic language,” a definition we gave them nearly twenty years ago. Meanwhile, at the Venezia Genti festival of 1972, the International Committee of Ethnographic and Sociological Films decided to create, with the help of UNESCO, a true network for the conservation, documentation, and distribution of “films of man.” Why? Because we are people who believe that the world of tomorrow, the world we are in the process of building, cannot be viable without a regard for cultural differences; the other cannot be denied as his image transforms. For this it is necessary to be aware, and for that knowledge there is no better tool than ethnographic film. This is not just a pious vow, and a similar example comes to us from Japan, where a TV company, in an effort to broaden Japanese perspectives, has decided to broadcast an hour of ethnographic film each week for three years.

Conclusion: Shared Ciné-Anthropology

Now we are at the close of our story of the place of the camera among man, yesterday and today. And for the moment, the only conclusion that one can draw is that ethnographic film has not yet passed the experimental stage. Although anthropologists have this fabulous tool at their disposal, they still haven’t figured out how to make it best serve their needs.

For the moment, no “schools” of ethnographic film exist; there are only tendencies. Personally, I hope this marginal situation will prolong itself so that our young discipline can avoid sclerosis in an iron collar, or in sterile bureaucracy. It is good that there are differences in American, Canadian, Japanese, Brazilian, Australian, British, Dutch, and French ethnographic films. Within the universality of concepts in the scientific approach, we maintain a multiplicity of orientations: if the ciné-eyes of all countries are ready to unite, it is not simply to have one point of view. Thus film in the human sciences is, in a certain respect, in the avant-garde of film research. And if one finds similar features in the diversity of recent films, such as the multiplication of shot sequences (I have asked a manufacturer of lightweight cameras to make a one-thousand-foot magazine so that shooting can go for half an hour), it is because our experiences have
led us to similar conclusions and thus have given birth to a new cinema
language.

And tomorrow? . . . Tomorrow will be the time of completely portable
color video, video editing, and instant replay (“instant feedback”). Which
is to say, the time of the joint dream of Vertov and Flaherty, of a mechanici-
cine-eye-ear and of a camera that can so totally participate that it will
automatically pass into the hands of those who, until now, have always
been in front of the lens. At that point, anthropologists will no longer con-
trol the monopoly on observation; their culture and they themselves will be
observed and recorded. And it is in that way that ethnographic film will
help us to “share” anthropology.

(1973)

TRANSLATOR’S NOTES

1. An exact reference for this text, and for other
Vertov materials quoted later, is not given.
French translations of Vertov can be found in
Cahiers du Cinéma, nos. 144 (June 1963), 146
(August 1963), and 220-21 (May-June 1970).
2. The “eyemo” is the name of the early Bell
and Howell handheld camera that was the
ethnographer’s and newsman’s staple cam-
era the world over.
3. The French is équipe, literally “team”; Rouch
and Morin were not “crew” in the English
sense of the term. Rouch credits Michel
Brault of the French Unit of the Canadian
Film Board as the first cameraman to bring
the new shooting techniques to France.
Other sections of Chronicle were shot by
Roger Morillé, Raoul Coutard, and Jean-
Jacques Tarbés.
4. The English release of Bientôt Noël was titled
The Days until Christmas; the cameraman
was Michel Brault.
5. Un lion nommé “l’Américain” (A Lion Named
the American) was finished in 1971 and is a
sequel to The Lion Hunters. It tells the story
of the lion who escaped the hunters in the
first film.
6. From 1967 to 1974, Rouch filmed the Sigui
ceremonies of the Dogon. Sigui 1969: La
caverne du Bongo and Sigui 1971 are fin-
ished; the other films are being cut. A short
description of the ceremonies and a summa-
ty of Sigui 1969 can be found in Germanine
Dieterlen’s “Les cérémonies soixantaires
du Sigui chez les Dogon,” Africa, no. 41
7. The attitude Rouch is speaking of is similar
to what is called “self-reflexive” anthropolo-
gy in the United States.
8. Rouch uses the English word “feedback” in
quotes and refers to the way he would trans-
late the notion into French with “contredon
audio-visuel.”
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The cinema began to take hold in Africa from the first years that followed its invention. In South Africa, for example, as early as 1896, cinema was introduced by a vaudeville magician who had stolen a “theatregraph” from the Alhambra Palace in London. And today, the word “bioscope,” used from the turn of the century by “Warwick bioscope” projectors, is still the usual word for cinema in South Africa.

In West Africa, the first attempts at cinema projections date from 1905, the year that traveling cinemas projected the first animation strips in Dakar and surrounding areas. At the same time pioneers and explorers began to use the camera, and the French Cinémathèque has several catalogs of Georges Méliès referring to the first films made in Africa.

Since this pioneering period, the cinema has developed considerably, but one must nevertheless note, along with Georges Sadoul, that sub-Saharan Africa remains not only one of the most underdeveloped areas of the world in terms of films shown but moreover the most backward continent in the area of film production. While Asia, South America, and Indonesia have long been making films, sub-Saharan Africa has not yet in 1961 produced a single feature-length film.

In the words of Georges Sadoul, “Sixty-five years after the invention of the cinema, in 1960, there is not to my knowledge a single true feature length African film production—acted, photographed, written, conceived, edited, etc., by Africans and in an African language. Thus two hundred million people are shut out from the most evolved form of the most modern of the arts. I am convinced that before the close of the 1960s this scandal will be but a bad souvenir of the past.”

It thus appears particularly opportune today, at a time when African cinema is being born, to take account of current productions in Africa, the
possibilities of new productions and distribution, and to analyze the current
tendencies in the new African cinema.

The plan of our study will be the following: (1) an account of commercial,
educational, and documentary films made in Africa up to today; (2) an analysis of the importance of these types of films from filmic, cultural,
and social viewpoints; and (3) an analysis of new tendencies and the conditions for the development of a true African cinema.

As to reference documents: it is important to note here the considerable difficulties of documentation in the field of African cinema. I apologize for many errors and omissions that are inevitable in this type of study, but I think that above all this report is a foundation, which after the necessary corrections and rectifications will give researchers access to information for their studies.

I have gathered these data by using the classic literature, unfortunately very slight, on African cinema (Georges Sadoul, Leprophon, Thévenot); a review of the first and only international conference on “Cinema in Sub-Saharan Africa,” organized in Brussels during the World Fair in July 1958; different UNESCO reports (in particular the report of January 1961, concerning the development of information media in underdeveloped countries); different articles on African cinema published in the journal Présence Africaine; and the special issue of La Vie Africaine on African cinema (June 1961). I have also made as much use as possible of reports on information services prepared by African republics in response to a questionnaire circulated by the Comité du Film Ethnographique of the Musée de l’Homme in Paris. Finally, I will make much reference to my own experience as a filmmaker and observer during the course of several trips to West Africa since 1941.

Account of African Films to Present

In this rapid survey we will only distinguish two categories of film: (1) commercial and documentary films, and (2) educational films. In fact, it is not possible to establish neat boundaries between commercial, documentary, scripted, and ethnographic films; these genres have frequently been mixed since the beginning of African film. On the other hand, educational films can neatly be placed to the side, as their appearance has been recent, and their aim and manner of technical production has been completely different.
Commercial and Documentary Films

The first films shot in Africa by foreign directors (and with rare exceptions, all of the films analyzed in this account are, unfortunately, of this type) were boldly exotic. One sees here a logical continuation from colonial literature, which also, until the last few years, was aimed toward this sense of removal and bewilderment.

We know very little about the first Méliès documentaries or the films made by Pathé before 1925, but what their catalog titles indicate is the capricious foreignness of savagery and cannibalism, showing the African as a peculiar animal whose behavior is rather laughable, when not classed at the very limits of pathology.

The First World War allowed Europeans to discover another aspect of the African: the courage and good humor of the Senegalese sharpshooter favored the creation of the stereotype of the complacent childish black, the “Uncle Tom.” It is peculiar to note parallel images of the black stereotype: In the United States, until the Second World War, the black American was reserved for film roles of the smiling domestic, just as at the same time in African cinema the black African was either the incomprehensible savage or the devoted servant, never lacking in a sense of humor.

The first noteworthy film about black Africa is undoubtedly Léon Poirier’s La croisière noire, made during the first automobile crossing of Africa, from north to south, by Citroën tractors (October 1924–June 1925). The basic subject of this film is auto adventure, but parallel to this real epic, some representative aspects of populations encountered during the trip are shown. The travelers were undoubtedly in a hurry, but it is obvious that they took some time to choose and look at their subjects. The documents have aged but remain as inestimable archival data, in terms of both the discovery of Africa and the evolution of African cultures. Without doubting the sincerity and goodwill of the filmmakers, two orientations are clearly apparent; the incomprehension of a world just glimpsed, and having stopped to look closer, the barbarity of what is discovered there (platter-lipped women, circumcision rites, aspects of the daily life of pygmies, etc.). Although they are rendered as objectively as possible, these images remain frozen, if not ironie documents, quite far from the human warmth of the films made previously or at the same time by Robert Flaherty (Nanook of the North, Moana). The same feeling was present in all of the written or filmed reports of expeditions of the period; the West discovered the rest of the world with a lens little different in viewpoint from the pen of Marco Polo.
Unfortunately, the situation degenerated, and in succeeding films Africa was but a continent of barbarism and inhumanity. Clearly, Africa was not the only continent subjected to this treatment: Asia, South America, Greenland, and generally all colonized countries were recalled on the screen from meager images of wild dances, guitar players, or primitive hunts. Titles like Among the Cannibals, Among the People Eaters, and Bali, Island of Naked Breasts sufficiently evoke the spirit, or rather the lack of spirit, of the period.

Raymond Barkan, in a particularly well-documented study, “Vers un cinéma universel” (Cinéma 61), describes several typical scenarios:

An ivory hunter (frequently accompanied by the widow of an explorer) abandoned by his porters, captured by a ferocious and vociferous tribe, is saved at the last minute by the bullets of an emergency squad. Or: In the debilitating climate of the tropics, a white man (generally a plantation owner) and a white woman, in the midst of dreadful love-life complications, are aggravated by an indigenous rebellion, or occasionally by an earthquake or floods. Or: In India, the polo addicted officers of His Majesty’s Britain, gain fame at the head of their Sepoys against revolting bands. Or: In the Sahara, foreign legionnaires or Arab troopers (their captain joined the Army in a fit of the blues) victoriously battle against a group of pillagers. These explorers universally dream of civilization penetrating the Dark Continent, vehemently attacking the powers of sorcerers, and blazing the trail for missionaries who would convert the natives to Christianity and doctors who would immunize them against sleeping sickness.

“We are writing with a minimum of humor and dramatization,” observes Barkan justly.

As a completely new means of expression, the cinema neither had the spare time nor the desire to read the works of Lévy-Bruhl and Frazer. Working at the level of newsstand adventure novels, the racism of these films was more stupid than deliberate. If cinema sacrificed itself to all of the commonplace colonialist ideas, it was equally for purposes of commercial conformism as for political conformism. . . . In truth, the Hindus, Africans, Indians, and Arabs were of little more consequence than the lions, tigers, orangutans, cobras, and scorpions among whom they accomplished their missions in the jungle, the tropical forest, or the desert.

And Barkan concludes: “Whatever antipathy comes from this cavalier treatment inflicted on our colored brothers, there is no proof that it added to the racialism upheaving mankind.”

From this period, dominated in France by the colonial exposition of 1931, we are reminded of Trader Horn, where one of the chief attractions was an African being devoured alive by a crocodile (and from the statement of the filmmakers, it was never really clear whether the sequence was faked
or accidental), and above all of Bozambo (also known as Sanders of the River), a sound film with music, starring the black American singer Paul Robeson. I will dwell upon this latter film at length for two reasons: Bozambo was one of the first quality sound films made in Africa, and, chiefly, Bozambo was quite an appreciable success in France and is still a considerable success in Africa.

On the musical level, it is interesting to note that thanks to Paul Robeson’s extraordinary voice, a low-quality pseudo-African music was successfully imposed on both European and African listeners. For example, I’ve heard young Africans sing the canoer’s tune, ayoko; this is a very rare example of musical falsification simultaneously abused by foreigners and indigenes alike.

The African success of this film is even more peculiar, because there has never been a film that so elevates the glories of colonialism. Based on a novel by Edgar Wallace, the film is the story of a British colonial administrator, Sanders (nicknamed “Sandy the strong”), who with his African servant, Bozambo, arrives at a river area in his administrative district to establish traditional authority and maintain colonial order. For the most part, the film takes place in Nigeria; for the needs of certain action, some exteriors were also shot in the Congo among Wagenia fishermen, and in animal reserves in Kenya. These authentic settings served as the basis for the studio sets in Hollywood, where the rest of the film was shot.

One can see, equally on the visual, auditory, and ideological levels, that this is one of the most faked films that has ever been made, and yet the film continues to enjoy quite a success in Africa. Some African friends with whom I’ve discussed this problem have perhaps given me the key to understanding this success: for the first time in film, a black plays a leading role, and even if it is as a puppet of a British colonial administrator, it is nevertheless sufficient to create considerable sympathy among African audiences.

Bozambo opened the way for an African fantasy cinema, and the hero that followed was not black but the white Tarzan of the familiar unending film series. The raceless ape-man and his fantastic adventures against men and beasts became a pastime whose prodigious success touched upon the entire world.

To finish with films of this tradition made between the two wars, we will just note two very interesting films by Léon Poirier: Cain, made in Madagascar, and L’homme du Niger, made with Henry Baur in the interior Ségou region of the Niger delta. Despite the defects of these two films, the directors deserve credit for not faking anything. For the first time, cameras were set in place and shot natural surroundings and real people. In reviewing these films today, it is strange to discover, because of the time since an
earlier viewing, a sort of inversion in the pictures: the environment being the principal object of interest, to the detriment of the actors, who are transformed into secondary accessories.

On the other hand, the first true documentary films began to appear at this time. Previously, Marc Allégret, accompanying André Gide in the Congo, brought back the naive but pretty pictures of *Voyage au Congo* (1928), where most frequently aesthetics took precedence over ethnographic and social documentation. If the film had been the cinematic mirror of Gide’s classic book bearing the same title—a violent testimony against the excesses of colonialism—it would certainly have oriented those to follow in the 1930s, thus playing for Africa a comparable role to that played for Asia by Pudovkin’s *Storm over Asia* (1928) or, above all, for America by Eisenstein’s *Thunder over Mexico*. But it would be necessary to await the images of the Ivory Coast rescued by Vautier (*Afrique 50*) in order for the number one problem of Africa in the twentieth century—to be evoked with sincerity, if not impartiality.

In the area of documentary film, the experience of the period between the two wars was already very conclusive. Marcel Mauss, uncontested master of the French school of ethnology, had already professed in his lectures an interest in adding still photography, cinema, and sound recording to traditional ethnographic research. And it is interesting to note that it was infinitely easier then to depart on an exploration with a 35 mm camera and Edison cylinder recorder than it is today to pull together a simple expedition to the Sahara. But in fact, if for most present-day leaders in French ethnology—André Leroi-Gourhan, Claude Lévi-Strauss, Roger Bastide—this teaching of Marcel Mauss remains theoretical, a few pioneers made the first African ethnographic films during the Dakar-Djibouti expedition, which went from the Atlantic to the Indian Ocean, under the leadership of Marcel Griaule, André Schaeffner, and Michel Leiris. The first attempts were made particularly among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs, and in 1938 Marcel Griaule, during a second mission, made two model 35 mm sound ethnographic films.

*Au pays du Dogon* is a short fifteen-minute film illustrating aspects of the daily life, material culture, and religion of the Dogon. *Sous les masques noirs* shows funeral ceremonies of a village in the cliffs and documents the construction, role, and use of large masks, which through ritual dances permit the soul of the deceased to be returned to the dwelling of its ancestors in the next world.

At about the same time, in 1936, Jean d’Esme shot *La grande caravane* (35 mm, sound) in Eastern Niger; it retraces the voyage of a salt caravan from Agadès to Bilma, where the salt mines are found. Unfortunately, de-
spite the passionate images, the author could not escape the manner of the early sound documentaries, namely, the use of a gossipy and exasperating narration, and tedious music in the style of the “Persian March.”

It is the same defect that marred a short and completely forgotten film, *Coulibaly à l’aventure*, made in 1936, in Guinea, by G. H. Blanchon. This was the first African sociological film, and its subject is one of the most important phenomena found in West Africa—the migration of young people from the savannah to the cities of the coast. The adventures of Coulibaly, leaving upper Guinea to earn the dowry for his fiancée by working as a docker in Conakry, and then as a miner in Sigiri, could have been an extremely valuable document, if it hadn’t been spoiled by the propagandist narration (in the “benefits of our civilization” style).

Outside of the scene in French Colonial Africa, and some spectacular type pseudodocumentaries that I have already said too much about, I would only mention a single valuable ethnographic film, *Pêcheurs Wagenia*, shot by Surbeck, at Stanley Pool, upstream from Stanleyville in Belgian Congo. One had to wait until after the war to finally see the development of the African cinema, both in the realm of fiction film as well as that of documentary film.4

Finally, one other aspect of filming between the wars should be noted. It is probable that Africa was the subject for several German filmmakers who were traveling all over the world in the 1930s, making the large series of UFA and Tobias films that included Walter Ruttman’s *Melody of the World* (1929). Unfortunately, all of our research in this area has been in vain, and only documents dealing with South America and the Far East are in the film library of the Musée de l’Homme.

The Second World War indirectly favored the development of “cinema on the move” (“cinéma au long cours,” in the excellent phrase of Jean Thévenot), because during this period army film units used portable materials rather than the more perfected 35 mm cameras, which were heavy, cumbersome, and could not leave the studio. It was at this time that 16 mm, previously only an amateur format, gained its first stronghold.

Most professional filmmakers at that time were reticent about 16 mm (and many still are today). Yet the first color 35 mm enlargements made from 16 mm films about aircraft carriers and Flying Fortresses in operation had drawn the attention of some filmmakers, as well as some young researchers (like myself) impassioned about the cinema and the wonderful possibilities of the 16 mm medium. These divergent options created in France two opposing currents, which have a tendency to unite today—35mm professional film, and 16 mm exploration and research film.5

It was in France chiefly, just after the war, that the new movement had
its birth. French youth, leaving the occupation, the liberation movement, the armed forces, or the underground, were desirous of a means of escapism, a feeling that has been accurately portrayed, though through a romantic veil, in Jacques Becker’s *Rendez-vous de Juillet*. The Musée de l’Homme effectively became a magnet of attraction for all youth seeking adventure and discovery. Around ethnologists such as Marcel Griaule, André Leroi-Gourhan, Reverend Leenhardt, and Théodore Monod, and great travelers such as Paul-Émile Victor or Bertrand Flornoy, there developed a spontaneous grouping of young, well-disposed people ready to go off to Greenland, the Antarctic, Borneo, Tierra del Fuego, New Guinea, or Africa. Noël Ballif, a young organizer out of the underground, put together a short Musée de l’Homme mission, the 1946 Ogooué-Congo expedition, which was the first collaboration of ethnologists and filmmakers and remains a model of this genre. During this mission the first quality sound recordings in Africa were made; in addition, they allowed for making film sound tracks that would not have to fake exotic music. The three 35 mm black-and-white films made during this trip—*Danses Congolaises*, *Au pays des pygmées*, and *Pirogues sur l’Ogooué*—remain the first high-quality images and sounds of sub-Saharan Africa, and they constitute first-rate documents on traditional Congo dances, the daily life of the Ba-Binga pygmies, and canoe transportation from the Lastourville falls to Lambaréné, on the Ogooué river.

Concurrently, a young French filmmaker, François Villiers, shot two very different films in equatorial Africa: *Autour de Brazzaville* and *Amitié noire*. The first told the story of how the Middle Congo rallied behind Free France during the war, and the second, narrated by Jean Cocteau, was a poetic essay on the cultures of Chad. It is necessary to say that these films are not of great interest but nevertheless constitute one element of the renewal of African cinema.

The films of Villiers and the Ogooué-Congo mission were shot in 35 mm, in the same way that conventional commercial productions were made; they required the use of heavy equipment and reliance on a camera crew. This was due to the influence of the Institute des Hautes Études Cinématographiques (IDHEC), which advocated the use of 35 mm materials and technical crews for the production of all films, even those shot in the most remote areas. Yet at the same time this institute was also interested in the experiments by young groups of travelers and researchers who were voluntarily oriented toward 16 mm.

For example, at the same time as the Ogooué-Congo mission, the author of this report, with two comrades, Ponty and Sauvy, descended the Niger river by canoe, and made 16 mm black-and-white films during the
trip. I must note that we had chosen 16 mm as a last resort, because commercial cinema producers were not interested in our project. If the results were disappointing (in particular, we used a very fast negative film, and we didn’t have the money to deal with problems of heat and humidity), a document on hippopotamus hunting by harpoon on the Niger river was nevertheless completed. From these pieces, Actualités Françaises made a 35 mm blowup (the first black-and-white blowup to be made in France) and edited a ten-minute film entitled Au pays des mages noirs. From this point on, there was a split in African cinema between two options: 35 mm films with commercial and technical guarantees, and 16 mm films for eventual blowup or use in lectures.7

Here we must note a single exception to the general rule of 16 mm’s evolution (i.e., shooting in 16 mm and then enlarging to 35 mm). This is the case of Albert Mahuzier, who began by making 35 mm films on hunting in Chad for Actualitès Françaises and later created a sort of family enterprise of world travel (including a trip across Africa with his wife and nine children) and directed 16 mm films for lectures. These films have been an enormous popular success in France and Belgium but concern Africa only in a secondary manner, as the principal subject was the life of the Mahuzier family in the course of their expeditions.

After 1948, films made in Africa multiplied; it is not possible to mention them all; I will nevertheless try to group them by types, illustrated by a few titles. The first postwar African fiction film seems to be Paysans noirs (titled Famoro, le tyran in Africa), by Georges Régnier; the film was shot and produced by the same crew that made the Ogooué-Congo films. Despite the naïveté of the scenario (Voltaic countrymen are terrorized by a black despot, and it is only the intervention of the colonial administration that brings them happiness and prosperity), this film represents an important stage in the development of African cinema. For here, alongside the story, a real Africa—its countrysides, its peoples, and above all its dialogues—appeared for the first time. After Paysans noirs, all African films shot on studio sets appeared singularly null. For example, Le char des dieux, a film made at about the same time in Cameroon by Alfred Chaumel, and then edited using footage from all over Africa, was outdated before it reached the screen.

Another noteworthy pre-1950 effort was Thorold Dickinson’s Le sorcier noir (The Black Witch Doctor). This film was shot in a studio near London and was deliberately nondocumentary, in terms of both framework and characters. Nevertheless it was the first treatment of the problem of the confrontation of White and African civilization.

Also before 1950, 16 mm developed further due to the new possibilities
of color film and printing 16 mm sound composite copies. Thus I made three films in 1948: *Les magiciens de Wanzerbé, La circoncision*, and *Initiation à la danse des possédés*. These films, like those I made preceding them, were attempts to illustrate systematic ethnographic studies in the loop of Niger. However, in the course of projections limited to professional film people, I realized that with a portable 16 mm camera, an ethnographer-filmmaker could bring back documents whose scope could reach beyond limited specialist audiences. After 1948 it was thus necessary to envision 16 mm to 35 mm color blowups, but this operation was not technically possible in Europe until after 1951. In the United States this experiment had already proved possible using the technicolor process. Unfortunately this process necessitated printing a great number of copies in order to be commercially feasible and was not applicable to films where the maximum demand to be hoped for would not exceed ten copies.

The year 1950 is an important turning point in the evolution of African film. The attempts of the preceding years marked the end of the cheap exoticism so characteristic of the prewar films, and showed the necessity of discovering and understanding African cultures if one wanted to communicate about them to members of other cultures. Moreover, 1950 historically marked the opening of the colonial crisis and the first independence movements in African countries. From this point until the present, one sees the following trends in African films.

### Exotic Africa

Outside of the Tarzan films, for which Africa was but a backdrop, a certain number of filmmakers, chiefly Americans, continued to exploit the “cannibal” and “witch doctor’s dance” film genre. Africa, as before the war, was no more than scenery, and the Africans themselves functioned only as the unfortunate extras that one never hesitated to dress up in costumes of materials from the far Atlantic and paint with dreadful tattoos in order to take advantage of “local color.”

As an example, one can cite *King Solomon’s Mines* (which started the Tutsi dancers of Ruanda-Urundi on their film career), whose first images—a wounded elephant supported by its cows—are the only ones worth the trouble of keeping. Other examples are *Nagana*, a ghastly gangster film made among the Peul of Cameroon, but which could just as well have taken place in Marseilles or Chicago; and finally, a film made in Gabon by the production crew that made *Lost Continent*, for which a plastic skeleton was brought from Rome for the witchcraft scenes. This genre of film is far
from exhausted, and today, in Kenya or Chad, someone is still shooting some new production in which Africa will serve as a country of beasts and savages, precisely fitting the white man’s standard of adventure.9

Ethnographic Africa

Here we find filmmakers and ethnographers trying, sometimes rather clumsily, to show the most authentic aspects of African cultures. The influence of ethnographic film has not been limited to scientific research and has already modified quite a few commercial films made in Africa.

In the purely ethnographic field, we must first note the films of Luc de Heusch, one illustrating an ethnographic thesis on Tutsi kinship (Ruanda), another concerning the lineage system of the Hamba of the Kasai (Fête chez les Hamba). Here the ethnographer turned filmmaker and tried to use film as a contribution to the techniques of ethnographic research. These two unpretentious but carefully made films remain the only authentic documents on cultures of the Congo before the troubles of independence. And in comparison, the numerous high-budget Belgian films made in the Congo, such as Congo, splendeur sauve, or most of the short films by Gérard de Boe, seem less faithful.

The case of Henri Brandt is different: he was a filmmaker who came to ethnography to make a film in Africa. After a preparatory mission among the Peul Bororo nomads of Niger, Professor Gabus, director of the ethnographic museum at Neuchâtel, sent Brandt out to the field for a year alone with these savannah pastoralists. Working in 16 mm, Brandt brought back an extremely valuable document, accompanied by remarkably well recorded location sound. Brandt’s Les nomades du soleil remains a classic film, even though it has never been distributed commercially.

From the beginning, all of these efforts were not particularly well greeted in scientific circles, and when the Comité du Film Ethnographique was created at the Musée de l’Homme, and charged with the responsibility of initiating students of ethnography into the techniques of cinema, a certain number of ethnographers reproached us for placing the research of an image before ethnographic research itself.10 Despite this slight resistance, a true school of Africanist filmmakers has developed, some working alone, others working with the aid of film technicians. We should mention the following.

Among the ethnographers: Capron, who with filmmaker Serge Ricci made Noces d’eau (fertility rites of the Bobo and Bambara in the San region of Mali) and Bobo-Oulé (daily life of the Bobo-Oulé on the border
of Upper Volta and Mali); Igor de Garine, who alone shot Gourouna, bergers sacrés and Les hommes du Loyone (both concerning daily life and religion of peoples in Chad); Claude Millet, who despite problems with a bad camera made one of the most disturbing films on rites of passage in equatorial Africa, Rites de la circoncision chez les Mongom; Monique and Robert Gessain, who illustrated their work on large initiation ceremonies of the Coniagui (Guinea-Senegal border) with the color film Le temps du Caméléon; Guy le Moal, ethnographer and director of the Research Institute in Upper Volta, who during the many years of research for his thesis on the Bobo-Fing made a film on the role of children in religious masking traditions, Les masques des feuilles; and Dr. Zahan, anthropology professor at the University of Strasbourg, thanks to whom I was able to make a film on the funeral ceremonies of Mossi chieftans in Upper Volta, Moro-Naba.

Among the filmmakers: Jacques Darribehaude, who made two 16 mm color films in Mali, Pays Mandingue and Saison seche (daily life in Malinke country in the goldfields of the Sigiri region); Georges Bourdelon, who made a 16 mm documentary on artisans of the Sahara, Forgerons du désert; Pierre Ichac, who while out shooting a film on wild animals brought back a 16 mm synthetic documentary on populations of Chad, En regardant passer le Tchad.

Even professional filmmakers began trying to make truly ethnographic films. Jacques Dupont, filmmaker of the 1946 Ogooué-Congo expedition, later made, in 1951, a remarkable film, La grande case, concerning Bamiléké, Peul, and Bamoun chieftainships in western Cameroon. Pierre-Dominique Gaisseau (also a former member of the Ogooué-Congo mission) made a series of films in Guinea on the Toma, Bassari, and Nalou peoples, Forêt sacrée (first version in 1953), Pays Bassari, and Naloutai. Following these first documents, Gaisseau went back to Africa with two European friends to be initiated into the secret societies of the Toma. The long version of Forêt sacrée is the story of their attempt. Little by little, they are received by members of Toma society, are tattooed, make a retreat into the forest for purification rites, but then, at the last moment, are not allowed to penetrate into the sacred forest. Sick and demoralized, they abandon their attempt. This film, which was contested by a number of ethnologists who felt that being initiated into another society was the surest way to lose the objectivity necessary for scientific study, nevertheless brought an entirely new aspect of ethnography to the screen. For the first time, one is an actual witness to the research, which perhaps was hopeless but nevertheless shows an unbounded respect for African culture. In the end, this defeated attempt is a defense of the forest, which refused to be violated by
unknowns, despite the fact that they had made relatively considerable accomplishments.\textsuperscript{12}

Evolving Africa

Here filmmakers tried to show the problems posed by contact between traditional Africa and the modern world. In this instance the cinema is up against the same obstacles as African sociology. In both cases the principal stumbling block appears to me to be an ignorance of traditional cultures in the process of evolution. This fault is particularly serious when manifest in films of a propagandistic tendency, where the filmmakers preferred to mock traditional African cultures, rather than attempt to understand them.

We have already mentioned the first film on acculturation, \textit{Coulibaly à l’aventure}, made in 1936. This topic was not dealt with again until 1950, when a young student at IDHEC (the French Film Institute), Vautier, clandestinely made \textit{Afrique 50}. This film shows the struggle of the young RDA party in the Ivory Coast, which was then under attack from the colonial administration. Shot in 16 mm, black and white, with a makeshift sound track added later, \textit{Afrique 50} was prohibited in Africa and France and limited to cinémathèque showings.

Another banned film was Alain Resnais and Chris Marker’s \textit{Les statues meurent aussi}, made in European African museums by means of a remarkable montage of archive documents from Africa. The thesis was that the statues of African art in Western museums are degraded because they have lost the meaning of their representations, and the new African art that has been influenced by the West is already completely decadent. This violent and admirable film was censored and has only been seen by a privileged few.\textsuperscript{13}

At the same time, the first African students at IDHEC, unable to obtain administrative permission to film in their own countries, turned the situation around and began making African films in Europe. If Mamani Touré’s \textit{Mouramani}, a story based on Guinean folklore, is only of slight interest, \textit{Afrique sur Seine}, by Paulin Soumanou Vieyra, Jacques Melokane, Mamadou Sarz, and cameraman Caristan, is truly the first black film. It is an interesting attempt to show the lives of Africans in Paris; unfortunately it only remained an experiment, since the final editing and the sound track were never carried to completion.

Besides these more or less ill-starred films of the 1950s, a great number of films were shot in all countries throughout Africa on the subject of
acculturation. But as already noted, they were made in ignorance—if not in contempt—of traditional cultures in the process of evolving. In these films, as before in Paysans noirs, L’homme du Niger, and even Bozambo, African cultures were considered as archaic, as unworthy of surviving contact with Western culture. Their existence was simply to be assimilated over time by “progress.” In this connection, I should mention Men of Africa, made in East Africa by Grierson and his group. This film treats the rivalry of the educated blacks of the savannah and the primitive pygmies of the forest. Also, C’était le premier chant, by Carlos Vilardebo, a story of a young French civil servant who tries to improve the situation of a Cameroon bush village that is impoverished by both dryness and the lack of initiative of its inhabitants. Other films are Bongolo, made in Belgian Congo by André Cauvin, a story that follows the misadventures of a young Bapende girl who runs away from her village to be reunited with her fiancé, a nursing aide, because her parents want her to marry against her will. Finally, The Boy Kumasenu, made by Sean Graham and the Ghana Film Unit in 1952, a story of the difficulties of a young fisherman who runs away from his village in the lagoon and falls into the corrupt city, where he turns from justice to delinquency.

Two films made by Claude Vermorel in Gabon and Guinea, Les conquérants solitaires, and La plus belle des vies, must be put in a somewhat different category. Here the author has tried to treat the reverse aspect of acculturation: the European who lets himself be taken in by the African cultures that he first set out to discover.

The political struggles for independence have equally inspired a certain number of films, but unfortunately very few seem satisfactory. It was singularly the Mau-Mau struggle in Kenya that inspired the largest number of films. An example is Peter Brooks’s Something of Value (1953), which tried to show the evolution of a friendship between two young students, one white and one black, who as a result of circumstances find themselves in two opposing camps. This tremendously naive and quite evidently prejudiced film is one more example of the unconscious attack on African dignity. Once again Africans and their civilization are placed on an inferior level. For example, the major scene in the film shows the confession of an African nationalist leader who betrays his compatriots because he was afraid of a calamity.

Simba, made by Brias Desmond Huerst in 1955, is an incredibly violent exposé about an African medical doctor whose father is the chief of a Mau-Mau group named Simba; the doctor can find no other solution to this drama than death. Freedom, an extremely costly film made by Moral Rearmament, stresses the movement’s customary theme of redemption of
sin by confession. Properly speaking, and despite its title, this is not a film about political emancipation but a propaganda film for the International Moral Rearmament Organization.

A rather similar category includes films made by African film units on the occasions of their countries’ independence. A typical example is *Freedom for Ghana*, by Sean Graham, concerning the independence of Ghana on March 6, 1957. The historical interest of this film helps one forget its slightly irritating propaganda angle.

It is too soon to discuss Joris Ivens’s *Demain à Nanguila*, made in Mali during the summer of 1962. This film treats the possible evolution of a peasant community supported by the government party.

---

**Outlines of a True African Cinema**

All of the films just discussed were attempts by foreigners using film to convey their impressions or their knowledge of certain African problems. Here again the influence of ethnographic film, despite its modesty, is really considerable. Very quickly we have filmmakers wanting to reach below the surface, wanting to transcend the stage of exoticism, wanting to make the spectator enter easily into the African world, be it traditional or modern. And these are the first efforts toward a true African cinema of tomorrow.

The first example comes from South Africa, where in 1948 the Reverend Michael Scott made an extremely violent black-and-white film, *Civilization on Trial in South Africa*, which shows the reactions of black South Africans to problems of racial segregation. Also from South Africa came the first film with a truly African story, even though it is told by a white. The film is Englishman Donald Swanson’s *Magic Garden*, based on a ballad by a young black man from Johannesburg (Ralph Trewhela, who plays the role of the lame flutist). The film recounts the amazing adventures of a thief who robs forty pounds from a church, loses it, then recovers it, and so on, with someone helped at every turn along the way, until the money is finally returned to the church. This little masterpiece has unfortunately passed unnoticed in France owing to the fact that its French adaptation was particularly difficult.

In Ghana, Sean Graham followed something of the same idea in *Jaguar (High Life)*, a ballet based on the theme of a popular song making fun of “been to” Africans who had studied in Great Britain.

Other films were already in the works. In South Africa an American director, Lionel Rogosin, made *Come Back, Africa* (1959), which presented an even stronger message about the victims of South African racism.
Undoubtedly, one might demand to know whether this film is not more the testimony of Rogosin on apartheid than it is a cry of revolt by the victims of segregation themselves. But letting the role of the filmmaker be what it may, at some moments it is Africa that speaks, and the director is no longer the master of the door he has unlocked.

It is in this same spirit that I, too, have worked over the last several years. As far back as the making of my conventional ethnographic film *Les fils de l’eau*, I tried to avoid the traps of exoticism. Flaherty had already shown me a way of directing the documentary; by organizing and ordering the authentic elements of a culture, the filmmaker takes them out of their alien framework and renders them accessible to a world public. But no one could hope to rival Flaherty’s achievement of making Nanook the friend of men who had never seen an Eskimo. I thus tried another path, that of giving a voice to Africans themselves and asking them to comment directly on their behavior, actions, and reactions. In 1955 I used this method in *Jaguar* (not yet edited with a final sound track), giving three young Nigerian migrants the opportunity to tell of an imaginary though plausible voyage to Ghana. In 1957 I had the same experience in the Ivory Coast with *Moi, un Noir*. During the shooting, I projected the silent film footage tracing the life of a poor dockworker from Abidjan to this same docker who had acted his own part, and asked him to improvise a narration. The result was remarkable: the docker, Robinson, stimulated by the projection of his own image, improvised an astounding monologue in which he not only reconstructed the dialogues for the action but explicated and even judged his own actions and those of his fellow actors.16

---

**African Cinema by Africans for Africans**

The attempts that I have just discussed have arrived at their own limits. For when all is said and done, neither Rogosin, Graham, nor I will ever be Africans, and the films that we make will always be African films by Europeans. This shortcoming is not bad in itself, nor does it prevent us from continuing to make African films. But it is time that the statement is made, as it has been by Georges Sadoul, “that Africans make African films using African money.” This is starting to happen (I will discuss the technical training of African filmmakers a bit later), and already Paulin Soumanou Vieyra, the earliest of the African students trained at IDHEC, teaching in Dakar for several years, has produced a film, though perhaps still a bit awkward. *Un homme, un idéal, une vie* portrays the misadventures of a fisherman on the Senegal shore who violates tradition by putting a motor
on his canoe. But despite the awkwardness, what ingenuity! Here the African tradition is not judged; it is stated and exhibited, and if the forest trees speak and join in with the council of village elders, no one dreams of ridiculing it.

Owing to lack of funds, this film has never been completed. But Paulin Soumanou Vieyra has other projects, and he is no longer alone. Just to mention French-speaking Africa, it is from Vieyra and his comrades, Blaise Senghor, Timité Bassari, Thomas Coulibaly, Jean-Paul N’Gassa, and others, that we must wait for this film that we all hope for above all, we European directors of African films.\textsuperscript{17}

\textbf{Educational Films}

Undoubtedly, some of the films that I have classified as commercial and documentary are equally educational films. Nevertheless, I wish to place in a separate class those films where entertainment is merely a pretext and whose real aim is instructional. As I have already said, the appearance of educational films is relatively recent, occurring around 1950 in both the Congo and the British territories. In former French Equatorial Africa, it is even more recent, having developed at the end of the 1950s. My discussion will deal separately with English-speaking Africa, the former Belgian Congo, and former French Africa.

\textbf{English-Speaking Africa}

Before the last war, audiovisual media were extremely rare in sub-Saharan Africa, although lantern slides were used to illustrate health lectures in Nigeria as early as 1920. It was in 1929 that the first truly educational film in Africa was produced, to help combat an epidemic of the plague in Lagos, the capital of Nigeria. This film showed Africans how rats spread the disease, and encouraged them to cooperate in a general rat extermination campaign, which was so successful that the government of Nigeria decided to continue using film in the future. Fortunately, however, there were very few similar occasions calling for recourse to this kind of education through films. Yet it was in Nigeria, some years later, that the organization of overseas films was to take shape.

The Colonial Film Unit was founded in 1939 by the British government to secure African participation in the war effort; William Sellers, who was responsible for the first experiments in education through films in
Nigeria, was appointed as director. Although the immediate purpose of the Colonial Film Unit was war propaganda, Sellers's long-run aim was in fact to generalize the use of films for African audiences.

At the outset, the only films produced were European films; these were simply reedited with a new narration for African screenings (and for screenings in other overseas English-speaking countries). To add to their attraction, short sequences shot in Africa were spliced in. This so-called Raw Stock Scheme for producing local sequences served the double purpose of introducing and popularizing 16 mm motion pictures in Africa, and supplying raw stock for local shooting to a few enthusiastic filmmakers. By the end of the war, this operation had allowed for the distribution of 200,000 meters (about 666,000 feet) of 16 mm film, and the equipping of twenty mobile cinema trucks in tropical Africa.

In 1955 the British Colonial Film Unit changed its objectives and began a program of film production to deal with the main social problems of its territories in tropical Africa while continuing to make a few films in Great Britain showing Africans the British way of life (the best of this series is *Mister English at Home*).

Between 1945 and 1950, the Colonial Film Unit established twelve film production sections (each called "Film Units") in eight British territories in East and West Africa. During this same period, the running time of finished films totaled five hours, and distribution rose to over 1,200 prints shown in Africa. These Film Units were manned by first-rate technicians, but although their films always aroused great interest in Europe, it must be admitted that their success with the African public (to whom they were addressed) was relatively slight.

Systematic studies revealed the difficulties inherent in making this type of film and showed that one of the most serious problems was the technicians' ignorance of the local communities in which the films were shot: one could hardly demand that the technicians be equally proficient as ethnographers.

In 1951 a research team consisting of a filmmaker and an anthropologist paid a long visit to Nigeria to study the question of audience reactions to films. Their report showed that the only solution was to make films with a minimum of foreign elements to distract the spectator. This, of course, threw the entire conception of "colonial cinema" into chaos, and for the first time, it appeared that it would be necessary for films to be made for Africans by Africans.

At about this time, the British Colonial Film Unit discontinued almost all it was doing directly for the territorial Film Units. The main reason was financial: the British government considered that it no longer had any ob-
ligation to make educational films for countries with independence a near prospect, and that it was up to the treasuries of the territories concerned to provide for the management of their own film services. In 1955 it was concluded that the British Film Unit had served its purpose, and the work was to be taken over by the fourteen African film services.

The Colonial Film Unit then became the Overseas Television and Film Centre, keeping its original staff, still headed by Sellers, who transformed it first into the British agency of all the overseas film production centers (except Ghana), and then into a training school for African technicians. The value of such an organization is obviously tremendous: each African film service had its representative in London to supervise the laboratory work, film shipments, purchase of equipment, and to provide optimum spare parts services. The growth of television is even further increasing the activities of the center.19

But in my opinion, the most important part of the center’s work is the “film training school,” the prime mover of which, George Pearson, is one of William Sellers’s oldest colleagues in Nigeria and London. The first school was opened in 1950 in Accra and trained three Ghanaian and three Nigerian students, who were given a seven-month course that enabled them to become familiar with 16 mm and 35 mm film equipment. The school moved to Jamaica, then to Cyprus, and finally to London. In all, about one hundred students were trained during this time. Of course, as Georges Sadoul has pointed out, none of these technicians has thus far produced a real African film, but that was not the aim of William Sellers and his followers; their only goal was to enable Africans to make their own educational films.

What, then, might be said of these films, generally speaking? It is certain that Sellers must in any case be considered one of the true pioneers of African cinema, and if, perhaps soon, a true African filmmaker springs up in Nigeria, Rhodesia, or Kenya, it will certainly be the result of the modest but obstinate effort of this man.

I have had the opportunity of seeing some of the films made by these Film Units. Many are quite disappointing, if one considers them from a purely cinematographic point of view. But their educational value is sometimes considerable, as for instance in a 1950 film by the Central African Film Unit titled Lusaka Calling. The purpose of this film was to promote demand for low-cost radio sets; showings of the film produced actual riots among the audiences, who immediately dashed to the shops to buy wireless radio sets, which most could not obtain because the stock had been sold out almost immediately.

On the other hand, all of these films exhibit what I consider to be an
extremely serious fault (a fault that is by no means reserved only for the cinema), namely, the paternalism characteristic of even the films made with the best intentions. For example, the film Leprosy, shot in Nigeria by an entirely African crew, intends to communicate the necessity of seeking treatment yet brings in some “African witchcraft” scenes rarely equaled for their superficiality. Was it really necessary to denigrate traditional African culture in order to better show the efficacy of foreign medical methods? Was it necessary to once again destroy in order to build? Is it not nauseating to show Africans themselves mocking their own culture, and in precisely one of the fields in which Africa has a few things to teach the rest of the world?20

The work of the Ghana Film Unit requires separate treatment. For reasons of which I am ignorant, it split off fairly early from the Colonial Film Unit, in favor of association with groups of independent English producers, or with first-rate producers such as Grierson, one of the masters of the English documentary film. The unit received its initial impetus from one of Grierson’s young assistants, Sean Graham, who, with the help of the excellent Canadian cameraman George Noble, got the center started and produced an impressive number of outstanding films between 1950 and 1955.

I have already mentioned the films Jaguar and The Boy Kumasenu. In fact, both of these films began as educational films, but their quality was such that they were extremely successful both in their own country and abroad. The educational films made by the Ghana Film Unit for strictly African audiences have always been of such high quality, both technically and dramatically, that they are models of their genre. From Progress in Kodjokrom, showing why taxes must be paid, to Mr. Mensah Builds His House, a propaganda film for building loans, the pictures, music, and dialogue are in the best tradition, with no concession whatsoever to demagoguery. But here we reach the limit of this genre of films. The time came for Sean Graham to make a film about the recruitment of nurses. His Irish temperament, a certain romanticism, and his talent combined to make Theresa, a shattering document about the difficult life of nurses. The government hesitated for quite a while over releasing this film, fearing that there would not be a young woman in Ghana with enough courage to embark on such a testing career.

After Ghanaian independence, Sean Graham left the Film Unit. Although his influence is still discernible, the quality of films made since his departure is definitely lower.

Thus in Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, and East Africa, Africans have been trained to take over. Their work is by no means extraordinary, but—and this is the inestimable contribution of the Film Unit’s promoters—films
are now regarded everywhere as an essential medium of mass communication. This means that the situation is particularly favorable for the flowering of a typically African cinematographic art in the very near future.\textsuperscript{21}

\section*{Former Belgian Congo}

The Belgian effort in the Congo followed close behind that of the British. Toward the end of the war, the Congo government began to think about the value of cinema for the Congolese masses. As was always the case in the Congo, this action was divided into two distinct forms: government film production, and missionary film production. In both cases, and quite contrary to British Film Unit practice, attention was given to making entertainment as well as educational films.

The initial outcome was the production of special films for the Congolese, distributed together with other films selected in either Belgium or neighboring African countries (Rhodesia supplied a larger number). These films were shown either by permanent cinemas or by mobile film trucks.

The language problem seems to be one of the major obstacles that the Belgians tried to overcome. The multiplicity of vernacular languages, over and above the four major ones of Kikongo, Lingala, Tschiluba, and Kiswahili, made it necessary to use local interpreters, who would deliver a translation of the dialogue into a microphone simultaneously while the sound track played in one of the four major languages. This experiment is perhaps one of the most significant made in Africa in the area of projection techniques, because, as we shall see at the end of this report, it is toward a similar system that the new African educational film industry must move, using double system projection, with the sound track in the local dialect.

Belgian efforts reached their maximum in 1957 with fifteen thousand showings for a total audience of nearly nine million people. But what can we say of these films produced by the Belgians in the Congo before independence?

The government films strike me as incredibly superficial and paternalistic, with the African invariably treated as an overgrown child to whom everything must be explained. The missionary films, on the other hand, seem more advanced, and mention should be given to the Centre Congolais Catholique d’action cinématographique in Leopoldville, where genuinely African productions started to appear through the stimulation provided by Fathers Develoo, van Haelst, van Overschelds, and van den Heuvel. For instance, the missionaries made film versions of Congolese folktales and even cartoons, such as the series \textit{Mboloko, la petite antilope}. I do not know how
the missionary film would have developed if it had continued on this course. The existing films stop, both technically and in spirit, at the level of a minor guild production, while still offering promise of improvement, which, unfortunately, has not taken place.

The missionaries themselves were conscious of the shortcomings we have mentioned, and although they held to the view that films for Africans should “exclude all the love scenes, vain dreams, and violence of Westerns,” they did support, as far back as 1956, the idea of Africans making African films. (See, for example, the paper read by Father van den Heuvel at the international symposium “The Cinema and Africa South of the Sahara.”)

As regards the present state of the film industry in the Congo, in 1960 I met a few young Information Service trainees in Berlin who had come to Europe to learn filmmaking. Judging from what they said, no films had been made in the Congo since independence. Here again we must wait for what the next few years might bring.

## French-Speaking Africa

In the area of educational films, it must frankly be said that French-speaking Africa comes last by a long shot. A few films were produced by individuals, particularly in the area of medicine (on combating malaria and other endemic diseases), but most of them date from before the war. Moreover, I cannot imagine where these films could have been shown at the time, as it is only in the last few years that the former French African territories have had projection equipment.

The quality of these few films is in fact doubtful, to say the least. I have had the occasion to see the antimalaria film at the cultural center in Niamey; no clear explanation was given of the difference in scale between the macroscopic and microscopic shots, and as a result, half of the audience (uneducated, of course) thought they were seeing cartoons, and the rest (still less educated) thought it was a film about mythical animals like Godzilla or other monsters from the deep from the science fiction films being shown at the same time in the Niamey public cinema. When a territory had a young administrator who was a film enthusiast, he would try to arrange a bush film circuit with a generator truck that was borrowed; but the only program available would be documentaries on the castles of the Loire or the fishermen of Brittany. Thus in 1957, while the Ivory Coast was economically comparable to its neighbor, Ghana, all it had to compare with the Ghanaian fleet of twenty mobile film trucks was one beat-up power wagon in almost unusable condition, and an old 16 mm projector.
belonging to the Cultural Center that was death to any film projected through it.

However, in 1958, the Ministry of French Overseas Territories began to wake up and asked a producer, Pierre Fourré, to make a series of films for African audiences. These films, made ten years after the British Colonial Film Unit’s *Mister English at Home*, showed a few simple facets of life in France (this was the period of the French community). Of these few films made—*Bonjour Paris, L’élevage du mouton, Un petit port de pêche français*, and so on—only the memory remains today (and only in France, not in Africa), although they did incorporate an interesting experimental commentary in basic French, using a vocabulary of only 1,500 carefully chosen words. The few showings that these films had in Africa appear to have yielded encouraging results there, but the experiment, like many others, was never pursued.

It is only since independence that genuinely African educational films have begun to be made on former French Africa. As usual, the initial impetus came partly from the enthusiasm of a few individuals for the cinema, but the main factor was the appreciation that the young African nations had for film’s possibility as a medium of communication.

Film centers have sprung up quite rapidly, and although their initial efforts may be modestly limited to a few films on current political events, the centers are at least operating, and educational films figure in all of their production programs. I have not been able to collect all of the information hoped for on the organization of these centers; many of them prefer to remain modestly silent about their activities until they have produced some real films. The general pattern, though, is to use 16 mm film for basic production and, for more important films, to call in outside producers who make 35 mm films for general distribution. The centers are equipped with projection trucks either converted locally or received as gifts on the occasion of the country’s independence (Togo, for example, received a complete mobile cinema truck as a gift from the United States). Examples of recent productions are the following:

*Mauritania*. A 35 mm film on independence by a good crew from France (unfortunately a high-budget film).

*Senegal*. The Film Section, after likewise having called in foreign producers (e.g., *Dakar a un siècle* made by Actualités Françaises), has since 1958 had its own newsreel crew. Since 1959, it has had, thanks to Paulin Soumanou Vieyra, the first African producer to graduate from IDHEC, a center with 16 mm and 35 mm equipment that makes educational films locally, and is a coproducer (with a Senegalese motion picture company headed by another African filmmaker, Blaise Senghor) of short and feature films.
Mali. Since the breakup of the Mali Federation, a Mali Film Center has been set up at Bamako for “the political education of the individual, the citizen, and the worker.” It has already made political events films on the visits of foreign heads of state (shot in 16 mm), and has also called in foreign technicians to make purely educational films such as Joris Ivens’s excellent *Demain à Nanguila*.

Ivory Coast. The Film Center of the Information Service of the Ivory Coast, after making a number of 16 mm information shorts, sometimes with sound, since 1958, called in the French producer, Jean Ravel, to make the first synthetic film about the Ivory Coast, in connection with the opening of the Abidjan Bridge. The Center also cooperated fairly actively in the making of two of my own films, *Moi, un Noir* and *La pyramide humaine*. For the past year, an Ivory Coast motion picture company (associated with the Société de Dakar) has been expanding its activities and is now competing with a French newsreel company for the production of a newsreel program.

Dahomey. Despite a relatively restricted budget (15 million francs CFA for the whole Information Service, as compared with 40 million in Upper Volta and 71 million in the Ivory Coast), the film section, spurred on by the energetic minister of information, has since 1959 been producing a *Revue Dahoméenne Trimestrielle* in 16 mm color, which runs for about half an hour. Sixteen-millimeter color film has also been used for some ten educational films since 1960, including *J’étais un Tilapia*, which recently won first prize at the 16 mm film festival at Saint-Cast, France, in 1961. Dahomey has only one mobile cinema truck, but it does remarkable work; 132 shows have been screened in six months to a total of 300,000 spectators.

Cameroon. The Cameroon Film Service, run by an enthusiastic group, has installed its own developing and printing laboratories, cutting rooms, and sound synchronization rooms and thus can meet the optimum newsreel criterion of screening topical events within twenty-four hours of their occurrence. It may be expected, with Alain Gheerbrant’s team in charge, to expand its activities still more in the coming months.22

Chad. In 1959, to mark the republic’s independence, the ministry of information asked Serge Ricci to make a 16 mm color film with the title *Le Tchad a un an*; and in 1960, Suzanne Baron, a French producer, and formerly chief editor of many African films, made a 35 mm color film for the Independence Day celebrations.

Upper Volta. At the present time, the Republic of Upper Volta is undoubtedly a model in the field of African educational film production. Under Serge Ricci’s leadership, a complete 16 mm production and distribution center (without laboratory) has been established at Ouagadougou. Al-
though the first films made were mainly political in character (*A minuit, l’indépendence*, a 16 mm color film on the independence of the four alliance states of Niger, Dahomey, Ivory Coast, and Upper Volta), since 1961 the center has been producing true educational films with an African technical staff trained on the spot.

**Niger.** The Mass Communications Service of Niger so far has no more than an embryonic film center (specializing in political newsreels), but the republic has done a good deal in the area of mass education through films in cooperation with the Niger Museum and the Research Institute (IFAN). On the production end, recourse has been taken to European directors (I have made seven films in Niger, Henri Brandt has made one, etc.). An interesting experiment in production was a Niger-Canadian effort made in 1959–1960 to mark the republic’s first birthday and Independence Day. This film, *Le Niger, jeune république*, was directed by Claude Jutra and produced by the National Film Board of Canada. At this time, an initial version has been broadcast over Canadian television, and the National Film Board of Canada is preparing a Djerma and a Hausa language version for distribution within the Republic of Niger. With UNESCO’s help, an audiovisual center attached to the Research Institute is now being organized; it plans to build, in 1962, a 4,000-seat open-air theater where plays can be performed and films shown.23

To conclude this bird’s-eye view of educational films in former French Africa, it may be noted that many avenues toward the cooperation of these efforts are now being explored, either at the government level (the African Mass Communications Services, in France the Ministry of Aid and Cooperation, the Comité du Film Ethnographique of the Musée de l’Homme, and the National Film Center) or on the commercial plane (Actualités Françaises, Pathé, Gaumont, the television branch of SORAFOM). So far, no solution has been agreed upon, but opinion seems to be leaning toward a center in Paris (like the Overseas Film and Television Center in London), which I myself suggested following a meeting on African cinema in Niamey in June 1960. Such a center would provide a permanent liaison at the technical, artistic, and professional levels between Africa and the only readily accessible laboratories, in Paris.24

---

### The Importance of These Different Types of Film from Cinematographic, Cultural, and Sociological Points of View

In analyzing the cinematographic, cultural, and sociological value of African films, I will again divide them into the two categories already briefly
surveyed: (1) commercial and documentary films, (2) education films. The reason again is the impossibility of making a combined study of films so different in object and having developed on such different lines.

Commercial and Documentary Films
Cinematographic Value

Although the growth of commercial and documentary filmmaking has obviously been accompanied by an improvement in quality, it must be emphasized from the beginning that the relative worth of the results, cinematographically and socially, remains lower than that of corresponding films from other areas of production. This phenomenon should not be considered in isolation but rather should be viewed in the context of the overall policy of mediocrity, whose effects are still making Africans suffer.

In English-speaking Africa, motion pictures achieved far less healthy growth than trade or education: the British were not interested in African cinema except for use in educational areas (which will be discussed later) and left the field in their African territories to American filmmakers more concerned with exoticism and the box office than with African culture or motion picture art.

In French-speaking Africa, the evolution of quality followed a more complex pattern. Although Léon Poirier and the crew that made La croisière noire, Marc Allégret, Marcel Griaule, and more recently the Ogooué-Congo and ethnographic film crews undoubtedly outclassed the Colonial Civil Service filmmakers, all too frequently gentleness or contamination by the surrounding mediocrity made them incapable of aiming at a job that was totally creative. Today it is a peculiar experience to rewatch a film like Sous les masques noirs, made in 1938 by Marcel Griaule, a film set in a “Colonial Exposition” context with a commentary and incidental music that seem entirely old-fashioned. Why has a comparable film like Las hurdes, made at the same period by Buñuel, not aged similarly? Is it because of Africa’s considerable progress, as compared with Spain’s post–Civil War stagnation? It is impossible to say, but all old films on Africa are terribly dated, and those who love both the cinema and Africa, and are able to catch from the still-splendid images the message now stifled, feel the urge to reedit the films and add authentic sound effects and a scientific commentary.

The same applied to more recent films. Au pays des pygmées, made in 1948 with terrific precautions, was Africa’s first ethnographic film. Yet today it has lost the power it had ten years ago to stir artistic emotions or the feeling of scientific discovery. Here again one wants to remake the com-
mentary, reedit the film, or even take the more serious step of starting again from the beginning.25

How is it, then, that African films have aged so quickly? I am afraid that the reason is their lack of quality. It is the masterpieces among European and American films that are perennial, but the bulk of their output of ten years back is now just as impossible to sit through as the African films of the same period.

A point that we must grasp is that, in fact, African masterpieces are extremely rare. Admittedly, I have often drawn attention to good qualities in these films in my current report, but even so, the level is pretty low by world standards. We know that after _Louisiana Story_ (which has not aged in the slightest), Robert Flaherty intended to go to Africa to make a fifth film and fifth masterpiece. Unfortunately, death was to prevent African film production from achieving a place of honor in the history of cinema through a film by Flaherty.

Should this be taken to mean that in the cinema art, Africa’s score is nil? I don’t think so: all the films mentioned had some merit to them, and still do, yet not one of them will really find a place in the history of the cinema.26

---

Cultural and Sociological Value

Is the same to be said for these films on the cultural and sociological level? Sociologically, these films retain their value; even though films grow scientifically sound as ethnographic techniques improve, the fact remains that the intervening stages are of great interest. Films now out of date like _Voyage au Congo_ or _La croisière noire_, or aging films like _Au pays des pygmées_ or _Masques Dogon_, are of considerable historical value, not only as milestones in the history of African films but also as unique evidence of the outlook and behavior of an epoch, its culture in the scientific sense.

Keeping to the classification in the previous chapter of more recent films made since 1950, we find in each class of film a sociological content area of great importance.

The “exotic Africa” films, like _King Solomon’s Mines, Nagana_, or the _Tarzan_ films, exhibit screen stereotypes of the continent as seen by outside observers, and however distorted the latter’s vision may be, the errors are of absorbing interest in themselves. It is due to this genre of film and above all because it has a public that it becomes easier to explain some manifestations of racism that today seem incongruous. Even when Africa has become just another continent and when men have stopped basing
their judgments on the color of their neighbors’ skin, the exotic style will survive, just as Westerns survive long after the end of the adventure period on the western prairies of America.

The “ethnographic Africa” films, evolving from superficiality to a steadily increasing degree of penetration, provide world culture with visual and sound records of civilizations either vanishing or becoming completely transformed. For instance, when I was beginning to shoot Moro Naba in Upper Volta in 1957, a film of the Mossi chieftain’s funeral in the old tradition, I was fully aware that my ramshackle camera and poor tape recorder were capturing data of essential importance, not merely to Upper Volta but to world culture, since this was almost certainly the last observance of a dying custom. The next Moro Naba was definitely going to be Catholic, and without my film, the great traditional funeral rites would have faded away into oral tradition or a few incomplete reports by ethnographers.

The films of “emergent Africa,” told in the pictures already discussed, are just as irreplaceable, and even though the technique is often poor and the narrations outdated even before the film is printed, documents such as Afrique 50, Les statues meurent aussi, or Le carnaval des dieux remain, despite the irritation they may arouse, unique testimonies of a history that is a perpetual source of wonder. Indeed, one would be almost tempted to welcome their premature aging as a proof of the vitality of African evolution.

Lastly, films of Africa by Africans, or films of Africa with Europeans providing technical know-how only and leaving action and words as much as possible to Africans, will probably always retain the quality of bold experimentation. It has already been emphasized that European filmmakers, however sympathetic, cannot get inside the skins of Africans, and that overindulgence toward the first purely African films was a form of racism as sterile as any other. While these films were suspect to begin with, these suspicions have gradually been allayed, projecting an image of Africa that could be related to by people who hitherto had completely ignored the continent. For example, thanks to a film such as Come Back Africa, the problem of racial segregation in South Africa has been brought home to many Europeans who before had never known or cared to know anything about it. Another more personal example is found in the unexpected results of the showing of my Moi, un Noir. From the African point of view, this film has been repeatedly criticized for presenting a portrayal of a “low-life” African milieu. Yet it also awoke the spontaneous sympathy of the humblest audiences, who discovered a man who looked different, spoke a different language, behaved differently, but after all was quite close to themselves.

It is on this level that some of us impatiently and eagerly await the coming of genuinely African films. They will not, of course, be a series of
masterpieces from the start, but they will be a thousand times more moving than any of the films we have been discussing, since for the first time, Africans will be speaking directly with other people. Cinematographically, African films may well be of indeterminable length, in a language that makes subtitles necessary, and using music in ways that would be unthinkable to us. But once the first shock is over, I know that such documents will have an unequalable value. Sociologically, film, a medium whose full scope is still unexplored, will enable men to tell and show the world directly what they are, what they do, and what they think. Culturally, the impact of these films will be still greater, since they will be made for people of a common culture, people to whom the idiom will be understandable from the start, without their being able to read or write.

**Educational Films**

The recent date at which educational films started in Africa, as well as their moderate quality, prohibits my dwelling on their cinematographic, sociological, or cultural value.

From the cinematographic point of view, it must be admitted that with very few exceptions (in particular the Ghana Film Unit), the films are frankly of quite limited artistic value. They are, of course, a particularly difficult type of film to make and for that very reason require absolutely first-rate directors. Unfortunately alike in former French, British, or Belgian Africa, most of the directors (leaving aside exceptions such as Sean Graham) were (and are) amateurs, administrators, or missionaries.

Sociologically, more value can be derived from these films by studying where they failed rather than by seeing where they succeeded. In particular, it would be interesting to make a methodical study of the means employed and actual results obtained in a specific field such as health or housing. If one took films of quality such as *The Boy Kumasenu, Demain à Nanguila,* or *À minuit, l’indépendence,* I think that it would become apparent that they did not have, and will not have, the slightest influence at all on juvenile delinquency, the role of agricultural cooperatives, or the building of a national spirit.

Should one then condemn these films? I think not, since the role they do and should fulfill culturally remains essential in spite of everything. Actually, they are irreplaceable (if awkward) means of communication about a continent where information is precisely what is lacking. (In the capital of an African state, more is known about what is going on everywhere else in the world than about the surrounding community.) Secondly,
these education films remain a training school for the African film industry of tomorrow. I have already said that whatever we may think of the films produced by the Colonial Film Unit and by William Sellers and his group, it is through these films that the cinema has reached the smallest villages in Africa and has become a familiar means of education. And it is in making them that the technicians of the African cinema of tomorrow are learning their craft.

Analysis of New Trends and the Conditions for the Development of African Cinema

In this last section, I shall not separately discuss education, commercial, and documentary films, since all of them, in my view, are equally involved in the future of the new African cinema. The only type of film requiring separate consideration is the newsreel. So far, it has hardly been mentioned, for two reasons. First, apart from a few more or less periodical “screen magazines” that cannot really be thought of as newsreels, the latter is a very recent development in response to the demands of the newly independent African republics. Second, newsreels are mainly irrelevant to our present subject, since despite the fact that they provide excellent training for film technicians, time factor requirements in shooting, editing, adding sound, and distributing make the newsreel a highly specialized area of cinematography.

It is the failure to understand this difference that has led some African nations to harness their promising young filmmakers to the production of this kind of film, condemning them thereby to total frustration in the area of motion picture art itself. Undoubtedly the young African republics urgently need newsreel services, but in fact, the only way of meeting this need is to attend to it independently of all other film activities. Each state should have a team specializing exclusively in this type of filmmaking and should have an arsenal of equipment reserved for this type of work. Even so, there are from the start two conflicting choices: between news films shot and processed entirely in the country and those processed abroad.

Using the methods recommended by UNESCO, it is possible, in 16 mm black and white, to create a complete newsreel system at low cost, including cameras, sound recording equipment, development and printing labs, and projection rooms. A disadvantage of this is the visual mediocrity of the films thus far made, but an important advantage is the ability to show the films (as elsewhere in the world) a few days, if not a few hours, after being shot—the essential quality of newsreels.
However, the example of newsreels made in the developed countries in 35 mm (and then in color) has tempted the young republics to try to make films of the same quality, although they do not have the means to do so locally. Results of this situation are as follows: either as in Senegal or the Ivory Coast, monthly or bimonthly news digests, shot in 35 mm, are processed in Paris by a specialist firm, or as in Mali, newsreels are shot in color and then have a narration or background music added. In both cases, the result is more like a magazine than a true cinematographic journal; the delays in shipping and other adjustments prohibit the films from being projected immediately after being shot.

The problem arises in the same terms for commercial or educational films: in my view, it is the choice of technical method that will set the course of African filmmaking. Financially speaking, African film production is stuck with following the low-budget route, first because of the scarcity of cinemas and second because of the extremely meager budgets of the African republics. These countries therefore need to be able to resort to money-saving methods. We will consider possibilities concerning shooting, sound recording, editing and sound synchronization, distribution via both commercial cinemas and mobile truck units, and finally in terms of television possibilities. It must be emphasized here that a low-budget film need not be a low-grade film. The reduction need not be made at the expense of the story, but simply by changing the operation’s financial terms along lines that may need refinement in detail but have already been followed successfully (the so-called Nouvelle Vague school in France is in fact an attempt to liberate cinematographic art from economic constraints).

### Shooting

The choice to be made is between 16 mm and 35 mm. I have already drawn attention, in the first part of this report, to the important influence of the 16 mm camera’s appearance in the postwar African film scene. The 16 mm camera was originally only for amateurs. The enormous extension of its use was due to the war, when it became the tool of the combat cameramen. In the United States in particular, the 16 mm format has made considerable progress, and as early as 1945, successful blowups were made from 16 mm to 35 mm. These attempts were so conclusive that Walt Disney, a filmmaker so exacting in his concern with image quality, used blown-up 16 mm for his great Wonders of Nature series.

In Europe, 16 mm only came into professional use with the appearance of television, but already, pictorial quality is practically unaffected by
Sound recording techniques have also made progress toward greater simplification. When the crew of the Ogooué-Congo films was shooting *Au pays des pygmées*, in 1946, its sound recording equipment (a disc recorder) weighed nearly a ton and required a crew of three or four for operation. I have already mentioned that I was among the first to use a battery-powered tape recorder in tropical Africa. Although the original models weighed nearly fifty pounds and yielded rather indifferent results, improvement was fairly rapid. Today these tape recorders are standard motion picture equipment, both on location and in the studio.

Three years ago a number of manufacturers solved the problem of synchronizing unperforated sound tape (which slips, whereas perforated film does not) by recording on the tape a separate signal emitted by the camera motor. This technique is also progressing quickly, and today perfect synchronization is obtainable by using two frequency generators, one regulating the camera speed and the other printing a signal on the unperforated quarter-inch sound tape.

Thus today the noiseless camera and battery-powered tape recorder combination weighs about twenty-five pounds and can be handled by two people, or even one. This technique, which is already revolutionizing a part of cinematographic art, is progressing appreciably each month; miniature microphones eliminate all wires and boom poles, interoperator signals between cameramen allow for the simultaneous use of more than one sync-
chronous camera, and the next step will undoubtedly be to start and stop the camera function by remote control. And we can expect more progress as a result of television.28

Once again, at the very moment when these developments are taking place in motion picture technique, it would be a great pity for the emergent African cinema to opt for the conventional methods and thereby be obliged to replace all of its capital equipment within a few years, in order to regain ground that should never have been lost.

Editing and Sound Tracks

In this area there is less to choose from between 16 mm and 35 mm on financial grounds, since the editing equipment for picture and sound is much the same in cost regardless of the film format. Quality is the same in either case, but once again the cost of 16 mm is lower, owing to the saving of tape, which is a quarter of the price of 35 mm.

The materials for a cutting room are extremely simple and basically require comparatively inexpensive equipment (viewer with synchronizer and magnetic head sound reader and amplifier). It is essential that the filmmaking centers in the African republics each have at least one editing table setup; it must not be forgotten that cutting a film remains the best way for the filmmaker to learn his craft, and it would be a pity not to see this exploited by the African film centers.

A sound recording studio is a bit more complex, but in any case, infinitely less so than the broadcasting studio variety. In practice, a small studio with facilities for mixing four sound tracks appears to be essential. With this, all recording can be done locally, and more particularly, the dubbing of dialogue or narration in the vernacular languages, which is most important for African filmmaking. (I shall return later to this question, which is essential to the showing of films in rural areas.) The most serious difficulty is not building and equipping editing rooms or sound studios but maintaining them: good electronic engineers are rare, and it will be necessary to make a special effort to train some to meet this situation.

Distribution

The question of distribution in 16 mm versus 35 mm is not a problem in Africa, since most existing commercial cinemas have both types of projector. In projection, too, 16 mm has recently made enormous progress, and
with arc projectors, the images are fully up to 35 mm standards. Rural (or “bush”) cinema is already exclusively equipped with 16 mm projectors and cannot be supplied with another size. This, then, is not the question; the two important problems seem to me to be the following.

Projection Technique

Although in Europe the traveling cinemas can make do with small-screen projectors, owing to their limited audiences, the same is not true in Africa, where full-scale commercial cinemas are comparatively rare. In Africa, an open-air film show in a village is attended by the whole population of the village, that is, an audience as large if not larger than that in a normal European commercial theater. Part of this audience consists of young people who have traveled extensively and know the experience of urban film showings, and thus cannot be satisfied by a tiny screen with an image that is of inferior luminosity, or by feeble loudspeakers that are easily drowned out by the noise of the audience.

It is therefore necessary to devise projectors adapted to this kind of problem, namely, relatively portable and easily handled units, giving results up to the standards of town cinemas. It seems that the manufacturers are already on the verge of a solution to this problem, using xenon light sources that give comparable luminosity to that of arc sources, without the inconveniences or dangers. Similarly, these manufacturers have almost solved the problem of designing sound amplifiers that are both powerful enough and portable enough to reach the whole of an audience of several thousand people.

This technical aspect of the distribution problem is extremely important: if we want Africans to go to films, it is essential for projection to be up to normal standards. This was the point that was overlooked until recently by most equipment manufacturers, who were under the impression that educational films could be screened cheaply and draw audiences because admission was usually free.

Language Question

The question of the language used is also very different in Africa as compared with other places. In European countries, a foreign film is dubbed or subtitled. But as Africa is still largely illiterate, subtitling is out of the
question, since it would help only a very small proportion of the audience. Dubbing is therefore one solution, but once again the proposition is not the same as in other countries, and the multilingualism of African republics calls for a fresh approach to the problem. Although the official languages of the modern African nations are French or English, this by no means signifies that they are either understood or spoken by the majority of the population, and it is precisely the uneducated and uninstructed sectors of the African public who should be reached with films. It is thus essential to be able to dub films in the languages spoken in all the different regions of a country.

As we have already seen, the Belgians studied and dealt with the problem by having local people deliver a spoken commentary on the film as it was screened. The French, on the other hand, favored the use of a narration in simplified “basic” French, using an abbreviated vocabulary.

Both of these solutions strike me as being outdated, and here again a technological solution appears to be found in the use of double-system projection, with 16 mm projectors of this type having in fact been developed by some manufacturers, though for quite other purposes (better sound quality for preparation of sound effects and music tracks). These projectors have an ordinary picture reel, plus a 16 mm perforated sound magnetic tape reel. The result is the flexibility of being able to play a composite optical sound film print, or a double-strand sound and picture copy. What could be done might be to use the optical reel for screening the film with the sound and voice track in the official language (English or French) while the magnetic tape would be recorded in the local sound studio, in one or more vernacular translations. In areas where there is a need for dubbing in several languages, a corresponding number of magnetic sound reels could be recorded, and the correct version selected for a particular performance, according to the language spoken by the majority of viewers.

This solution, or something along similar lines, seems to me to be the only one that will make Africa’s transition to real films of its own possible, not merely financially but above all artistically, since it is well known that an art can only grow in contact with the people among whom it is born: there will not really be an African cinema until it is made for and by the peoples of Africa themselves.

Incidentally, these remarks apply equally to all of the film genres we have discussed—education, documentary, and feature commercial films. African audiences have learned the language of the cinema at a school that was not always perhaps a good one; now they need to build upon that knowledge, to read in “books” appropriate to their own cultures.
The Future of Television

Although television did not originally enter into the purview of this report, it seems to me necessary to say just a few words about it, as it has already appeared in Nigeria. Initially, the government of Nigeria went no further than experiments in television rebroadcasts and broadcast only programs on film. However, local merchants have put television receivers on sale, and their success was so immediate and so huge that in Southern Nigeria, live television has come to stay.

Of course, for the present, the shows are restricted to political news and to original film programs and advertisements of questionable quality, but I feel that it is necessary to go through this stage to settle a number of technical problems, and that the quality of Nigerian television will improve as time goes on.

Following Nigeria’s example, Ghana and Ivory Coast are planning to open television networks quite soon, and even in the least-developed countries, the problem is rapidly coming to the fore.

Actually, although African television so far may be thought of as serving somewhat materialistic ends, its development can be viewed in another light. It appears that as techniques improve, the cost price of mounting a television network is likely to be lower than that of establishing a rural film circuit. For example, one film truck per seven villages is required to provide one program per week, and the number of print copies will thus be equal to the number of seven-village circuits in the whole of the particular state. On the other hand, with one television in a village, a program per evening can be shown, perhaps by direct broadcast. But there is also another point: television can be an administrative tool of considerable power, for while improved transportation puts any African capital within a few hours’ travel of the other capitals of the world, the difficulties of local travel keep those same capitals several days’ journey from some of their own villages. The latter are only in touch with the district administrative center once a year and with the capital only one day every ten years, plus occasional official flying visits.

Although the same situation is also found in industrial countries, essential daily contact with the rest of the world is ensured through the press. Thus African television appears a means of settling the difficult problem of ineffectual administration owing to difficulties of communication. And one might even go further to say that if television does take root, it will give rise to a communication process of unforeseeable possi-
bilities. I have already said that the masses in Africa have grasped the idiom of the cinema screen. They will understand the television medium in the same way and thus, at one bound, without literacy, will be in direct daily contact with the outer world and with other cultures hitherto beyond their reach.30

Conclusion

All of these forecasts may seem a bit like something out of science fiction. But rereading this paper will show how much ground has really been covered from the time when that bioscope was stolen in 1896 by a vaudeville magician and shown in South Africa. This very report is probably already out of date in all the young African republics. Before it reaches them, the full-fledged African cinema will be born. Things are, of course, still in an apprenticeship stage of news film or educational film, but the new nations’ young technicians are avid to learn and to follow in the steps of those who have gone before them in the world’s schools of cinema art. They are reaching London, Paris, New York, and Moscow little by little, and if their qualifications are not good enough for entry into advanced schools, they attend more modest technical schools or simply find their way to the studios and get taken onto camera crews. Some of them are almost completely non-literate, but they know their cinema by heart; they have already outgrown the Westerns and the gangster films and are turning their attention to more difficult productions. They have found their way to the film libraries and to the art and experimental cinemas. They are jostling to buy 16 mm cameras and whatever film they can scrape up, and they are making their first experiments in cinematography.

Already contact has been made between them and the veterans from the film institutes, and after being separated for a long time, they can meet again speaking the same tongue: a language not to be learned from grammars or dictionaries but before the screens of darkened film theaters, through the eyepiece of the camera, the earphones of the tape recorder; a language whose words and phrases are not printed on paper but recorded on film and tape, an audiovisual language that all people in the world find they can understand without even knowing that they learned it, a true international language.

(Written 1961; published 1967)
NOTES

1. Europeans go to films on an average of thirty or forty times per year; Indians, Middle Easterners, and North Africans, one time per year; Africans, one time every thirty or forty years, and in some African countries, once per century.


3. ["Le courage et la bonne humeur du tirailleur ’sénégalais’ favorisèrent la création du stéréotype du Noir bon enfant, style ‘Y’a bon Banania.’" The Senegalese sharpshooter is a common West African stereotype. ‘Y’a bon’ is a publicity slogan for Banania, a commercial breakfast cocoa with bananas. The picture illustrating the product shows a smiling black brandishing bananas and speaking pidgin French. This image of the happy banana-eating African is perhaps most similar to the "Uncle Tom" and "Aunt Jemima" stereotype of African Americans.

— Trans.]

4. We should note a film shown in Paris in 1935: Soeurs noires, a religious propaganda film in which the actors spoke Zulu. It is mentioned by Georges Sadoul in La Vie Africaine, 15 June 1961: "Africa has remained, until now, a country of filmic poverty."

5. In the United States, on the other hand, the problem was previously studied by Walt Disney Studios. They decided to shoot in 16 mm and then enlarge to 35 mm; their celebrated series of films that included The Living Desert was done in this fashion. Despite their technical ingenuity, these films are of limited scientific interest.

6. These films were made by Jacques Dupont, assisted by an exceptional ethnographic team (Raoul Harweg, Gilbert Rouget, Guy de Beauchêne), as well as an exceptional film crew (Edmond Séchan, Pierre-Dominique Grisseau, André Didier, Nel, Francis Mazlours). All of them have since continued in this work.

7. We cannot speak here about lecture "exploration" films, as most of them have disappeared owing to the absurd lecture circuit system that required projecting the original. These lecture circuits began to be extracor- dially popular in France in 1946 (the "Connaissance du Monde" series held at Salle Pleyel, as well as series in the provinces) and in Belgium in 1950 (the "Exploration du Monde" series). Here we will simply report the format of these lectures: 16 mm color films of about one hour in length, with direct narration by the lecturer-filmmaker. As a matter of fact, from the beginning of these lecture circuits, Africa was one of the weakest attractions. So the loss of African films here is not very serious. The only valuable documents were edited elsewhere, had sound added, and were then marketed; we will discuss these films shortly.

8. The instigator was filmmaker René Clément, who had made a 16 mm color film of a trip to Yemen, around 1939. Titled L’Arabie interdite, the film was only shown at lectures.

9. We should also mention Armand Denis’ TV films of safaris in Kenya, where one finds some remarkable sequences on wild animals (baboons attacking an antelope who is giving birth), but where Africa and Africans are merely scenery.

10. The Comité du Film Ethnographique was founded by the permanent advisory com- mittee of the International Congress of Anthro- pological and Ethnological Sciences during the Vienna meetings in 1952. Its creation fol- lowed the projection of films by the author, which were presented under the heading of an ethnographic contribution. These films were made with the help of Roger Boelsdier in Niger in 1951 and 1952. They were all 16 mm Kodachrome with original sound tracks: Bataille sur le grand fleuve (hip- popotamus hunting). Cimetière dans la faîtière (funeral rites of the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs), and Yenendi: Les hommes qui font la pluie (rainmaking rites among the Songhay and Zarma). These films were later joined together and blown up to 35 mm—one of the first made in Europe—and retitled Les fils de l’école.

11. We should also mention François Balsem’s L’expédition Panhard-Capricorne on the Kalahari Desert of South Africa, Fèvet’s films on Nigeria, especially Kano, the films now being edited by Father Patirazú on Northern Cameroon, and Civatte’s films on Niger. All of these films are 16 mm Kodachrome, unfortunately reserved for limited distribution.

12. Also deserving of mention is Omaya, a film made in 1954 in 35 mm Agfacolor by Quendler, an Austrian filmmaker. Shot among the Kirdi and Peul of the Mandara Mountains, its subject is a sort of African epic about the unhappy loves of a young Kipsiki shepherd. Without any scientific pretensions whatever, this film offers some interesting views of the life of the Kipsiki and the Peul chiefdom of Rai Boubou.

13. The commercial release of Statues was an emasculated version that has been publicly rejected by the authors.

14. André Cauvin has since made a film on the visit of King Badouin to the Congo, and an-
other on Congolese independence. The edit-
ing of these two films together with a film on present-day Congo (1961) would make
Cauvin’s collected work into the most impor-
tant document on the evolution of a single
African state.

15. The catalog was finished in 1967. The catalog
to which Rouch’s paper is appended lists a
French version of 130 minutes. A 90-minute
version with English subtitles has been available in the United States since 1972..

16. Finally we should mention the American TV
films made in Kenya for Time-Life, Inc., by
Richard Leacock, formerly Flaherty’s assis-
tant on Louisiana Story. For the first time in
Africa, Leacock and his crew used a por-
table camera synchronized to a portable tape
recorder. I will return to this subject in
the third part of this report.

17. I have not cited the films made in South
Africa by local companies (particularly the
films of Jack and Jany Uyls) treating typical-
ly South African subjects. Although the pro-
duction of these films is important and liable
to increase given the favorable conditions in
South Africa, they cannot be considered as
African films, since they are almost exclu-
sively films made by Afrikaaners, in Af-
ricaans, and dealing only with subjects
of interest to Afrikaanners.

18. It is interesting to note that the National Film
Board of Canada was established by Gries-
sen for similar propaganda purposes. This,
incidentally, is how Norman MacLaren’s ca-
reer began.

19. It is interesting to note the annual production
and distribution figures for films in English-
language African territories, reported by
Sellers in 1958. West Africa (not including
Ghana): The five film units of the Federation
of Nigeria plus the Gambia and Sierra Leone
units produced about 100 35 mm films and
150 16 mm films. Sixty-eight mobile cinema
units were producing ten 35 mm and 78
16 mm exclusively, have to provide shows
per year, had thirty mobile cine-
ma trucks, and reached a million viewers.

20. There was a heated discussion on this point
in July 1958 during the international sympo-
sium “The Cinema in Africa South of the
Sahara” at the Brussels World Fair. The
whole team of the Colonial Film Unit took
part, and the present writer, carried away by
his feelings, argued that in the long run, the
effect of this sort of film was even negative.

21. Once again, I have not cited the educational
films made in South Africa, as they, too, are
mostly Afrikaans in language and outlook.
A few English-speaking films that I was able
to see were mainly semipublicity films for the
mining industries and in that way were only
of secondary interest from the filmic and
educational points of view. Nevertheless,
now and then, I believe that it is better to
have poor films being produced than no
films at all. Moreover, it is quite in the cards
that in the cinema, we will witness a phe-
nomenon similar to that which has occurred
in the sphere of the press, with the rise in
South Africa of genuine African journalism
(cf. the magazine Drum).

22. I was unable to obtain specific information
about the other republics of equatorial
Africa, except the Congo, which in June 1961
indicated that the Mass Communication Ser-
vice was trying to start a film section, but that
with the meager resources at its disposal, no
real filmmaking could be undertaken before
1962 or 1963.

23. At Claude Jutra’s instigation, a young de-
signer at the research center, Moustapha
Allsane, has already produced a pilot ani-
mation, with the shooting being done in
Montréal by Claude Jutra, Michel Brault,
and Norman McLaren. Since then, this
young artist has prepared a medium-length
educational film, also animated, and has
applied for a UNESCO fellowship for train-
ing in Paris and Montréal.

24. I cannot discuss Portuguese-speaking Africa,
as I have no information on the subject. The
only films I have been able to see, which
were of quite good quality, were made by
Portuguese anthropologists in Angola, about
the Bushmen of the Northern Kalahari.

25. Needless to say, my reaction to the majority
of my own earlier films is exactly the same.

26. Going through the chronology of major films
between 1892 and 1951 (see l’art du cinéma
deux origines à nos jours, by Georges Sadoul),
the following are the few African films that
can be found: 1896, France, Pathé; La dame
Malgache; 1900, Great Britain, William Paul,
Kruger: A Dream of Empire, and Rosenenthal,
Escarmouche avec les Boërs; United States,
James White, Scènes reconstituées de la
guerre du Transvaal; France, Pathé, La
guerre du Transvaal; 1930, Germany,
Ruttman, Melody of the World; 1951, United
States, John Huston, The African Queen—a
total of seven films, only two of which were
made later than 1900.

27. A very recent film of my own, Chronicle of a
Summer, was shot in 16 mm and enlarged to
35 mm. Many professional filmmakers who
saw the film did not even notice this.

28. These technical advances are mainly in
16 mm equipment, which is natural enough,
considering that television services, using
16 mm exclusively, have to provide shows
twenty-four hours a day, or, with two chan-
nels, forty-eight hours per day.
29. An experiment along these lines is to be tried shortly at Niamey, where, with UNESCO’s help, a community theater-cinema is to be built. The present writer, who is partly responsible, will try out more particularly the double-system projectors discussed earlier, showing not only films from Niger but also film classics with dialogue and narration where necessary, in various local languages.

30. The gulf is partially bridged already by sound broadcasts. Experiments made with “radiovision” (direct projection of filmstrip during a broadcast program) had a degree of success that argues well for that of television.
On the Vicissitudes of the Self:  
The Possessed Dancer, the Magician,  
the Sorcerer, the Filmmaker, and the Ethnographer

This essay is based, on the one hand, on knowledge about the Songhay-Zarma, at the loop of Niger, which I have gathered over a period of thirty years of ethnographic research. On the other hand, it is based on experimentation with direct cinema, deriving from the theories, under the name cinéma-vérité, prophesied in 1927 by the Russian filmmaker Dziga Vertov. I have used direct cinema as a special research tool in doing ethnography among these West African groups.

If the notion of personne—the self, person—is effectively one of the key religious factors involved in trance, possession dance, magic, and sorcery, it appears that it would be dishonest to leave the matter there, since the “self” of the observer who attends to these phenomena equally merits critical attention. This is especially so when the observer records and plays back the sounds and visual images for the subjects of these trances; those filmed consider these images to be a reflection of themselves and of their divinities; that is, part of the “self” of both men and gods.

This article is intended as a contribution to “shared anthropology.” First, I will try to point out, within the limits of present knowledge, the concepts of the “self” among the Songhay-Zarma in certain critical periods.

Possession dance The character of the possessed person and of the possessing spirit
Magic The character of the magician and of clairvoyant states
Sorcery The character of the tyarkaw (eater of souls) and the character of his victim

After this I will show how the filmmaker-observer, while recording these phenomena, both unconsciously modifies them and is himself changed
by them; then how, when he returns and plays back the images, a strange
dialogue takes place in which the film’s “truth” rejoins its mythic represen-
tation. Finally, this demonstration of the active, involuntary role played by
the observer will lead me to attempt to get closer to the situation of the
ethnographer in his own field.

The “Self” in Possession Dance

A previous international colloquium of the Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique provided us with an occasion to review research on possession
phenomena. It seems that even though we now have a baseline of complete
information about different manifestations of possession in the world—and
particularly in sub-Saharan Africa—it is still not possible to establish a pre-
cise typology or sketch out a satisfactory theory. However, it now appears
that the phenomenon of trance (whether wild or controlled) is one of the
essential features in the momentum behind great religious movements, and,
perhaps, behind great movements in artistic creativity. For example, schools
of theater have, for twenty years, used ethnographic information about pos-
session to extract methods applicable for training actors (e.g., Julian Beck
and the Living Theatre, Peter Brook, Roger Blin, and Grotowski).

In the present work, I will not go back over the particular mechanics
of Songhay possession but rather will deal with the metamorphosis in “the
person” or “self” of the possessed subject and of the spirit that possesses
him or her. It is enough to note that in this region of the Niger Valley, pos-
session is a means of special reciprocal communication between people and
their gods.

The possessed, the “horses of the spirits,” are largely women and are
specialists who enter into a recognized group after a long and difficult ini-
tiation. After that, they are involved in “wild trances,” which treat the sick
excluded from the society. These trances are run by priests (zimas) and take
place only during public ceremonies regularly organized by and for the en-
tire society.

Some hundred divinities form the pantheon that reveals itself here.
These gods are invisible, but they appear as men. They are of different races,
have particular characteristics, and are special “masters” (of water, wind,
bush, thunder, rainbow, etc.) from complicated legends that make up a
very diverse mythology, one that continually reenriches itself with each
new ritual and revelation.

After the initiation, each dancer is a “horse,” reserved for one or
sometimes several “horsemen,” who will mount her (sometimes a male)
during the trance and for minutes or hours “operate” the body and speak through the mouth of the horse. For the Songhay-Zarma, contrary to other neighboring systems, it is this dialogue with the gods that is the essential aim of possession ceremonies. There is thus a profound metamorphosis of the self of the horse, who gives up a part of herself to a part of the self of the god who is now incarnated in her body.

While observation of possession phenomena is easy because of the essentially public character of the ceremonies, interpretation is much more delicate because for the Songhay-Zarma, the possessed person does not, at least theoretically, have a single memory of the trance and resists all allusion to the possessing god. Of course, while in a normal state herself, she has seen others possessed, but this does not seem to influence her.

The sources of information are thus limited to the zimas; they are responsible for the initiation, become possessed themselves, and have acquired control over the possession of others. (I have sometimes tried to question the gods themselves through the horse during possession, but this technique seemed to be both singularly dangerous and, all things considered, too incoherent.) The most widespread theory propounded by the zimas is that during possession the “double” (bia) of the god has taken the place of the double of the horse. It is this exchange of doubles that I would like to analyze.

The notion of bia itself is very fuzzy, designating at the same time “shadow” (it literally means “somber”), “reflection” (in a mirror or pool of water), and “soul” (spiritual principle of all animate beings). This bia is tied to the body throughout life; it can temporarily leave the body during sleep (in dreams) or, occasionally, while awake (in a state of imagination, reflection, or possession). It leaves the body at the moment of death to follow its own course in the hereafter. Curiously, some people locate this double a bit to the rear of the body, on the left side (when dreaming, one must sleep on the right side); it is here that the possessing god temporarily comes to place himself or his double.

Do invisible gods, in effect, merely have a double, or are they themselves a double? The question must rest there, because in certain circumstances (for the important zimas), these gods can materialize and show themselves in human form (thus having or not having a bia, shadow, reflection, double).

It appears, however, that possession is only the affair of the gods, but even at this level of the double, the phenomena of possession merit careful attention. I have attended several hundred possession ceremonies (I have filmed about twenty) and have been able to observe, under the best conditions, this strange metamorphosis of trance and vertigo. It begins with the
apparent loss of consciousness and is followed by the slow appearance of a
new character, first trembling and howling, then becoming calm. Then the
behavior takes on another manner, manifested by speaking in another voice
and sometimes in another language. Once one is accustomed to the reper-
toire of personages, immediate identification is possible; it is Dongo, the
spirit of thunder, or Zatao, the captive of the Peul people.

In January and February 1971, after making and showing my film
Horendi, which concerns the seven days of initiation into possession dance,
a group of musicians, zimas, and sorko fishermen brought out some impor-
tant data about the metamorphosis of “self” in the possession state. These
are the principal traits:

It is the left hand of the bowed lute (godye) player that is “inspired”
or driven by the spirits who are collectively called out at the beginning of
the ceremony by “the air of the hunters” (gawey-gawey). The drummers,
playing on calabashes or skin drums, follow the play of the left hand, and
the vibration of bass notes gives “power” to the dancer. It is also in the left
hand that the lute player expresses the first sign of the arrival of the spirit
in the dancer’s body. He kicks the drummer in front of him, who in turn
accentuates the rhythm; this accelerates the power of the dancer and “re-
inforces” the spirit that has begun to straddle him.

What is happening with the dancer? Following numerous indirect ac-
counts (it has already been noted that the dancer is not supposed to remem-
ber his state), the dancer “sees” the spirit penetrate into the dance circle
and direct himself toward him. Occasionally the important initiates see
him, too. The spirit has in his hands the skin of a freshly sacrificed ani-
mal, which he holds out with the bloody side toward the dancer. He offers
it three times. The first time the dancer’s eyes tear. The second time the
dancer’s nose runs. The third time the dancer howls. If several “horses”
of the same spirit appear in the course of the dance, they will all see him,
and they can all have the same reaction simultaneously. However, only one
selection is made during the three provocations.

After this, the spirit approaches a fourth time and retrieves the bloody
skin from the head of the dancer. The dancer chokes—it is the climax of
the ceremony. At this point the spirit embodies the double of the dancer
and takes the double’s place. The dancer is now mounted on his or her
horse; that is, the dancer is possessed. During the entire period of the pos-
session, the bia, or double, remains enclosed and protected, particularly
against witches, by the bloody skin. When the spirit wants to leave, the
skin is lifted, liberating the bia. When this happens, the horse opens his
eyes, is dazzled, coughs as if having been strangled, and snorts to remove
the traces of the bloody skin from his face.
The Songhay theory of the person in the possession state thus involves three elements:

1. A temporary substitution of the double of the person by the double of a spirit or biu spirit himself.
2. The preservation of the substituted double in a protective fresh skin.
3. The role of music and dance in calling the spirit into incarnation.

The Self of the Magician

Contrary to the case of possession dance, where through the intermediary of a horse-medium men can communicate directly and publicly with their gods, the case of magic is different. Here it is a question of an indirect and private consultation with invisible forces, in which the magician, all alone, performs a special and difficult role.

The magician (sobantye) is a descendant, through his father, of Sonni Ali, the Si, founder of the Songhay empire. He is chosen and initiated by his parent or by a more skilled master who is trained in the difficult exercise of permanent contact with invisible forces. He cannot practice his art until after the death of his father (or of his initiator), for it is at this time that he swallows a small initiation chain, which he in turn will vomit up several days before his death. The magician has a solitary and distant personality. He is feared but indispensable. A master of gestures and words, of trees and stones, he is guardian of the spiritual order of the village and capable of reconciling the spirits with men who dare ask it. These permanent “seers” are, without an intermediary, the masters of their doubles. They are sent in the form of vultures to encounter allied spirits and to reconnoiter through space and time the course of certain enterprises.

One consults a magician with a certain reticence, and only under grave conditions, because once his action commences, it is hardly ever possible to reverse it. Misfortune without recourse befalls the imprudent person who goes astray on the dangerous routes of the invisible. The consultation is long and difficult. The magician must take all precautions, study his client, and discover the unacknowledged purpose involved. After several days of consultation, he may stop short and reconsider if an awkward gesture or word has revealed any deceit in the actual transaction.

Whether divination is involved (by either throwing of cowries or direct prophecy) or the preparation of a magical charm (korte), the procedure is always the same. By his words and movements, the magician converts his
double and sends him to gather the necessary materials for his work. Or he simply projects his double by the side of the double of the client to find out things that the client has not said or may not even be aware of.

The recited texts (which I have discussed at length elsewhere) are extraordinary. The magician first locates himself spatially, in relation to the six cardinal directions, and then situates himself in respect to his initiation chain. The identifying text is said in a loud voice, which both strengthens the magician himself and gives his *bia* the necessary energy to undertake the “path,” or voyage.

As Luc de Heusch has correctly noted, it is more important for a shamanistic act than for a possession phenomenon to be disguised. Thus the recited texts are accounts of the dangerous voyage; they convey how the double of the magician confronts the double of both beneficial and evil spirits, confronts the doubles of other magicians who try to destroy his work, and, above all, confronts the double of the demiurge Ndebi, and of god himself. Through his double, the magician must triumph in successive tests, emerging superior to all other forces encountered. Throughout he does not require the assistance of these secret powers; rather, the double should be able to compel them to actualize what the magician has asked. Then, when all has been decided, the double returns, following the reverse route, ending up next to the magician, who has never lost control of it.

This brief but total power sometimes manifests itself in a dramatic public way, during the festival of magicians (*sohantye bori*). For the occasion of a circumcision, the *gossi* (an ancient initiation of young girls), or, more simply, for the purification of a village, the *sohantye* will all come together for a festival. The magicians dance to the rhythms of the hourglass drums, brandishing in one hand a saber (*lolo*) to lance or pierce the doubles of sorcerers, and in the other a branch from a euphorbia plant.

This dance is a dramatic mime of a fight with the forces of evil. The magicians dance continually until the moment when one who feels himself to be the strongest enters into a trance. This trance has little in common with the state of possession previously described; the magician trembles violently, and then up from his mouth gushes a piece of the metallic chain that he swallowed at the time of his father’s (or initiator’s) death. This initiation chain is, in fact, his “superior identity,” inasmuch as it materialized from his initiated ancestors. During the short time that the chain is visible, the *bia* of the magician, in the form of a vulture, quickly accomplishes its journey to the land of the spirits and their doubles. The purpose of the voyage is to discover and then wipe out the causes of impurity in the village. The risk involved here is considerable: if an enemy or rival has more power than the magician who has spit up his chain, the former can hinder the
reswallowing. This would effectively prevent the retreat of the magician’s
double, who, as a result, would die from the loss of his essential source
(the chain).

Based on this description, one can sketch out a Songhay theory of the
self of the sobantye, or magician:

1. The double leaves the body of the magician, but without substitu-
tion by another double (as in possession).
2. This double undertakes a dangerous voyage among spirits and in-
visible forces.
3. The magician’s speech (or the music of the drumming griots) and
his special gestures (or ritual dance) are the underlying driving
forces behind the shamanistic voyage.
4. Communication with other men is made by the material prepara-
tion of charms, by direct prophecy, and by the dramatic exhibition
of the chain.
5. The voluntary projection of the double can be accompanied by
mortal risk.

The Self of the Tyarkaw, the “Sorcerer/Soul Eater”

The sorcerer (tyarkaw) is much like the magician, but instead of using his
or her power to defend or guide other men, the sorcerer uses it to work
evil, causing the death of victims by stealing doubles.

The power of the sorcerer, like that of the magician, is inherited
through mother’s milk—an infant nourished by a tyarkaw will become a

Tyarkaw. Songhay mythology emphasizes this irremediable character. Once
upon a time, a sacred woman, responsible for a community of women as a
result of having made a vow of chastity, yielded to a visitor who spent
the night with her. The next morning, she changed him into a sheep. Her com-
panions in turn asked permission to eat this mysterious animal; as they did,
the woman ate also. Thus she was pregnant by a man whom she helped
eat. From this union of a woman and a man she had eaten, a child was
born—a female “eater of doubles,” a tyarkaw. From this tyarkaw, all other
sorcerers descend.

Since that mythic time, each Songhay village has contained a fairly
large number of tyarkaw. Of course, everybody knows who they are, but
nobody speaks about it. Tyarkaw work evil because they are obligated to
do so; in actuality they are criminals, but from the Songhay point of view,
their criminality is not intentional. This mysterious system can only be
comprehended by means of the concept of the self, or personne, of the tyarkau, but inquiries about these people are so risky that they are almost impossible.

Like the magician, the sorcerer has the skill to direct his double, and it is the double who is in fact the actual agent of the sorcery. The double performs the task of hunting other doubles. Often at night near certain villages, one perceives from the bush visions of rapidly moving fires, which stop and start up again in successive bounds. These suspicious lights, whose explanation is not clear, are interpreted as tyarkau roaming about. In effect, these sorcerers have the power to propel themselves through the air by means of fire that is emitted from their armpits and anuses. The few inquiries that I have been able to make indicate that the sorcerer's double is responsible for these manifestations; in other words, it is the moving about of the double that is perceived in the form of the fire movements. Meanwhile the body of the sorcerer is at home in the village, "in a state of deep meditation."

The flashing double can self-metamorphose into a calabash, a crying baby, or a donkey with two heads—forms it takes to frighten its future victim. While flying, the tyarkau double sees a delayed traveler; the double successively turns itself into these three forms along the road, and should the traveler pick up the calabash, touch the baby, or strike the donkey with two heads, misfortune befalls him. He lapses into a state of panic and fear, losing his reason and hence the control of his own double. At this point, the tyarkau's double seizes the double of the victim and eats it. Once his body is empty of its double, the victim returns to the village, stupefied. If after seven days no one has returned his double, he dies.

One of the basic functions of the magicians is to engage in combat with the sorcerers and force them to return stolen doubles before they are eaten. This involves a strange kind of fight—double against double, while each corresponding person has his intact body lying in a corner of his house.

The accounts of these imaginary combats are fabulous. Armed with a lolo lance, the magician tries to prick the tyarkau, who defends himself by throwing millet stalks. At dawn, when the doubles rejoin their respective bodies, they are marked with the wounds they received, swollen scars that they proudly exhibit. But never does the fight otherwise prolong itself in reality. The magician never asks about the actual sorcerer (who might very well be a neighbor). The only exception here is when the sorcerer has overstepped his or her bounds, by attacking either the children of the sobantye or those taken in by his family. If this happens, the sobantye takes a lolo and pierces the tyarkau, forcing him or her to defecate the “egg of power.”
This fight of doubles does materialize into reality; the sorcerer is deprived of the egg, which the sobantye uses to concoct charms for his defense. (This allusion to an “egg of the witch” appears generally throughout the savannah of West Africa and deserves systematic study.)

But all this notwithstanding, what becomes of the double of the victim, his stolen soul? Mysteriously passive and defenseless, the double is “hidden” (or perhaps pierced by a lolo) over the course of seven days. At the end of this period, the sorcerer leaves in the form of an owl to share his hunted double with other sorcerers who belong to the same “society.” (This concept is analogous to the “diabolical societies” found along the West African coast.) Alternatively, it is given to his protecting spirit, himself a sorcerer. The double is then “eaten” by one or the other, and the victim dies.

While apparently logical, this scheme is nonetheless insufficient. For example, there are several things it does not explain:

1. The personal benefit the sorcerer or the society derives from his risky acts. Is it accumulation of power? How? And for what?
2. The particular role—benevolent or malevolent—of the sorcerer in the society where he or she also acts in a vulnerable manner.
3. The fate of the double (in principle, immortal) of the victim after death. Does the double change into something else? Is the double reincarnated? Or surrendered following some particular use in the world of doubles? Does the double become a spirit? If so, he could become an originator of other myths.
4. The total immunity of certain people from their village tyarkau. The tyarkau are known by all but tacitly ignored. In some villages, for example, where there are many known sorcerers, young men avoid marrying their daughters. These women then either exile themselves or become courtesans.

In-depth studies of these questions are evidently quite difficult, but obviously necessary; a phenomenon so widespread must hold an essential key to systems of thought in sub-Saharan Africa. For the moment I must refrain from applying to the sorcerer-victim relationship an eventual Songhay theory of the self of the sorcerer. As for the rest of the data:

1. The double leaves the body of the sorcerer, and as in the case of the magician, no other double can take its place.
2. This double undertakes a hunt for the doubles of other men. It separates them from their bodies by fright. This offensive is, in
some ways, comparable to the process of the spirit brandishing the bloody skin in front of the dancer at the moment of possession.

3. No double can be substituted for the victim, who quickly regains consciousness. He is thus like the sorcerer in body, but incapable of recovering, as is the sorcerer, his spiritual principle.

4. The appearance for the first time of the death of the double (and consequently his body) as the result of prolonged separation.

5. The existence of a potential world where the doubles of living men associate with the doubles of spirits (or with the spirits themselves). In this world they encounter themselves and fight with or mutually assist one another, thus sharing a secret collective imagination (in contrast to possession dance, where this collective imagination is publicly witnessed).

6. The singular economy of the doubles of victims—consumed, exchanged, or destroyed—is an area whose key remains to be discovered.

7. The forced production of an anal egg, in which is concentrated the sorcerer's power (this again contrary to the magician, who voluntarily spits up his chain).

Before dealing with the other side of the observation process (by the ethnographer-filmmaker), it might be useful to review and summarize the points concerning the notion of bia, the double.

Each man has a bia, or double, who lives in a parallel world, that is, a world of doubles. This world is the home of the spirits, the masters of the forces of nature; it is also the permanent home of the imaginary (dreams, reveries, reflections), as well as the temporary home of magicians and sorcerers. This reflection world does not seem to extend beyond the limits of the earthly world and, in particular, does not overlap with the world of the hereafter managed by god.

Between the real world and its double, certain connections are possible, whether by the incarnation of spirits during possession dances, by shamanistic incursion of magicians into the reflection world, or by the materialization of a sorcerer at the time of his hunt for other men's doubles.

These two worlds, finally, are so completely interpenetrated that it is nearly impossible for the noninformed observer to distinguish the “real” from the “imaginary.” For example, the statement “I met Ali yesterday” can mean equally “I actually met Ali yesterday” or “I dreamed or I thought I met Ali yesterday.” And when the observer is first thrown into this exercise, he can disturb or upset both the real and the imaginary.
The Self of the Observer and Particularly of the Ethnographer-Filmmaker

In this world of fragile mirrors, standing beside men and women for whom any clumsy action may provoke or inhibit trance, the observer’s presence can never be neutral. Whether he wishes it or not, the observer is integral to the general movement of things, and his most minute reactions are interpreted within the context of the particular system of thought that surrounds him.

I have chosen here to begin with the “self” of the filmmaker because recording and then projecting images and sounds introduces a concrete element that books—even illustrated ones—leave out. This is so because the people we study are in large part nonliterate but do know how to look and listen. Over the years, technical advances have resulted in increasingly complex equipment whose operation is increasingly simple. This has led to the

Possession, magic, and sorcery.

The Self of the Observer and Particularly of the Ethnographer-Filmmaker
use of direct cinema—that is, the synchronous recording of image and sounds—as a tool of ethnographic observation. Since the making of several film studies in Dahomey and Mali, in collaboration with Gilbert Rouget and Germaine Dieterlen, from 1957 to 1965, I have systematically used this technique.

The two pioneers of the technique of direct cinema were the American Robert Flaherty and the Russian Dziga Vertov; during the 1920s, they invented the notions of the participating camera and of kinopravda. Just when the first theoreticians of film tried to define this new “language” in relation to fiction (coming directly from the theatrical tradition), Flaherty and Vertov turned their barely outlined rules upside down by experimenting with cinema in real life.

Dziga Vertov understood that cinematic vision was a particular kind of seeing, using a new organ of perception—the camera. This new perception had little in common with the human eye; he called it the “ciné-eye.” Later, with the appearance of sound film, he similarly defined the “radio-ear,” a new special organ of recorded hearing. Extending his analysis, we know today that this new kind of audiovisual language can be understood (I should say ciné-compris, or “filmically understood”) by audiences with no special education. Vertov called the entirety of this discipline “kinopravda” (cinéma-vérité, or “film-truth”), an ambiguous or self-contradictory expression, since fundamentally film truncates, accelerates, and slows down actions, thus distorting the truth. For me, however, kinopravda is a precise term, on the same order of kinok (ciné-eye), and it designates not “pure truth” but the particular truth of the recorded images and sounds—a filmic truth (ciné-vérité).

At every stage of direct cinema, a filmic attitude (ciné-attitude) manifests itself. Contrary to scripted fiction films, the direct cinema filmmaker must be ready at every moment to record the most efficacious images and sounds. To return to the terminology of Vertov, when I make a film, I “film-see” (ciné-vois) by knowing the limits of the lens and camera; likewise, I “film-hear” (ciné-entends) in knowing the limits of the microphone and tape recorder; I “film-move” (ciné-bouge) to find the right angle or exercise the best movement; I “film-edit” (ciné-monte) throughout the shooting, thinking of how the images are fitting together. In a word, I “film-think” (ciné-pense).

Robert Flaherty, a rough Irish American geologist, used a camera for the first time in the far North among the Hudson Bay Eskimos. He was unaware of these theories, and did not need them, although he had to solve similar problems in the field. From the start, he applied an extraordinarily empirical technique by allowing the Eskimos, Nanook and his family, to
participate (beyond acting) in his film Nanook of the North. Under in-
credible field conditions, Flaherty accomplished this kind of participation
by building a location development laboratory and projection room. In
doing so, he invented the use of the “participating camera,” a technique
that he saw not as an obstacle to communication but, on the contrary, as
an indispensable part of filmmaking in the field.

I have been more or less consciously synthesizing and applying these
two methods to my own work in ethnography. Today all the people I film
know the camera, and they clearly understand its capability to see and
hear. They have helped me during the editing process by screening projec-
tions of my films; in Vertov’s terms, at the time of shooting they are “film-
seen” (ciné-vus) when I “film-observe” (ciné-regarde) them. In fact, they
react to this art of visual and sound reflection in exactly the same manner
as they react to the public art of possession or the private art of magic or
sorcery.

Long ago, Frazer, in The Golden Bough, noted the frightened reac-
tion of “primitives” to being photographed; the reflection might endanger
their souls. What does this imply about the moving image, in color, with
sound? It is only necessary to have once attended the projection of such a
film in the field to understand this kind of emotional shock. One year after
its making, I showed my film Sigui 1969—La caverne de Bongo, to the vil-
lagers of Bongo, in Mali, where I shot it. They relived a past time, animat-
ed by a piece of celluloid—reflections of disappeared people, phantom im-
pressions that one sees, that one hears but does not see, or that one does
not hear.

I now believe that for the people who are filmed, the “self” of the
filmmaker changes in front of their eyes during the shooting. He no longer
speaks, except to yell out incomprehensible orders (“Roll!” “Cut!”). He
now looks at them only through the intermediary of a strange appendage
and hears them only through the intermediary of a shotgun microphone.

But paradoxically it is due to this equipment and this new behavior
(which has nothing to do with the observable behavior of the same person
when he is not filming) that the filmmaker can throw himself into a ritual,
integrate himself with it, and follow it step-by-step. It is a strange kind of
choreography, which, if inspired, makes the cameraman and soundman no
longer invisible but participants in the ongoing event.

For the Songhay-Zarma, who are now quite accustomed to film,
my “self” is altered in front of their eyes in the same way as is the “self”
of the possession dancers: it is the “film-trance” (ciné-transe) of the one
filming the “real trance” of the other. This experience is really true to me,
and I know by the control of my camera eyepiece, by the reactions of the
audience, whether the filmed sequence is a success or a failure and whether I have been able to free myself of the weight of filmic and ethnographic theories necessary to rediscover the barbarie de l’invention.

One can even take this further: Isn’t the “image hunt” comparable to the sorcerer’s hunt for doubles? And the material that I take such extraordinary care of—the film, keeping it in darkness, dry, at a low temperature—is it not just a “reflection package,” a “package of doubles”? If the camera can be compared to the bloody skin of the possessing spirit, then the shipment of the film to the distant processing laboratory can be compared, by contrast, to the devouring of the double by the sorcerer.

The analogy for me stops there, because the next steps are not explicitly a part of African mythology. The “stolen” image comes back several months later and, when projected on the screen, recovers its life for an instant. The reflection is bestowed with such a strange power that its viewing is enough to make a “horse of the spirit” see itself possessed on the screen and immediately enter into trance.

Currently I am at the point of reflecting on my own role as a taker and giver of doubles, as an eater and shower of reflections. I already know that the next step is research to clarify these roles in relation to the self of the ethnographer and ethnography itself. For the moment it is hardly possible to establish a Songhay theory of the self of the filmmaker, but I will be trying to draw up such a profile in my future work with the priests, fishermen, and magicians who have collaborated with me over the last thirty years.

Nonetheless I can show a short film that points out the obvious role played by the camera as a stimulant to possession. [At this point in the presentation, Rouch’s film Tourou et Bitti was shown. See the appendix to this essay for a description of the film.]

Conclusion

These critical reflections on the self of the filmmaker lead me to expand on the concept of the self of the ethnographer.

In the field, the observer modifies himself; in doing his work, he is no longer simply someone who greets the elders at the edge of the village, but—to go back to Vertovian terminology—he ethno-looks, ethno-observes, ethno-thinks. And those with whom he deals are similarly modified; in giving their confidence to this habitual foreign visitor, they ethno-show, ethno-speak, ethno-think.

It is this permanent ethno-dialogue that appears to be one of the most
interesting angles in the current progress of ethnography. Knowledge is no longer a stolen secret, devoured in the Western temples of knowledge; it is the result of an endless quest where ethnographers and those whom they study meet on a path that some of us now call “shared anthropology.”

Appendix: Description of the film Tourou et Bitti

On March 15, 1971, the Sorko fisherman Daouda asked me to come film at Simiri, in the Zarmaganda of Niger. The occasion was a possession dance to ask the black spirits of the bush to protect the forthcoming crop from the locusts.

Despite the efforts of the zima priest Sido, Daouda’s father, and despite the use of two special old drums, tourou and bitti, no one became possessed for three days.

On the fourth day I again went to Simiri with Daouda and my soundman, Moussa Amidou. After several hours passed without possession taking place, I decided to shoot anyway. Night was about to fall, and I thought I would take the opportunity to shoot some footage of this beautiful music, which is in danger of disappearing.

I began to film the exterior of the compound of the zima priests, then, without turning off and on, passed through the pen of the sacrificial goats and then out into the dance area where an old man, Sambou Albeybu, was dancing without much conviction. Without stopping I walked up to the musicians and filmed them in detail. Suddenly the drums stopped. I was just about ready to turn off when the godye lute started up again, playing solo. The lute player had “seen a spirit.” Immediately Sambou entered into the state and became possessed by the spirit kure (the Hausa butcher, the hyena). I kept filming. Then old Tusinye Wazi entered the dance area; she was immediately possessed by the spirit Hadyo. Still without stopping, I filmed the consultation of spirits by the priests—a sacrifice was requested. At this point I began to walk backward, framing a general establishing view of the compound, now flushed with the coming of sunset. The filming was thus one continuous shot, the length of the camera load.

Looking back at this film now, I think that the shooting itself was what unlatched and sped up the possession process. And I would not be surprised if upon showing the film to the priests of Simiri, I learned that it was my own ciné-trance that played the role of catalyst that night.

(1973)
Why tell it? Why tell this story of joy and of passion, of humiliation as well as revolt, this story that nobody else will ever tell? Maybe it’s because all our youth was a witness to this strange fever that keeps making our heart beat, something that keeps coming back like a recurring memory, a word, a question that still has no answer. Maybe it’s also because, for me, to write this homage to Germaine Dieterlen is to go back on the road, to meet Michel Leiris’s “Blaise berçant sa laisse” and a manhood that we, neither you nor I, will ever attain because Africa will always remain a phantom.¹ Or maybe it’s to listen for the first time to Marcel Griaule speak the words “Bandiagara cliffs,” or to find yet again the nostalgic perspective of De Chirico’s The Red Tower. This is the parallel pursuit whose point of escape could only be the infinite “over there” at the conjunction of research and poetry. It’s to smell again the preserving spice of the old Trocadéro Museum before 1937 with its deathly, troubling figures, or to come to the end of the steep paths of the Ashanti forest, and the smell of Lake Bosumtwi, pale as an enigma.

For me all of these things are inseparable, and all anthropological research without its field diary is a castrated work. To talk about the great Dogon adventure without its actors is like reading Griaule’s Masques Dogon without Leiris’s L’Afrique fantôme, or Griaule and Dieterlen’s Le renard pâle without Griaule’s Dieu d’eau. It’s to be a voyeur while refusing at the same time to be seen. So permit me to sketch a field journal whose stopping points, beginning, and end remain unknown to me.
The Nostrils and the Navel

Minotaure, the surrealist journal of the 1930s, had already driven us from Breton’s “convulsive beauty” to the funerary rites of the lower Ogol. And the kanaga, the Dogon “cross of Lorraine” mask, was already hung in our imaginary museum next to Dalí’s Apparition of Face and Fruit Dish on a Beach (1938). So as someone who at the time didn’t know anything else but the drunkenness of differential equations, I discovered in the Trocadéro Museum some other equations whose three unknowns, the red, black, and white, represented fabulous and secret structures in an imaginary space.

Then came the war. Looking back at it, I think that we had a crazy chance to live through a crazy time. Everything that my generation learned during the previous twenty years was revealed to be an illusion in just one month in May 1940. The army, Verdun, France, honor, dignity, money, church, work, society, family, economic man, libido, historical materialism—everything had been taken away by the winds of one of the brightest springs the world has known. And by a strange paradox I had started my life as an engineer of bridges and roads by blowing up the most prestigious bridges in France. Among them was Chateau-Thierry, so well known to us in the fables of Jean de la Fontaine, and the bridge of the Briare Canal, a stream of steel and water running above the Loire, frozen and still and out of this world like a Magritte painting. Never had a generation of youth been so rich: because we had nothing left, and absolutely nothing left to lose.

In this empty Paris of the German occupation, from 1940 to 1941, the Musée de l’Homme was the only open door to the rest of the world. Once or twice a week, together with my classmates Jean Sauvy and Pierre Ponty, we left the School of Bridges and Roads on the rue des Saints-Père for a bicycle climb through the silent and dead avenues, up to the hill of Chaillot. And if we were lucky, on that afternoon, Marcel Griaule would speak for an hour about the natural totemism of the landscape in the context of the Ethiopian Gondar region and the battlefields of East Africa. And at night, in the museum’s first-floor film theatre, Henri Langlois, thin and shy, would present Vladimir Legoshin’s film The Lone White Sail. And there, too, during this time cutting school, hanging out “in the bush” outside of the plagued city, and outside of the time of shame, Germaine Dieterlen, with a magic lantern, showed us photographs of lost countries.

I don’t remember anything of those austere lectures, and I didn’t learn anything in this “introductory course in descriptive ethnography.” But I
can still hear some mysterious phrases: “In Peru the devil creates and sends back the sun,” “The swing perhaps originates in the South of India,” “There are three types of body decorations: deformations (of the head, trunk, skull), scars (to photograph them well on black skin, you must first rub in millet porridge), amputation (of a finger, for example),” “Extraction of teeth, that’s the cult of water,” “Earring, a ring charmed under a spell, demon snare trap . . .”

How can I explain the fascination that we could have with such strange notions while all week long we were struggling with the Fourier series, with the problems of structural design, or the use of prestressed concrete? Whatever the irrationalities of these sciences called “human,” they were an indispensable counterpoint to the rationality of our engineering discipline. And in this double “college,” where the resistance of physical materials seemed like one multileveled surrealist mask behind another, we felt ourselves perfectly at home in the margin. So when chance forced the three of us to become engineers of the public works in France’s West African colonies, it seemed to us very natural to go and build bridges in the fantastic country of the Bandiagara cliffs.

One could be fearful of this colonial Africa—it was more Vichysthan Pétain, more Germanophilic than Doriot, more militaristic than in the First World War, more Anglophobic than Darlan, more racist than Montandon.4 I remember the only advice given to us by the general inspector of the colonial public works department in Dakar: “Above all, don’t niggerize yourselves!”5 But for us, already so much on the fringe of a society that was half crumbled, it was phantom Africa once again. So I didn’t feel out of place when fate drove me to travel on the Niger River because it was the shortest path between Bamako and Niamey. Between sand and water, between the hard military buildings and the soft mud palaces, between the absurdity of the uniforms and the timid smiles of the women pounding millet, it was all still the Musée de l’Homme, with its warehouse of African objects.

But when the beautiful boat voyage ended, we had to live in a city that didn’t really exist, though it was named Niamey, capital of Niger. At the end of so many weeks and kilometers, we were still faced with a legion of soldiers, with the little schoolchildren singing “Maréchal, here we are.”6 We had to hear from the governor general that I should consider myself a person “mobilized ready to invade Nigeria to give it back to the English.” With all that, how could I not sink into despair? How could I not break my head against the mud brick walls? How could I escape from this colonial society that had nothing else except arrogance and mediocrity as its common denominator?
Was it I who chose my first black friends, or was it more they who chose me? Because at that time we were far from the Bandiagara cliffs and the kanaga masks. In this apparently Islamized country there were no statues or masks, no altars outside of the mosques. And all through these roads that I drove in my jeep, the scenery, the “poorly treed bush,” was always the same. It was “the country of the Père Fouettard”—the black man that’s going to whip you—as Albert Londres had once described it.

But there was still this majestic and beautiful Niger River, at the same time terrifying with its crocodiles and welcoming with all its freshness. Slowly, and with a great deal of reticence, I learned how to swim there, to navigate a canoe, and to avoid the mud banks and the cutting oysters, or the terrible steel hook fishing lines of the mamari “thieves.” Damouré Zika, one of the very young employees of the public works, was my initiator, and we traded knowledge: he was a Sorko fisherman, a master of the river, but I was a better swimmer than he.

So little by little, I became more distant from the European community, sharing my work and play with my first African friends. In fact I didn’t understand anything: you couldn’t swim over there because of a karey kyi, a “man-eating crocodile,” yet here, less than fifty meters away, you could dive in complete safety. At night you could go down to the Comacico cinema on a bicycle with a swinging lamp that hooked onto the handlebars. But you had to come back by the main road of the Bureau of Domaines (whose official buildings housed managing offices for public institutions and state properties), to avoid the “soul-eating sorcerers.”

And if during the first months I tried to apply the principle of balances to what one clears off and puts back on the road, I quickly understood that the real problem wasn’t there. It wasn’t “works of art” that we were building but protective coverings for the rainy season. It wasn’t “imperial paths” that we were clearing through the bush of the whipper, the Père Fouettard, but paths of sweat and blood, paths where each cut stone and every shovel of dirt was carried on the head, in little baskets, by millions of people. And it was my responsibility to supervise the forced labor of these “good volunteers.”

And, I ask again, to what extent were all those precise studies of roads and railroads, of the use of metallic beams and concrete, of any use? When we had to make a bridge, it was more like constructing a masonry arch in the times of the Romans, and our so-called building sites occupied as many people as in the days of the pyramids. There were ten thousand men working on the Fada N’Gourma road connecting Niamey to Ouagadougou in Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso), and ten thousand more working on the Gao road, connecting Niamey to Gao in Mali. Recruited in each village
under the threat of surrounding guards, each worker had but a blanket and a certificate of vaccination. They walked hundreds of kilometers to get to the building site. There they stayed three months (or they might return three months later, depending on the capriciousness of the village chief) under the unconditional authority of the site boss.

It was these site bosses that I first discovered. I had never encountered characters like this before except in the worst novels about hard labor camps or the conquest of the American West. The sample went from a decrepit old drunk emptying a bottle in a night, to the young romantic adventurer escaping from the Parisian high school, married to a very young Hausa woman soon to be a mother, to an “exemplary” and gentle Normandy farmer, his wife, and daughter, whose surname was, alas, well deserved: Karamabu, “one who beats people until they are dead.” Without doubt my curiosity should have overcome my disgust, and I should have studied this strange fauna with which I had to cohabit. But picturesque as they may have been, I skipped the study of the keepers in favor of trying to understand their prisoners.

Then everything went quickly. One morning in July 1942 I received a telegram from a site boss named Pagnouf telling me that lightning had killed ten workers at Kilometer Point 35. Not knowing what to do, I asked one of the most faithful Muslims in the Public Works Department. He said that he wasn’t competent to say and that the people struck by lightning had nothing to do with Islam. My friend Damouré gave me the solution. He advised me to go and see his grandmother, a ritual chieftain of the Sorko fishers in the Niamey region. And that is how I met old Kalia Daoudou, a soft-spoken and wise grandmother, who, in her little house of mud and straw in the Gawe section of Niamey, allowed us to discover, Damouré and me, the real Africa.

Under the direction of old Kalia, the ceremony of purification for the ten who were struck by lightning made such an impression on me that I was incapable of writing anything down or taking any photographs. The spirit of thunder who was responsible for this act, through a medium, splashed milk on the burned bodies and gave the reasons for his anger. Then, a few days later, the thunder spirit struck again and on the same river killed a Sorko fisherman in his canoe. This time Damouré and I followed his grandmother Kalia on the banks of the river with a notebook and camera. It was our first ethnographic inquiry: in eight days we developed all of our photos, Damouré transcribed and translated the ritual texts, and the unfolding of this ceremony was minutely described in detail. I sent all of it to Marcel Griaule at the Society of Africanists in Paris.
Germaine Dieterlen answered me immediately. As well as encouraging me to continue inquiries into these things, she sent me a model questionnaire on the cult of water spirits. I will always remember one of the questions: “Do the victims of the water spirits have their nostrils and their navel cut? ” Without believing it at all, I asked Kalia, who, to my great surprise said, “Of course! But if you already know so many things, why bother me with all these simple questions?”

So “the nostrils and the navel” was my first passport, the “sesame” that opened the door to my first ethnographic knowledge. This particular day my engineering work seemed completely useless. How could I continue this mediocre routine of being an “empire builder” when there were so many other things to discover? But very curiously, the principles of these two disciplines already seemed complementary to me. So when I naively but passionately began a first inventory of the Songhay gods, I thought about our professor of the resistance of materials, Albert Caquot, who explained to us how he had discovered the strange phenomenon of the principle of resistance to successive stresses. He first described it in a manner that was totally irrational (I would say poetic), and then considerably later, he gave us the precise scientific analysis. For me, both what I learned from Caquot and what I was about to undertake in Africa were about the same principles, those of initiation.

And thirty years later, I still haven’t completely resolved the question posed back then by Germaine Dieterlen. In 1969, at Doulousou, on the Niger River, some Sorko fishermen were killing a hippopotamus, and at the same time they wounded a basu, a river serpent. A few days before that, before disappearing, the serpent made ten bull cows who were crossing the river all to fall over in a single instant. At the same time, he also dragged a young boy underwater. When they found the boy’s body, the nostrils and the navel were cut.

The Joking Relationship of the River and the Cliff

It took the coming and going of the war, in particular my expulsion from Niger in 1942 by one of Pétain’s governors, to discover that Niger had become my passion. Without any doubt, I had just barely seen a bit of what there was to discover, but the bush was only monotonous if you drove through it by car, and the great river had just begun to reveal its mysteries.

In December, at Bamako, on the way to Dakar where the Vichy government of Niger was sending me for military punishment, I met my friends
Jean Sauvy and Pierre Ponty, both of whom had similar troubles to mine. But we were full of enthusiasm; the Americans had landed in North Africa, and after many hesitations, West Africa had joined the Allied forces.

One afternoon while climbing the imposing Koulouba mountain, we saw the Niger River “glittering in the sun,” the way it had blinded its first discoverer, the Scotsman Mungo Park, 150 years earlier. We decided to come back after the “second half” of the war and to descend the entirety of the river in a canoe. Like the military oath others made in Koufra, that was the ethnographic oath we three made in Koulouba, in the total uncertainty of what was going to happen the next day.

But in Dakar we discovered this wonderful man, Théodore Monod, who between my barracks time and free time got me into a small seminar of the Institut Français d’Afrique Noire—IFAN. There I devoured the classics: Barth and Leo Frobenius, the Tarikh histories of the Songhay empire written in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, Griaule’s *Masques Dogon*, Maurice Delafosse’s three-volume *Haut-Sénégal Niger*, and Louis Desplagnes’s *Platéau Central Nigerien*. At the same time, I tried to put a little order in my undisciplined notes, as well. There too I met Paul Rivet, while he was stopping between Central America (where he had been in exile) and the provisional Free French government of Algiers. He encouraged me to work on “my thesis” by making a date to meet me at the Musée de l’Homme after the war. But he also let me know that he had scores to settle with Griaule and those who had stayed on in occupied Paris.10

I didn’t see Rivet, Griaule, and Dieterlen until Christmas 1944, when I was in Paris on a brief leave. Already the decisions had been made, and the Africanists were divided in two. The radicals stayed close to Rivet at the Musée de l’Homme, and the dissidents of the Geographical Society remained around Griaule. In the uniform of an air force colonel, he was burdened, as if stigmatized from a physical deformity, by being named a professor at the Sorbonne by the Vichy government. But he was the only titled chair of ethnography at the Sorbonne, and it was at his house that I signed up to prepare a graduate degree and thesis. To tell you the truth, during those few days of leave in the snow of Alsace, the petty quarrels going on “in the ethnographic chapel” seemed totally idiotic, and just like the image of France at that time. For in its immense majority, the country was just not concerned with these warlike adventures and with us, only its ridiculed heroes.

In the summer of ’45 some angry young people found themselves back in Paris, deciding that they would have nothing to do with their own society, for whom they had sacrificed their friends and their youth. Among
them, Jean Sauvy, Pierre Ponty, and I decided to abandon the engineering profession. (How can we forget the welcoming of our comrades who stayed on in occupied France in 1940 and who considered us crazies and outlaws—“How are you going to catch up on lost time?” they said). Instead we would prepare graduate philosophy degrees at the Sorbonne, go down the Niger in a canoe, and live and do collective journalism under the name of Jean Pierjean. And in all this pitiful intellectual mess of the winter of ’45 to ’46, it seemed that only Griaule’s damned team had something to bring to us, something we could learn from.

We all found ourselves in the Sahel in the summer 1946, in Bamako. No one of us was richer than the other, hitchhiking by plane to Africa. But we had the unconditional backing of IFAN’s Théodore Monod, the only one, along with Griaule, who supported our project to go down the Niger in a canoe. Every week we sent articles and photos that we developed and enlarged in our canoe to the Agence France Presse. Thanks to the small payment “by the line,” and our good health and optimism no matter what, we slowly descended what Rimbaud called “les impassibles.” Halfway, toward the end of November, leaving our canoe in Mopti, we went up to the Bandiagara, and there, to Griaule’s old Sangha campsite.

At the beginning it was a terrible deception: when you come from the river, the climb up the cliffs is a slow incline with no apparent relief. And the architecture of the Dogon villages of the plateau is no more extraordinary than those of the Bozo villages of the river.

We were full of stories to tell, stories of the sources of the Niger River, of the rapids and the capsizing, of the cult of water spirits. But now we very quickly came to understand that our waterway escapades were in no way comparable to this other risky adventure, of the discovery of Dogon metaphysics. Griaule conversed with Ogotemmêli . . . then we left Dieterlen, Ganay, and Griaule to their difficult conversations, and following Geneviève Griaule, we went off to discover the Dogon country.

Of course, it was a great shock as soon as we arrived in Bongo. The fabulous spectacle of the Bandiagara cliffs was a reality that no photograph, no story, no film could really convey. Immediately I lapsed back into an adolescent nostalgia for the mineral landscapes of Dalí, the perspectives and hard light of De Chirico, and the smell of the old Trocadéro. And at our age, afraid to show such childlike enthusiasm, we decided instead to laugh about it.

Without knowing it, we Bozo started up a traditional discourse, a joking relationship, with Griaule’s Dogon team. The theme was very simple: all of these totemic alters, all these tellem caves of the ancestors, all these
caverns of masks, all of this extraordinary decor, all of it was the invention of Griaule and his team. That was the game of the day during the trip to Iréli. What we didn’t know then was that this ritual joking between the people of the water and the people of the cliffs would become a cruel premonition. Because when Griaule went back to Paris months later, nobody took seriously what he had just discovered about this mythology, this complicated system of Dogon thought. They thought it was only the creation of the inquirer, a projection of his personal fantasies, bordering on trickery.

After nine months, the river that we had followed, paddling stroke after stroke, came to dissolve into the sea. We came back “tired but at peace”; our oath from Kouluba had been fulfilled. In Paris there was again war in the clan of Africanists. I was finishing my degree and signed up to write a doctoral thesis with Griaule as my research supervisor. I began to work at the library of the Musée de l’Homme.

From Niger we brought, with great difficulty, a collection of objects: paraphernalia and costumes of ritual possession, fishing equipment, and even a very beautiful Mopti canoe freighted with our own money in Wari on a cargo ship owned by Elder Damster. But the canoe was too big, and it stayed in the courtyard of the Musée de l’Homme (one winter day it was covered with snow!) until the day the UN took over the Palais de Chaillot. The cook cut it into pieces to make firewood.

I was feverishly editing our first film, a strange essay in 16 mm black and white on hippopotamus hunting by harpoon. When it was projected at the Musée de l’Homme, I received a great deal of encouragement. The same transpired when I showed it at the Society of Africanists meeting. Germaine Dieterlen said that she saw not only the technique of fishing but a great ritual of the cult of water spirits (that was verified four years later when I was able to film a complete hippopotamus hunt).

Yet I found myself completely neutral in the doubtful combat between the two sectors of Africanists, and soon alone, as well. The journalist combo Jean Pierrejean had exhausted themselves a little in Africa, and Jean Sauvy and Pierre Ponty abandoned me to anthropology. Paradoxically I didn’t choose the camp of the resistant rationalists but chose that of my joking relation cousins of the cliffs, the suspect and decried team of Griaule. It wasn’t a taste for a crusade but simply because they had more fun. After Griaule’s Friday-morning seminar at rue Saint Jacques, we went to drink white wine and cassis at the bar nearby. At those times, I couldn’t help thinking of the old Michel Bakunin, asking his Jura comrades to hold off an important revolutionary reunion for a few days because the new white wine of the Vaud country was particularly delicious that very year.
The Viewpoint of Sirius

I went back to Africa in 1947 as a research attaché of the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), with thanks to a scholarship from the “centennial of the abolition of slavery.” Together with my friends from Niger, Damouré Zika and Lam Ibrahima Dia, we had the most beautiful horseback ride that one could possibly imagine through the bush. Along the buckle of the Niger River, we relentlessly pursued the spirit traces of Si, of Sonni Ali Ber, the magician king, of Faran Make Bote, the master fisherman, or of Dongo, the spirit of thunder. I met the “wise elders,” and I was expecting to discover my own Ogotemmêli someday. But it never happened. Of course, filming the circumcision among the Songhay of Hombori, the “sex soul” was suddenly revealed.11 And in Wanzerbé, collecting texts of the magic formulae of the korte, the hierarchy of “light words” and “heavy words” appeared. But those things were not sufficient for constructing a metaphysical system.

On my return, my colleagues at the Musée de l’Homme saw in my stymied inquiries a supplementary proof of “Griaule’s impasse.” But Griaule and Dieterlen answered me simply: “It takes twenty or thirty years to penetrate deep knowledge.” So I wrote my two theses, leaving “Elements of Songhay metaphysics” as a blank chapter.

I worked in the African Department at the Musée de l’Homme in a strange fever of discovery. The intellectual Paris of the thirties was definitely dead, and surrealism was just a marvelous memory that the new intellectual currents could not replace. The human sciences were committing themselves to the ways of rigor, culturalism, linguistics, structuralism, Marxism. Claude Lévi-Strauss, riding bus 63 from the Sixteenth Arrondissement to the vicinity of the Sorbonne, rehearsed the lecture that he was going to deliver at the Collège de France in front of the sarcastic face of André Breton. André Leroi-Gourhan created, with the Comité Français de Recherche Ethnographique, a regular recruitment of anthropologists, as if until now our discipline was only made of amateurs. And I discovered ethnographic cinema.

Griaule finished *Dieu d’eau* (*Conversations with Ogotemmêli*), and Dieterlen *La religion Bambara*. When I would arrive each week with the most recent pages of my thesis, I had the impression that I was entering the editing room of a war newspaper: “They are going to see this time . . . They will finally understand what I’m trying to say.” But who were they? Without any doubt, they were the same ones that decided, after two years,
to hand back my work because I hadn’t finished my principal thesis and secondary thesis in time (in fact, I learned very quickly that they punished a pupil of Griaule).

It was quite a prestigious stimulant for me. I rapidly ended editing my two theses, and thanks to a grant arranged by Théodore Monod through the l’École Française d’Afrique, I went back to Africa in the company of Roger Rosfelder, a young student of Homburger and Griaule, who was attracted by my first films. In August 1951 we stayed for one month among the Dogon, along with Griaule and Dieterlen. We were to make a film called *Cimetière dans la falaise* (*Cemetery in the Cliffs*). All my comrades at the Musée de l’Homme asked me to come back with a report on the “Griaule method.” It was, without a doubt, the first time a professor and his assistant would be subjected to scrupulous examination by two of their own students.

Griaule’s team was set up in the dispensary; Rosfelder and I and our film equipment occupied the old campsite. We were making the first magnetic tape recordings in Africa with a prototype machine manufactured in Paris by Sgubbi. Each morning Griaule gave us our work for the day. He would ask a musician and traditionalist to come to us, or else he would send us to film their daily routine in the rainy season of the villages of the plain, or in the fallen rocks from the cliff. He was working with his old Dogon informants (alas, Ogotemmêli was dead), and Germaine was working with Dyodo, a Bambara informant. At noon everybody regrouped and exchanged information. We listened. Dieterlen thought aloud, suggesting new and seemingly more audacious and crazy hypotheses from the information than what Griaule was writing down. Griaule commented, rectifying and establishing for himself and for her the new questionnaires for the afternoon.

Day after day the work went along this way, an uncensored “brain-storming” with Germaine Dieterlen acting as a sort of inspired clairvoyant. Griaule was at the same time the commander and the computer. And the Dogon and Bambara informants were passionate participants in an experience whose relevance would be assessed by their reaction. My astonishment gone, I became aware that it was all about an unexpected application of the Socratic method and that of successive approximations. It was in fact the same approach as the one the engineer Caquot had used in elaborating the phenomenon of the resistance of materials—of alternating effort, back and forth, a constant revision and approximation. And so I couldn’t help assimilating the whole Griaule-Dieterlen-Dogon ensemble to an “anthropological being,” analogous to a “mathematical being” like the development of the Fourier series.
An accident (a drowning, the resultant purification, and the funerary ceremonies) took us for a few days to film at Iréli and at the dam of Gona. We were already thinking of leaving the cliff for the river (I wanted to study a Songhay village during the rainy season). One night when he was in great form, Griaule did an accounting of our present research. He didn’t talk about method; he didn’t even talk about the approaches that he was weary of. Rather, he spoke of the simple facts that posed some difficult interpretive problems. It was about the first information on the *pontolo*, the “companion star of Sirius,” a minuscule satellite likened by the Dogon to the first seed of wild *fonio*, the smallest grain in the world, a wild grass that was the principal food of the distant ancestors. The conjunction of Sirius and his companion would have been useful to the Dogon to determine the exact date of the sixty-year cycle of Sigui ceremonies.

I was already stupefied by this astronomical knowledge of the Dogon, habituated as I was to the river people, whose sky knowledge seemed barely capable of situating the constellation of *albora*, “the man,” Orion. Then Griaule, with an enigmatic little smile, said: “And what is strange about this business is that Sirius’s companion is invisible to the naked eye.” I couldn’t help but reply, “If the star’s observation is impossible, then the eclipse of the companion and Sirius couldn’t determine the Sigui celebration.” Griaule didn’t respond right away. He looked at me with a dismissive air, and then he simply told me: “I know it is difficult to acknowledge, but if you cannot accept it, you’ll never be an ethnographer.”

And on this wonderful August night in Sangha, I knew that this man, who was old enough to be my father, wasn’t joking. He was answering my worries by another worry, and he was right. This was ethnography, to leave aside one’s own system of thought to try to understand the thought system of another. But how could I explain that to my comrades back at the Musée de l’Homme?

That “point of view of Sirius” is no clearer today, even after the most recent celebration of Sigui from 1966 to 1973. During days spent with Amadigné over the last ten years, we scoured the cliffs in search of “observatories.” Germaine discovered certain places on the plateau where sites were specially laid out, a difference in the elevation of the stones on the ground representing the solar system. We discovered at the bottom of natural caves these “observation posts” with cradles of stones polished by many repeated visits, all oriented toward the east. From them, sheltered by a great overhang of stone, one can observe the rising of Sirius under the best viewing conditions. And I wondered whether with the benefit of the atmospheric refraction, it might actually be possible to see the *pontolo*, the infinitely small companion of Sirius. But I also knew that even if this optical
problem was resolved, the one of adding it all up would still be there, since
the revolution of Sirius’s companion is a fifty-year cycle, and the Sigui takes
place every sixty years.

This uncertainty continues to stimulate my curiosity. And so twenty
years after my colleagues at the Musée de l’Homme first posed their ques-
tion, the only response I can give is that Griaule had started to follow the
only ethnographic path possible. And in the difficult study of a strange sys-
tem of thought, no explanation must be rejected, as irrational as it may be,
as sterile as it may seem. And it is surprising to note that even today, par-
ticularly gifted young ethnographers do not grasp the point of this principle:
“nothing more to say about Dogon society than what the Dogon them-
selves say.” As for those of us who are in fact at the beginning of our ap-
proach, getting rid of all our a priori theorizations, the materials that we
start to collect now will be able to be exploited (that is, compared or gen-
eralized) only in a few years time. And then it will be with the indispensable
help of those who are the first concerned, the Dogon themselves.

Lake Bosumtwi and the Anvil of Yougo

After my thesis I asked Griaule to accompany me among the Songhay
people, to try to determine if they were or weren’t part of the “Mande sys-
tem.” We based our idea on one of the first works of Dominique Zahan on
the groups of linked populations, the Mandéblon of Kabara, whose collec-
tive straw house reroofing every seven years indicates the regrouping place
of “the Mandé.”

For me, in fact, the frontier between the two systems that I knew was
situated in the Akka region, at Lake Débo. On the front side of the moun-
tain, you find patronymically named clans, initiation societies based on age
grade, societies of masks, and symbolic representations, but, on the other
hand, absence of institutionalized possession dances. On the back side of
the mountain, you find an absence of clans and family names, absence of
age grades, or of masked societies, few symbolic representations, but, on
the other hand, very elaborate systems of possession dances. So here one
could be said to come from the west, or one could be said to come from the
east. Unfortunately the brutal death of Griaule forbade the realization of
this project (and the observations of Viviana Pâques among the northern
Songhay have not convinced me that they in fact are Mandé).15

In the mid 1950s the Griaule team was spread out. Of course, we
knew that Griaule had amassed considerable documents and that with
Germaine Dieterlen he had begun the editing of an important book, Le
renard pâle (*The Pale Fox*). And after his tragic end we found ourselves asking if Germaine would be able to complete this interrupted work. Over there in the Bandiagara cliffs, far from the trumpeting of the republican guards at the Saint Clotilde Church, the Dogon of Sangha made a great funerary ceremony for “the Professor.” Following the established ritual for dead warriors from abroad, they had invaded the camp, taken Griaule’s bush clothing, and dressed a straw mannequin that they installed on the terrace. Then they assaulted the terrace of the dead, mimicking combat with a local musket and bows and spears.

Then, through the crowd and the accompanying cries of women mourners, they took “the cadaver” toward the waterfalls of the Gona river, where Griaule had once had a dam constructed, making possible irrigation to cultivate onions throughout all of Sangha. There, Griaule’s effigy was buried in a small funerary cavern just above the gates of the dam opening. And even if the cadaver was a simulacrum, the ceremony was totally authentic, and the sorrow of the mourners was deep. Never, to my knowledge, had an ethnographer anywhere in the world received such a spontaneous homage from those he had studied.

I found Germaine Dieterlen again in 1959 in Abidjan, where she had accompanied one of Griaule’s informants, old Ambara. They came with me to Ghana to attend a meeting of West Africanists at the University of Legon. By chance, the Ga fisherman of Accra were celebrating the funeral of a whale that had washed up on a beach at Jamestown. Germaine immediately proposed a strong theory that the Ga were part of the Mandé system. A few days later, visiting the priest in charge of the Ga altars of Accra, she discovered, in the middle of the city, a field of ritual millet in a region where millet had never been cultivated. (The meridian limit for the cultivation of millet is 500 or 600 kilometers to the north.) Then, in Kumasi, seeing a piece of ironwork called the “sword of Osei Tutu” under a ritual fig tree, she said simply, “This is the anvil.” And when she asked Prempeh, the Ashanti Hene, if he knew of the existence of the house of Mandéblon at Kangaba in Mali, the king of the Ashanti responded that every seven years he sent a delegation to assist in the ritual reroofing of the Mandé house. And then, back among the Dogon, Germaine Dieterlen and Ambara discovered in a ritual text that the primordial anvil sent by God with the grains of cultivated plants had effectively fallen “in the pond of Kumasi.”

If I had been a bit skeptical up until then, I suddenly became very enthusiastic (I had just come out of an austere and deceiving experience of two years of statistical studies of West African migrations, and I needed to get back onto the path of descriptive ethnography). I pointed out to Germaine that near Kumasi there was an unexplained “crater,” Lake
Bosumtwi, one of the sacred places of Ashanti country. We went there one day. Following the little path that went down to the bottom of the crater, we saw, moving on the pale water, strange rafts, pegged with wood, as iron was completely forbidden in lake waters. “The anvil!” Germaine said.

Then everything fell into place. Théodore Monod told us that the lake was not a volcanic relic but the point of impact of a meteorite. Someone had just discovered in the surrounding area these glassy and varnished-looking stones whose fall was signaled by meteorites. A team of geologists at the University of Ghana confirmed the hypothesis by the very regular form of the rim of the crater and the great depth of the lake. On the west side of the rim, we learned of the existence of a raised stone, an altar for blacksmiths. This turned out to be where Dogon blacksmiths had to make at least one pilgrimage during their lifetimes, to the very place where the primordial ancestors had gathered the first iron that fell from the sky.

When the research by the geologists estimated that the fall of this meteorite had preceded the appearance of man on the earth by millions of years, I found myself facing the same obvious contradictions that were raised by the case of the companion of Sirius. How could an oral tradition take account of a cataclysm that occurred before the appearance of human beings?

It wasn’t until sometime later, in 1965, when preparations for the Sigui began in the Bandiagara cliffs, that we discovered one of the keys to this mystery. The celestial anvil that had fallen into Lake Bosumtwi had rebounded all the way into Dogon country, at Yougo Dogorou. An enormous “dungeon” block of parallelepipeds sandstone dominates the village of Yougo like a huge block. In its second fall, this is what crushed the first of God’s creatures, the little Andouboulou dwarfs, the predecessors of the first man. And this is why it is from this anvil of Yougo that every sixty years the Sigui starts its tortuous itinerary, which will take it along the cliffs for seven years.

I’ve snooped around this terrifying rock many times, going around it closely and scrutinizing its every fissure. But in these fractures we could see only reserves of millet and pieces of wooden rungs that each year serve the young people who ritually climb it. During this time Germaine discovered something a few hundred meters below. At the bottom of the fallen rocks there was a perfectly circular artificial pond: Lake Bosumtwi.

But today neither the lake nor the anvil has yet fully revealed its secrets. Late one afternoon, in February 1966, as Germaine, Gilbert Rouget, and I were going to leave the Yougo range after the first year of Sigui, I returned with Amadigné to the anvil of Yougo. The elders of the village, who now considered us as “initiates of Sigui,” were accompanying us just for
fun. The oldest of them went with us to the great fissure of the eastern face and told us, “This is where the first Andouboulou dwarf still lives, at the bottom of the grotto.” And he showed us a crevice ten meters above, an opening with apparently quite easy access. I asked him if we could go in there, and he answered, with a smile, that we could try. So I got close to the cut and put my hand in the interior. Terrified, I backed off. The cavern’s interior rock face was completely covered by a veritable rug of black biting bugs. And the Dogon elder, happy at the success of his joke, added, “You mustn’t scare them, or else they will fly toward the plain and eat all our crops.”

The Yasigine, the Sister of Sigui

“The Sigui has gone toward the west, on the wings of the wind.” We heard this song for the first time at Yougo with Germaine Dieterlen and Gilbert Rouget, at our first Sigui. We had miraculously obtained authorization to film, and miraculously we found ourselves again on this platform emerging in the plain of Gondo right before the cliff. Miraculously still, we were alone: despite the publicity from the Tourist Office, and the village of tents erected around the Sangha campsite, no one showed up. Germaine and Gilbert were again refashioning the cord bridges where the ravine of Bongo goes straight down the steep serpentine road, twisting turn by turn toward the foot of the Gogoli cascade. I had come from Niamey with my old 403 Peugeot full of film equipment and generators. I was a little late, and when Kimba and I arrived at nightfall at the foot of the Yougo rock, it was already too late to climb it. But the noise of the drums reverberating through the great stone canopies told us that the ceremony was about to start.

Daybreak brought an extraordinary discovery. Nearly deserted the previous year, the village was now packed with young people. They had come from the plain or from far away to the south, from the villages of Ghana or Ivory Coast that had once been abandoned at the time of slavery. They had come to participate in the first Sigui of the 1960s and 1970s. And when Gilbert told me that Germaine, the night before, couldn’t help crying as she saw the serpentine procession of the Sigui appearing on the täi, the public plaza, it seemed to me that this was the only natural reaction. After all, no outsider had attended the last Sigui, of 1907 to 1914. But some twenty years later, Marcel Griaule and Michel Leiris had devoted months to the study of this extraordinary ceremony, its unfolding, its signification, its customs, its rituals, and its “secret” language, the sigi so. Never in the history of the religious sciences had a ceremony been so minutely described
without having been directly observed. And here we were, the first spectators of this fabulous opera whose libretto we knew by heart before the curtain even went up. Gilbert and I, although more indirectly involved in this history than Germaine, were also terribly moved. Because, in the end, in the modern Africa of 1966, in a popular democratic republic, there was really no reason why the men of Yougo should listen to the elders call, “The time has come.”

I will always remember one of my first experiences of synchronous filming without interruption over several minutes’ duration. It was the shot sequence where I discovered the tăi plaza invaded little by little by the serpentine line of men strictly ordered by age grade. Bare-chested, the men were all dressed in long trousers of bands of indigo cotton. On their necks, ears, and arms they wore the jewelry of their wives or sisters. Their heads were dressed with a white embroidered bonnet, worn much more with the point sticking out than in the “police sketch” that Griaule drew in 1935, worn, as Germaine put it, “like a fish head.” In their right hands they brandished a horsetail fly whisk, and in their left hands the donno, the single-legged ritual seat. To the rhythm of the drums beaten by the elders, they sang, “The Sigui has flown on the wings of the wind.”

All evening, and all night, they danced and drank communal millet beer. And on the perches of the high and narrow terraces, none of us slept. In the morning it was raining. Then the first visitors arrived, friends or tourists who described to us the agony of driving their Jeeps and Land Rovers on the rocky descent to Bongo.

On the third day, we left the Sigui to undertake its first itinerary toward the village of Yougo Na (that we were told was completely packed with tourists). I was filming the statues of the first little men, the Andouboulou, in the small cave of imisono, exactly where Griaule had photographed them thirty years earlier. Two uniformed Malian policemen arrived; all the authorizations to film or photograph had been canceled. At this time I could have cried of rage. Gilbert and I went down to Yougo Na to try to get the high authorities to revoke their decision. But there was nothing we could do; the mysterious order had come from Bamako. We had to hand over the films that had been shot.

We then got into this tiny argument: “Our films can’t tolerate heat; we’ve installed two butane refrigerators on Yougo mountain, and if we send the films to Bamako without the refrigerator, they might be destroyed forever.” So the policemen went back up with us to see if it was true that we had the refrigerators. And at daybreak, accompanied by a police captain, Germaine Dieterlen and I left in a Land Rover (also equipped with a refrigerator) for Bamako, close to a thousand kilometers away. The next
day Germaine obtained a special authorization, and we turned back immediately (without the police captain). The morning of the following day, when we arrived “exhausted but at peace” at the village of Yougo, we were welcomed by shouts of “hooray.” The victorious Germaine was really the first Yasigine, the sister of Sigui, the first woman to participate in the first Sigui of the cycle that was starting, and we were able to continue to film.

And since then we haven’t stopped following the Sigui. Over the course of seven years, starting from Yougo, we pursued this winding path toward Tyogou, Bongo and Sangha, Amani, Idelyle, Iamey, and finally toward the canopy of Songo, following the Sigui, “on the wings of the wind.”

“The Echo Creator”: Cinema in the Cave

At the beginning I thought that it would be enough to shoot one or two films by myself rather than to bring in some other filmmakers. Friends in Paris started to make fun of my escapes to the Sigui, from each February to March, right in the middle of the university academic year. But during all these years I knew instinctively that my real place was much more in this crazy route of the cliff paths than in the university amphitheaters at Nanterre. Marcel Griaule would certainly have said it: “If you really want to observe the Sigui, you have to be there all seven years.” And today I think that I was right to prefer the field to the laboratory, experience to theory, ethnography to ethnology, and that what I’ve taught and will teach to the students who are interested in these problems has been and will be better for it.

Now this cycle is finished, and in sixty years the cry of the fox will again echo at the foot of the anvil. We will not be here to observe it, but there now exists an irreplaceable archive: the seven film documents of the seven years of the Sigui, from 1966 to 1973.

It is still too early to come to any conclusions, but from these films, here are the approaches that we envision:

A Comparative Study of the Different Rituals as Observed over Seven Years

We thought, just as Marcel Griaule had thirty years earlier, that the ceremony consisted of repetitions, with a certain number of variations (some of which he had discovered in his research). Of these the essential elements were uniforms and ritual objects, initiation of the olubaru dignitaries,
construction of a new “mother of the masks,” and drinking of ceremonial millet beer mixed with sesame oil.

Effectively, from year to year, it is clearly the same scheme, but the infallible memory of the film has brought out significant differences that correspond to information gathered by Germaine Dieterlen on the “itinerary of the ponds” where, after his death, the mythical ancestor was searching for his essence.

The Sigui is, above all, a complete and complex commemoration of the death of the first ancestor after sixty years of life. This ancestor, Yougo Sirou, died (in Yougo, or more exactly, in its Malian double, after the migration of the Dogon of Mandé toward the cliff), transformed into a serpent (the great mask), and searched for its “sex soul” for seven years from pond to pond. Following the path of the serpent, he taught men the high words of the sigi so and the male communion of the millet beer. And after having stumbled against the canopy of the Songo, where he drew the first paintings, he came back to die precisely at his own point of departure, at the foot of the stone anvil of Yougo Dogorou.

But without any doubt, this seven-year quest wasn’t uniform. By reviewing the fundamental differences of the films of the seven yearly episodes, we think that in fact each year of Sigui has a particular sequence of a grand myth. Relived over seven years by different actors each year, it takes the form of a strange relay of linkages from what happened before to the preparation for what is to follow.

Watching the films one after another with Amadigné Dolo, on the editing table at the Comité du Film Ethnographique at the Musée de l’Homme, we were able to discern the main lines of the sequence. And if I’m reticent to put forward and publish even this first table of double correspondences that we have established, it is because it is still too incomplete, even though it is possible to indicate some differences that already appear pertinent to us.

1st year: Yougo. No tall masks apparent, no leather chest band of cowries.

2d year: Tyogou. Tall mask just carved, not yet painted or stood up; considerable importance of the dance on the tai plaza; cowrie chest bands on.

3d year: Bongo. Tall mask carved, painted, and stood up in front of the Sigui cave where the olubaru dignitaries have finished their initiation. Very few dances, but moving in file, procession around the altar on the great field that traces Dogon descent; cowrie chest bands.

4th year: Amani. The old tall mask is repainted and stood up; a sacrificed hen at the top. Cowrie chest band mixed with great scarves and new clothes. Very important declamations in sigi so, the language of Sigui.
5th year: Idyeli. No tall mask is visible. All the participants, before getting dressed and decorated, spend one night and a day in retreat on a dune, where they bury themselves in the earth. They come back to the village in full daylight, accompanied by the bullroarers twirled by the olubaru, in order to bathe in the spring where water always runs. But they dress nearly exclusively with multicolored cloths (instead of with cowrie chest bands).

6th year: Iamey. No tall mask is visible. The men dress in women’s skirts, completely covering the trousers of the Sigui. Before going back to the village, they place themselves in a line facing east to listen to the sigi so. Then they turn to the west and then again to the east. At the village they drink the beer without sitting on their domo seats.

7th year: Songo. All of the villages and surrounding region here have become Islamized. Three men come from Iamey simply to sacrifice a male goat and a goat in front of the cave paintings. They go back by the more direct path to Yougo Dogorou, where they declare to the elders that the Sigui is over. After drinking beer, everyone goes back to their place.

One could thus interpret the different episodes as follows:

1. **Death** of the ancestor near the anvil.
2. **Funeral** for the ancestor, and beginning of the metamorphosis into a serpent; the tall mask is carved and laid down.
3. **Dama**, the completion of mourning of the ancestor, end of the metamorphosis into a serpent; the tall mask is painted and stood up.
4. **The Word**, teaching of the sigi so, and new death of the serpent; procreation.
5. **Placenta**, the birth of a new form of ancestor, either man or andouboulou dwarf.
6. **Mothering** of the ancestor, now a newborn.
7. **Circumcision** of the ancestor, who has become a young child and goes back to the hole of the anvil, where he is “still alive” as the immortal reincarnation of Yougo Serou.

Of course these are just working hypotheses (indeed, interpretations with which Germaine Dieterlen doesn’t entirely agree). But on the one hand, they permit us to elaborate a new theory of the sixty-year Sigui celebration and its unfolding in time, space, and action. And on the other hand, they make me regret that I couldn’t have simultaneously filmed each year’s Sigui in each village, to see if the successive unfolding is a development in a series of ritual sequences. Finally, these hypotheses will help us in the second part of the cinematic exploitation of the following documents.
A Filmic Synthesis of the Sixty-Year Sigui Ceremony

This is about a much more ambitious project, an attempt to edit the totality of all seven years of the Sigui into one film no more than two hours long. Its projection would permit a synthesis in a single viewing, a résumé of the whole ceremony by the intermediary of the technique of cinema. In this way, convergences and divergences would appear, allowing one to verify or disprove this hypothesis about a “series of ritual sequences,” which is to say a series of mythic sequences, which is to say the myth of Sigui itself.

Of course this work will only be able to be done with the collaboration of the Dogon by using the technique of feedback, of what I call the “echo creator”: the response to a film by those who have been filmed. And here the experience becomes fascinating because in fact no Dogon, other than the members of Germaine Dieterlen’s research team, have ever followed the Sigui during these seven years. This is because the Sigui is a series of particular chained links, and the custom is for one to witness a maximum of three Sigui, that of one’s immediate village, and the ones of the preceding and following villages. So when we project the ensemble of our films as a first sketch at synthesis, we will be making it possible for the Dogon to see an essential ritual that no Dogon has ever completely seen. We don’t know what their reaction will be, although certain informants from the cliffs have let us know that our huge appetite for knowledge should already have brought about our deaths prior to completing this journey. But we are certain that we will open this dialogue to new questions and new answers. Here the ethnographic quest ceases to be a one-way monologue, but following the inspiration of the Yasigine, Germaine Dieterlen, the sister of Sigui, it will become a decisive experience of “shared anthropology.”

The Fox of the Table and the Dama for Ambara

We have come for our seventh Sigui, to take it in under the spur of the great canopy of Songo. Already on the ground of the camp at Sangha there has appeared a beautiful drawing in colored chalk, a white, black, and red egg. Separated by a wall like a Dogon granary, oriented from west to east, the points draw a zigzag, like the return of Sigui from Songo toward Yougo. Around Germaine Dieterlen, Goummoyana, the totemic priest of upper Ogol, Amadigné, chief of masks of lower Ogol, and Dyamgouno, the indefatigable walker, are sitting on the ground. With their fingers they are following the contour of the drawings, and they begin the difficult interpreta-
tions. This is the trajectory of seven years of the Sigui by groups of three: Yougo, Yendouman, Sangha, then Amani, Idyeli, Iamey, and at last, all alone the seventh year, Songo. Down there the little red character holds the skin of an animal he has sacrificed to Songo and will take back to the point of departure, in Yougo, to warn the elders that the cycle is complete and that this Sigui is finished.

One of the principal informants is not there; Ambara died a few months ago. Earlier his son took us to his house to show us the new mask that he has finished for the dama, the lifting of the mourning for his father. And all night the whirring of the bullroarers announce themselves to say, “I eat, I eat,” underlining the declamations in sigi so. (In the declamation: “last night I recognized Dyamgouno’s voice.”)

Three days ago Lam, Tallou, and I arrived from Niger. We thought that Germaine Dieterlen was no longer waiting for us, but that was to forget the table of divination. At nightfall Amadigné was going toward the great rectangles of earth at the northern exit of the lower Ogol. Imprinted on the sand there is this astonishing journal of the night, by which we questioned the pale fox. The pale fox, the yurugu, is the master of necessary disorder, the primal creation, not so loved by God but maybe, in fact, his favorite. He is the one to whom the masked dancers throw a fast jeté-battu, a kick of purification, the one that screams every night with the bullroarers because the first bullroarer was his own circumcision scream, as his father held his tail and turned him about.

On these great tables of earth, carefully smoothed out by “the fox’s hand” in pieces of acacia wood, “houses” are strictly distributed between the different words like the traditional columns of a newspaper. So this little pile of earth over here is our car; these three little sticks standing up are Lam, Tallou, and I; this hole farther away is Sangha. The questions asked are obvious: “Jean, Lam, and Tallou—are they gone? Are they ill? Have they had an accident? Are they going to die?” A few grains of peanut will attract this little pale fox in the night, this yurugu whose traces are the primal writing. Every night he imprints his answers and his commentary in the earth. He knows everything, he says everything, he has no shame, he is uncensored. If he knocks the stick down, he announces a sickness or the death of the person represented. If he makes the marks of coming and going, it means that the proposed enterprise will begin well but end badly. And if he goes in the right way around the little pile representing our car, it means there will be some delays, but no major accident.

At sunrise, the diviners and those who asked about the future come to read the morning’s first edition of the “table of the night.” Amadigné bends over the little “houses” where the questions are to be found, and the
diviners interpret the set of the four little holes, 1, 2, 1 (that are, the Dogon say, at the origin of geomantic figures). “There’s nothing bad; we will arrive the very same day.” It is good news. Apourali prepares the most important onion soup; we will arrive just before it gets cold in our plates.

Little yurugu, pale fox so minuscule yet so full of science, tireless gnawer of the daily life of cliff villages, nighttime journalist whose information precedes the event, who are you? I have never seen you. I have often followed your traces at the exterior of the tables, but they vanished over the next rocks. I had the very bad intention to watch you one night when the moon was full, but the Dogon quickly warned me that you wouldn’t come. So I decided to set up a camera with a flash and trigger attached to a long wire, but the Dogon dissuaded me, saying: “It’s the same thing as if you were there; the yurugu will know it and won’t come, that’s all there is to it.”

So I gave up on seeing the yurugu, but I haven’t given up knowing him. To thank me, no doubt, for my discretion, he answers all my questions. Last year, the chief of Bongo, with a little provocative smile, asked him if we would still be alive in one year, and he said “yes.” And I went back this year to see the chief of Bongo to confirm yurugu’s prediction. Thus I’ve become one of the disciples of this key character in the system of Dogon thought, this primal protester who began his tumultuous existence by eating his own placenta and since then has made the leaves of the Acacia faidherbia fall in the humid season and return for the dry season. As a disciple, I accept the weirdest messages without rationally scrutinizing them as I did once before.

And everything is clarified when the dama begins. Here, in the same order Marcel Griaule described some forty years ago, is the long file of new masks. And as I filmed them, I recognized in the viewfinder of my camera the same path you can see in the plates of his book Masques Dogons. The drummers have climbed up on the same rocks of the same baobabs, at the northern extremity of the upper Ogol, and play amma boy, the “word of God.” Here are the kanaga, the crosshatched masks that tomorrow, on the tāi plaza, will hit the rock in the swirl of the creation of the world. Here are the serige, “the tiered houses” whose difficult and light dance makes the supple and vertical tall masks ripple like the primordial words at the time of the creation of the world. Here are the bambara masks with multiple eyes, military types armed with swords, charged, in fact, with keeping disorder because they represent here the yurugu, the pale fox. Here are the “turtledoves” up on their high red-and-white stilts, which advance, successively touching their elbows, according to the Dogon code of atonement.

Old Ambara, for whom we celebrate this sumptuous feast, understood the
siga so language, and I saw him, one winter afternoon, talk strange dialogue with these doves. The masks scream their cry “You hou hou” like the yodel of the Austrian skiers of my youth.

The women move back and take refuge on the terraces, not wanting to recognize their sons, husbands, or brothers behind their masks. Yet three women have stayed in the first row, punctuating the sigi so declamations of the elders with their “You you.” They hold baskets in front of themselves and give the cowries they hold to the dancers with the best masks. They are perfectly at ease among these men, in the middle of this ceremony of men, because they are Yasigine, sisters of Sigui, twins of the fox. One of them, quite old, but with the extraordinary elegance of African grandmothers, gets up and goes into the crowd. She gets Germaine Dieterlen, who follows her back to sit down next to the other Yasigine because here Germaine herself is also a true Yasigine. Everything is perfectly natural. Germaine is in her place in Dogon society; she entered here forty years ago by chance, by passion, by research, by patience, by following the divinations of the pale fox.

The masks of the fox are busy in full delirium, brandishing their large sabers. And suddenly they are for me these “mad masters,” these spirits of European power who twenty-five years ago possessed the young Nigerians of the outskirts of Accra. Tomorrow I will find them dancing on the terrace of the dead one to whom this dama is consecrated, dancing on the terrace of Ambara like images in the crazy photos of the Minotaure of 1933. And with that I cannot help thinking of the pale master who drove all of us here: Marcel Griaule, whose simulated body lies in a funerary cave above the mouth of the Gona River. That is the same place where these black fibers of the skirts of the dama dancers have been dyed. And that too is the same place where, one future day, one will also find the simulated body of the sister of this mad fox, the Yasigine who has not finished posing to me, and posing to all of us, these fabulous enigmas.

(1978)

TRANSLATORS’ NOTES

In general, most English phrases that appear enclosed in quotation marks are translations of a French phrase that also appeared in quotation marks in the original. Words originally in italics are often from the Dogon or Songhay languages. For clarity of content, intent, and tone, some sentences have been slightly embellished with the help of Jean-Paul Colleyn and Paul Stoller. For further amplification of the historical details of both Rouch’s career and the Griaule school, see Paul Stoller, The Cinematic Griot: The Ethnography of Jean Rouch (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992); and James Clifford’s essay “Power and Dialogue in Ethnography: Marcel Griaule’s Initiation,”
1. The “Blaise berçant sa laisse” reference comes from Michel Leiris’s book *Biffures*, volume 1 of his four-volume autobiography *La règle du jeu*, published in 1948 (and translated in 1991, by Lydia Davis, as *Scratches*, published by the Johns Hopkins University Press). In the book’s first pages, a section called “Songs,” Leiris talks about the accidental poetics produced by mishearing words as a child. As an example, he cites a song sung by his brother. It went “Blaise qui partait / En guerre s’en allait,” translated (without the rhyme) as, “Blaise was leaving / going off to war.” In his creative mishearing, Leiris transposed these words into “Blaise qui partait / En berçant sa laisse,” translated as “Blaise was leaving / rocking the beach.” What could this “rocking the beach” possibly mean? Leiris expounds on this conundrum for several pages. The other Leiris references in this sentence are to book titles: his 1939 *L’Âge d’homme*, whose title in translation is *Manhood*, and his 1934 *L’Afrique fantôme*, whose title would be *Phantom Africa*.

2. Verdun is where the Germans were halted in 1916 in World War I.

3. Gondar in North Ethiopia was an important site in the African Dakar-Djibouti mission of 1931–1933 by Marcel Griaule and Michel Leiris. It figures in several texts by both. The *Lone White Sail* is the English title of Vladimir Legoshin’s 1937 feature film *Beleet parus odinokii*; the French title is *Au loin une voile* or *Au large une voile*; the filmmaker’s name is spelled “Legotchine” in French cinema texts.

4. Following an armistice with Germany and suspension of the French constitution, Henri Philippe Pétain became chief of state at Vichy (1940–1944). Pétain’s government collaborated with Nazi Germany; after the Allied victory, he was convicted of treason. Jacques Dutot was a particularly prominent collaborator, the leader of the fascist Le Parti Populaire Français during Vichy. Jean François Darlan, another member of Pétain’s government, strengthened France’s collaborationist ties with Germany. Later, as commander of all French forces, he was in North Africa during the November 1942 Allied landings and brought French North and West Africa over to the Allied side. He was assassinated immediately afterward. Georges Montandon was a racial anthropologist and a member of the administration of the Vichy School of Journalism on rue Notre-Dame des Champs.

5. The French original is “Surtout, ne vous bougnoulisez pas!”

6. The song Pétain made them sing in West Africa, as in France.

7. The reference is to European folklore and the threatening figure of the black servant of St. Nicholas who whips bad boys and girls.

8. The reference to a Dogon-Bozo joking relationship in this section of the paper is both a literary device and an ethnographic reality. The Dogon of the cliffs and Bozo of the river are united by a mangou relationship, a formal joking relationship based on an obligation to exchange ritual insults. For some, this relationship is grounded in a myth about how a Dogon mother gave her milk and then her own flesh to nourish an orphan Bozo baby during a famine. For others, the relationship is grounded in the idea that the two groups are united by an oath of eternal solidarity.

9. “La ‘deuxième manche’ de la guerre,” translated as “the ‘second half’ of the war.” Rouch is alluding to the war, sarcastically, as if it were a sports match whose second half would be played after a brief intermission.

10. After the war, Rivet dismissed Griaule from the Musée de l’Homme.


12. Rouch’s phrase is “ordonnateur et ordinateur,” his poesis is partially preserved by “the commander and the computer.”


II  Interviews and
Conversations with Jean Rouch
This page intentionally left blank
Anthropologist and filmmaker Lucien Taylor edited and translated his conversations with Jean Rouch, which took place in Paris on December 21–24, 1990.—Ed.

LUCIEN TAYLOR: Why don't we start out with your beginnings.

JEAN ROUCH: My mother came from Normandy and my father from Catalonia—Ruig is a Catalonian name that means “red.” He was an officer in the navy. Before the war he had trained as a meteorologist, and then he joined Dr. Charcot’s famous expedition to the Antarctic on the boat called Pourquoi Pas? They had no radio connection with the outside world, so they were totally cut off. There was also a biologist on board, studying penguins, who would become my mother’s brother—after they returned, my father married his friend’s sister. I was born in 1917, during the war. I consider myself a child of the Pourquoi Pas?

I was brought up by parents interested in research, in painting, in taking photographs, and so on. I saw my first film in Brest, where my father was stationed; he took me to see Flaherty’s Nanook of the North. The film had an enormous influence on me. When I was young, I would often dream that I was in the middle of the snowstorm. A few weeks later my mother took me to see another film, Robin Hood, with Douglas Fairbanks. I remember that I cried when people started dying—my mother tried to explain that they were actors, and I asked her if the same was true for Nanook. So that was my beginning in cinema—a documentary and a fiction film.

My parents naturally had a large influence on me. Since my father was a naval officer, we were always moving around. When I was young we would rarely spend more than two years in the same place, so in a sense I was forever a new pupil coming from nowhere. I was homeless, in a way, but at the same time it provided a way to discover the world. I started in
Brest, then I went back to Paris to attend the lycée, then I spent two years in Algiers, then I went to Germany, then to Morocco, after which my father was posted as a naval attaché to the Balkans, to Greece, Turkey, and so on. I lived alone here in Paris for my senior year. After my baccalaureate, I joined my father, mother, and sister in Athens and Istanbul. At the time my father was teaching oceanography at the University of Paris. After the war he was appointed director of the Museum of Oceanography in Monaco, where he would be succeeded by Cousteau.

Anyway, I finished my studies in Paris, and I think my father rather hoped I would enter the navy, but in 1937 I was admitted to the École des Ponts et Chaussées, close to St. Germain. It was around this time that I discovered the Cinémathèque—a small room on the third floor somewhere on the Champs-Élysées, and every Friday they screened films. I also discovered the new Musée de l’Homme.

It was a fantastic period because a lot was happening . . . From the start, I was fascinated by the surrealists—I remember when I was about fourteen, I went with a cousin to the Dôme in Montparnasse, and he pointed out this fellow with a blue mustache, wearing an orange jacket and a green shirt, and he said, “Look, that’s Salvador Dalí!”—he was an important reference to me. We would often go to the Ursulines to watch films. I remember I went to the first concert Duke Ellington and Louis Armstrong gave in Paris, in 1941 or ’42. We discovered jazz, dance, and theater, and cinema. In those days Paris was a kind of paradise.

What role did religion have on your upbringing? You have described yourself to me as a “Catholic anarchist.” Did you connect religion with politics in any way?

I was brought up a Roman Catholic, but the first time I took communion there were no miracles—God didn’t speak to me—well, I had hoped in vain for a revelation . . .

When I was at the lycée, we were violently opposed to the Camelots du Roi, who were Royalists, or J.P., Jeunnesse Patriots—they represented an eruption of what would go on to change everything. I was always profoundly alienated from both fascism and Marxism—at the time when André Gide was going to Russia, I was sure that the truth lay elsewhere. To my mind, communists couldn’t “afford” the idea of anarchy. I was confident that history would prove them misguided—at the time I dreamed of other places. I knew Rimbaud by heart, and he’s taught me a lot—for example, to write a good poem, you have to start from the end, which has become my rule of editing film. I have always edited backwards.
What was your relationship with the Parisian bourgeoisie?
Neither my father nor my mother came from a particularly wealthy family. So I never felt a part of the bourgeoisie. But I learned from my father’s example—when I entered the École des Ponts et Chaussées, I knew that I would never again have financial problems, that I would always have a job. That was the advantage of the Grandes Écoles. Most of my mother’s family were artists—so I grew up having to paint and draw. I was very proud that my first watercolors were shown at a large exhibition in Montparnasse, Le Salon des Indépendants. So I grew up surrounded by artists, writers, and scientists. My parents and relations were connected to the avant-garde of the time—this was important to my upbringing. It was natural for me to go to the Cinémathèque, or to visit the Musée de l’Homme, which utterly enchanted me.

I was never a brilliant pupil, but I was good enough. The École des Ponts et Chaussées was a wonderful school—I learned that virtually everything had already been invented: prestressed concrete, knowledge of the resistance of materials, and all that. The professors during my time there were the world leaders of civil engineering. They were consultants to the U.S.

In your film Margaret Mead: A Portrait by a Friend, you ask her about her “people” throughout the world, and she talks of her “villages” from Manhattan to Manu’a. You also ask about her “totemic ancestors.” Who are your totemic ancestors, or at any rate your mentors?
All the surrealists had a big influence on me. I read their books in my teens. My discovery of Breton’s Manifesto of Surrealism was very important, as was Nadja. On the other hand, Leiris’s autobiography, L’Âge d’Homme, also affected me in many ways—to my mind it was his best work. When I read it, I just knew he had to be mad. Éluard’s Capitale de la Douleur also. You can find quotations from all these “poems” in my films. Magritte, Dalí, and De Chirico are the painters who most influenced me. De Chirico took me back to Nietzsche. As I had read Bakunin before Marx, I was never very interested in Marx—his work seemed obsolete to me. In comparison, Bakunin, who wasn’t exactly a theoretician of anarchy but at any rate urged one not to take power but to destroy it—it was something like a sentimental intellectual journey. I used to dream of that. Oscar Wilde’s Picture of Dorian Gray was also seminal in this regard.

You haven’t mentioned any anthropologists!
I was too young to hear Marcel Mauss speak; I didn’t encounter him until later. But I discovered Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen here at the Musée de l’Homme, during the war. I knew already that they were on to.
something significant from the review Minotaure. When I first saw the fantastic images of Dogon masks and terraces, that was a tremendous shock. I discovered the Dogon in 1932, at the same time as I discovered De Chirico. For me, De Chirico’s paintings were connected with the Dogon landscape.

In what way?
It was a dream country. The cliffs of Bandiagara were like the cliffs in Salvador Dali’s paintings, and in Magritte’s paintings. All were dreamland. For me the treasure was not in the South Seas; it was in places like the Bandiagara cliffs. Just the name, the “falaises de Bandiagara,” was fantastic. It was the country of frogs, of mystery, of people wearing fantastic masks. I later got to know that the Dogon are not afraid of death, and I too learned not to fear it. Unfortunately in our religions, in the so-called religions reveillées (Islam, Judaism, Protestantism, Catholicism), there is a moralistic stress on law observance and punishment after death. In the African religions I know, if you do something important in your lifetime, that’s enough—you can be immortal.

Anyway, at the same time as I dreamed of this, I was enchanted by the idea of building bridges and big dams and so on. After my second year at the École des Ponts et Chaussées, the war started. I was on the Riviera at the time—actually, in Saint Tropez at a lovely hotel of Le Corbusier’s. We knew that all that was on the verge of vanishing.

Did you at the time, or do you now, see any tension between what De Chirico meant for you, of what you say the Dogon meant for you, and your building bridges? Building bridges is communicative infrastructure, modernity, colonialism . . .

Not at all—for example, De Chirico’s lighthouse imagery—that was an architecture of dream. Think of Peter Ibbetson of Du Maurier. I was there at the Surrealist Exhibition with some of my friends—I had the “keys.” At this time, at the end of the thirties, I felt that I had been born too late—in Paris the twenties were a fantastic period. I never saw the Ballet Russe Diaghilev, but we were gourmands for everything. We knew that some people possessed the keys to “go back.” We were under the influence of the new—in discovering De Chirico I discovered Bakunin, in discovering Bakunin I came back to Nietzsche. Discovering Breton, we discovered Gérard de Nerval. There was this kind of mixing; we discovered people like Novalis and the German romantics.

When I was studying philosophy, I had to read Freud’s work on psychoanalysis. I saw that he was not a dreamer himself but was rather exploiting dreams—like Karl Marx. Both Marxism and Freudianism will
soon disappear, but that’s another point. I’ve never considered craziness to be pathological, and I always considered it normal to dream. I’ve always been a very good dreamer; I’ve even written poems from my dreams . . . In a word, I was a very, very happy young boy—thank God! Traveling with my father to Istanbul, him telling me of the fantastic life he’d lived, all over the world, all his journey—I admired him immensely. He was influential when after the war I decided not to continue as an engineer but to turn to anthropology and film.

*Why did you switch from engineering to anthropology?*
After two years at the École des Ponts et Chaussées, the war began, and I was directed to blow up bridges to stop the German army. I crossed all of France on bicycle, from the Marne River to the Massif Central—a strange way for me to begin my career, blowing up bridges. We went back under the German occupation to Paris to finish our three years at the École. For Easter holidays I would go to Brittany with two friends from the École, Pierre Ponty and Jean Sauvy. We would live on fish, butter, and potatoes and so on. Anyway, one day we were arrested by the local commandant de terre. He thought we were searching for a boat to take us to England. We protested that since we had nothing more than swimming trunks, we hadn’t intended to swim to the United Kingdom. Anyway, we weren’t able to escape from the occupied areas without the authorization of the commandant, and that was why we decided to leave France officially as engineers in West Africa—as civil servants.

*What was it like to be under German occupation?*
It was horrible. But we knew it was our duty to take them out. At the beginning of the war, we were extreme pacifists. We discovered that what we had learned at school—the invincibility of the French army—was false. The old officers were afraid and were escaping. There was no real battle. In just a month the whole of France was occupied. We were ashamed to have lost the war. The director of our school wrote to each of us saying that the war would be long, and that we should continue at school, or else we would never get our engineering degree, and he was right.

Anyway, we went to Africa and found the colonists there more Vichyssois than the Parisians—which was also the case for North Africa, incidentally. I came to realize that the colonial officers were stupid people. I only had one work of anthropology with me, Michel Leiris’s *L’Afrique fantôme*, and I would often dream about his descriptions. Niger was an awful country—the climate was dreadful, quinine tablets had run out, mosquito bites could be very dangerous. I had broken my sunglasses and my
colonial helmet, and I thought I might die. Then I was told that sunglasses were unnecessary and were only worn to help those who are manufacturing them.

Niger was a very, very tough country. There was absolutely nothing there—no gas, no cars, no cloth. To have a shirt, you had to make it out of small pieces of cotton. The people there were living in a kind of dream. One day the governor of Niger, a general, said to me: “I know you were a decorated army officer, so you must be prepared to invade British Nigeria.”

I was responsible for building roads to the north of Niamey up to Labbezenga (the border before Gao) and west to Fada N’Gourma in Upper Volta. I was in charge of twenty thousand laborers—working without tools or machinery, they had to carry the earth for the roads in baskets. We made bridges like Romans, just cutting the stones. There was no concrete, no tarmac—no maps, nothing at all. I realized then that the most important problems were not technical but human. The only people around me were Africans. I was a good swimmer, and a doctor friend had told me it was safe to swim in the river Niger. I met Damouré Zika there, with whom I would go on to make so many of my films. He wasn’t as fast as I, but he could stay underwater for far longer. He had just got out of school, and I gave him a job as an assistant to the workers.

So while building roads I started to study possession among the Songhay. My closeness to the workers went down very badly with the colonial administration, who thought that my job was just to be an engineer. The governor expelled me from Niger as a Gaullist, because I wasn’t a member of the Légion des Combattants—I would listen to the radio from London and so on, actually Brazzaville at this time. Fortunately, I left when the Allies landed in North Africa and in Senegal. I crossed over to Dakar and met my two friends Ponty and Sauvy at Bamako, and we went to the governor’s place at Koulouba. We decided that if we survived, we would return and canoe down the river from the source to the sea. In Dakar I was “saved” by Théodore Monod, who was the director of the Institut Français d’Afrique Noire (IFAN). I then went back into the army and spent two years being trained with mines and explosives on the Sénégal River to cross the Rhine. I met Paul Rivet at this time—the founder of the Musée de l’Homme—at a lunch party of Monod’s, he was a deputy of the government, a “refugee” in Colombia, on his return to Algiers. I remember reading Griaule’s *Masques Dogons* in Monod’s library. Senegal was a lovely country. But I had to leave—it was our duty to free France. I went to Morocco and joined the First Armor Division of the new French army. We landed on the Riviera coast close to Marseilles.

During the winter of 1944 I got permission to return to Paris—I visited
Griaule, who agreed to be my doctoral director. I visited Jean Cocteau, who was helping Robert Bresson finish Les dames du bois de Boulogne; I went to see Éluard—all these surrealists were veterans of the first war. I went back to Alsace on the bank of the Rhine. I was lucky because in March we built an armored bridge over the Rhine, exactly as we had done over the Sénégal, and then we moved into the German Black Forest, and the Tyrol Mountains, when the war ended. On the day of victory I returned to Paris in my jeep, just to kiss my father and mother and let them know I was alive.

Anyway, I was then sent to Berlin for two months. The town was completely gutted. Monod said the Germans were good musicians and we should ask them to make music and not war. I wanted to make a film about the recently destroyed Berlin—all these ladies, as beautiful as Marlene Dietrich, were prostituting themselves for packets of cigarettes. Quite fantastic! I wrote a page-long script, really just a letter, which Cocteau published in the Couleur du Temps section of Fontaine in 1945—it was called “Berlin Août 1945.” Anyway, five years ago or so, this TV production company wanted to make a film for the inauguration of Channel 7—they had read my script in Fontaine. We met at the Café Bulier, and they asked me to return to Berlin to shoot the film. I called it Couleur du temps. It’s quite a nice film. I showed it later at the Berlin Film Festival and gave them a print.

Anyway, when we returned to Paris after the war, we were very angry with France. I looked for a job, in vain. My two friends and I felt that we owed our country nothing—so we would only do what we wanted to. We felt it was important to be free. We created Jean Pierrejean—our first names—writing three features each week, earning enough to get by. We had a contact at AFP (Agence France Press); they asked us for photographs, and we said we had to fulfill our pact to go down the Niger River. So we gave AFP copyright; they paid for our articles and covered the cost of the trip. Monod gave us transportation, and we spent nine months paddling down the Niger River. We were free to film—we’d bought an old U.S. Army Bell and Howell camera for 1,000 francs in the flea market, and with our income from journalism we bought some black-and-white stock. Four years later, Niger was still being run by the same governor. I decided not to see him. We crossed West Africa to Bamako, and then to Guinea to start at the source of the Niger. We had made ourselves a raft—we didn’t even have a canoe—at Kouroussa . . . and as we paddled down, we would shoot film and write articles, developing the photographs ourselves, with a small enlarger from a dry battery—and send them all off periodically, earning enough to buy a canoe.

We crossed all of West Africa, stopping at Bandiagara to visit Griaule,
who was with Ogotemmêli in 1946, and at Timbuktu and Gao so that Ponty could return to France, as he had a dental problem. I made my first film in the north of Niger; I would always be shooting film from the canoe, but I had no idea what I was doing. I had lost my tripod early on in some rapids and didn’t know how to shoot so as to be able to edit the footage later. We stopped one day just south of the Mali/Niger border, in Ayorou, which I knew pretty well, as I had been there as an engineer. I asked them to build a canoe and to hunt hippopotamuses from it—we returned and filmed them. We crossed into Nigeria, going through the rapids where Mungo Park was killed, and by the time we reached the sea, we were thoroughly exasperated with each other. From there, we returned to Paris in a military plane.

When I got back, I saw that most of the footage was uneditable, so I couldn’t make a film about the river journey. Instead I edited my first film about the hippopotamus hunting. I screened it in the Musée de l’Homme to Lévi-Strauss and Griaule, and they felt that film was conceivably a new avenue open to anthropology. Leiris was there—he was enthusiastic and suggested that I show the film at a cellar nightclub in Saint Germain that would often feature bands from New Orleans. I remember taking our own projector for the screening, and that it went down well with these young people who were dancing boogie-woogie. The pianist said that his father, a director of Actualités Françaises, might be interested in funding our work. We signed a contract, giving him control over the editing, the sound, the narration, and even the title itself. The title was absolutely abominable—Au pays des mages noirs. The narration was horrible; it was as if it were made by a man following the Tours du France. A shame, but this small film was screened next to Rossellini’s Stromboli.

All in all, how do you conceive your relationship to France?

In 1960 the sociologist Edgar Morin said to me, “Jean, you have made all your films abroad; do you know anything about contemporary France?” He said that I should turn my gaze onto the Parisians and do anthropological research about my own tribe. In fact I really didn’t know much about France at this time, as I had spent almost all of my time since the war either in Africa or hard at work in the museum. I saw that Michel Brault and the National Film Board of Canada were working on a similar subject and asked them to come over. Together, we built the first adapted Eclair camera. We made a film at the same time as we made the camera. In Chronicle of a Summer I was discovering my own society. I knew that the beginning of what would unravel eight years later was already brewing among the young. So I discovered that there was hope left in France—all these young
people were very intelligent, half crazy, wanting to be happy. Later, in 1968, I felt that perhaps for the first time I was reconciled with my country. Unfortunately André Breton died just a couple of years before May ’68. To me ’68 was less a political revolution than a poetic revolution, with slogans all over the walls. Anyway, while making Chronicle of a Summer, and afterward, in 1968, I discovered I was very close to all these people. We were putting flowers in the beards of Karl Marx and Sigmund Freud.

How do you situate yourself in relation to the anthropological academy? I contest anthropology in my emphasis on the need to share, to produce in a medium that allows dialogue and dissent across societal lines. In Petit à Petit I addressed these concerns most directly. I asked Damouré and my African friends to come here to interpret Parisians. When you make films with Africans, you have a strange relationship—a “joking relationship.” When I made the Berlin film and gave it to the people in Berlin—that was a joking relationship. My most recent film that I screened in Los Angeles in May this year, Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité . . . et puis après is a film about the joking relationship embodied in the concept of “fraternité.”

At the end of L’Afrique fantôme, Leiris wrote that he would never again mix anthropology and literature, or science and art. In a sense that’s not quite so—L’Âge d’Homme, and many of his later autobiographical books, were in some respects an ethnography of himself, his memory, and of Paris. How do you conceive of art and science in your own work?

I don’t think there’s any border between the two. All the fiction films I have made were always on the same subject—a discovery of the “Other,” an exploration of difference, inspired by Saint-Exupéry’s old idea that difference is not a restriction but an addition. The world that you or your great-grandson have to build will be a world based on the principle that “this person is different, therefore we can do something together.”

But at the same time as making films about the Other, are you not also doing an “ethnographie de toi-même”? To me, your personality looms large in many of your films, particularly Moi, un Noir, Jaguar, and La pyramide humaine. It is infectious, not only for the audience, but—crucially, I think—also for your “actors.”

Certainly—the trouble I have is to . . . I have made many films in the genre of what I call “anthropology/films in the first person.” These are based on the idea that when you’re filming, there is no reason for people to avoid looking at the camera. Perhaps Bob Gardner’s film Altar of Fire is unsatisfactory because it is “too well done.” The trouble in anthropology, and in film studies, is that we are constructing ever more theory, but theory
increasingly out of sync with practice. Lévi-Strauss never returned to the Nambikwara. Leiris never returned to the Dogon.

Griaule’s later work on the Dogon, after the second war, revolved around his “discovery” and later the mapping out of higher, esoteric levels of Dogon belief. As the director of your doctorate on the Songhay, where there was no comparable parole claire—was he a good director? Of course . . . but he always thought there would be a parole claire there. Initially I was rather ashamed, because I couldn’t find one to suit.

One thing that Michel Leiris was fascinated with was the contradiction, the clash, between different types of cultures. That’s why he did a lot of work in the Caribbean; he was interested in what he called “hybrid” social and cultural settings. Many of your films, and particularly Les maîtres fous, Moi, un Noir, Jaguar, and La pyramide humaine, are about a similar clash between the West and Africa. While most ethnographic films just portray this Other, this primitive, this Africa, in a very facile way, you have always, it seems to me, striven to show that we are involved in a much more complicated interaction . . .

In fact Leiris went to Martinique, where he became very close to Aimé Césaire, maybe even his best friend. I met Césaire a long time ago at the first meeting of the Artists and Writers from Black Africa, held by Présence Africaine at the Sorbonne, I think in 1952. There was a very interesting clash between Kwame Nkrumah, coming from London, and Diop and Senghor. Nkrumah urged people to fight against tribalism, arguing that négritude is a form of tribalism. The American Negroes considered themselves first and foremost American Negroes. I found the debate overly intellectual. One of the most interesting people involved in négritude was Léon Damas, from Guyane, and he stood outside this squabble . . . Together with Senghor and Césaire at the Sorbonne, going to the bals Nègres, they were exiles. Their political notion that only black is beautiful was very popular, but I trace the beginning of the struggle for independence to this time, and I knew that I could have nothing more to do with it. I felt it would be stupid to be a white Negro—perhaps the principal difference between Leiris and myself is that I have returned to the African villagers that I knew and tried to learn more about them. Leiris made his long trip in L’Afrique fantôme, but he never returned to Abyssinia. So too with Martinique and Cuba. Leiris was more fascinated by a poet like Césaire than in the Martiniquan people themselves.

This is interesting, for although surrealism stood firmly against Western civilization, it remained a fundamentally European movement . . .
Nelson Mandela came to Paris two months ago. Aimé Césaire was there to meet him—for him it was a very important occasion. I see Mandela as the resurrection of the spirit of the young, communist Césaire. What I liked most about Senghor is that in response to political trouble in Senegal, he voluntarily relinquished his position and became a member of the Académie Française . . . The problem with many of these people, and also with the surrealists themselves, was that they permitted politics to intrude into poetry. Buñuel’s behavior during the Spanish Revolution was very strange and very sad. Spain was destroyed not only by Franco and Mussolini but also by the “goodwill” of crazy people like Hemingway and Joris Ivens. It was a kind of contest in Paris at the time to prove that you were a man. Morin was a member of the Communist Party, along with Marguerite Duras and others, but he was a militant. While I on the other hand advocated anarchy without militancy. The card-carrying militants were quite blind. In May 1968 I was making a film in Africa, the last film I made about lion hunting. When I heard on the radio that the police had entered the Sorbonne, I said to my friend, “Okay, we must finish the film, as I have to return to Paris.” Why? It was insufferable that the police should be inside the Sorbonne. I realized that many intellectuals like Morin, Aron, Sartre, Alain Touraine—while all of them were employed to study society, none of them felt able to have contact with these people. So what is the status of social sciences that weren’t able to predict the unrest—like meteorology!

*I’m surprised by the rigid distinction you draw between politics and poetry. Gilles Deleuze wrote five years ago, “No one has done so much to put the West to flight, to flee himself, to break with a cinema of ethnology and say ‘Moi, un noir!’ at a time when blacks play roles in American series or those of hip Parisians”—he says that “Rouch tends to become a black.” Do you not articulate your own intent in this vein, too?

I realize that for many people, *Moi, un Noir* represented something quite new in cinema, in respect to the relationship between whites and blacks. The film is really about my discovery of Oumarou Ganda, with whom I strangely became very close. He was a veteran of the Stupid War, had run away from home—he was an angry young man like me (he rather younger than I). We knew that there was no easy solution to the problem of racism—all we could do was to try to share our dreams in film. *Moi, un Noir* was the result of an encounter of two people. Oumarou Ganda introduced me to all the people from Abidjan—boxers and prostitutes from Treichville. We thought—I believe rightly—that we got to know Abidjan quite well. The idea was very simple: the camera was the passport to the place. When I showed the first rushes of *Moi, un Noir* to Oumarou, he was really...
enthusiastic. He realized this was the way to actively revolt against the world. We put together the narration in two days—for a film that was two hours long at that point. We recorded at the radio station of Abidjan, with the projector shining through the window from outside, so that we could hear Oumarou. He was enchanted and so was able to play so much in his narration. Fortunately it was shot with an old Bell and Howell that you had to rewind every twenty-five seconds—so there were no sentences longer than twenty-five seconds. This structured the narration. This “coincidence” was quite extraordinary—I saw that he would go on to be a filmmaker in his own right. He was one of the best young African filmmakers when he died, a decade ago. Tomorrow, on Christmas Day, I leave for Niamey to observe the tenth anniversary of his death, the first of January, when we will screen Moi, un Noir. He was a fantastic guy. “We have nothing in common,” he used to say, “I was a private and you were an officer, I never went to school and you are an engineer, you have money and I don’t.” And I agreed: “Yes, and so what?” Our idea was that even in a slum like Treichville, you can be perfectly happy. It was originally called Treichville; Oumarou approved the change of the title from Treichville to Moi, un Noir. It was the first time that a noir was speaking on film—and he was speaking about his own life, or rather about images of his own life. You can’t do the same thing in literature, notwithstanding such examples as the book Baba of Karo. I’m sure Baba got little feedback from that—and I’m not talking about rights. For me the May ’68 revolt was a poetic revolution. The revolt of Oumarou Ganda and myself in Moi, un Noir was a poetic revolution.

Your films on the Dogon—the Sigui films, Ambara Dama, and so on—are very different. They are less personal, have less to do with contradiction and colonialism, are more conventionally ethnographic verite films. Really you went in on the backs of Marcel Griaule (or at least his legacy) and Germaine Dieterlen.

I did the same thing myself in my own country, Niger. My doctorate was on possession, and I’ve made about fifty films you don’t know about ritual possession there. Anyway, when much later there was the first coup d’état in Africa, against Nkrumah in Ghana, I knew that it was finished, that there was something wrong in the constitution of power—if you take power, the power takes you. I saw then that the only “way” was to go back to the traditional way of life and way of thinking. This is why I have filmed so much among the Dogon. Also, as Margaret Mead always urged, one should have two fields in anthropology—even if you never do an explicit comparison, it’s necessary for objectivity. But I never learned Dogon—I’m not a
very good linguist. I decided to be only a filmmaker, to make the films with Germaine. What I did was to come with my friends—Damouré, Lam, Moussa Amidou—to the Dogon country, and they were as enchanted as I. I discovered another culture. They wanted to be there with me for the filming of the Sigui. When it was finished after eight years, we didn’t know what to go on to. So in a sense my films have returned to a more traditional form of anthropology. But I’ve retained my own sensibility, and approach, which I characterize as intervening to provoke a certain reality.

What kinds of response have your films elicited when you have screened them to the people in them?

Because of all the publicity, the Dogon are becoming a kind of emblematic tribe, “the wonderful primitives.” The Dogon have now made masks of tourists and cameramen. Last year Germaine screened all the Sigui films in four villages. People were enchanted by seeing their rituals on film, ten years later than the performances themselves. The danger is that the films will become a kind of bible, that in fifty years from now when they are preparing for the next Sigui, they will use the film and sound track as reference points. This very thing has in fact happened with Saint Paul and Jesus Christ: the Gospels are better than the original, because they are stories.

All your films in a sense provoke, rather than “record.” I see a difference between France and England here. In his Méthode de l’ethnographie Griaule sees the anthropologist as provoking the truths out of his informants: his model is a kind of contest of wills, and the asymmetry of power aside, he respects their resistance to his intrusion. Whereas in the functionalist tradition on the other side of the Channel—and we see this reflected in the Disappearing World series of films—the reality was considered to be objectively out there; you must silently record as if you are as far as possible invisible . . . The presumption is that the observer is very different from the observed; it’s rather like looking at a natural history film. There is a substantial difference between the sensibility, and correspondingly the aesthetic, of Disappearing World and most ethnographic films on the one hand and your own films.

Yes. I prefer not to be a scientist but to participate. I often used to discuss the matter of one’s form of participation with Griaule. When I was shooting Les maîtres fous, in a remote town in the Gold Coast in 1954, the people participating in this ritual were really crazy. When they killed the dog, Damouré and I were anxious about what might happen next. I asked him jokingly, “There are a lot of babies around; what shall we do if one of these crazy maîtres takes a baby to sacrifice?” Another example with
Damouré: when I made my first film about lion hunting, I stopped filming as soon as the lion charged. Immediately I felt very guilty, for I was the only white man there. We were accompanied by Fulani shepherds who would never normally hunt lions—the presence of the foreigner and equipment meant that it was no longer taboo. The lion charged and almost killed this poor shepherd. For the hunters this was quite normal, as this shepherd owned a cow that the same lion had attacked a week earlier. Damouré treated him with penicillin. I stopped filming because I was afraid, but the sound was still rolling. In editing I took the images a frame at a time as a symbol of my fear. So I had the same feeling, that the intrusion of people from outside in something that is very dangerous could create real mistakes, maybe even the death of a man . . . Ethics seem not to exist today in television. I remember this horrible film by Jacopetti, *Africa Addio*, when he asks the mercenary to kill a man in front of the camera during the revolt in the Congo. Also the very famous photo of Frank Capra during the Spanish war; I hope it was staged.

*Did Buñuel ever see any of your films?*

He saw *Les maîtres fous*. He was fascinated and afraid—he liked the dance. He was scared when they killed the dog. He was afraid of blood. Killing and eating a dog is not normal; they were breaking taboos.

*Have you seen* *Tierra sin pan*? *It’s a wonderful parody, even today—or perhaps only in retrospect*—*of documentary and ethnographic films. What do you think Buñuel was trying to do in this film?*

The cynical narration was written by the surrealist Pierre Unik. It’s about misery; it was a very, very poor country. What’s strange is that Buñuel was fascinated by this poor country—the village idiot—and he constructed his own fantasy. Buñuel was ready to buy the wonderful, crazy monastery you see at the beginning. For me, the film’s about misery and a kind of “complaisance.” As with the cutting of the eye in *Un chien andalou*. After they shot the film, they ran out of money, and Buñuel edited it himself in his kitchen without a Moviola or anything. He sold the film to my producer, Pierre Braunberger. Braunberger told him he would pay him in three installments, but when the third time came around, Braunberger stalled. Buñuel went to a small hardware store, bought a very big hammer, and went to Braunberger’s office. He told Braunberger’s secretary that he would count to ten, and that if Braunberger did not appear he would destroy her typewriter. Braunberger wrote out his check in time. It’s a true story; Braunberger told it to me himself. After this film Buñuel became a producer in Madrid.
Did Buñuel influence you?
Los olvidados influenced Moi, un Noir.

In what way?
His portrayal of desperation and despair. I hate cruelty myself and am upset by the blind man—in some way it is too easy a theme, but Buñuel was like that. L’age d’or and Un chien andalou had a pronounced influence on me. His ability to cross the barrier between dream and reality is incomparable: the sudden switch to the other side of the mirror. The dream is just as real, maybe more so, than reality. It’s what I tried to do in Moi, un Noir—or in La pyramide humaine—jumping between the two.

In interviews and often in your own writing, you talk of the effects of technological breakthroughs on your films—the invention of sync sound—and Vertov and Flaherty, an eye and an ear. You seem to have very little to say about the tone, the aesthetic, of your films.

Well . . . what can I say not to destroy my own . . . ! At the beginning of the social sciences, Auguste Comte argued that we have to consider human beings as things, observe them as if they were things. For years and years this view persisted, in different forms inherited by both Marxism and psychoanalysis, even by most ethnographic films. But my position, which was also Mauss’s, is that human beings are human beings—wonderful and mysterious. Mauss disagreed with his uncle Durkheim, who was a Comtist. So this positivist distortion goes back to the beginning. I trace my orientation to Mauss, trying not to theorize about people in such a way as to introduce a gap between observer and observed, but to try to ask good questions, the answers to which will open up new questions. Total knowledge of human beings is impossible.

Tim Asch and John Marshall once wrote somewhere that the camera could be to anthropologists what telescopes are to astronomers and microscopes to biologists.

That is Comte, exactly.

Who also shares your approach?
Between the wars there were people like Joris Ivens in Amsterdam, Henri Storck, and people meeting in Paris, in Montparnasse, and they were inspired by what Flaherty did in Nanook of the North and by what Dziga Vertov was trying to do with Man with the Movie Camera. Henri Storck, like Flaherty, made a portrait of Ostende in Belgium, one of the coldest seashores in the world. In Paris, in the twenties, Boris Kaufman and his brother Vertov passed the “sickness” of making documentaries to the
young avant-garde Parisian intellectuals of the time. Every evening they met at the Dôme or at the Closerie des Lilas to discuss their film projects. It was at the Closerie des Lilas that Jean Vigo and Boris Kaufman talked of making À propos de Nice. Jean Epstein, coming from Poland, who made La chute de la maison Usher, was looking for new projects. This was the beginning of sound recording. Henri Langlois took up the cinema in 1922 with Epstein’s Pasteur, in 1947 with La tempestaire. Turning his back on success, he left for Brittany because we in France had lost our spirit. He discovered le merveilleux among the Bretagne fishermen from the beginning of the world . . . Cinema allowed intervention into time, for the first time ever, permitting the construction of a wholly different object. It is this that has always appealed most to me about film.

I first encountered Ricky Leacock while shooting Chronicle of a Summer. He’s now a great friend, living in my flat. He came to the Musée de l’Homme, and we found out that we were both working in similar ways. But there were still some central differences. In our films we intervened brazenly; Morin was there in front of the camera, speaking to the people, provoking everyone he met. In Leacock’s films, he follows his subjects, rather than engaging them. So he remains outside. Actually he’s not totally outside. Kenneth Anger was a wonderful dreamer. Unlike Cocteau, he was a provocative homosexual—positively affirming homosexuality as valid. I’m not a homosexual and am not likely to become one. It was clear that he would go on to do something important.

Luc de Heusch once described you as the “most direct spiritual descendant of Flaherty.” And David MacDougall has said that your films (like those of John Marshall and Bob Gardner) reveal a sense of the “wholeness” of other societies. But there’s a difference. Flaherty romanticized societies, whereas you try to disrupt any easy conception that other societies are in any simple sense bounded, discrete, and internally homogeneous. If anything, your films show that this presumption derives from our own holistic categories of understanding (Boas’s cultural relativism, Malinowski’s functionalism, etc.). It’s an imposition of distance, surely, that your films disrupt . . . Flaherty supposed that the world is wonderful, and human beings are wonderful. That was because he was an Irish methodist, or something like that! God’s creation could not go wrong. Because I have never had any divine revelation, and because of my experience during the war, I have always felt that the world could be wonderful, but that unfortunately it isn’t. Even now I consider that one of the plagues of our times is “goodwill.” Goodwill is a sickness. You give something to some people—development agencies and NGOs giving pumps to villages that will break down after a couple of
years—and then ask for it back, or ask the villagers to pay for the replacement of the pumps. It’s not hypocrisy, exactly, but tactlessness. I’m beginning to realize that the world really is like that, and maybe Buñuel understood it, for he was cruel. The only way to go on is to recognize that the world is at the same time cruel and tender. But there is no solution to this paradox. Chris Marker embodies a form of political goodwill. He’s a very nice guy, full of goodwill.

What do you think of his work?
It’s a kind of provocation, not unlike Alain Resnais in Nuit et brouillard. Showing horror, rather as Goya did. The trouble is that Goya and Resnais were real artists, transforming horror to beauty. Marker’s a militant and has always felt he can change the world. He is very sad now. What will happen to Castro, one of Marker’s heroes? He is an idealist; I’m not. Idealists have a lot of goodwill.

My filmmaking is very different from this other type of filmmaking, whose subjects are something else. The MacDougalls’ films on the Turkana are a wonderful positive approach, in which they translate their subjects’ words in subtitles. The trouble for me is that the translations are books, the transformation of a written language. But the MacDougalls’ films are absolutely honest. They’re an example of a husband and wife working together, going to a place, spending a lot of time there, and then making films. That’s an example of quality. But these films are something like Paysans de Paris, without Aragon, without the talent of a poet, because they are not poets.

I have tried to share my dreams with people, and they theirs with me. The film I’m making now about the Dutch windmills on the banks of the Niger revolves around what I call “poison-gifts”—all the corporations that donate “poison-gifts” under the rubric of “development.” My friend Damouré farms rice on the bank of the Niger River, and he had to use a small petrol pump to irrigate the fields. One day when we were there, Philo Bregstein from Holland came to show the film we made together [Jean Rouch in the Heart of Africa]. He brought with him some Dutch cheese, with a big windmill on the label. I had started to make a film about the drought. I had no solution. I was just filming Damouré, and people migrating to the south to farm millet because there was no rain here. The title of the film is awful, Madame l’eau. Philo noticed that Damouré’s rice lands were a similar mixture of sand and clay to that the Dutch use to farm tulips. I thought it would be wonderful, as a challenge to development and the drought, to farm tulips on the Niger’s banks, and to invent a new type: the black tulip from Niger. This is so crazy because the tulip is
totally unnecessary. That’s the dream: we will shoot dream sequences of black tulips on the banks of the Niger.

At the end of your ciné-portrait of Margaret Mead, you asked her: “What of the future and anthropology in the future?” May I ask you the same thing?

In the future we will realize that we must plan things over many generations. I think we need this not just for physics but also in the human sciences—these very strange people who are human beings, the strangest beings in the world, and we can only ask questions. Perhaps answers will be given in the next Sigui in 2027 by whoever will be there to make another film. The Sigui happens every sixty years—a century with a difference—the old are still around to give their messages to the young. Maybe we should change our calendar, a new century every sixty years. I no longer wear a watch. I once asked the Dogon why they have five-day weeks, and they asked me how many fingers I had.
This interview was recorded on video in August 1980 to serve as an introduction and commentary to a major retrospective of films by Jean Rouch. Enrico Fulchignoni, who conducted the interview, often moderated film presentations with Rouch at film festivals and university classes. He was active in ethnographic film in Europe, particularly the Festival dei Popoli in Florence, and served on many UNESCO commissions concerning Third World film. He died in 1988 in Paris.—Ed.

ENRICO FULCHIGNONI: In 1895 the Lumière brothers invent a light, mobile camera. An eye that watches, that moves, that jumps, that captures the most mobile aspects of the world. In 1928 someone invents a sound system that is added to this camera. The camera then becomes heavy, the world becomes stiff. There are discussions, there is kammerspiel. It will be thirty more years before a Swiss invents the Nagra, a sound recording machine without a lead casing. A French engineer, A. Coutant, creates a light camera at this same moment, rediscovering the freedom of the original one. This is when Jean Rouch fully becomes Jean Rouch because there is synchronous sound, but above all because he can start to move, to jump, to go off in all directions. We are used to seeing your images with such a dynamic eye that we lose the notion of the immobility of the eye and acquire, on the contrary, the feeling of something closer to wings, or the wind.

JEAN ROUCH: To be able to leap from one point to another is my essential dream. To be able to go everywhere, to ramble about like you ramble in a dream, to go someplace else. The mobile camera, the walking, flying camera—that’s everybody’s dream! Simply because making a film, for me, means writing it with your eyes, with your ears, with your body. It means entering into it—being invisible and present at the same time—which never happens in traditional cinema. It’s being able to be with friends, with light
equipment, being able to talk to them, have them answer, and not with a
clap stick slate, floodlights, staged framing, and so forth. All of that is false!
What we’re doing right now, for example, is false; you don’t stop like this.
We should be running across place du Trocadéro, we should go someplace
else, we should slip on the winged shoes of Arthur Rimbaud and go off
somewhere else and, from that somewhere else, bring back bits of flying
carpets that we could share with others—but this is a dream! And in spite of
Kudelski, in spite of Coutant, in spite of Brault, in spite of today’s Beauviala,
in spite of Leacock, we have not yet reached that point. We are still con-
strained to something terrible, formal; for example, we make films that
have a set framing. Why is this framing horizontal? Why isn’t it vertical?
Why haven’t we exploded this stage system that comes from the Italian
theater? During the first film I made in 1947, I had the good luck of losing
my tripod after two weeks. It was a film on the descent of the Niger River.
After I made the film I thought that there wasn’t anything that couldn’t be
filmed without a tripod. The impression continued. Maybe it’s simply be-
cause I had not formally learned how to make movies.

Or from a taste for the destruction of all nature of habits. Under the cir-
cumstances, it was a destruction of technological rituals, wasn’t it?
No, it amuses me to see if they are useful. Most of the time you find out
that they are not. So I tried to make movies in total freedom.

There is a point that I’d like to raise, because it seems perfect for grasping
a certain scientific and, at the same time, poetic value in your films. We get
the impression that, in general, beyond what is the evolution of the normal
acts we are used to, you are looking for this sort of hidden secret that is the
real formula of things, the invisible secret that pushes men to act, to seek.
We never have the feeling of being confronted with folklore, with some-
thing merely amusing, or funny, but of being placed in a reality that is even
more profound than reality.

I had the good fortune to have as my professor, at rue des Saints Pères, the
engineer for construction of bridges and streets, a marvelous fellow who
was the greatest specialist on the resistance of materials. It was just before
the war, and he told us stories like this one: There’s an engineer consultant
for a certain number of bridges that the Americans were building from
scale models. They called him in to verify the bridges once they were built.
One day he goes to see one of these bridges, which has twenty-ton trucks
going over it. He makes his calculations and says to himself, “There’s noth-
ing that can be done, this bridge ought to fall apart.” He goes back to Paris,
he thinks, he can’t find any solution, then he heads back to the United
States, where he learns that that bridge was ten years old, that it had been
opened to five-ton trucks, then seven-ton, then ten-ton, then fifteen-ton, then twenty-ton. Then all of a sudden he has a flash; he says to himself that the material could resist successive stresses by adapting its resistance to the new tensions demanded of it. He does some experiments and discovers the theory of “resistance to successive stresses.” I was thus trained by people who were great researchers and who were, at the same time, great poets, because this resistance to successive stresses is nothing less than poetry. I was trained in the school of those who searched to “look beyond accepted ideas, to find out if there is something there.” As for my taste for destruction, it is involuntary. I began my career as an engineer by blowing up the bridges on the Marne up to Limoges in 1939, which was not a pretty sight for an engineer. It’s a bit of this idea of a certain chaos, a chaos that was perhaps not necessary; it’s sort of like sacrilege, if you will. In sacrilege you discover all of a sudden that there were in fact some things that served a purpose, and others that served none at all. So, unconsciously, I apply this double method of sacrilege and of resistance to successive stresses.

I really like this resistance to successive stresses as a reference to another notion that recurs often in your films: your absolute confidence in the improvisation of your actors, and that extraordinary research you did of a sort of African commedia dell’arte. You transported to Africa a technique from the grand Italian tradition of comic actors who embroider on a simple starting canvas, who create a natural comedy, one that has nothing to do with learned comedy, situational comedy, or character comedy. It’s very simple. There’s no formula. Working with people who are champions of the oral tradition, it’s impossible to write scenarios, impossible to write dialogues. So I am obliged to surrender myself to this improvisation that is the art of the Logos, the art of the word and the gesture. You have to set off a series of actions to see, all of a sudden, the emergence of the truth, of the disquieting action of a person who has become disquieted. When Albert Caquot discovered resistance to successive stresses, he was faced with an enigma. When I create with Damouré, Tallou, and Lam, we create situations, we create enigmas for ourselves. We pose charades, guessing games for ourselves. At that moment, we enter the unknown, and the camera is forced to follow. It is a very easy recipe, because I myself am behind the camera. In most cases, in most of the sequences I start to film, I never know what’s going to be at the end, so I’m never bored. I’m forced to improvise for better or for worse.

Which gives the impression of tremendous vitality. We always have the feeling of being plunged, with no intermediary, into a sort of Dionysian fertility in which all things are equal. And in the moments of greatest success, we
really have the feeling of being everywhere, which provides a richness that cannot be found in the work of other filmmakers who, like many directors of Italian neorealism, demand, consciously or unconsciously, one, two, or three intermediaries in order to see reality. With you, we are immediately plunged into film reality without distinguishing it from the other. Yes, that’s it exactly. From the moment when necessity obliged me to be alone, I discovered, when they began building cameras with a good view-finder, that I was, behind the lens of my camera, the first viewer of my film. So if I got bored during filming, the viewers to whom I might show the film would be equally bored. I was the viewer, so my improvisation was that of a viewer, and the staging was carried out almost without me. With the camera to my eye, I am what Dziga Vertov called the mechanical eye; my microphone-ear is an electronic ear. With a ciné-eye and a ciné-ear, I am a ciné-Rouch in a state of ciné-trance in the process of ciné-filming. So that is the joy of filming, the ciné-pleasure. In order for this to work, the little god Dionysus must be there. We must have luck; we must have what I call “grace.” And grace is not something learned; it arrives all of a sudden, it works. What’s really curious is that even those people whom I film, even those who watch me filming, know when I make a good film. My African friends, when they see me filming a ritual or something, come up to me at the end to say: “Ah, Jean, today it’s a good one,” and other times they come and say, “It’s a flop!” You cannot provoke grace; sometimes it just comes. It’s happened to me often enough that I start making a film, I shoot five minutes, six minutes, a whole magazine, ten minutes, and then I stop for lack of a subject. There wasn’t the necessary contact, it’s difficult to explain; and it has nothing to do with the cinema of Roberto Rossellini, an intellectual’s cinema, carefully prepared in his head, with the intermediary of an excellent director and an excellent cameraman who got splendid pictures, dubbed-in sound that was not the real sound, and the result was something that was perhaps truer than reality. Let’s say it’s less true than fiction!

Dionysus has, and in general everything Dionysian has, this double possibility of maximum joy and maximum tragic furor. In some of your films, you have dealt with the two themes: maximum joy, maximum furor, and then maximum tragedy, which is death, like in the film Les funérailles à Bongo: Le vieil Anaï. It’s the perfect film for understanding one aspect of the problems of death in Africa. To capture death, with all of its mythic components, it’s a matter of capturing not just its psychological components, but its symbolic and metaphysical ones, as well. There, too, it’s not easy. I began to shoot those films about death among
the Dogon of the Bandiagara Cliffs in 1951, and it’s only thirty years later that I have begun to understand. If you will, this too is a challenge, a poker game, gambling against the stars. It’s telling yourself that when you start a task of this sort, it’ll take thirty years to finish it. And I am more and more convinced that everything that is shown on television is nothing more than impressions. They are impressions that can be the works of great artists, as are the impressionist works in painting, and Lord knows there are some of those that I like immensely. For example, since you mentioned Rossellini, Stromboli is a difficult film. Through Stromboli I discovered all the Italian paganism that is barely detected, barely indicated, and that’s what I see. But if Roberto had wanted to make a film about paganism and show it, he would have needed not six months of shooting but sixty years. So you need a lot of time. Cinema, the art of the instant and the instantaneous, is, in my opinion, the art of patience, and the art of time.

As far as the manner in which your films are represented is concerned, the fact of seeing a cycle is extremely important for filmmakers like you who don’t simply touch the surface of things.

Yes, but people are in too much of a hurry. This is perhaps one of the elements that cinema has given to anthropology today. The classic schema of anthropology was: you do two years of fieldwork to get adapted, two more years to learn the language well and to collect material, and then two more years to write a thesis. That makes six years in all. I think that’s a mistake. You don’t need one lifetime, but generations of researchers.

Here, we are seeing some completely new possibilities for cinema. I think that if we can escape that sort of fatality of speed and superficiality, which is like a condemnation to eternal wandering that the cinematographer would have been sentenced to by a sort of strange bad luck due to technology, we can enter the domains of a new formation of the human conscience, of a new anthropology that results in a totally changed memory.

Before the invention of the gramophone and the camera, that is, of recorded image and recorded sound, there were many infinitely fleeting things in the universe that dissolved after being produced, and in the end, man’s memory was unable to capture them. But from the moment when this reality was enclosed in our tape recorders, on our electronic and chemical images, it has been accumulating like the ashes of a volcano.

I learned the “joy-tragedy” system that you were talking about when I was with the Dogon. At the cliff of Bandiagara, I was able to follow for seven years these ceremonies that take place every sixty years, in the course of which priests are initiated. I noticed that the initiation consisted of upsetting
people and not teaching them anything. They were simply made to retreat into a cave in which there were some raised stones and paintings on the ceiling. It was said that in five years, in ten years, in twenty years, one of them would go back into the cave and say to himself, “I lived under this painting for two months. What does it mean?” At that moment he will ask questions, and only then will he be answered. This is maybe what I have tried to do in my films: to pose riddles, to circulate disquieting objects. If, in a thousand viewers, there is just one who asks the question, then knowledge has been saved. It is possible to succeed in telling the myth and illustrating it, on one condition: that this myth be, as are African myths, so incomprehensible, so poetic, that it will be even more astounding than the explanation to be given of it. It will be a new riddle and thus will be successful. If the myth becomes something very simple, at that moment the cycle is broken, and the myth dies. Take, for example, the *Chanson de Roland* that we all learned in school—it has no connection with the *Orlando Furioso* of Italian marionette theaters. We started with a myth and now tell the story of Roland as the history of an individual who is, in fact, one of the fantastic heroes of the Sicilian people. André Breton said, just after the war, “What our culture lacks is a myth.” In effect, it lacks a myth that could be the foundation of those marvelous rituals we have lost. So this myth, I don’t know . . . you mentioned Nietzsche a minute ago . . . When Nietzsche was walking in the streets of Torino and wrote those sublime lines (which I quote from memory) “In autumn, at dusk, when the shadows are low, when the statues come down from their pedestals, (because in Torino there are statues placed almost at ground level), you meet such astonishing phantoms as you will not find anywhere else”—this simple sentence was enough to make a marvelous madman, Giorgio De Chirico, go to Torino to walk around in autumn and, between 1908 and 1917, paint the most extraordinary collection of metaphysical and poetic paintings, opening to dream. And this poetry was made up of factory smokestacks, of the outskirts, of walls of crumbling brick, of smoking locomotives, and of those infinite shadows that announced something more. He too had dreamed of creating a myth, a modern myth that is the world of those avenues. I know there are places in the world where I walk around and I suddenly come upon this peculiar perspective: “grace,” a grace which depends on a certain lighting, which depends on a certain mood, which depends on a certain season. So when I make films, it’s sort of like that. I would like to paint with movement, with color, moments like those that ask questions of the viewer and give no answer. It is up to them to find it, just as I found it when I was my own first viewer, looking through the
viewfinder of my camera. It seems to me that in the filmmaking we are doing—which has been called cinéma-vérité, in homage to Dziga Vertov, which has been called “direct cinema,” “living cinema,” “the contact camera,” or whatever—that in this filmmaking, there are all of a sudden these privileged moments that you yourself feel through your viewfinder. And for me, the second moment—which is the moment of truth—is when I am at the editing table, and without my having forewarned her, the editor in front of the little viewing screen stops, rewinds, and looks again. I know that the editor is asking herself the same question that I asked myself in my camera viewfinder; I know it’s working, and we can keep on going. On the other hand, if there is no reaction, it’s a miss; the grace wasn’t there. The ciné-trance was a false ciné-trance, and Dionysus had gone off gallivanting somewhere else.

After these two surprises—that of the creator and that of the editor—is that of the viewer, the third participant in the miracle, absolutely certain? Ah, no! That would be too simple. It happens sometimes, in a way I cannot explain. For example, take the filming of Chronicle of a Summer with Edgar Morin, twenty years ago, in 1960. We were looking for a quiet place in Paris because we were experimenting with clip-on lavaliere microphones and with methods for using hand-held cameras in the street. We had decided to film in the marvelous old pavilions of les Halles because it was the fifteenth of August; I think les Halles was closed, so it was silent, tranquil. The camera was placed in the back of a Citroën 2 CV. No one was aiming it. Marceline wore the tape recorder, and she talked alone into her clip-on mike. When Marceline entered les Halles, we pushed the car ahead of her, but a little bit faster than she was moving; we drew away from her, and she remained talking all by herself. At a given moment we let the car stop, and Marceline came closer to the camera. We had not seen or heard anything; we had simply provoked two movements, feelings, emotions, memories. When we saw these images on the screen for the first time, Edgar, still very surprised, suddenly said, “Yes. It’s the image of her return.” What did that mean? We had chosen, without realizing it, a building that looked like the vaulted roof of a train station. We had fixed the camera on an object in motion, and coming from the other side of horror, Marceline arrived. We did not know that she was telling of her despair when, coming back from the concentration camps, she rejoined her mother and her brother at the Gare de l’Est. This is, for me, the creation of something that goes beyond the tragic: an intolerable mis-en-scène, like some spontaneous sacrilege that pushed us to do what we had never done before. Michel Brault had never
filmed a sequence this way; I myself had never done it, and we will never do it again.

Yes, but you say “spontaneous.” I got the impression that we are really at the boundary between the conscious and the unconscious. You are citing one case here that actually turns up quite often in your films: the setting that you choose determines what hidden forces will manifest themselves. That was the case with Marceline’s emotional scene; it’s often the case in Les maîtres fous: the leafy branches surrounding them stimulate the participants to whip themselves, to hit themselves. I mean, the universe itself collaborates in this spontaneous gush of creative emotion; the setting is never innocent; your characters are never in that sort of neutrality, that emptiness that is so often seen with directors who use large-scale equipment and big sets in which the characters evolve without really being connected to them. I remember in Anai, there’s a boy who talks about the future, about what is to come; something in the scene evokes fatigue, the initiation step that must be taken. You chose a mountain, some concrete model to represent that sort of work that one must do to grow up, to become an adult. One gets the impression that your work has a sort of symbolic imagery that connects man to the cosmos.

I’d say that differently. I learned with the Dogon that the essential character in all these adventures is not God, representing order, but the foe of God, the Pale Fox, representing disorder. So I have a tendency, when I’m filming, to consider the landscape you’re talking about as precisely the work of God, and the presence of my camera as an intolerable disorder. It’s this intolerable disorder that becomes a creative object. Marceline would never have walked alone, talking all by herself, if there hadn’t been a camera there, if she wasn’t wearing the microphone, if she didn’t have a portable tape recorder. It was provocation; it was disorder. It was disorder because we were breaking an established order, an architecture; and we broke it by asking someone to talk alone in the street (something that is never done); and the pretext, the provocation, was the presence of the camera. The camera is for me, if you will, what lets me go anywhere, what permits me to follow someone. It is something with which one can live or do things that one couldn’t do if one didn’t have the camera. When my friends and I say today that we use the “contact camera” or “contact lenses,” it means that we work with wide-angle lenses, so that we can be very close to the people we film. It ends up reducing our action to an adventure that is the most perfect disorder, since we film with wide angles, that is, seeing everything, but reducing ourselves to proximity, that is, without being seen by others.
We have become invisible by being close and by having an extremely wide view; that's the model of disorder.

In your respect for ritual, in your respect for the sacred, sometimes you could be seen as someone with a certain reverence. But the presence of the camera as a provocative element, as a demonic element, troubles this lovely image I had of your respect for divinity. Do you think, then, that what counts in creativity is confrontation?

It's not confrontation; it's a questioning of the established order at all levels. I can give you two examples: First, I've made a lot of films on the phenomena of possession, on precisely those people who practice in the cult of Dionysus today, who know what a trance is. We have lost, you and I, that taste for the thrill, that possibility of escaping ourselves, of living, with our body, the adventure of another, of being the “horse of a god.” The paradox is that, maybe because I made films, I have never been possessed. For those who saw them, and I mean the priests and the people I showed them to in Africa, my possession was what I call a ciné-trance, and it was from making all those movements that are absolutely abnormal, from following someone in the middle of a trance arena, from pointing my lens at someone who was about to be possessed, indeed, at that very moment when a possession might take over. The second example I can give comes from the relationship with exact science. I am working right now with Germaine Dieterlen on the thought systems of the Dogon. Little by little we are seeing an absolutely incredible mythology in which one star in particular, Sirius, plays an essential role. All around Sirius, his companion stars slowly emerge. The first one who spoke to me of these companions was Marcel Griaule, my professor at the Sorbonne. He told me, “The Dogon observe Sirius’s companion, and what's remarkable is that it is invisible to the naked eye.” My reaction was, “Well, then, they can't see it.” And Griaule told me, “You are an ass. You'll never be an anthropologist!” That really struck me, but in fact, he was right. He meant, “I claim this, they told me that, I am studying the philosophy of the Dogon, so I am obliged to observe that.” He had no answer; he couldn't tell me his choice between this and that. Then the years passed. Since then, he and Germaine Dieterlen discovered that there are three companions to Sirius in Dogon cosmography. Just recently, astronomers have discovered that the aberrant trajectory of Sirius could only be explained if there was another companion, a dead star, a “black star.” How did the Dogon know about it? We don't have the answer. This sort of approach is for me the only scientific approach; it's the sole justification for ethnology: to ask oneself questions like this one and
to answer, “I don’t understand how it works, but maybe one day it will be understood.”

A few years from now, we will have images via satellite of innumerable cultures, not just of the Dogon, not just of African cultures; we’ll have innumerable ethnographic films that will come from thousands of different cultures. If all the systems are put in conflict with each other, don’t you think that the confusion that will result concerning value judgments might reach a limit that is absolutely unbearable for humanity? Should we have an attitude of incredulity, of skepticism toward all this? Or else answer with aestheticism, like the Renaissance did with the shock of Greco-Roman culture? If we must renounce our Cartesianism, must we accept this trap that is offered to us by the hedonistic component of human nature?

No. It’s not renouncing our Cartesianism; it’s considering the possibility that, beside our Cartesianism, beside our so-called scientific explanations, there are others. To ignore them means that we have an imperialist attitude, that we think that ours is the only way to live, that ours is the only way to think. In fact, I think that anthropology, and, perhaps, as you say, thanks to visual anthropology (which allows us to share our culture with other cultures), will help us to discover that we are citizens of a world that is marvelous in its diversity. As long as we are unable to take on this diversity, we will have resolved nothing. But one day we will discover other systems of explication and of science, and our Cartesian science will be enriched by such discovery. Six months ago, in the cliffs of Bandiagara, a crazy American came up to Germaine Dieterlen and said, “Madame, I think the Dogon are right. I have thoroughly studied what you published about the myth: the third companion of Sirius is as ‘structurally’ necessary to the Dogon myth as it is for astronomers.” Perhaps here lies the explanation: it was necessary for the Dogon observing Sirius to introduce an element of disorder, a companion, which determines both the anomalies of the star’s trajectory and the anomalies of the creation myth. I don’t think we would ever have discovered this without the cinema, because it was indispensable to observe it in the pictures, and above all, it was indispensable to have the Dogon share our ignorance, that is, to show them what we knew, the extent of our knowledge. Of course, they had already had books written about them, but they couldn’t read them; but they could look at our pictures and see the state of our knowledge, the stage in our initiation.

That’s a point which I think should be emphasized in your anthropological and ethnographic work—you constant concern with showing images that are not stolen from the people, but, on the contrary, which you share with
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them as soon as they are realized. What effect do these films have on the public that they depict?

I always cite the reaction of the filmed participants during the first projection in Africa of Bataille sur le grand fleuve (Hippopotamus Hunting with Harpoons), filmed in 1951 to 1952, and shown to the hunters themselves in 1953, in Ayorou, a fishing village on the border of Niger and Mali. We had brought along all the paraphernalia, a generator, the projector. A sheet on the wall of a hut served as the screen. The villagers, quite naturally, sat in a circle around the projector and the generator. We waited for nightfall. Then, when the generator started running, everybody closed in around the projector lamp. Then an image appeared, not in the middle, but over there, on the sheet. They turned around, and in no more than twenty seconds, they understood the language of cinema. They recognized their village, Ayorou; they recognized themselves. Then all of a sudden, some people who had died since the filming appeared on the screen, and all the people of the village started to cry; we heard such wailing that the sound track served absolutely no purpose. After the first projection, the villagers asked to see it a second time, and they began crying again; then a third time, and then they began to see the film. And then, suddenly, they understood what I was doing. I had by then been working in Ayorou for twelve years; I had written articles about them, a book, my thesis; I had given these things to them. They had taken them politely, but for them these written texts were dead letters, alien things, completely oblique, even when the schoolmaster read them out loud. I remember well the reaction of the head fisherman, to whom I had given my thesis: he had carefully taken out the photographs to hang them on his wall; the rest was just paper, which he used for another purpose. And there, all of a sudden, he saw an image of himself, he understood how I saw him. And the most marvelous dialogue that I had at that moment is when the fisherman began to criticize me. “What? When did you hear music during a hippopotamus hunt?” Following the old tradition of Westerns, at the most dramatic moment of the hunt, I had added a music track, but I had chosen well; the tune was “Gawey, Gawey,” the hunters’ air. But the fisherman said, “Yes, it’s true, but the hippopotamus underwater has very good ears, and if you play music, he’ll escape!” At the hunt there must be silence; without it there is no hunt. For me, this was a great lesson. I discovered that I had been the victim of Italian-style theater, with an orchestra in the pit. These people were right. They reasoned in their own thought system, and I, who was making a film about them, had no reason for imposing our system on them. Since then I have almost totally suppressed musical accompaniment, except when it is a part of the action.
I have often repeated this story, for example, to the Japanese. It was during a meeting near Tokyo; also there were Cousteau, Joris Ivens, Ricky Leacock, and, strangely enough, Jacopetti. The Japanese showed an admirable film on the Kula ring of the Trobriands, studied by Malinowski in the past, about the circuit made by these Pacific Islanders who go from island to island in canoes, exchanging shells that have nothing but mythical value. Over these marvelous images they had put what we call in our jargon “musique à la confiture” (syrup muzak). I repeated the lesson of the Ayorou fishermen; it influenced all of Japanese documentary cinema, where there is no more musique à la confiture. Thus the hunters of the Niger River, armed with harpoons fashioned out of a piece of wood and scraps of iron, managed to completely transform the cinematographic language of a superdeveloped country like Japan. I made a similar experiment when I showed one of my first black-and-white films to the village of Wanzerbé. There, it was refusal, refusal of our abstraction, the abstract interpretation in black and white. This is one of the reasons I never wanted to use black-and-white video for making films in Africa. Color is life. The world is in color. To suppress color is to be the blank page taking refuge behind writing.

One thing strikes me in your films. It’s the relation to childhood, a relationship of great tenderness that is very different from what we normally see. I feel that I have never made the films I should have made on that subject. That is, on these familial relationships, on domestic life; these are the most difficult subjects for me. I’d love to film them, but I don’t know how. What struck me when I filmed the Sigui ceremonies, which take place every sixty years, was to see, in one village, the generation of men under sixty down to two-year-old children, all dressed in the same way and all drinking the communal Sigui beer at the same time. I don’t think there’s a comparable example in our civilization. There is never a reunion of all the men of one generation who receive the knowledge of the survivors of the preceding generation.

That’s one of the most admirable examples of a structure that we are totally lacking. I recall the emphasis you place on initiation rituals, the passage that is made from one generation to another, a fundamental element for the evolution of societies. It’s the problem of troublesome objects that the Africans multiply and place in the hands of children, without telling them how to use them. Initiation is responding to a question that is asked, and true knowledge is asking a question; that’s what we have lost. We pass on a knowledge our pupils do not ask for. Someday we’ll have to think about it. The schoolmaster, the profes-
sor, always gives a lecture *ex cathedra*, which, for him, is knowledge. The reason I spoke to you about Albert Caquot is because he was someone who claimed not to know, and who claimed that knowledge, explanation, came to him like that, in a poetic way, like Nietzsche on the streets of Torino, troubled by the long shadows and the statues at sidewalk level.

*What strikes me in films about African civilizations is the effort one must make in order to be able to become an adult.*

I don’t agree at all, because initiation is not obligatory; anyone can escape it. This is what most surprised me about the therapeutic side of initiation into possession dance: the one who is sick must ask to be cured. If he is not the one who asks, if it is not he who assumes it, he will never be cured.

*But the transition from one age to another, during which they remain in silence for months, for example, isolated, not having the right to talk to their parents, isn’t all that a system that gives them a certain discipline for the future?*

Yes, for those who consent to follow that path, but they are not obliged to. They know that they have to do it if they want to “pass”; it is a necessary rite of passage, but not obligatory.

*But what is the difference that separates them from those who have passed through a traditional initiation?*

That is one of the essential subjects of all of my films: how can cultures survive and continue to be transmitted when they come into contact with another culture as consuming as our own? For example, after *The Lion Hunters*, a couple of English filmmakers reproached me for having left the hunters wearing tennis shoes, or for not having taken away their blue jeans. I, on the other hand, find admirable the introduction of our culture into the middle of other thought systems with which it has nothing in common. Another example: A few years ago in Niger, a good typist knew how to type in rhythm; he used the tabulator pedal like that of a bass, and typed with a beat. As the Nigerians said, in the office of a good typist, everyone is happy. And it’s the same thing for filling a tire: these are work and music at the same time. When I made *Jaguar* and *Moi, un Noir*, it was to show this difficult contact between a traditional culture and a so-called industrial culture; and I had no other response but these two fiction films to this essential problem in Africa today.

*There’s another serious question, about the things you cannot show if you want to respect the taboos; the essential problem that your great ancestor Flaherty wanted to show in Taboo.*
Of course there are taboos to respect! But can’t you agree that to do a film, you must have filled a certain number of conditions?

*Being initiated, for example?*

In fact, it’s not exactly being initiated, because from the very moment when you’re initiated, you can no longer speak in the same way about the group that you’re studying, since you are constrained by a certain rule of secrecy. But there are so many public rituals, why go looking just for the secret ones? I don’t at all believe the people who tell you the secret story, *Fantastic Africa, Forbidden Ritual* in Haiti, or films of that type; no, they aren’t true.

*In the past thirty years, you’ve accumulated a remarkable number of films that show different cultures, mainly African. Do you think the future will yield a large place for this type of cinema?*

What I claim is that it is expanding. In every country of the world, it is being produced and diffused. I think we are in a period of transition, that the great adventure of this century will have been the arrival of what we call the “Third World,” which, thanks to film, has a right to speak and act, whereas up until now it was submerged by our technical knowledge, by our machines. I always repeat, and this is perhaps the key to my utopia (and I hold to it), that the technical progress that we are now experiencing consists of manufacturing objects that are more and more sophisticated but can be put into an ever-increasing number of hands because they are more and more manageable. Currently in the domain of industry itself, we are in a world of madness, which is completely ridiculous with its technical walls of shame, which make, for example, half the world function at fifty cycles and the other half at sixty, yielding a multiplicity and incompatibility of electrical standards. But in the middle of all this there arrives a mysterious personage whom I would willingly believe to be the Pale Fox of the Dogon. For the Dogon, the Pale Fox invented speech, agriculture, sexual union, joy; he invented funeral rites, and men began to die, so beautiful were these rites. God, in fury, made him open his gullet so that he could tear out his larynx, and trapped him by the tail to drive him crazy. He began to howl, and he became a fox of broken cries: it’s the rhombus, the bullroarer that roars on the night of the major rituals. Then he began to speak with his feet, to write: the fox’s footprints mark today’s divination tables, not with the news of yesterday, as we do it, but with the news for tomorrow. These fox paws, it’s 1-2-1, it’s the basis of all our computers. I’m quite fond of the idea that it’s this same little Pale Fox who introduced the “digital” in our electronic systems. Then there will be marvelous things like video discs that will have the same norms, the same quality as 35 mm film. There will
be books associated with those discs that will cost nothing at all: an hour for less than four francs! We’ll have loads of these books. You’ll take out a disc that reads *Sigui 1970*, and a little label explains: an old man tells the myth in a secret language, 0265-0270. I’ll put it on the machine, and I’ll have the sequence immediately. I can read the translation page by page, rewind, or jump to another sequence. It’s these video disc books that future generations will read in a hundred years, and I’ll receive the best criticisms of my films in maybe two centuries! I like this idea.

**The Beginnings**

*Your first film, Au pays des mages noirs, is from 1947. Nineteen forty-seven is an important year in France for the recognition of a great director: Bob Flaherty.*

The first film I ever saw in my life was *Nanook*, in 1924. That was my discovery of the cinema. My second ancestor was Dziga Vertov.

*One speaks of Flaherty as a filmmaker of great emotion, and of Vertov as one who denies the emotion of the camera eye.*

My dream, as yet unrealized, is to have the sensitive camera of Flaherty armed with the mechanical eye and ear of Vertov. However, they are not so different from each other, and the antagonism that is attributed to them comes from the political history of cinema. They never met each other, but their emotion was the same. They were on the edge of things; they were poets. Both of them were rejected by their societies. Their approaches were no doubt different, but when we see the result, when we analyze their films today, we discover their singular connivance. *Au pays des mages noirs* is my first film. It was shot in black and white, without sound. The filming lasted nine months (1946–1947), the time it took for the descent of the Niger River in canoes. Actualités Françaises bought the film and reduced its thirty minutes to ten. In the absence of real sound, it was accompanied by idiotic music and a narration spoken by the commentator of the Tour de France bicycle race, in his characteristic voice. They made up the title. Commercially, this film was a great success. My reaction after this film is to say, “No! It’s not possible!” The music is worthless; the tone of the commentary is insufferable. It’s really an exotic film, a film that should not have been made. I’ve never shown it in Africa. I’d be ashamed. A subsidy from the CNC permitted me in 1948 and 1949 to realize three films: *Les magiciens de Wanzerbé, La circoncision*, and *Initiation à la danse de possédés*. They were for me my first ethnographic films. In 1951 to 1952, I
took off again to film with the same mechanical camera and with, for the first time, the first portable tape recorder, which allowed my friend Roger to record the actual sound. We returned to the hunt of the hippopotamus with harpoons, with the same fishermen who had been in my first film. This was to be Bataille sur le grand fleuve.

**Why did you do a remake of this film?**
Because I had a guilty conscience after the film that Actualités Françaises edited. From an ethnographic point of view, I had three years of experience, and I knew the fishermen of Ayorou very well. The filming lasted four months, following the episodes of that hippopotamus hunt. The use of the same mechanical camera, which had a twenty-second spring-wound motor run, obliged me to shoot very short scenes that are almost edited through the viewfinder. It was then that I understood what Dziga Vertov proclaimed in his manifesto: “I edit my film when I think my film; I edit my film as I am shooting my film.” The entire film was shot with a 25 mm lens, which, for 16 mm film, corresponds to the eye’s vision, with the perspective of an eye in motion. The images that result are therefore terribly subjective. The viewer finds himself seated in a canoe in the middle of the river, surrounded by hippopotamuses at the distance he would be at if he were really there. This is the film that I showed three years later in Africa and that produced such reactions, particularly against the background music. In this film, I used for the first time the technique of the “participating camera” developed by Flaherty, showing the hippopotamus hunters their own images. This film pushed me in the same direction I followed in 1953 to 1954, when I made Jaguar and Les maîtres fous.

**What is the relation between Les maîtres fous and Bataille sur le grand fleuve?**
The possession dances, which are the means men have to communicate with their gods. From the beginning of my studies in researching the Songhay religion in 1942, I had encountered these peculiar spirits, the Hauka. These new divinities made their appearance around 1927 in the course of traditional possession dances. The Hauka were directly inspired by the French and British army and administration; they represented, in fact, the technical world, the colonial world. From Niamey they emigrated to the Gold Coast, thus following the migratory movements of the young people of Niger who went to the coast to look for work during the dry season. The “mecca” of the Hauka was therefore the region of Accra and Kumasi. I finished my thesis on the Songhay religion, and it seemed essential for me to go to study these phenomena in the field. I left with Damouré Zika, Lam
Ibrahima Dia, and Illo Gaoudel to study these migrations, and, at the same time, to study the Hauka. That’s how, in a little village in Accra, with the same Bell and Howell camera and a portable tape recorder, I managed to film Les maîtres fous in one day.

This film, Les maîtres fous, is one of your most remarkable films. It bowled over a large part of the French ethnographic film world, on the one hand, and on the other, the world of ordinary spectators.

In 1955, upon returning to Paris, I presented this film at the Musée de l’Homme, and it was violently rejected by ethnologists there who judged it intolerable, and by some African friends who judged it racist. Then the film was banned in Great Britain and in Gold Coast by British authorities because of cruelty to an animal and insult to the queen.

The influence of this film was claimed by men of the theater like Jean Genet, who was inspired by it for his plays Les Bonnes and Les Nègres, and Peter Brook, who used this example to show his actors what the un-furling of the irrational in the body of a man can be like.

The title of this film, Les maîtres fous (The Mad Masters), is a play on words that translates both the word “Hauka” (master of the wind, master of madness) and at the same time the colonial situation where the masters (the Europeans) are crazy. Twenty-five years later, this film has become a classic in Africa. It is shown on the educational circuits in Niger and is considered an anticolonialist film. I broke a lot of taboos with this film. But I could not show it to the Hauka themselves, even though they were the ones who asked me to make it to show during their rituals. Les maîtres fous was filmed three years before the independence of Ghana. After that there were no longer any Hauka horses, which were nothing more than a representation of colonial power. Today they have become the servants of Dongo, the god of thunder. They have become characters in history; as have the spirits Koronba, Gourmantché, Haouna, and Touareg.

Jaguar was filmed at the same time as Les maîtres fous, in 1954 to 1965. What does the title, Jaguar, mean?

Jaguar is not the animal but the car, which was at the time the most prestigious car on the Gold Coast, even more so than the Rolls Royce. At the same time, it signified un jeune homme à la mode, a stylish, fashionable young man of the world. Filmed at the same time as Les maîtres fous (in fact, some scenes from Jaguar are included in it), the film was conceived as follows: I wanted both to film the manifestations of the Hauka and to study the migrations of the young people who left Niger to look for work in Gold Coast. At the end of the rainy season in Niger there is no work.
available, except for fishermen and hunters. The young people who fought
the war in the past now find themselves free and go looking for work. The
religion of the Hauka, of the “mad masters,” developed among the mi-
grians. It is very difficult to do a documentary on migrations, so we decid-
ed to make a fictional film, improvised as we went along. At the beginning
we had simply decided who the characters would be—Ilo, the fisherman;
Lam, the shepherd; Damouré, the gallant—and then we took off for a year,
filming a sort of improvised travelogue, shot mostly without sound.

This film is very important historically, since the three actors will continue
to represent, in several of your later films, this group of three African masks,
your Harlequins, your Brighellas. There are several themes here: contempt
for money, which is, at the same time, desire and derision; the poetics of
the discovery of nature, of the discovery of others; and then the innovation
of making the authors talk about what’s going on, which is extraordinarily
refreshing. All of the critics agreed on that point.

When Rossellini saw this film, he began to dream great things; “This is
how to work,” he said, “in 16 mm; I’ve got some money, we’re going to
set up operations.” For a year we dreamed with him.

Rossellini was fascinated by Jaguar, especially the improvisational aspect.
I was equally fascinated by that. The film was shot without sound, and I
asked Damouré and Lam to record a sound track at the screening. I thus
discovered the possibility of doing an a posteriori commentary, that is,
showing the actors their edited picture, which would serve to structure
their discussion. The improvisation they did was fantastic.

It’s always that same magic of speech, of the birth of action that exercises
its power on the viewer.

Yes, but that might have been due to the use of the Bell and Howell cam-
era, which, because it only had a twenty-second spring wind, forced us to
do a rapid succession of images; and also because of the unified viewpoint
resulting from the use of a single 25 mm lens. It was at that moment that I
dreamed of shooting with synchronous sound. The idea was to be able to
improvise the dialogue directly during filming; to do direct cinema. The
film stayed asleep for a long time. When I had completed the sequel to
Jaguar, entitled Petit à Petit, Braunberger decided to link them, given the
good press it had received, and run Jaguar right after Petit à Petit. So, in
effect, the film was finished in 1969, almost fifteen years after it was shot.
Jaguar is my first feature-length film, it’s my first fiction film, and it has
marked me permanently. All the films I do now are always Jaguar. I would
like to slightly correct your comment on money. Yes, they did have a casual
attitude about money, but these guys, upon their return, spend their whole fortune; in fact, they act like the bigshot, and later on, they’ll get their return. Plus they acquired enormous prestige; they were kings of their village for two days. All the donation scenes are real; everything they gave to Ayorou was money they had really earned. Reality and fiction were continually intertwined.

In Moi, un Noir, in 1957, your second feature-length film, you try to merge not only the action and commentary that people make on the world around them but also a sort of interpretation, seen from within, of the character who tries to reveal himself to himself.

All of these films follow one another. After the research I did in Ghana, I undertook a similar investigation in Ivory Coast, in 1957, three years before their independence. I had shown Jaguar to the Nigerians of Abidjan, and they said, “What’s going on in Treichville is even more interesting than what happened in Kumasi.” So I got the idea to do a documentary on Treichville showing the contrast between Treichville during the week and Treichville on Saturday and Sunday. Then I met Oumarou Ganda, a docker in the port of Abidjan. We hired him as a statistical researcher on the immigration of Nigerians into Ivory Coast. We began filming the same way we did in Jaguar. But in Jaguar the actors played roles that were not their own, whereas here I found myself facing someone who was playing his own role, his own life. Thus was constructed this bizarre dialogue with truth, this autobiography on film. Filming entirely without sound, we recorded the commentary the same way we did for Jaguar.

Moi, un Noir appeared in 1958 and received numerous prizes. I think the prestige of this film is due to the unsettling confession of its lead character, but also to its technical innovations.

It’s the first real feedback on the character who recounts his own story. What was important for me was that for the first time, an African spoke on film. I thought of doing the premiere in Treichville itself, but it was impossible. So this film came out in France. It was the era of the Nouvelle Vague. Everything seemed possible for the young French cinema. For example, the sequence in which Oumarou Ganda talks about his war in Indochina was edited without any cutaways or connecting shots. It was an old taboo shattered.

The liberties that you took resulted in the discovery of new modes of expression, which were later adopted by Godard and Truffaut and are now a part of cinematographic language.

I had been obliged by constraints to break taboos, to commit sacrileges.
The best result of this film was the discovery made by Oumarou Ganda: having discovered the power of film, he decided several years later to make his own.

La pyramide humaine is your third feature-length film, shot in Abidjan in 1958 to 1959. After Moi, un Noir, and having been accused of filming only the lumpen-proletariat, I decided to shoot a new film in the same place, Abidjan, but chose this time the young elite: the senior class of the Cocodi High School. I was using a camera with an electric motor, which permitted me to make longer shots. I started filming scenes that took place outside the school during vacation. And before my very eyes, incredible things appeared: young blacks and whites discovering, all of a sudden, South Africa’s apartheid, racism. They began to ask themselves questions about what they were, about their own relationships in class, about their identity; the film was a veritable provocation. The shooting of the second part of the film, the classroom scenes, required synchronous sound, which at that time involved heavy equipment and a large filming team. It was the first time I filmed with synchronous sound, and I discovered the difficulty of dialogues with direct sound.

It is interesting to see how each time you run into difficulty of a technical nature, you react in a creative manner. For the first time I was sharing the filming with another cameraman, and I discovered that the images we made were different. Of course, I was there, but I was not my first spectator in the viewfinder. The young people were so wrapped up in the film that things were terrible. For example, the filming of the scene in which one of the actors disappears by drowning was a mixture of reality and fiction that made me wonder whether I had perhaps gone too far. This film played an important role for me; I felt that I could not continue to film with that technique if I always had to drag around four technicians. It was at this point that Edgar Morin reproached me for filming only in Africa and for not being interested in my own tribe, Parisians. We decided, in the summer of 1960, to make the film that would later be called Chronicle of a Summer. Having learned from the experience of La pyramide humaine, I absolutely had to have a light, portable camera that would permit synchronous-sound recording. After a month of filming with the same enormous equipment, I asked the producer to call in a Canadian cameraman who was a specialist in handheld camerawork, Michel Brault. We negotiated with an engineer from Eclair, A. Coutant, to build a camera prototype whose functions would be fully discovered only as we
were filming. For the first time we used clip-on lavaliere microphones, and the actors carried their own tape recorders. Thus, in a certain sense, we made the first experimental feature-length film. The idea that sums up this experience is the following: you can film anything anywhere.

This film is the result of technical inventions, but it is equally the result of psychosociological experiments led by Edgar Morin. The discovery of “commensality,” that is to say, the idea that people loosen up and talk when they are sitting around a table. How was the choice of actors made? It was Edgar Morin’s little world. At the beginning I didn’t have a very good idea of where we were headed. I was discovering my tribe; I was discovering a society that I knew nothing about, like an anthropologist. They would never have said what they did if the camera hadn’t been there. From the moment when we could walk in the street, when the camera was free, the actors themselves were free; they could tell stories and carry us along beyond all limits. This film, edited by its images, was a great victory thanks to the arrival of Michel Braut. We all learned from him. From the point of view of editing, we were forced to invent systems so as to maintain the coherence of all the elements we had at our disposal, for an hour and a half. We discovered that we could cut in the middle of a shot, that we could shorten sentences. Before this film, that was unthinkable! With the ciné-eye and the ciné-ear, we recorded in sound and image a ciné-vérité, Vertov’s kinopravda. This does not mean the cinema of truth, but the truth of cinema. I have never again made films the way I did before. At last we had a technique; we knew how to proceed. It was the “pencil-camera” that you sharpen and write with whenever you want, as much as you can, and wherever you want.

La Goumbé des jeunes noceurs is the last film that was made in Ivory Coast. What does “goumbé” mean? “Goumbé” is the name of a drum. The “young debauchees’ goumbé” is an association of young people like the “royal goumbé,” previously filmed in Moi, un Noir. I had been in touch with those groups of musicians and dancers who organized street dances every Saturday and Sunday evening in Abidjan. The basis of the music is a square drum, the goumbé, no doubt of Mandingo origin, and no doubt related to the black slave trade. The goumbé became the dance of displaced people. The goumbé of the young debauchees of 1965 was a goumbé of people who came from Upper Volta, among whom was an extraordinary musician, Sidili Doumbia, who is both a drummer and a singer. For me, this film is the first cinema experiment I was able to do with real synchronically
recorded sound. In it I discovered filming in “shot sequences,” filming a sequence without any cuts. I was using a camera with an electric motor, which allowed me to film for three minutes; I could film a dance that lasted three minutes in real time. There is no cutting. It was editing in the movement, by which I tried to have the most effective point of view possible. In *Chronicle of a Summer* we had some long shots, but we didn’t have that element because the dialogue was not worth recording for the entire length. In the *goumbé*, what unified the significance was this musical improvisation. This film marked the end of urban sociological cinema and at the same time the end of ponderous and deceiving statistical investigations. I wanted to go back to the bend of the Niger to use these new techniques to record traditional cultures in the process of disappearing or being transformed. One of my old projects was to complete the film *The Lion Hunters*. Begun in 1957, the filming took place over seven years. Every year I filmed, and the next year I returned with the film shot the previous year. It was a collective effort, realized with the hunters themselves, filmed half with synchronous sound.

*Is the prophecy that concludes the film imaginable?*

It’s a poetic phrase, because while the hunters told about the hunt, the children fell asleep, maybe because they didn’t feel involved. The son of Tahirou, the chief of the hunters, has grown up; he will not be a hunter.

*One of the most striking points in this film is the moment of preparation of the poison. Do they have a precise knowledge of poisons that can kill? Are there magical practices that accompany the preparation of poison?*

Yes, indeed! The poison is made from the fruit of a well-known tree, the *strophanthus*, which is widely used in the majority of arrow poisons in Africa. The chemical technique is complemented by magic: the gestures of the preparation symbolize the death of the lion; the spells pronounced begin with the statement of the “initiation chain” through which his knowledge reaches the hunter. Then he addresses the divinities and the forces of the bush to make the poison effective; the poison takes effect in about twenty minutes. The poetic element is that the lion must die calmly and tranquilly. There is total complicity between the lion and the hunter. The hunter knows the lion; they know his name, they follow his tracks, they spot him. It’s he whom the hunters dream about at night; it’s a bit like the white whale in *Moby Dick*. And very likely the lion also knows the hunter. These rare relations between man and nature make what is called “animism” understandable. They speak to the lion, and he responds. It is the hero put to death, and the hero is the lion.
The Dogon

Nineteen forty-eight was the year of your first encounter with the Dogon, an encounter that would open a whole series of contacts and filming that continue until the present time. From 1951 to 1952 you filmed Cimetière dans la falaise, a film that illustrates a funeral ceremony. Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen were working in the Bandiagara cliffs. Griaule, my professor and thesis adviser, asked me to do a film on the life of the Dogon during the rainy season, on culture, and so forth. Roger Rosfelder and I were doing this work when a young Iriki man was drowned in a stream swollen by the rains. It was my first experience, and an overwhelming one, with the Dogon funerary rituals.

This film has a double interest. The solemn beauty of the ritual on the one hand, and on the other, your enchantment with something that irresistibly recalls scenes of baroque imagery.

In the courses that Marcel Griaule gave in 1941 at the Musée de l’Homme, there was one magic word: the cliff of Bandiagara. This cliff was associated with the masks of the Dogon, which had unleashed a real artistic frenzy in the 1930s. To discover this place, especially in the rainy season, was something strange and above all very different from all the other terrains I was familiar with up to that point. I began to film the countryside. And then the accident happened. Rosfelder and I had tried to cover the event, but at that time I had a spring-wound camera, limiting shots to twenty seconds. And, for example, it took maybe a minute to bring the cadaver up to the cemetery cave. Every time I rewound the spring in my camera, I changed my viewing angle a bit, just a little bit. Then during the editing, I had no choice but to leave the sequences end to end, even keeping the flash frame at the beginning of each as a sort of cutaway link between shots. It was a bit of a breaking with taboos, from the point of view of cinematographic language, but in the end it worked, because at that moment the essence was more important than the form.

Does the fact that they are buried there in the cave have some symbolic significance?

That signifies one thing: the dead from one village are all in one place, they can talk to each other, they exist. At the same time it is a way to protect them from termites, from burrowing animals, from the rain. There was, on my part, an attempt at symbolic interpretation by using elements of the landscape, stone, water, and wind, to express what I felt to be so beautiful
in the appearance of the ceremony, yet so mysterious in spite of all the book-learned knowledge I had about the funerary rites of the Dogon.

The films that we are going to see now deal with the same ethnic group, the Dogon. How many of them are there, more or less? There are about 250,000 Dogon. They settled in the cliffs inside the bend of the Niger River, south of Timbuktu. They speak a Mandingo language; they are originally from Mande. They left the Mandingo mountains in about the fifteenth century, probably after the expansion of Islam, and went back toward the north, to about one thousand kilometers from their place of origin.

But what, then, is the reason for so much attention given to this group? As you could see in the film, the cliff is practically impregnable, and the Dogon found a natural refuge there, which for centuries permitted them to escape influences from the outside. The main idea was to record rituals that were threatened with extinction or radical transformation. When Griaule went to Bandiagara in 1931, he collected oral reports of the Sigui ceremonies that took place in 1910, ceremonies that had never been observed by an outsider. He had brought back a marvelous collection of masks; he had collected texts in sigi so, the ritual language of the Sigui; he had filmed a Dama. In 1964 and 1965, when I was working with Germaine Dieterlen, we heard for the first time about the approach of the Sigui ceremonies. We knew that it is a commemoration of the invention of death and speech. We also knew that the beginning of the manifestation would take place in Yougo-Dogorou. When in 1966 we went to check on the village, it was empty except for a couple of old people, some women, and some children. The young men were working in Ghana or in Ivory Coast. The supreme religious chief, the Hogon of Arou, confirmed for us the imminence of the ceremonies and, remembering Griaule, authorized us to film them.

Is the Hogon you mention both a religious and civil leader? No, it seems that there is no political leader; it is a society without a state. The Hogon is a religious leader, designated by divination upon the death of the predecessor. He lives in permanent contemplation; he is the witness of all the rituals. In 1967, upon our arrival in Yougo, the village was full. All the men from Ivory Coast and southern Ghana had come back to participate in the Sigui ceremonies. The last Sigui had taken place in 1907, and we were familiar with the schema of the ritual, thanks to the oral traditions collected by Griaule in 1931. The Sigui is observed by all men under the age of sixty, that is to say, all those who have not yet seen the Sigui, but
Can you define, in a few words, the aim of this ceremony that takes place every sixty years?

I’ll answer as the Dogon do: you have to see it in its entirety to know what it means. It’s an itinerant ritual that takes place every sixty years, and when we began to film it, we knew neither exactly how long it lasted (four to eight years) nor its progression (east to west).

The ceremonies of this first Sigui, *L’enclume de Yougo*, unfolded in three Yougo villages: Yougo-Dogoru, Youg-Na, and Youg-Pilou. Our team was composed of Germaine Dieterlen, Gilbert Rouget, soundman Guindo Ibrahim, and myself behind the camera. At that time I was working on the Songhay; all I wanted to be on the cliff of Bandiagara was a filmmaker. I was not planning to film all of the Siguïs, but then, year by year, I was forced to abandon that attitude of the eye that watches without understanding, and our cinematographic collaboration became a real team research effort. The next year we went to Tyogou, a village of the plains. Whereas in Yougo the men were mostly naked from the waist up, here they wore dazzling sashes and cowrie shells. After having followed their procession to visit the sites of ancient villages, we came back to the village for the grand assemblage in the square where the dances took place one after the other. Another new element was the presence of a little girl, the Yasigine “the sister of Sigui,” carried on her father’s shoulder to represent the community of the women in the midst of the community of men. Something had stunned me in what Griaule had said. He said that in the Sigui, they carved and painted a great mask, the mother of all masks, which is never worn and represents the first dead ancestor who was reborn in the form of a serpent. In Tyogou, it was in front of the cave of the masks, recently carved in the form of a serpent with a tail like a bird’s head, but totally unpainted. In the neighboring cave there were three large masks, those from the Sigui in 1908, in 1848, and in 1788.

This second film is called *Les danseurs de Tyogou* because the dance in it plays a primordial role. I had no idea what to say about the great mask. Germaine and I had no explanation. It was while I was editing this second film that I began to see the differences from the first film. I was still determined to do a third one before sending someone else to film in my place. When I arrived in Bongo in 1969 for the third year of the Sigui, the people of Bongo knew that I had drunk the millet beer the previous year in Tyogou and the year before that in Yougo, so I was considered a part of the Sigui. The oldest man in the village, Anaï Dolo, had been Griaule’s informant and...
considered me like his son. He gave me authorization to go into the initiation cave before the end of the retreat. In the first films I had been an outside observer. Here I had a totally different position; I could go wherever I wanted. I made friends with one of the *olubaru*, the dignitaries who were being initiated. They showed me, above the cave of the circumcision, the carved and painted mask of Bongo. At night, accompanied by the roaring of bullroarers spun by the new dignitaries, the new masks of the four villages of Bongo were leant up against the cave. In the morning everyone could see them: these four masks represented Dyongou Sérou, the first dead ancestor, restored to life in the form of a serpent. This extraordinary ceremony was placed under the patronage of the oldest man in Bongo, Anaï Dolo, who, as I learned later, was then witnessing his third Sigui, which means that he was at least 120 years old.

In 1970, after *La caverne de Bongo* was finished, I took it back to the cliff of Bandiagara, and I showed it to the people of Bongo. It was the first time they saw it. They started to cry because since the preceding year, several people had died. They asked us not to show the women the sequence about the bullroarers, so we put a hand over the lens during that section of the film. I had decided to film the fourth Sigui, in Amani. But I had to ask the Pale Fox for authorization. We therefore had a confrontation, which means we asked the Fox questions on a divination table. The response was favorable.

*This fourth film, Les clameurs d’Amani, reveals to us the fundamental myth of the Dogon. Were you aware of the existence of this myth during the three preceding films?*

Yes. Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen had worked on this myth, which is the story of the creation of the world, where singular relations arise between the word and death. We also knew that the men of Amani were the best specialists in *sigi so*, the ritual tongue of the Sigui. It was the first time that I saw a myth recounted in the ritual language by an aged priest. Maybe half of the spectators understood what he was saying, and those who heard without understanding, if they wanted to know more about it, had to go ask the old man to explain, and thus would begin their true initiation. When we arrived in Amani in 1970, the old men who had done the Sigui in 1910 pointed out the route that the procession was supposed to take. They remembered the route so well that they were in the process of knocking down walls that had been built within the last sixty years, because the Sigui procession had to follow exactly the route it had followed sixty years earlier. In Amani there was a mask, but it had been painted the year before. It thus seemed that the mask was connected to a certain year of the Sigui and that
the annual ritual was not simply the repetition of rituals of the previous years. Here there were no cowrie shells as there had been in Bongo, but double sashes worn across the chest. It was while I was making this film, and especially while editing it, that I realized that there was no relation between the four Siguis that we had just seen, and that each one represented something different. But we didn’t know exactly what. The next year, 1971, we were in Idyeli, a village at the base of the cliff, near a permanent spring whose gardens came to die in the sand of a high dune. At Idyeli there was no mask, it had not been brought out; the dignitaries were not in a cave but in a straw shelter at the entrance to the village, facing the dune, which was to play an essential role. One night we heard the sound of the bull-roarers, and the next morning the village was completely empty. The men over sixty who had remained in the village gave us authorization to rejoin the men on the dune, because it was there that the Sigui was beginning.

For this fifth Sigui, *La dune d’Idyeli*, we spent the whole day on the empty dune without drinking or eating. In fact, the dune was dug full of burrows in which the men hid. They stuck their heads out like rabbits. In the shade of a tree, curled up in a fetal position next to their bullroarers, slept the dignitaries, the *olubaru*. They were waiting for the wakening, for birth. Around three in the afternoon, an old man came from the village, and the *olubaru* turned to the bullroarers. The old man cried out in *sigi so*, and all of a sudden the entire dune was covered with people. New men came out of their placentas of sand, and accompanied by the bullroarers, they went back to the village in procession. They washed and dressed themselves; it was the birth of a new generation. We had never seen this. This had nothing to do with what had happened in the other villages. I was sure now that we were following year by year the essential sequences of the myth. We had to go on. To film the sixth Sigui, *Les pagnes de Yamé*, in 1972, I was prepared to go anywhere. It took place on the plateau, in Yamé, a village that was already strongly Islamized. There the men who came from the neighboring villages dressed up as women. Some even wore their sashes. It was the year of the mothering of the new generation. The most dramatic moment of the ceremony was when the men lined up facing one of the old men who said, in *sigi so*, “The Sigui has come from the east, he has come on the wings of the wind.” The men turned toward the east, then toward the west, and they waited a moment, then they turned back toward the east. I spent a long time trying to understand what that meant; that the Sigui had arrived at his western boundary. They had turned in the direction where traditionally the Sigui was supposed to go the next year, but where he would not go because of Islam.

So the men of Yamé went to take millet beer to the villages, to let the
faithful ones who could no longer make the great ritual drink from it. The seventh ceremony in 1973 was supposed to take place in Songo, between Bandiagara and Mopti, in thoroughly Islamized country. Amadigné Dolo, the chief of the masks in the village of Sangha, came that same year to work with us in Paris, on the first six films. We then learned that the most important moment in our fortunes had been the divination in the fourth year, before the voyage to Amani, because that would be our fourth Sigui, and no one had ever seen more than three Siguis. We began to build hypotheses: the six Siguis represented six very different successive sequences of the myth. The first Sigui is the fall of the anvil, it’s the death of the first ancestor, it’s the ritual that immediately follows death. It’s like in the Cimetière dans la falaise. The second Sigui, the dance in the square with the mask that has not yet been painted, is the funeral dance with the dancers of Tyogou. The third Sigui, where the masks are painted, decorated, is the Dama. It’s the fabrication of the masks, identical to the one that is done every five years. In the Dama the ancestors are represented by the masks, as they were on that day by the great serpent mask representing the first dead ancestor. So the first year is death; the second year, the funeral, that is to say, the soul of the dead man is entrusted to the spirit of the water; a mask is made in every village, but it is not painted. The third year, in the Dama, the masks enchant the soul of the dead man so that it begins its journey to the hereafter. The fourth year, the word and the dance of the serpent, is procreation; it’s the preparation of a new generation. The fifth year is birth, the men come out of their dune-placenta, go wash themselves and dance, a new generation is born. The sixth year, everyone is dressed like a woman, it’s the mothering, the child is in his mother’s arms. Thus one last element was lacking, the circumcision, which was to take place in the seventh year in Songo. 1973 was a big drought year in Mali. The government forbade us to film and photograph all the ceremonies. So we came back the next year, in 1974, to film a reconstruction of what had happened the year before. The olubaru of Yamé, dressed in normal Dogon attire, went to Songo and sacrificed a goat at the foot of the cliff where the paintings are located. Then they went to touch up these paintings. Next they went to Yougo to have their gourds filled with the millet beer prepared there. The cycle was completed, the serpent was biting its tail, it could all begin again sixty years later. Symbolically they made the Sigui: the sacrifice was to purify them so that they could go on to finish this seven-year chain. Thus, in seven hours, I filmed the event they had made the previous year. With three Dogon, we went to the cave of Songo. They began to tell of the paintings, what they represented. I had confirmation of the fact that there were indeed seven different years that represented seven different episodes.
of the adventure of the death of the first ancestor, and then they took off across the Dogon country singing these marvelous songs: “The Sigui has come on the wings of the wind, the Sigui has left on the wings of the wind.”

Are there initiations? Lessons? Somebody who explains to them what they’re supposed to do?
The ancient ones are there. There are always people who are older than sixty, who have seen the previous Sigui. Every sixty years every village reproduces what happened sixty years earlier.

Is there a reason why all of this is repeated every sixty years?
The reason given in the myth is that they had done a Sigui for the first dead ancestor, and then the second one died sixty years later. They decided to do the same thing for the second that they had done for the first. It is the length of a human lifetime. What we have just seen is the transition from one “century” to another, the transmission of knowledge from one generation to another, every sixty years. And being sure that there will be survivors, we are sure that the knowledge of this new generation will be passed on to the next, and so on until the end of the world. The adventure of a village community; all the males from age two to age fifty-nine all dressed alike, all drinking beer, and so on.

Where does the presence of the Fox come in?
It comes in the dances. The kick that they give is kicking the Fox. Because for order to exist, disorder is necessary; that’s the Fox, master of disorder. The Sigui follows a route from year to year, a serpentine line from the top of the cliff to the bottom, if you will. The Sigui follows for seven years a route that looks like the pattern the dancers follow for three days when they come into the village square. These films pose many questions. One of the most important is that the Dogon themselves never see more than three Sigui. So we are preparing a film synthesis that will break this taboo for Dogon spectators. It’s a question of transmitting knowledge that goes beyond the rules of classical ethnology. Maybe if, in the history of the Dogon, one of them had followed all the Siguis, it would have resulted in tremendous disorder. Maybe it’s that once the global knowledge of these separate knowledges would be transformed into a power that might truly regroup the Dogon under one single commandment, Dogon society would become the Dogon state. With the knowledge diffused, power too is diffused. But these are still hypotheses. The next stage is the two films on death rituals that have presented us with the final questions. In 1972, when we were filming the sixth Sigui, *Les pagnes de Yamé*, we learned that the funeral of Anaï Dolo, the oldest man in Bongo, who had died six months earlier, was
going to take place. There are three essential ceremonies after the death of a man: the burial in the cemetery, the funeral that takes place six months after death, and the fabrication of new masks and their dance, the Dama.

What is the significance of the statue that is on the terrace in Funérailles à Bongo: Le vieil Anaï?
That signifies that the dead man himself is presiding over his own funeral. The dead man was placed in the funeral cave. They washed away the stains of physical death. The soul does not leave the village during the six months between death and the funeral. It remains on the terrace of his house. At the funeral, the dead man is asked to leave, so he presides for one last time over the great ritual. Before him, before the statue, the men mimic one of the great events of his life: the 1895 battle against the French army, in the course of which Anaï had been wounded. The little group in the center of the dance circle represents the Dogon; all the men going around them carrying guns represent the French army. In the end, Anaï is wounded. It is his great-grandson who plays his role; he falls and takes one last shot with his gun. When the combat ends, everyone sings the praises of all the combatants. The next day the statue is taken down from the terrace. This means that the soul of Anaï may begin to leave. One evening, one of the members of his family, the oldest man in the village, recites the tégués of Anaï—his ritual slogans, which are all at the same time the sayings of God, the adventure of the creation of the world, the history of the Dogon, and the portrait of Anaï himself. I filmed this sequence with a spotlight attached to my camera and with a pressurized gas lantern. Unsure whether or not we’d get a picture, we translated the text. I illustrated it, sentence by sentence, by going to film all the places that were mentioned. The dead man would be ready to leave the village after one last ceremony on the public square. Another mannequin, made of wicker wrapped in a blanket, is placed on a litter. It represents the first dead man on his litter made of antelope horns. “The first ancestor must be buried.” Now Anaï is going to rejoin the spirit of the waters in the pond, where he will await the next ritual, the Dama.
At this point, mourning is provisionally lifted; normal activities may be resumed in the village.

This transition from a human time to mythical time is fascinating!
Yes. He has to get back to the first ancestor. They don’t do this for everyone who dies, just as they only enact the battle with the French for the last survivors. There will be one more in Bongo, for Anaï’s little brother who
was six or seven years old when the French arrived. He’s the old man who is telling Anai’s story.

*And every time they will evoke the mythical time?*

If it’s a *Moulouno* or if it’s a mask chief, it will be evoked as far back as Diongou Serou, the first ancestor, whom we saw represented in the form of a serpent, who was the first dead man and thus was the one for whom the first rituals were performed. I made the end of the film by filming the great-great-grandson of Anai, who had been designated to be his *nani*, his “correspondent.” Anai is dead, his soul is in the pond, but someone in the village must assure him of a good journey toward the land of the dead in the coming years; that is the *nani*’s role. The next film, *Ambara Dama*, was shot in 1974, after filming the last Sigui. It dealt with one of the great ceremonies described by Marcel Griaule, a *Dama*, a giant mask celebration.

This *Dama* was given for one of Griaule’s first collaborators, Ambara Dolo, who died in 1971. The *Dama* is a very complicated ceremony that closes the Dogon mourning period. After the funeral, the soul of the dead man leaves the village and stays nearby, in the pond. There it discovers the other dead men. But they come back to walk around the village. After a certain period, the village is crowded every night with these wandering souls. Thus it is necessary to make them leave the village. Every five years the village is cleared of these marauding souls, and a *Dama* is organized, a mask celebration. *Dama* means “dangerous thing,” “forbidden thing.” Marcel Griaule, in his thesis, had minutely described some ceremonies at Sangha, and when I began filming in the same village forty years later, I saw exactly what he had described. The only way to do a commentary was to take Griaule’s very texts. The *Dama* represents the way in which the men “enchant” the souls of the dead with the mask dances so as to lure them far away, but at the same time it represents the contagion of death, because the rituals are so beautiful that men want to die so that these seductive ceremonies will continue to be practiced. Ambara was the first informant who worked with Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen. He was the one we had followed for days and days in the caverns. He was one of those who could read the signs of the paintings, who told the great picture book of the paintings in the caves. He had participated in the Sigui at Yougo-Dogourou in 1908, so he was born between 1900 and 1904. He died at the age of seventy.

The Dogons are probably the last ones, as a result of their isolation, to have preserved these ancient systems of masked representations. We must go back to the myth: the inventor of the masks was the Pale Fox, the
master of disorder. He had stolen seeds from the testicles of God, his father, in order to plant them. God, furious, decided to get rid of him. But the spirit of the water, master of order and fertility, made a tree grow, the sa tree. The Fox discovered that the bark of the sa becomes red when it is removed. The first masks were made by the Fox when he discovered the red fibers. He said to himself, “I am stronger than my father. God is dead.” He went back up onto the terrace and danced to his father’s death with a mask made from the red sa fiber. But God was not dead, and he chastised the fox: he tore out his larynx, spun him around like a rhombus, and he became the Fox. But he’s the one who invented the first mask. These masks represent the passage from fire, from the sun, from something astonishing to something fresh, to the total purification of the souls that leave by following these scarlet masks, which are, as Ogotemmêli said, dancing pieces of the sun. The red masks are made every five years. They are prepared three or four months before the date chosen for the Dama. All of the old masks are abandoned except for the mother of masks, the great Sigui mask, which is remade every sixty years. The mask represents the myth. The dances have no connection with the Sigui dances; all the people are different. The mask wearers are anonymous. The Ambara Dama in 1974 was an exact replica of the Dama of the hunter Manzon observed by Griaule in 1935. This showed us the mask society’s total conservation of such an important ritual.

Behind the mask there is someone who must remain in secret.

Yes, and the mask is a dangerous thing. The mask is something that can enchant death, and enchanting the souls of the dead is the same as enchanting the souls of the living, making them disappear. According to the myth, this Dama, invented by the master of disorder, became so fascinating that the people of the village of Sangha, who were immortal, bought a cadaver so that they could have a marauding soul and so that they could enchant it with these marvelous dances. But from that point on, they began to die. Art is a fatal seduction. That’s why the Dama is dangerous.

The beauty of a ritual can render it universally intelligible.

Yes, but you cannot explain this beauty if you do not know the myth. The myth is there, it is underlying, but you do not understand it. The last part of the funeral rituals begins on the next day when the soul leaves the village and goes toward the abode of the dead in Manga. The nani or “correspondents” of the dead accompany them along the way and go off from time to time to bring them food. The Dogon say that it takes sixty years to properly make the journey of the dead.
This idea of death slowly dissolving is one of the most beautiful poetic transpositions that man’s creativity has ever conceived. We talk of memory, oblivion! They say it is there, it is moving away, so you have to push it gently.

The soul has left, but the vital force remains in the paintings, which take on new masks, and which will give a bit of Ambara’s vital force to all the masks to come. So this is the great course of the Dogon funeral rituals.

When I saw these films again with Germaine Dieterlen, we realized that we had approached the problem backward. Until that point, what we had done for almost thirty years was to amass cinematographic documentation in considerable quantity—a bunch of analyses of rituals that we had attempted to explicate and comment on according to the corresponding Dogon myths. What we now have to do is try to tell the myth while illustrating it, in particular with the corresponding rituals. And it was no doubt indispensable, when faced with such a complicated myth, to start with these slightly naive analyses of the rituals, because this permitted us to better understand a particularly complex myth. We have already begun to shoot the first pictures of this film, which will probably be called Le renard pâle (The Pale Fox), and which begins at the very beginning of the world, when there was nothing, neither earth, nor air, nor water, nor fire, nothing but a grain seed, denser than you can imagine. And then comes the explosion.

The Fictions

The fundamental element of the three films, Petit à Petit, made in 1969, Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet, made in 1974, and Babatou, les trois conseils, made in 1977, is the presence of the characters you’ve been following since the beginning, and who have played a fundamental role in your work. Who are they?

Damouré Zika, a Sorko fisherman whom I met in 1941 on the Niger River, introduced me into the circle of fishermen through his grandmother. Lam Ibrahima Dia went down the river with us in a canoe, in 1946 and 1947. Tallou Mouzourane joined our team during Bataille sur le grand fleuve.

So here are three characters who correspond to three completely different personalities: three faces, three different ways of behaving, and probably three different ethnic groups.

Damouré is Sorko, Lam is Peul, Tallou is Bella.
Do you think there is any analogy between these three characters and those of the commedia dell’arte? Those typical characters, those masks, they facilitate the elaboration of plots, of canvases that can be infinitely multiplied.

In fact, Damouré and Lam have been in other films, those of Moustapha Alassane and those of Oumarou Ganda, and they always play the same role: themselves.

*The three have another element in common: improvisation. In the commedia dell’arte, the characters, by knowing each other so well, learn to polish up their linguistic craft. Does this happen in the same way?*

No, because there’s more than just language. There are gestures, action, and above all, what does not exist in the commedia dell’arte is the director who improvises his staging. We never know the story before we start filming. When we filmed *Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet*, those were real episodes of the trip, for example, real car breakdowns that served as the basis for our improvisation. This was how we had made *Jaguar*, and we proceeded in the same fashion for *Petit à Petit*.

*In Petit à Petit, there was something beyond the invention of the accidents; there was a deliberate theme. The theme of an African confronting a Western situation.*

In fact, there was no theme: in reality Damouré came to Paris to do an internship for UNESCO. That was how we got to film Damouré in Paris. Here again we could not do a documentary. So we had decided to do a sequel to *Jaguar*: the society of “Petit à petit l’oiseau fait son bonnet,” created in *Jaguar* by Damouré, Lam, and Illo, becomes important and sends its president, Damouré, to see how people live in multistory houses, because they want to build a skyscraper in Ayorou. That was our only starting point.

*That’s really all you knew?*

No, we had decided at the outset that Damouré and Lam would not agree to play businessmen unless they could abandon everything at the end of the film; just as in *Jaguar* they only went to Gold Coast on the condition that they be able to give away all their gains when they got back. So we left for Ayorou, where we had created a fictitious import-export business, and then Damouré, the director, takes the plane to Paris. All this was really filmed at that moment. Then filming stopped. Damouré began his internship at UNESCO and, at the same time, discovered Paris all by himself. During *Jaguar*, he had written a travel journal (*Mystérieux et dommages d'affaires*, published at the NRF); in the same way, he kept a journal of his
life in Paris. It was an explorer’s log, a precise rendering of a cruel voyage to wonderland. Starting with this text, we built our story. There are two versions of this film. One that lasts four and one-half hours, and the other that came out in the theaters, lasting an hour and one-half.

What was the Africans’ reaction to this film? Their reaction was pretty hostile. The end of the film was a total misunderstanding. It was a question not of backing up but only of taking time to stop and think. The film was a really popular success in African theaters.

Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet, the film that enjoyed the greatest success . . . That was perhaps the most fun film to make. We wanted to show how a chicken dealer (Lam’s actual profession at the time) lives. The whole film unfolded in a bizarre way because we were overwhelmed by incidents in the improvisation. Lam’s car had no brakes, no headlights, and no registration. It was really a patience-mobile that forced us to stop when we least expected. The introduction of the character of the devil of the bush came up in Lam’s reflections when we broke down. “Let’s not stop here,” he said every time the car refused to go on, “there are devils here!” The entire story was improvised step by step as we filmed.

In the film there is an extraordinary element—the constant dismantling and rebuilding of the car. There hasn’t been a thing like this on film since Charlie Chaplin.

That car should never have been on the road! There were no special effects; the dismantling of the car was effectively carried out in one day. The first river crossing, underwater, was Lam’s idea; the second, in the tarp, was mine; and the third, where we used the air tanks as floaters, was Damouré’s idea.

Babatou, les trois conseils is your latest feature-length film. It too was realized with the help of some of your old collaborators.

The idea was to make a film that was both historical and at the same time a son of Jaguar. When we studied the migrations from 1951 to 1961, we learned that these southward migrations had been started in the middle of the last century by a great expedition of conquerors, the Zarma and the Songhay, who had come from central Niger. Gazari, Alphahano, and Babatou were the legendary leaders of these wars in the Gurunsi lands (in the northwest part of modern-day Ghana). At the time of the European conquest, Babatou fought the French, the British, and the Germans in turn. Within the framework of the wars of the Babatou, we have placed the story of the three counsels, which is one of the Oriental tales that has
spread widely throughout black Africa. An old man exchanges a captive for three essential pieces of advice: “If you arrive in a village at sunset, go no farther, stop there; if you arrive at the edge of a river in spate, wait until the water goes down before crossing; if you get angry at night, wait until morning before doing anything.”

In making this film, we considered the question of language: should the actors speak French or an African tongue? The warriors of Babatou, when they were in the Gurunsi lands, had to use a lingua franca, Dioula, which was in fact something like the broken French spoken in this film, but which many West Africans can understand without subtitles. Relations with women were probably like this. These people had a great number of wives, and the children who were born belonged neither to one nor to the other, neither to the father’s family nor to the mother’s. There is even an ethnographic section in this film, a traditional warrior’s burial. I asked a Zima, an animistic priest, to reconstruct the ceremony through which the soul of the dead is allowed to remain on earth to protect the living. He made the ritual sacrifice, but of course, the cadaver was fake. The film has not yet been distributed. It was selected for the Cannes Festival in 1978. I showed it in Niamey. At the end of the screening, as always happens in Africa, the viewers discussed the film and figured out the moral. It was a child who discovered the moral. He said, “I’d say that the moral is that you should follow the advice of your elders, but not too much!”

The Creative Trance

When Rouch reviewed the text of his oral interview with Enrico Fulchignoni, he decided to add a written conclusion. A portion of this added text comes from his essay “On the Vicissitudes of the Self,” which appears in its entirety in part 1 of this collection.—Ed.

One of the essential parts of the work I have been able to do is the research on the phenomena of possession. Yenendi: The Rainmakers is the third film that I directed. It’s a rain ritual, filmed in Simiri in 1951 and 1952. You see how men, possessed by the rain genies, speak in the name of these deities of nature and make a contract about the upcoming rainy season. This was the first attempt to show the phenomena of possession, to show the trances as we saw them in Les maîtres fous. Tourou et Bitti, les tambours d’avant, on the same subject, possession, was made thirty years later in the same village of Simiri. It’s a ritual that takes place before the rainy season to ask the spirits of the bush to protect the coming harvest against locusts.
and against curses. These two films show what cinematographic technique has become today. In the first there are very short shots with an impersonal ethnographic narration that tries to explain the ritual and to illustrate it with the arrival of the rain. In the second one, I used a ten-minute shot sequence that I started five minutes before the essential event, the possession trance. It is done in real time. In these two films, the same characters appear. The woman who is possessed by the rainbow in the first film is the priestess of the harvest in the second. Douada Sorko, the priest of the second ritual who speaks with the spirit of the bush, is the same person we see in the first film wearing a colonial helmet and shaking a hatchet with bells on it. When I filmed the second ritual, I myself was in a sort of trance that I call a ciné-trance, the creative state, which allowed me to follow very closely the person who was about to be initiated. The camera played the role of a ritual object. The camera becomes a magic object that can unleash or accelerate the phenomena of possession because it leads the filmer onto paths he would never have dared to take if he did not have it in front of him, guiding him to something that we scarcely understand: cinematographic creativity. I wrote an essay in 1971 about the film Tourou et Bitti, dealing with the vicissitudes of the person of the possessed, of the magician, of the sorcerer, of the filmmaker, and of the ethnographer. It seemed to me in particular that the individual observer who confronted the phenomena of possession, of magic and sorcery, merited critical examination himself. It is necessary to state my position, within the limits of my current knowledge, on the Songhay-Zarma theory of the person in the crisis of possession, founded on the notion of a “double,” or bia, who represents shadow, reflection, and the soul, all at the same time.

The elements of this are the temporary substitution of the person by the spirit’s double (or by the spirit itself); the conservation of the substituted double in a fresh skin of protection; the role of music and dance as the call of the spirit or of the double of a spirit who is not yet incarnate. One could say that every man has a double, a bia who lives in a copy of the world, in the domain of spirits, the masters of the forces of nature, the permanent domain of the imaginary, temporary domain of magicians or of sorcerers. This reflection of the world does not seem to go beyond the limits of the earthly world; it does not flow into the world beyond which is ruled by God. Between the real world and its double, connections are possible either through the incarnation of spirits in the course of possession dances, or by a magician’s trance, or by the materialization of the sorcerer during his hunt for other doubles. These two worlds, in the end, are so interpenetrative that it is almost impossible for the uninformed observer to distinguish the real from the imaginary in them. “I met Ali yesterday” can
just as easily mean “I really met Ali yesterday” as “I dreamed about, I thought about, Ali yesterday.” And when the observer gets used to this gymnastic, he disturbs the real as well as the imaginary.

In this universe of fragile mirrors, next to men or women who can with one clumsy motion unleash or stop the trance, the presence of the observer cannot be neutral. Whether he wants it or not, he himself is integrated into the general movement, and his slightest actions are interpreted with reference to this particular system of thought. All the people I film today are familiar with the camera and know what it is capable of seeing and hearing. They have also seen successive screenings of the films in the course of their editing. In fact, they react to this art of visual and sound reflection in the same way they react during the public art of possession or the private art of magic and sorcery. The person of the filmmaker is transformed before their eyes as he focuses on them. He no longer speaks except to shout such incomprehensible words as “roll” or “cut!” He no longer watches except through the intermediary of a strange appendage, a camera and its viewfinder, and he no longer listens except through the intermediary of a shotgun microphone.

Paradoxically it is thanks to all this equipment, thanks to this new type of behavior, that the filmmaker can be integrated into the ritual. This strange choreography, if it is inspired, renders the cameraman and his assistant, the soundman, not invisible but actually participants in the ceremony in process.

Thus, for the Songhay-Zarma, who are quite used to cinema, my person is altered before their eyes just as the person of the possession dancers is altered, to the point where it is the ciné-trance of one filming the real trance of the other.

We can go even further: isn’t this image hunt comparable to the sorcerer’s hunt for “doubles”? And the film that I keep with extraordinary care (darkness, low temperature, dryness) is a “packet of reflections,” a “packet of doubles.” If the camera can be considered a part of the bloody skin of protection, then sending the films off to distant laboratories can be considered, on the other hand, like the sorcerer’s devouring of the double.

For me the analogy stops there, because the succession of operations is not explicitly handled in African mythologies. This “stolen” image comes back a couple of months later and, on the screen, comes back to life in an instant.

That’s where I am at the moment in my thoughts about my role as taker and giver of doubles, of eater and then exhibitor of reflections, but I know this is a matter of research that could be relevant to shedding some light on the singular relations between ethnography and the ethnographer.
It is hardly possible for me to establish now the Songhay theory of the person of the filmmaker, but I will try to sketch a profile in the course of later films with the Zima, the Sorko, and the Sohantye who have collaborated for more than thirty years in my research. All I can say today is that in the field, the simple observer modifies himself. When he is working, he is no longer the one who greeted the old men at the edge of the village. To take up the Vertovian terminology, he is “ciné-ethno-watching,” he “ciné-ethno-observes,” he “ciné-ethno-thinks.” Those who confront him modify themselves similarly, once they have placed their confidence in this strange habitual visitor. They “ethno-show” and “ethno-talk,” and at best, they “ethno-think,” or better yet, they have “ethno-rituals.” It is this permanent “ciné-dialogue” that seems to me one of the interesting angles of current ethnographic progress: knowledge is no longer a stolen secret, later to be consumed in the Western temples of knowledge. It is the result of an endless quest where ethnographers and ethnographees meet on a path that some of us are already calling “shared anthropology.”

The Staging of Reality and the Documentary Point of View of the Imaginary

In March 1981 Rouch decided to update his conclusion a second time. He wrote this text in Paris as his final thoughts on the interview.— Ed.

For me, as an ethnographer and filmmaker, there is almost no boundary between documentary film and films of fiction. The cinema, the art of the double, is already the transition from the real world to the imaginary world, and ethnography, the science of the thought systems of others, is a permanent crossing point from one conceptual universe to another; acrobatic gymnastics, where losing one’s footing is the least of the risks.

In filming a ritual (for example, a possession dance among the Songhay, or a Dogon funeral), the filmmaker discovers a complex and spontaneous stage setting whose creator he most often knows nothing about. Is it the priest seated in his armchair, is it the nonchalant musician, is it the first dancer? He doesn’t have time to look for this indispensable guide if he wants to record the spectacle that is beginning to unfold and cannot be stopped, as if animated by its own perpetual motion. So the filmmaker stages this reality like a director, improvising his shots, his movements or his shooting time, a subjective choice whose only key is his personal inspiration. And, no doubt, a masterpiece is achieved when this inspiration of the observer is in unison with the collective inspiration of what he is observing. But this is so rare, it demands such a connivance, that
I can only compare it to those exceptional moments of a jam session between Duke Ellington’s piano and Louis Armstrong’s trumpet, or fiery encounters between strangers that André Breton sometimes gives us accounts of. And though I may have succeeded in this sort of dialogue once in a while, for example in Tourou et Bitti, a shot sequence of a possession dance, I still have the taste of this effort in my mouth, and of the risk taken so as not to stumble, not to screw up my focus and lens setting, to be drifting as slowly as possible and then to suddenly fly with my camera as alive as a bird. Without that, everything had to start over, which is to say that everything was lost forever. And when, exhausted by this tension and this effort, Moussa Amidou put down his microphone and I my camera, we felt as though the attentive crowd, the musicians, and even those fragile gods who had haunted their trembling dancers in the interval, all understood the meaning of our research and applauded its success. And this is probably why I can only explain this type of mise-en-scène with the mysterious term “ciné-trance.”

In the course of directing a fiction film, where everyone “acts,” the same phenomenon occurs regularly if one applies the techniques of cinematographic reporting to the recording of the imaginary. In traditional cinema, this work is done a priori when the director makes his shooting script, trying to put on paper the series of images that would lead the viewer to follow a precise itinerary. And it suffices to refer to Einstein’s scratch paper to discover the complexity of such a task (which the cinéphiles at the cinémathèque follow in reverse, starting with the known and recognized work, and working back to the yet uncertain sources of the work). Then the same patient research must begin all over in the preparation of the sets and in the play of the actors, repeated a hundred times. I must say that I have always been astounded by this mole’s task, which is supposed to end up in a film whose quality is meant to be, like true elegance, invisible. I am also thinking here of the American musical comedies that demand days and weeks of careful preparation to end up with five unforgettable minutes of a shot sequence of Gene Kelly dancing in the rain. It astounds me even more that I am totally incapable of doing the same.

The only possible way for me to approach fiction is to treat it the way I think I know how to treat reality. My golden rule is “one take,” only one angle per shot, and everything filmed in chronological order. Inspiration now changes sides, it is no longer solely up to the filmmaker to improvise his shots and his movements, it is also up to the actors to invent the action that they are as yet unaware of, dialogues that are born of the preceding retort. This means that the atmosphere, the humor, and the caprices of this capricious little devil I call “grace” play an essential role in the reaction.
and interreaction, which can only be irreversible. Here again it is impossible to back up, impossible to not take into account all the hazards one meets on the way. Thus in Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet we gave up trying to foresee the thread of our story because the continual breakdowns of our star-vehicle modified the preplanned scenario at each instant.

But at the same time, what a joy it is, what a “ciné-pleasure” for those who are being filmed, or for the one who is filming. It’s as though all of a sudden, anything is possible; to walk on water or take four or five steps in the clouds. So invention is continuous, and we had no other reason to stop than a lack of film or the mad laughter that made the microphones and cameras tremble dangerously.

And when the film was finished and Damouré, Lam, Tallou, and I discovered that our laughter was contagious and that the viewers shared our joy, we were happy as only madmen and children know how to be: we had succeeded in snatching a couple of feathers from the marvelous unknown bird, we had succeeded in sharing our dreams.

For me, there is no other way to make a film.
Filmmaker John Marshall and anthropologist John W. Adams interviewed Jean Rouch in English in September 1977 at the Margaret Mead Film Festival at the Museum of Natural History in New York. They asked Rouch to present his story of the making of *Les maîtres fous*, *The Lion Hunters*, and *Jaguar*. At the time, these three films about Africa were Rouch’s best-known works among North American students and teachers of anthropology. John W. Adams begins each section with a brief anthropological introduction to the films; Rouch’s comments follow.—Ed.

*Les maîtres fous*

*Les maîtres fous* (1953) is perhaps the best-known film by Rouch. Within twenty minutes it shows some of the urban background of a possession cult known as the Hauka, then presents their biggest ceremony of the year, held on a Sunday in the suburbs of Accra, Ghana. There the “horses” are possessed by spirits of colonial administrators and enact a drama that becomes a reflection of that regime through the eyes of cult members. The film concludes with scenes of the “horses” the next day and contrasts their happiness and tranquillity on the job with the violence of the ceremony. It suggests that the ceremony is a form of catharsis. An early report, “Culte des génies chez les Sonray” (from *Journal de la Société des Africanistes* 15 [1945]: 15–32), became the basis for research that culminated in Rouch’s doctoral dissertation, published in 1960 in Paris under the title *La religion et la magie Songhay*. These publications place the cult in the context of the traditional religion and show that it is a contemporary reworking within the colonial situation of themes and practices of the traditional religion. The film *Jaguar* shows more of the urban milieu within which the ceremo-
ny took place. (The reference under Jaguar also discusses the cult.) A review of Les maîtres fous was published in American Anthropologist 73 (1971): 1471–73.

I first came across the cult when I was doing a film on hippopotamus hunting among the Sorko (Bataille sur le grand fleuve). At the beginning of that film there is a woman in trance, and at the end there are three fishermen. I showed it later in Accra, and I think there were some Hauka in the audience; at any rate, the Hauka priests heard about it, and they cabled me in Togo, where I was at the time, to come and film their ceremony, which they planned to use as part of their ceremony. I had seen maybe one hundred ceremonies, and I knew the people very well, but I had never seen them eat a dog. They had only eaten a dog two or three times before. They did that, of course, because the British would not eat dogs, just as before they had eaten wild pig, which Muslims refuse to eat.

Once I saw in Kumasi, in the center of Ghana, the military parade of the Hauka, which was fantastic. There were altogether one hundred of them possessed, with their guns, all making a parade and shouting, but unfortunately it was at night, and I could not film it. Normally they go every Sunday in the suburbs, where sometimes a few are possessed. But the ceremony we filmed, the biggest one of the year, was held on a special farm. At the end of Les maîtres fous the truck driver says quite spontaneously, “Let’s have one of these—major ceremonies—every six months instead of only once a year,” which indicates how these possession religions come from the people; in other words, it isn’t a priest who decrees. It takes them about an hour to induce trance, occasionally three hours, or even, I remember once, two days! And when they are in trance they speak a strange language, which is part French. They make the foam in their mouths while they are in trance by moving their tongues and swallowing very fast at the same time, but you can’t do it unless you are in trance.

The cult is an African expression of our culture. The title of the film is a pun. It means the “masters of madness,” but the British colonial masters are the ones who are mad! There’s an attitude of both mockery and respect in Les maîtres fous; they’re playing gods of strength.

When the young African students, and those who work on salary, were schoolboys in their own villages, learning our culture, the Hauka was a fascinating kind of model to follow. Europeans are not supposed to be afraid of anything. They don’t care, they break taboos, they do what they want, and I think that the Hauka represent the same behavior, which is very important: people who are afraid of nothing, people who don’t care. A lot of them were possessed by Hauka when they were in school. At the
peak of the movement there were maybe one hundred Hauka gods, with newcomers all the time; and there were roughly 50,000 to 100,000 boys going every year to work in Ghana, and among them maybe 30 percent were possessed, but all the others were followers, “the faithful,” who were there every Saturday and Sunday seeing an entertainment which was better than cinema, full of fantastic things, like when they take the dog meat from the pot of boiling water and are not burned.

In the film there is only one woman who is possessed, and the reason is that it was made in Accra about a particular group of migrants who were men; the only girls were prostitutes who followed them. But in the traditional religion there are more women than men, and even now the majority of the gods’ “horses” are women. When we were filming, there was no policy of deliberate discrimination against women; in fact, it was open to everybody. Even if I had been possessed, I would have been a member of the sect, though I’m white.

Women are possessed by the same gods as men; there is no difference. In the film, the girl is possessed by a man, Captain Salma, the first French officer to be district commissioner in Niamey (from 1901 to 1905); he was married to an African girl. And there is a man who is possessed by Madame Salma, a very well known Hauka. Women are not possessed by a discrete group, as opposed to the men. And you’re not possessed by only one; you can have five gods in your panoply, but most people have only two or three, and they are always the same ones. It’s a question of personal character, which suddenly decides what type of god will possess you.

When the cult first appeared in Niger in 1925, the priests of the traditional religion were violently against it because, for example, when the priests were asking Dongo, the thunder god, to speak of rain, all the Hauka were coming and shouting and speaking of something other than the requests of the chiefs of the village. So the chiefs complained to the French administrators. The story is that around 1928 the district commissioner of Niamey, now the capital of the Republic of Niger, sent his guards around to the villages to collect all the Hauka and to bring them to Niamey, and when they were assembled he said, “Dance, I want to speak with Hauka.” So they performed a ceremony in front of him. They became possessed, and he asked the gods to weep and to take their tears and put them on the Hauka. The possession crisis stopped immediately, of course, and the commissioner said, “You see, there are no more Hauka, I am stronger than the Hauka.” Then he put them all in jail.

When they were in jail, one man became possessed and said, “I am a new Hauka, I’m Corsasi” (the Wicked Major). The name of the district commissioner was Crocchia, which is a Corsican name, and the man
said, “I’m Corsasi, I’m stronger than all the other Hauka, we have to break out of jail.” The jail walls were mud; they broke jail, went outside, shouting, and Crocchicia had to use all his guards to keep them quiet. They were kept in jail for two months and then sent back to their own village. But when they went back, the cult increased very quickly. They were martyrs, you see, and when you fight against a cult like that, you just give it publicity.

The French thought the Hauka might constitute a serious threat, because often in the colonial period some priests of Islam would start to preach the holy war, the jihad. I spoke to Governor Crocchicia myself at the end of his life about what had happened in Niamey. He was very old, and all he said was, “Oh yes, I remember this boy shouting. . . . They said they were devils. . . . But we did it.”

Later they had the same trouble with the British administration, and in ’35 or ’36 the British district commissioners made exactly the same mistakes: they put all these people in jail, and so on. And that very night there were fires all around the town; the Public Works Department in Accra was destroyed, and the Hauka—when they were possessed—said, “We are responsible. . . .” They did it to show that they were strong. So to avoid further trouble there was a kind of accord among the Hauka priests to perform their ceremonies only on Saturday and Sunday, and only in certain places.

I shot the film in two days in 1954, using the old Bell and Howell, which had to be rewound every twenty seconds. Jane, my wife, was with me, so was Damouré, who did the sound recording, and we were all very disturbed. We drove back at night in a small car, and it took maybe an hour. But first we had to walk half an hour to get to the car, and everyone was tired. We drove Gerba, the “loco driver,” back home, just like after a party, and there was an incredible smell of dogs and perfume in the car because they drink perfume during the ceremony. I said to Damouré, “We really made a very bad film, it’s very cruel,” and it was only then that we decided to go out the next day to see what the boys were doing.

But with us among my staff was a young lad named Tallou, who later acted in Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet (1975). He was shocked: “Everything is fake. All this is fake.” And Gerba said to him, “Tallou, be careful. You shouldn’t say that because the Hauka will take revenge.” And two weeks later Tallou was possessed! It was a savage trance; it caused a lot of trouble because he was possessed in the middle of Accra, and he started to fight his friends. We found him spending the night in the cemetery outside the town, and I brought him to Mountyeba the priest, who said, “Yes, he’s possessed, but you have to wait maybe a year before his initiation,” and he also told me, “You are responsible because you brought him here. The best thing to do is to take him back to his own village.” He gave me some perfume and
other things and explained how to quiet Tallou if there was a crisis. So I sent Tallou with my driver Lam (who also played in my films!). They went back to Niger by train and lorry, and during the journey, he was possessed two or three times, and Lam had to quiet him by pouring perfume on his head and saying, “Be quiet, be quiet.” It was two years before Tallou was initiated. One of the last Hauka was a French general who was commandant during the Indo-China war. And the very last was called General Marseilles, because some African troops who were going to Indo-China stayed in Marseilles, France. Tallou was possessed by General Marseilles, the last of the Hauka.

I couldn’t show the film, first because of British censorship, which equated the picture of the governor with an insult to the queen and to her authority; and I couldn’t show it also because when I projected the film—I’d done experiments about this—the people who went into trance did so in an uncontrollable and almost dangerous way. It is a kind of electroshock to show a man a film of himself in trance.

But I think that the priests knew all this quite well and that they wanted to use it for its therapeutic value. Perhaps they might have been able to control it. I’m sure they knew they were playing with fire, but it was probably their intention to go beyond what had been done before. You see, when they first decided to eat a dog, it was really breaking a very strong taboo. They were doing something very bad, and maybe if they had used the film there would have been a fantastic emergence of all the Hauka power at the same time. Well, they were ready to try a kind of experiment because they felt they could command any aspect of European-based technology, including cameras and films, and so it would have been a challenge. My hypothesis is that they would have used a camera in the cult just as they used a gun: a crude wooden camera, and it would have been a normal part of the cult, if this movement had not been stopped by independence. But it was.

Well, when Les maîtres fous was first shown in Paris, at the Musée de l’Homme, by Professor Marcel Griaule, there were some African students around, keeping an eye on the museum, and they said it was an affront to their dignity. But it’s now shown at the Cultural Center in Niger, and frankly I think it’s better to eat a dog on Sundays and to be quiet during the rest of the week than it is to be sending people to concentration camps. In fact, the uprisings in May ’68 were a kind of possession by things that were otherwise inexpressible.

I remember the reaction of Claude Chabrol, the French filmmaker, who called Braunberger, my distributor, and said to him, “I want to meet Jean Rouch, because he’s a fantastic filmmaker. What a setup! How can he direct actors like that?” Because he thought it was a fake. You see, it’s im-
possible to predict the reaction of an audience. Jean Genet's was to write *Les Nègres*. Peter Brook used it to train his actors for *Marat/Sade*—though Lacan has said it has absolutely nothing to do with our mental disease—and I asked Peter Brook if his actors became possessed, and he told me that they would never admit it because they want to be only actors.

The film in fact shows the very end of the Hauka development because it was only two or three years before the independence of Ghana. When the country became independent, the Hauka still continued, but there was no more colonial power, and there was never a Hauka called Kwame Nkrumah. It was really a cult of the colonial period. It's very interesting because we seldom assist at the birth of a new cult and never at its death. Five or ten years later I showed the film, not in Accra, but back in the villages, and they were very moved by it.

After independence, the new Ghana government thought that there were too many foreign workers in Ghana, so they started to control migration. Fewer and fewer boys went to Accra to find jobs, and the Hauka boys who were settled in Accra went back one after the other to their own country, and they brought back their Hauka with them to their own villages. But three years later, in 1960, their own country was independent, and the Hauka no longer had the same success as before. When they came back, the traditional priests assimilated the Hauka. So Dongo, the god of thunder, is now considered to be their father. And the story is that Bilali, another aspect of Dongo, when he was in Mecca, had a lot of sons who came to Africa. They say that Bilali actually sang Hauka songs and did Hauka rituals when he was in Mecca. The Hauka were the enfants terribles of Bilali, but now they are with us; we are all together in the same family. And even today in the very remote traditional villages, the Hauka still play an important role.

I've been working in Simiri, one hundred miles north of Niamey, where I have made a lot of films. One was about the drought in this area, because they are rainmakers (*Sécheresse à Simiri*, 1973–1974), and when I showed the film to the people there, last year, I learned that the rain was being kept in the hat of the chief and that he was responsible for the drought. And I learned that the chief keeps a white horse in his compound that is never mounted. It's the real horse of the spirit of the village, and near his stable is a black bull. Every seven years they have to slaughter the black bull and pour its blood on the horse. Of course the horse sometimes dies, and then they have to get another one. I heard that the next ceremony will happen in a year and a half, and that one year before the ceremony, the black bull is freed. He goes into the bush, where he spends the whole year. When the time for the ceremony arrives, the Hauka of the
village possess the boys and girls, and it is the Hauka who have to go into
the bush and find the bull and bring him back to be slaughtered. I tell this
because it shows the role that the Hauka play now in a very important and
certainly very old ceremony. The Hauka are in fact not responsible for cre-
at ing the ceremony, but they’re incorporated into it. They still do auda-
cious things. So the village will send Europe’s best soldiers out to catch
the bull!

Five years ago there were newcomers exactly as the Hauka once were
newcomers. In small villages new gods appeared who called themselves
Sasale. The Sasale were originally a group of former slaves who are very
famous in Niger because they danced for the chiefs. And when they danced
they took off all their clothing and they sang sexual songs and danced
sexual dances. And the spectators paid them to stop. You see the idea: it’s
a kind of striptease, only you pay them not to go on! Well, when the Sasale
possess the boys and girls, they do the same thing; they start to take off
their clothes, and they start to make love when they are possessed. It was
considered shameful, it was forbidden by the Niger police, and they were
put in jail, and the same story started all over again, and of course it only
became more and more important.

The Sasale were in fact the ghosts of famous singers, prostitutes, play-
boys, who had died some years before and come back. The first one was
named Alibiyo, which means “The Black Ali.” He was a young and very
handsome man who had been propagandist of the RDA, the Rassemble-
ment Démocratique Africain, a political party in the fight for independence
in West Africa. He died just after independence in ’61, and the minstrels,
guitar players, fiddle players—the griot—composed a very famous song
about him called “Alibiyo.” The Niger army was looking for traditional
tunes to play and chose “Alibiyo.” When Alibiyo appeared three years
later, he said, “You are calling me all the time, even the army is calling me.
Well, here I am, I’m Alibiyo the playboy,” and that was the beginning.

This new religion is starting the same way: it’s absolutely underground
because the government is against sex. I began a film about it, but they
asked me not to show it because of course the people were all, well, they
were not making love in front of the camera, but all the dances, all the
songs, were about sex: “Look at my clitoris,” “Oh, your testicles are won-
derful,” and so on. It was really something. You see, it happens all the
time. These religions are a kind of inconscient collectif. The people can’t
explain what they’re doing; they can only show what they’re thinking of,
and it means that during these years from the twenties to independence, they
were thinking of power—military, administrative, bureaucratic power—and
now they are thinking of sex and death.
The Hauka introduced the idea of people who are outlaws, in the exact sense of the word. (It’s important in one’s myth to have people who are outlaws.) But now that the Hauka are inside the law, because they are the sons of Dongo, there are new outlaws of sex and death, the Sasale. Even in the present political situation, it’s still working, it’s still there.

*The Lion Hunters*

*The Lion Hunters* (1956–1965) opens with shots of a Land Rover entering the “land of nowhere,” heading toward a village where preparations are under way for a Gow hunting party (making arrows and poison, target practice, and so forth). In the second part, the hunters go out and kill a number of animals, including three lions, but the lion named “the American,” which they had hoped to kill, eludes them. The identity of the Gow hunters and their relationship to the other peoples in the area are not fully explained. Rouch’s field notes, deposited in the Musée de l’Homme, have not been written up, and the only printed material is a collection of folklore (*Les Gow, ou chasseurs du Niger...*, by Auguste Victor Dupuis-Yakouba, Paris, 1911), which suggests in the origin myth only that the Gow hunters may be illegitimate sons. Rouch elaborates on the comment in the film that the men who kill lions lose their sons, and sketches briefly something of the political relationship of the Gow to the Songhay millet farmers of the area. During the interview, Rouch drew our attention to a publication about a similar group of (Manding) hunters by Youssouf Cisse, “Notes sur les sociétés de chasseurs Malinké” (*Journal de la Société des Africanistes* 34 [1964]: 175–226), which explains why they fear that they will lose their sons. *The Lion Hunters* was reviewed in *American Anthropologist* 74 (1972): 1567–68.

The film was made in a very specific place, which is at the exact boundary of three states: Niger, Upper Volta, and Mali. There are many lions there because it’s so remote. To give you an example, we left Niger in the morning, the lion killed an animal in Upper Volta, and the lion was killed in Mali, just crossing the border. There are no boundaries, no border control, only a tree.

The narration on the American version is a translation of the narration, which I did for the French version. *The Bush Which Is Farther than Far* is a translation of *Gandji Kanga Mooru Nda Mooru*, which is the actual name. We were just at the boundary of the millet-farming area and the bush. The nomads go into the bush, which is farther than far. But *le pays*
de nulle part was a nickname that we gave the place: the Land of Nowhere. I said in the commentary that there were mountains without any name, and that we called them “Mountains of the Moon,” or “Mountains of Crystal.” You see, I wanted to express in the commentary the fact that we were included in this adventure, and that we put all our own fantasies into it, because we kidded around about these things, just joking. Maybe I was very ambitious, but my idea was to start from the beginning, to tell the story as they would tell it to their own boys, and it was to be the story of this particular hunting party in which Rouch was filming.

Nowadays, there are Songhay, Gow, Tuaregs, Bella, and Fulani nearby. The Songhay are millet farmers. The Gow aren’t a tribe; they are just a group of Songhay who hunt lions. Then there are two nomadic tribes: the Tuaregs and the Bella (who are slaves of the Tuaregs), in addition to the Fulani-Djelgodji, who are the last Fulani nomads to penetrate inside the belt of the Niger River.

The Songhay own the land on which the Fulani pasture their cattle, so the Fulani have no right to the lions. The same with the Tuaregs. They pay the Gow to hunt, and when they kill a lion, the Gow receive maybe two or three bulls, which they pasture with the Fulani herds. The Gow also get the heart of the lion, which they can sell for as much as a thousand dollars, but the Fulani don’t know that. The head of the hunters goes every year to Ghana to sell the lion hearts, the skins, and so on, and he brings back clothes and gifts to the Fulani. He is a very wealthy man.

But the Fulani don’t care; to them it’s a magic business. They want only one thing: to go into this area with their cattle and to be at peace with the farmers, and to be at peace with the lions. Yet the Fulani say that if there were no more lions, they would have to leave the country. After the drought, the lions crossed to the other bank of the Niger River, and the Fulani followed. They said, “The lions know where there is good grass, small water holes. Where there are lions we have good meadows, good pasturage, good grass for our cattle, because the lions know where they can find antelopes, which need the same grass.”

I wanted to make a film about the Fulani, but it was impossible. You cannot go with them at night when the cattle are there because they are speaking with the lions, fighting them. They tell you the story of these encounters, but you cannot film them. Even very small boys, perhaps seven years old, come back and say, “Tonight I fought a lion with my club.”

The Fulani have no right to kill lions because they are shepherds, so the only thing they can do is to fight them with their clubs and stones and hope the lion will go away. But if they use spears, it’s finished; the lions will
attack. You see, there’s a kind of agreement between the lions and the shepherds, a kind of contract: the lions can kill the cows or the bulls who are not in good condition, but if a lion kills not to eat but for its own sake, then they can call the Gow to kill it. Technically, of course, they could do it themselves, though it’s not so easy.

Normally the Gow stay home and wait for one of the shepherds to come. When there is a lion, the Gow know what happened; they know exactly how many lions were there. If they know the lions, they know the track, they know the way the lion kills the animals, they know exactly what is the mood of the lion, and so on. That is the magic knowledge of the bush, to know this kind of thing and decide to, well, to go in this direction to find him. But for example, I was in Yatakala when a man came from Mali, maybe sixty kilometers away. “Well, there is some trouble with a lion.” So Tahirou sent one of the Gow on horseback to see what was going on. And two days later the man came back and said, “There’s a group of lions there, but they are absolutely normal; we must not interfere with them.”

The hunters are recruited because they are interested. Anybody can be a Gow if he has enough courage and enough technique to kill a lion. That’s the difference between a Gow and other groups: they are not a descent group; they are just hunters, a professional caste, but not like the blacksmiths, because a blacksmith has to be the son of a blacksmith. It’s just an open caste for people of knowledge. In the beginning of the area, the hunters played a very important role as leaders, and what was important was that their power was not hereditary. The narration of the film says: “If you kill lions, you will lose all your children, all your boys will die.” So you cannot have descendants. The chief was the best hunter, but there were no “sons of the best hunter” to succeed him because he had no sons. (In fact it happened that Isiyaka lost one of his sons during the next year after killing the lion in the film, but he knew that was the risk he ran.) They say that in the beginning, the founders of state power in West Africa were hunters. And one day they preferred power to hunting. Then their sons could live, and when they died, they asked the people to take their sons to be chiefs instead of themselves. That was the end of this wonderful time when there was no hereditary power. There was power only in the sense that the best hunter was the chief.

The Gow don’t own the lions on their land. They are hunting lions; the lions are hunting something else, and sometimes the lions are hunting Gow, to kill them! It happens. There are not many lions now, but twenty or thirty years ago there were. All the people farmed, but during the dry
season, when they had nothing to do, the men made war or went hunting. To hunt a lion is to be a really big hunter. And the lions are considered almost like domestic animals.

They say that the lion was the model of human society. The lion is polygynous: he lives with his son, and the lioness very often does all the work for them. But the lion is the chief of his territory, and he has to fight against the other lions, just to keep the place for a lioness. And they say that when the cubs roar there is rivalry between the lion father and his son, and at the same time the lion has to fight against his son. Normally, though, the son goes out with his twin sister to found a new family. And they say that in ancient times, men’s communities started in the same way; all the children were twins. And the first marriage was between twins; it was the beginning of the family. In the human social organization, the males were hunters, doing exactly the same thing as the lions, and it was a model they followed. And sometimes the young lion, if the father lion is old, fights against his father, and if he can kill his father, he has to eat him. Then he is a chief. And they say that when you find the body of an old lion, in the bush as if it had been eaten, that it is not the hyena or the jackals who did it, for they cannot eat lion meat, but it was the lion’s son. Well, that’s the myth.

The story is that the poison, the boto, was given to the first man by a female elephant that gave him the secret because she was jealous of another female elephant that was in love with her husband. And the female elephant asked the man to prepare poison. The man became a close friend to this elephant, and when everything was ready, he said to his father, “Tomorrow I’ll go and kill the big elephant.” And his father said, “Tell me the whole story.” And he said, “I saw the female, she gave me the nagyi and everything to make poison, and I have to put it on my spear.” And the father asked his son, “How many spears did you bring with you?” “Only one, that’s enough.” And the father said, “My son, take two and be careful.” Then the boy went into the top of a tree. The female asked her husband to come this way, and when he was under the tree, the man threw his spear, and the male elephant died. And then the female elephant tried to attack the tree with the hunter in it, but fortunately he had a second spear, and with the second spear he killed the female who had given him the secret of the bush. That’s the story.

They prepare the poison inside a magic circle to avoid all influence of the bush. There are certain small bush spirits, atakurma, who are the shepherds of the wild animals, and who spy on the Gow for the lions! When the Gow prepare the poison, they are not really invisible, but they are secret. The poison itself is strong enough to kill a lion, from a chemical point of view, but they put in something else, and that’s their own magic. And
maybe the small *atakurma* see that and go tell the lion, “Well, there is no way out.” But when I asked the Gow to explain it, they just laughed, which means, “We don’t want to give you the answer.”

When it’s finished they break the jars that had contained the poison, and walk around on them. I said to one of them, “If you are hurt, you’ll die,” and he said, “Yes, of course, I’ll die.” But that’s the game: to play with the poison to show that you are stronger than the poison. Actually, though, they have an antidote, because when they shoot a lion there are spent arrows on the ground, and if they are barefoot, they can be hurt by an arrow and die. So they carry this counterpoison with them. I asked them what it is, but they wouldn’t tell me. Only that they take the charcoal that is used to make the fire to boil the poison. That’s all: this charcoal is the counterpoison. Which in fact is not true. There is something else. But they don’t want me to know the secret, because when these people were warriors, they prepared the antidote to cure people hurt by the poison. That’s the big secret.

The Gow poison is really very effective, an alkaloid to stop the heart. After ten minutes the lion is absolutely stunned. What’s strange is that this alkaloid (from the fruit of a *Strophantus* tree) contains some of the same chemical components as cortisone. It’s been analyzed. And they use the fat of the lion to cure rheumatism. Which means that when you kill a lion, his body becomes a kind of laboratory when he’s dying, producing this fat to cure rheumatism. Maybe we can use it in the pharmacy! It’ll be a blessing to the lion population, a boom on lions!

Among the Gow there is only one person who knows the secret of the poison, Tahirou, who is very old and is now ready to give the secret to another man. At the beginning of the film, when he is speaking the “initiation chain,” he says, “Bulason gave the secret to Koro, and Koro gave it to me.” Koro was his father, but Bulason was not his grandfather. Of course, Tahirou will try to give his secret to one of his kinsmen, a nephew, for example, but it’s the hunters themselves who decide.

I don’t know how they decide, but it’s certainly the one who “knows” and who has luck. It’s very important to have luck. It won’t be Isiyaka because he has no luck, though he’s a good hunter and a good fiddle player. Wangari, the younger brother of Isiyaka, has good luck because he’s laughing all the time. When you have a jolly fellow like that around, it’s good. And he knows more than Isiyaka about the bush. Tahirou in fact is not a very good hunter; he knows things, he has contact with lions, can read their tracks, and so on, but actually he is a very bad archer, though the commentary does not say so. But at the end of the film, when they all come back to the village, the lion is *said* to have been killed by his arrow because
he's the chief. Every hunter knows quite well, though, that he had absolutely no arrow in the lion when they killed it, but he gets the heart, which will be sold for a very large amount of money. The villagers say, “O Tahirou is the best, he's the chief, his arrow was in the heart. . . .” But we knew that it was Isiyaka. The narration says only that Isiyaka, the fiddle player, is really the best shot. But he isn’t a “good hunter” because he has no luck.

Tahirou decides when to start the hunt, and he stops it when there is something wrong. For example, when they killed the hyena, he said, “It's very bad, we have to be careful. . . .” They say the hyena is the most intelligent animal in the bush and that it’s very dangerous. The men were absolutely terrified of it and stopped for two hours, but it was not necessary. Of course the hyena was very angry, but it was not dangerous at all. They said, “The hyena should die very quickly.” They never did that with the lion later on. They shot in a second arrow very quickly just to finish him off. We came back to the Fulani camp, and that was the beginning of our bad luck. Tahirou was not speaking. And for two weeks, nothing happened, everything went wrong. We “lost the tracks,” and for the Gow, “to follow the track” means to go out alone to kill a lion one-on-one. That is the correct—the Gow—way to do it, but they told me I couldn’t go on a real hunt till I’d been on a hunt like this. So they kept saying, “We cannot follow the track and see where the lion is.”

You see, my filming of the hunt was my own initiation as a lion hunter, and my intention in editing the film and in the commentary was to try to give the audience a feeling of what I myself felt as I was learning the way of the lion hunt. I said all this in the original French version, but the American distributor cut out the parts where I explained it! Twenty minutes are missing, and there are also two reels absolutely out of sync: when the boys are training with bows and arrows, and the last reel.

The missing reels come just after the making of the poison. The Gow gather together to decide what kind of hunt they will make, and then they show some of the different ways. For example, they build a kind of mud bunker just in front of the water hole where the lions come to drink; it’s not a reconstruction, but they are playing. However, when the hunters are inside the bunker at night, they have no lights, so it was impossible to make the film that way. The other way is to sit on top of a tree near where a donkey or some other animal has been killed by a lion and just wait there at night. But again you cannot film it because it's dark. They said, “We cannot go out alone because you’re not lion hunters.” So we decided to make a film showing them using traps. I follow them to Ghana where they buy their traps, and I show the men making the traps in Swedru. (They are European traps by origin: the Portuguese brought the technique.) Then
we start the hunt. But every time it’s failed. So they went to see a man who tells the future by throwing cowrie shells, who said that there was a member of the staff who was against the hunt because he was acquainted with the lioness and did not want to hunt. And when he described this man, everybody knew who he was, but we had to stop. Then you see the cable (which was actually sent), and the film continues as I made it.

I had authorizations to make the film from Upper Volta, Mali, and Niger. And they sent an officer there from Mali with two frontier guards with guns. But the Gow asked us never to have a gun with us because it’s so dangerous. They said, “If the lions smell the odor, they will attack the man directly.” Well, I don’t know if that’s true, but there was some anxiety on the part of the Gow. So we had absolutely no guns, nothing. I was very annoyed because when the lion charged, the two guards with their guns ran away very quickly, and Damouré had to cure them afterward because their legs were full of thorns from the grass in the bush. It was a shame. (If you look carefully at the film, you can see one of these men with a gun. I kept it in because it was true. But it was shameful for them to have behaved like that, and we had some trouble about it later with the authorities.) At the beginning of my filming, the Gow smelled the camera, and they said, “That’s exactly the same odor as a gun, you have to be careful.” So for the entire time I put herbs on my camera just to avoid the smell.

In fact my presence among the Gow was the cause of an accident with the Fulani herdsman. He saw me with the Beaulieu camera, which had a small zoom, and thought I had a magical weapon with which to kill the lion. He said, “Well, this man is not a Gow, yet he’s following the Gow, so we can go along, too.” They wanted to know what would happen. That was the real cause of the trouble, because they are not supposed to follow the Gow.

The reason why the film took so long to shoot is that year after year we went there, but it was impossible to start the hunt because there was no scandale, as they say, for example, that a lion had killed a camel and then did not eat the camel. The lions would eat more cattle if the Gow just killed lions without any reason. That’s the tradition.

For dramatic or aesthetic reasons, we changed the actual order of events. The first shot of Isiyaka playing his fiddle in sync sound was maybe the last shot I filmed. I used it at the beginning and at the end, when the boy fell asleep, but I shot them just at the end of the shooting. The last hunt in the film, for the lioness of Fitili, happened one year before the hunt for the other lioness. Every year that I was shooting the film, I would go with a copy and a projector to Yatakala and show the film to the Gow. After seeing the first cut, they said, “Well, it’s a pity you can’t see more
lions. We’ll have to go out and get some more lions.” So then we made the part in which the lion “vomits his death.” But we decided to stop the film there because the Gow kept asking us to come every year and make a kind of annual report of the lion hunt!

The narration of The Hunters was truly wonderful, John, the way you made a film tell a story, and in the French version I tried to do it the same way. My commentary was improvised as usual, and I spoke it myself. The idea was to remove myself because I am not an actor. I wrote out the main things to say, and I roughly knew the text; then I improvised in front of the screen, in five-minute sequences. And I was very impressed by the fact that when you do it that way, just trying not to make mistakes, just trying to speak good French, that if you are in good voice, you are very moved. I think that’s why I hate the English-language version, because it was by a Canadian who tried to play a role. It’s not too bad, but I don’t like the way all that false drama intrudes. But anyway, that’s why I recorded the commentary for Les maîtres fous myself, even in my bad English, but the trouble was that it was not improvised, I had to read it.

When I started the film in ’57, I shot the first poison preparation using only the small Bell and Howell camera, which meant that nothing was sync sound; and all the shots were very short because I had to rewind the camera constantly. From my point of view, the film was edited in the camera during the shooting. I would change my angle all the time, so that there would not be too much to do in the editing. But when I finished the film, sync sound, in ’65 using the Beaulieu, I had a problem editing it because all the sequences of technical processes in the first part of the film were shot with this new camera, and the shots were much longer.

For example, the preparation of the bow and arrow was made after the rest of the film itself, and the shots with the blacksmith were very long. But we edited it in the same way as the first footage because it was in the same part of the film. I was upset because there was a very good sequence that lasted maybe three minutes in which you can see the making of an arrow from beginning to end in one shot. But I had to cut it up because I had to respect the first shooting. So the editing style is very elegante. I like the girl (Josée Matarassa) who did it very much because it’s difficult to edit a film like that, and there was important work, which she had to do on it. But when I made this film, I realized that there was a big difference in the two approaches: silent film and sound film. In the last film I showed yesterday night (L’enterrement du Hogon, 1972), the shots are very long because it’s the only way to film now, I think.

I regretted having to reedit the footage in The Lion Hunters so much that I made the second film about hunting “the American” [called in
Songhay simply the White Man—Ed.] entitled *Un lion nommé “l’Américain”* (1968) just to use the long sequence about the death of the lion and to show exactly what happened during the whole time in sync sound. In it you see us going out in the Land Rover, and Damouré asks the hunters to tell us when they are on the track, and Isiyaka says, “You see, that’s the track of the American, because when we were with Rouch, he had a leg caught in the trap, and you can see where he was hurt. That’s the American.” It’s all very clear, and at the end of the film, Damouré interviews Isiyaka, and there is the lioness, dead, and he says to Isiyaka, “Well, it’s not the American.” And Isiyaka says, “No, the American went into another bush. But maybe next year we will kill the American.” And it was the beginning of the myth of the American. But I think all that is very difficult to put in a film. It was the last attempt to kill the American. We killed another lion, yes, but the American was killed by a Mali hunter, using a gun, one year later.

It’s very strange because Tallou was working with me when I made *Un lion nommé “l’Américain.”* (You remember he became possessed by the Hauka.) And when we were right in front of the lion, ready for action (he was carrying the Nagra), he became possessed again, and his new god was called the American! And Tallou started to roar like a lion: “The American!” And the lion was very astonished. Tallou was possessed because he was afraid; you see that assimilation. He was mimicking the American. Now the American is a kind of myth: every big lion is the American, and the spirit of the American is, I don’t know, perhaps a Hauka.

There’s nothing profound about the second film. Wangari and Tahirou sing for the lion and for the hunters and so on. It is based essentially on a very long five-minute shot of the death of the lion. But the film is not dramatic, and that’s the trouble: truth is less dramatic than editing. I know that. But I go for the truth and then try to find drama inside the truth. It will happen, but it’s unpredictable. For instance, I made a small film, only ten minutes long, of a possession dance in one shot (*Tourou et Bitti, 1967*). I started to shoot just five minutes before the trance began. It’s dramatic because something happened in the middle of the shooting. That’s the way to make films: you have to start just before the event, and the fact that you are shooting evokes the event. But when you shoot like that, very often it’s a mess. One time I started, and just when there was no more film in the camera, the trance happened. But anyway, I think that’s the way you can film the drama.

As I said, the correct way to hunt a lion is one-on-one, one hunter, one lion. Well, you can do it if you have the courage. I didn’t know the way to do it, not really, and there was the question of sound equipment. If you
could use a Nagra in your pocket and could be alone with a hunter like that, you might be able to film it, but I cannot say that I would stay in front of a lion that is charging. When I was shooting the lioness hunt, I was using the Beaulieu and a Nagra, but it was not sync sound. It was too difficult at that time. But if I could use a crystal system, with an Eclair and a Nagra, and could be absolutely independent, certainly, I would try to shoot the whole film, everything, even if I were frightened. Even if I were running, I would continue my shooting. Maybe it would be a very strange film, but the drama would be inside!

When I was shooting the Firi lioness, I really was frightened. She was jumping around like a grasshopper. Even a small lion is dangerous, and if you are hurt, it’s very infectious. When she started to jump, I stopped the camera, but the soundman didn’t stop, so there was something in the action that I missed. Of course I hoped audiences would believe me, but many people don’t believe that it actually happened that way. Well, I think there’s less than one minute lost between the moment I stopped and the death of the animal. Isiyaka got his arrow in very quickly, but at the time I didn’t know exactly what to do. I was a student in lion hunting, too! I didn’t know the way.

They say that if you stand absolutely still, you’re all right. If you are afraid, you can take a small tree, or just a branch, and hold it in front of you, and the lion will just roar, and lie there like a dog. In the bullfight there are clowns who stand quietly in the middle of the arena, and if the bull is just standing around, they have only not to move, and they’re safe. I think it’s the same thing, but, well, if you are making a film . . . . I even thought of using a helicopter, but what would that mean? A helicopter would make it all very stupid. Besides, I’m very happy to know that there is something like that which nobody can film. I’ve never seen a kill one-on-one, but they tell the story all the time. Tahirou killed one hundred lions that way; he killed ten lions a year, alone, and came back alone.

---

**Jaguar**

*Jaguar*, filmed at the same time as *Les maîtres fous*, marked a departure by Rouch from straightforward recording of factual information. Three of his friends play the roles of young Africans who go down to the Gold Coast each year during the dry season; the film shows them responding to other ethnic groups along the way and to the city where they find work. It was filmed as part of Rouch’s study of these migrations that has been published principally in “Migrations au Ghana (Gold Coast) (Enquête 1953–1955)”
I think there are two kinds of truths: dramatic truth and documentary reporting, but pure documentary is very rare, and maybe it’s inevitable that a film has some drama in it. A film like Jaguar was fun. It was shot as a silent film, and we made it up as we went along. It’s a kind of journal de route—my working journal along the way with my camera. We were playing a game together; we were all in the same car going down to the coast. I remember I had a big discussion with my wife Jane, who was with me at the time (it was her first trip to Africa), because she said, “The Truth is more important: why aren’t you making a documentary instead of asking these people to play roles that are not their own?” And I explained to her how very difficult it is to show all the things I wanted to show about these migrations in a documentary.

I asked them to act, and it was very easy for them to do it, but we were always in a false situation. For example, when the boys were crossing the border at the customs office by the police station, I just went up and said, “I am shooting a film of some people, do you mind?” And they said, fine. They didn’t know what was going on: when the boy crossed the border, I was actually filming the man in front, and he didn’t see what happened behind him. So they did cross the border illegally, but I was with the camera, and if something happened, everything would have been all right—they had identity cards and so on. But we were so happy about it that we never went back to cross legally. We were absolutely happy because we knew that it was possible.

A second example in the film: Suddenly you see Damouré Zika with a Rolleflex taking photographs of Kwame Nkrumah. Well, it’s absolutely unbelievable that a migrant would be able to do that. Where could he find a Rolleflex if he was working in timber? But we decided to do it, and he came there with his Rolleflex and was filming among the staff of the so-called international photographers. He was making photography, so he was invisible, and we were so happy to be there with absolutely no newspaper card, or anything like that. But the people knew me, and they knew that I was making a film of the election (Baby Ghana, 1957). So we were using the camera as a kind of passport to fantasy or to truth; I don’t know which, exactly.

We shot the film like that in one year. The narration was done later on, and the film was not edited on a bench but was actually filmed in the camera in the final order you see on the screen. I brought the film back two years later and projected it to the boys in Accra. We improvised the
commentary in one day, and it was first-class. The man in charge of the film unit in Accra was an English filmmaker, Sean Graham, who worked with Grierson, and he was very nice, and very kind. He said we could use the auditorium to make the recording. And I projected the print and at the same time recorded the commentary on a Nagra (the first model, which was powered by a spring that you had to wind). Sean said, “Well, I never saw such genius in improvisation.” Because the boys were like that; they were just improvising this. That was the film. The sequences were not very long, so rationale for the narration was just the frame, and that was very good. But I’m sure, for example, that if this film had dialogue, there would have been long explanations about everything.

There is a wonderful scene that I love, when they are on the beach just before crossing the border. They discover the sea; they are swimming in the surf. There’s a sunset, and walking back along the beach, they see a sea star. They really had not seen one before. And Damouré actually looked at it and put it on his head. That was what he did when the film was shot. But when he recorded the narration, he said, “You see that’s the star of the sea, the snow star, l’étoile des neiges.” At this time there was a very popular tune in France called “L’étoile des neiges,” and he said, “It’s l’étoile des neiges,” the snow star in the middle of the sea. That’s what I call natural poetry. I don’t remember what he said at the time he was putting the star on his head, but he certainly didn’t say that, only when he saw the film later on.

It was just at the beginning of independence in Africa, and all the scenes with Kwame Nkrumah are absolutely unique nowadays. About five years ago I saw the son of a minister of Kwame Nkrumah, who is now working for the Ghana TV system. He said to me, “Jean, you have to keep your film very firmly because when there was le coup d’état with General Ankra they destroyed all the films about Nkrumah. All the records, all the old photographs were destroyed, even in the laboratory in London.” Sean Graham said to me last year that he had saved a part of his own films (1977). We were very close to Nkrumah at this time, and I knew him quite well, and there was no trouble. It was the beginning of a fantastic fête révolutionnaire, an explosion of joy, with people dancing in the streets, and so on. And there was no problem for us, and maybe that’s the difference between Jaguar and, say, Come Back, Africa (1959). Because I think that when Lionel Rogosin made his film about apartheid in South Africa, he was in a very difficult position himself. I’m not sure, but I suspect that he was trying to put his own feelings about discrimination and racism in the film, more than the people themselves did.

I think also that in Come Back, Africa the ending is highly dramatized:
it says “there is no way out.” In *Jaguar* there is not that feeling: something could happen. It was maybe also the difference of my own feelings. I think that when Lionel was making his film, he felt guilty. And when I look at *Come Back, Africa*, I’m sad, I feel guilty myself. In *Jaguar* we are not guilty.

When I was in Johannesburg two weeks ago, my first visit to South Africa, I was there like a migrant because I had no passport. I had no right to go to Johannesburg and walk the streets to see what was going on. And really I had exactly the same feeling as I had when I met some German people just before the war: to be in front of a group of men who had decided to stay there, not to move, and who had the law with them.

At the same time I discovered something I did not know: the majority of these people in Johannesburg were Jews. And for a man like Lionel Rogosin, who suffered racism in this country, it was very difficult, he said, to discover that Jews, among all the others, were responsible for apartheid. He felt guilty, and that may be the point. You see, when I made *Jaguar*, I didn’t feel guilty. It’s not my fault that my father or my grandfather came to conquer West Africa. I’m not guilty; that’s the difference. Maybe it’s because—well, not education—but maybe because I “did a war” that I have nothing to do with all that. Lionel has not, you see. If I were making a film in South Africa, I’d try to make it in the *Jaguar* way to show that there is a way out, just on the margin. If you are marginal, you can go on.

Recently I shot in Maputo in Mozambique two reels (*Makwayela*) about a group of people who work in the mines of South Africa. They were working in a bottle factory at the time, and they were singing and dancing the story of their migration to South Africa. I shot the film in 16 mm as a study film for the people of the new Institute of Cinema of Mozambique. I was there with some people who had escaped from Brazil, from Portugal, and so on, and they were trying to find their own revolution in Mozambique. We were confronted by workers who went to South Africa under difficult conditions but were singing. And I realized that they were the same as the boys in *Jaguar*, and that I knew all the tricks they knew. And it was fun because they do exactly the same tricks. For example, when I was in Ghana, I discovered that the people who work in the gold mines thought that it was too exhausting to work in them all the time, so they used only one labor card for three friends. Which means that every day it was another worker of the same name. Because you can afford to work in the mines only one day instead of three. But if you want to do that, you have to have the same bed, which means that you have to share everything. That’s the *Jaguar* way. These guys did exactly the same thing.

And curiously all these young people from Mozambique were absolutely afraid because we were joking about such conditions. They said,
“But Jean, they were living in slums,” and so on. So I asked them—I don’t speak Portuguese, but someone was translating—and they said, “Well, but that was the only way to save money, and that was the only way to save our health, we just found tricks.” It’s the same thing in Paris in the Renault factory. Everywhere they find a way. The best testimony we had about concentration camps after the war was from people who discovered that having fun was the only way to get out alive; that was the most important testimony: fun among death. But it’s very difficult to put that in a film, really difficult, but maybe that’s also the challenge. Well, my dream would be to make a film about South Africa, but I don’t know how to do it because the situation is tragic. It’s a terrible situation, but I’m sure that human beings can find in any situation a small path to go out, and you only need one. (I had exactly the same idea—this kind of psychodrama—in my film La pyramide humaine, which is about racism.) You see, I think that if you want to show a very dramatic situation, you have to show at the same time fun happening, even if it’s very tragic.

I remember during the war when we entered Germany. I was in a small force, and some people said that there was an SS group in a monastery, and we went there, and we were maybe twenty or twenty-five, some American soldiers and some young French soldiers who had escaped from Paris, with two half-tracks and a small tank. But they were not German; they were French SS. And the man who was in command of the SS was a colonel in the French army, and his name was de Turenne, which is of course a very important name in France. He had only one leg and was really a kind of “last soldier.” It was a very dramatic moment because they were one hundred and we were very few. But they had no way out, and this man knew very well that he was a prisoner and that he would be shot in the coming days. It was very dramatic.

I said to him, “Well, you must ask your boys to come here.” It was really a meeting of all the French people who were with the German occupation army against the French patriots. They were ugly people, and they started to bring their guns, their matraques, every horrible weapon they used, and the man turned over to me a French flag, which had a black Greek letter gamma in the middle. It was really horrible, but suddenly it was very quiet.

There were two incidents that I remember quite well. The first was an old gentleman in civilian clothes who said to me, “Mon lieutenant, I’m not a fighter, I’m only a collaborateur!” That’s so strange, a man who’s in that kind of business saying, “I’m only a collaborateur!” Well, it was impossible not to smile. . . . And the second thing that happened was that a sergeant from Paris, with a fantastic Parisian accent, opened a window and shouted,
“Mon lieutenant, j’ai trouvé des Gauloises.” I’ve found some Gauloises! Even the Colonel de Turenne was obliged to laugh, and he was laughing perhaps for the last time of his life, because he was dying.

Well, of course I was very courageous for this time because we laughed, and something happened in the middle of all that horror. Maybe that’s the reason why I always try to find situations like that, but I don’t know if it’s right, I don’t know if I’m following the right track. You see, it was the same thing with the Hauka in prison, exactly the same thing. And you see, we share this, Damouré, Lam, and I, because we did that all our lives. We are en marge, we are marginal, and that may be the reason I have this feeling.

But anyway, it was very amusing.
You are best known in the United States for Chronicle of a Summer. The more we learn about the film that launched cinéma-vérité, the more controversial and intriguing it becomes. For instance, some of your own comments after the screening at the Museum of Natural History raised questions about the fundamental vérité of the film. You stated that the secretarial scenes in the film were shot at the offices of Cahiers du Cinéma. You also talked at length about the individuals in the film, many of whom went on to become filmmakers, and others like Régis Debray to become prominent Marxist personalities. Rather than the mood of the Parisian “tribe” at the end of the 1950s, Chronicle of a Summer actually renders portraits of people in the political and artistic avant-garde. At the same time, there is little footage within the film that demonstrates that these are exceptional people. One minor point is that they never use words like “socialism” or “communism.” Could you expand on how the film evolved from an idea to this reality?

At the beginning, when we first started thinking about such a film, I said to Edgar Morin, my collaborator, that I didn’t really know many industrial workers. Edgar said he would arrange for that. I only learned later on that the people he chose all belonged to the same group as Morin, Socialisme ou Barbarie. This turned out to be critical for the film’s development, but it wasn’t clear to me at the beginning. I think you
are wrong when you say they didn’t mention communism. At one point, a worker is unhappy because he is doing nothing, dealing only in papers. Morin says, “Remember when we were militants in the same party? We did something. Now, where are we?” This is a reference to the fact that they had both been in the Communist Party. Morin and the others left the party in disgust after it supported the suppression of the Hungarians.

*That doesn’t come across so clearly, but you are admitting that it’s not about the Parisian tribe after all.*

It’s a tribe all right, but a specialized tribe [laughter].

*Perhaps a subtribe?*

Yes, I like that. Fortunately, it was a tribe of substance. In their attitudes, you can see what will explode all over France in May 1968.

*There are some troubling implications here for documentary filmmakers, particularly anthropologists. When anyone goes to a foreign place and a guide tells them, “Let me take you to a group of typical workers,” or “Let me show you an important ritual,” how do we know what we are seeing? Here you were in your own country and working with a dear friend, and in some degree he took you in. He said, “Here are some workers,” and they turned out to be of a political tendency whose virtue was that it was not typical at all.*

You are absolutely right. Perhaps we should add some subtitles to identify ‘the party’ as the Communist Party.

*There’s more to it than that.*

I would say that it was clear who they are to a French audience. This group was not quite illegal, but it had to be cautious. At that time, the Algerian War was the major political issue, and these people were aiding the revolutionaries. We could not speak to that question because of their own security and the security of the Algerians. The French audience of that time would have no trouble understanding what the speakers represented. Showing it now or in another country, problems emerge which weren’t an issue then.

*Let’s turn to some of the techniques you used. One of the most striking sequences was clearly staged by you as a “director,” even though the “actors” didn’t know what was coming. We’re thinking of the scene where you ask the African students to interpret the meaning of the tattoo on Marceline’s wrist.*

That was a provocation. When I first saw the film, I noticed that I was smiling a very cruel smile when I intervened. That smile sometimes embarrasses
me even now. You see, we were having lunch outside the Musée de l’Homme, and the subject came to anti-Semitism. As soon as it began, I knew I would ask the question about the tattoo the Nazis had put on Marceline’s wrist because I knew the Africans did not comprehend our concern about anti-Semitism. When I posed the question, the isolation and assumptions of cultures emerged dramatically. It’s not quite apparent in the film, but before that moment, people were jovial and laughing. Suddenly the Europeans began to cry, and the Africans were totally perplexed. They had thought the tattoo was an adornment of some kind. All of us were deeply affected. The cameraman, one of the best documentary people around, was so disturbed that the end of the sequence is out of focus. I stopped filming to give everyone a chance to recover. Now, is this a “truthful” moment or a “staged” moment? Does it matter?

The long sequence in which Marceline walks by herself, talking into a tape recorder strapped to her body, is like a cinematic stream of consciousness. There are many such experiments in the film. Where did you get your ideas?

Morin must be given a lot of credit. He proposed to make the first sociological fresco film, a film without the convention of stars or leading performers. He wished to deal with anonymous people as much as possible. I told him this was not possible. When you begin to speak with any person, even a cop, the man is not cops, he is a cop. You can’t get around that. So while we can oppose the star system and what it implies, we cannot deny individuals their humanity and personality. We had many discussions on this point. Each day we would project the rushes before doing any new work. We had a lot of give and take between us and the producer Dauman and the people in the film. We had all these ideas we wanted to deal with, more than we ever got in.

For instance, there was a wonderful sequence in which we spent a day with the factory worker Angélo. We couldn’t shoot inside the factory because Angélo’s politics were well known and both the company and the union were against him. The men who participated had to be secretive. We shot only at the entrance. Then we followed Angélo to his home in a working-class district. There were twenty minutes spent showing him taking a bath. That would be a very good short film in itself, a twenty-five-minute study of a man coming back from his work to his home and a warm bath. But we had to cut it out. Another thing, since making that film, I am not allowed into a factory with my camera. I, too, find myself opposed by both management and the union.
At the museum you indicated that the making of the film involved the simultaneous making of a camera.

Oh yes, that was one of the best parts of making that film. We are now talking about the late fifties, when cameras were heavy and static. I had gone to a film meeting in California where I met Michel Brault, who showed the film *Les raquetteurs*, and he asked me to stop back in Montreal on my way home. I took up the invitation and saw the first films made by the young filmmakers of Quebec. They were using a new type of wide-angle lens. Before then, there had always been the problem of distortion. They had also begun to take the camera from the tripod and go “walking with the camera.” I loved that. The cameras were still noisy, but if you wrapped a trenchcoat around them, something could be worked out.

Back in France, Morin approached me about his idea for a film. I began with a very excellent cameraman, but when I wanted him to “walk in the streets,” the poor man refused. It was too much of a challenge for him. I then told Dauman, our producer, that the only one who could do what we wanted was Michel Brault. What a comment on the vaunted French cinema! We had to go to Montreal to get a competent person. During the same time I spoke with André Coutant, who was father of the Eclair Cameflex 35 mm camera. He said there was a new camera that might interest me. It was a military prototype built for use in a space satellite. That meant it was very light, dependable, and steady. Unfortunately it had a magazine of only three minutes. I asked him if he could build a model with a larger capacity. He said he would try. So we began to make our film with a camera that didn’t totally exist. We had a contract with the manufacturer that they would not be responsible for any scratches made on the film, but Coutant agreed that he would personally repair the camera every night. After shooting, Edgar and I would bring it back to him and tell him what problems we had encountered, what new ideas we proposed. The creation of the camera proceeded with the creation of the film. I was overjoyed with the result. It was doubly wonderful because I was in front of these people who were always so serious, and I was joyous at seeing the camera being born. That was one problem I felt about them, especially Morin. They didn’t see the pleasure you could have in life.

One thing that was clear seeing several of your films on three consecutive evenings was that Chronicle has a very different look than the others. Generally in your African films, we are given long-distance shots of people active in a religious ritual or some other rite involved with nonrationalist values. In Chronicle the subjects mainly talk, and they talk about complex
philosophical and psychological ideas. The action is generally indoors, and there are many close-up shots.

Part of the explanation has to do with the camera. When we began the film, the camera was still on its tripod. I thought the effect was much too static, so I began to move it as people spoke. How they looked and what they did with their hands seemed important, so I did close-ups. After a while, we went outdoors and walked in the street. At the end of the film there are no close-ups. Even when we shot the participants viewing what we had completed of the film to that point, there are no close-ups of Marilou, Marceline, or any of them. I don’t disagree with the thrust of your question, though. Remember, I didn’t know these people personally, and they began to speak of very intimate problems. I was somewhat embarrassed by that. The first Marilou sequence was shot right after I met her for the first time. In the second, we were alone at Marceline’s flat after dinner. She was talking so nervously that I had to react. So I took those big close-ups, to try to get inside. I was very upset by that experience. You are right. I never do close-ups like that in other films, but that is true even for other films about France.

It struck us that the film about France emphasizes how the European thinks, while your films on Africa emphasize how the African behaves. This is an interesting point, and I must say it is the first time the question has been put to me. Normally, I would not see so many films one after the other. As I have said, other films I have done in France do not have so many close-ups. Another thing, at the beginning we shot people at 100 meters, and they did not know we were shooting them. They thought we were a group of people who had a camera. I disliked that very much. We wanted to do something that was spontaneous, but that was more like candid camera, something sneaky. Our caution goes back to the fact that Angelo and his friends had so many enemies that we had to be protective of our subjects. Perhaps the close-ups were a kind of backlash.

That still doesn’t explain the African films where nobody ever talks directly to you. How accurate is that, given the strong oral traditions of African culture? What we see in the films is a kind of homage to the primitive, to the past, to the exotic. Aren’t Africans as articulate as Europeans? Isn’t there a modern African society with elements as creative as the group that called itself Socialism or Barbarity? You are asking good questions. The explanations come on several levels. One immediate response I have is that I have decided not to make political films about postindependence Africa. After all, these are not my countries.
I think it is imperialistic to project your political values onto Africa. That kind of film must be done by Africans. I have been tempted to break my own rule. I had quite good relations with Kwame Nkrumah and started to make a film about him. In *Jaguar* you can see part of the coup d'état. After that coup, everything about Nkrumah was destroyed. I had the idea of doing a film about him while he was in exile. After three months, I saw that it was wrong for him. It would have been impossible to show that film in the one country where it most mattered. And who was I to make such a film? It would be a shame for him and for them.

What about the dialogue in earlier films, during the preindependence era? At the time we could not do it technically. When we made *Chronicle of a Summer*, the first independence had already taken place in Ghana, three years earlier. I understand what you are trying to get at, but there are terrible problems involved. If I were to do a film now about the political regimes of Africa, it would be a spectacle of disasters, one after the other. It's embarrassing for a European to make a film like that. I don't think it's my own cowardice either, although some people have said I am not courageous. I don't know. I'm censoring myself all the time. In *Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet* we had a sequence where the police bargained up their bribe from two chickens to three. When we saw the rushes, we decided to take it out, even though it was an honest and accurate representation. How to deal with such corruption is a real dilemma for people who make films in Africa, even for the African filmmakers.

Let's take the same issue from a different perspective. What is your conception of the narrative, even in the strictly anthropological film? Your comments on *The Burial of the Hogon* and *The Mad Masters* did a great deal to enlighten us about your aims and what the films were all about. When we watched the films beforehand, we were puzzled by many of the images. We were like those Africans who had no way of understanding the tortured history symbolized by that tattoo on Marceline's wrist.

But the alternative is so boring—to say, “In the village of so-and-so, blah-blah happened.” My ideal would be a film that everybody could comprehend without any narration. Language is such a problem. We can't even accurately translate exactly what people are saying in another language. Then, too, I am using more and more feedback. When films are shown to the subjects, narration angers them. Nonetheless I sympathize with your question. It is almost as if the films were still not complete. Something has to be done with them. I have a new film about drumming where I use a different kind of narration. I give a very subjective response to what I am filming.
It's still not clear whether you think narration is good or bad. My dream is to show in a film what can be understood directly without the aid of narration, to explain everything that needs explanation by filmic devices. But I am perplexed. If people speak, you need to translate. I have one film in which I have created a very precise translation that is on a sound track that is cut in right after they speak. I try to speak the translation in the same way the people speak. That is as close to simultaneous translation on film as you can expect. Stereo would be a better solution. One track could have the original language and the other a translation.

One of your other partial solutions gave us problems. In The Mad Masters, near the end, you comment that the ritual helps the people to be good workers and to endure colonialism with dignity, that it provides some psychological accommodation. Clearly, one of your aims was to deal with the viewer who would be appalled at seeing people drinking dog's blood. You wanted to show the positive psychic benefits to the individuals involved. Our reaction, though, was that people should not be accommodated to endure colonialism. Is it not far better for anger to explode on the job than to be let off in some harmless religious rite? Is it not better if they were “bad” workers who “accidentally” broke their tools and were “lazy”? Quite right. I no longer care for that ending. Originally that commentary was impromptu. I wanted to explain that the ritual was a method that allowed them to function in normal society with less pain. I wanted to make it clear that they were not insane. An important point that got lost was that therapy for the Africans is not a one-to-one private consultation like you have in psychoanalysis and most Western therapies. The therapy we filmed was a public ritual done in the sun. That aspect is one of the most important things we Westerners need to learn. But I can’t very well fiddle with the commentary now. The film has existed as is for more than twenty years.

We’ve come to the conclusion that your body of work is much more exciting as cinema than as anthropology. In every film there is some new experiment. Most of the time, as in The Lion Hunters, there is an imposed dramatic structure. The action builds to a traditional climax. That’s effective cinema, but does it describe the tribe accurately? Doesn’t a lot get lost for dramatic values? This is one point where I disagree with you completely. Good anthropology is not a wide description of everything but a close identification of one technique or ritual. The rituals are supposed to be dramatic. They are creations of the people who want them to be interesting and exciting. In The Lion Hunters, twenty minutes have been left out. Those sequences showed
the position of the trap, why they use traps, why they hunt in the first place. But you can explain that sort of thing in writing very well. What you can’t get in writing is the drama of the ritual. Writing can’t have that effect. That’s the whole point of visual anthropology.

What about the distortions? For instance, your films exclude the role of women.

If you want to make films about African women, you have to be a woman. A man cannot enter the woman’s society. It’s just impossible. It is forbidden. Men are not even allowed to have intercourse with their wives when a hunt is about to begin. It is the male society I can be a part of, so that is what I film. There are many things that have to do with women that I could never show.

If you could intervene in The Mad Masters and show the footage of real colonial officials, why isn’t it possible to use similar devices to speak about women?

That’s easier said than done. When I show the water was poured from the well by the wicked women, what visual intervention could be made? Or when we say the poison of the female is stronger than the male poison, more exposition might just confuse matters, because that is not the direct subject of the film. You must understand that there are wonderful women’s ceremonies that men are not allowed to view. Obviously they would not allow even a woman to film them if men were to be allowed to see the film afterward. I have one old woman who tells me some things, but she is allowed privileges because of her great age. I have many problems with my students about such matters. I have to explain to women that during their menstruations they are not allowed in some locations. They have to be out of certain villages altogether. What a dilemma for a European woman who wants to work in Africa.

Since we’ve talked about the different ways people interpret the same images, this might be a good place to talk about the influence your work has had on others. Most people in the United States do not realize that Jean Genet was very affected by seeing The Mad Masters.

Now I am embarrassed in a different way, but Genet’s The Blacks was directly influenced by The Mad Masters. The idea in his play was that the blacks play the masters, as in the ritual. Possession, after all, was the original theater, the idea of catharsis. Genet seized upon the idea of mockery and exchanged identity. That wasn’t exactly what the original was all about, but Genet worked the material to his own end.
What do the Africans have in mind when they take part in the ritual?

They insist they are not engaged in mockery or that they have any notion of revenge. I believe that is true, at least on the conscious level. The history of the cult is very complex. It goes back to Africans who went to Mecca. The entire rite, the foaming at the mouth, the sacrifice of the dog, and all the shouting is considered to be the action of spirits which have possessed them. These are powerful new gods who most certainly are not to be mocked. When the cult began, the Islamic priest saw them as heretics and persecuted them. The French administration joined in because they did not like the revival of strong animistic faiths that might turn political. So it was a forbidden cult almost from the start. Many of the original cultists, members of the Hauka, became migratory workers and had to go far from their homelands. Everywhere they were banned, and as usual, the more they were banned, the better it was for the cult. The first compromise was to agree to do it only once a week, on Sunday, at a specific location. Later the cult declined, and the rite took place only once or twice a year. The Hauka movement broke taboos, whether it was eating a dog or modeling behavior on the colonial example. It was like Buñuel's attitude to the church. You cannot feel sacrilegious if you do not respect your opponent. What the Hauka did was very creative and implicitly revolutionary, just as the authorities feared.

I only met Genet twice, but I knew the actors in his play, and we discussed the film quite a bit. Genet was an ex-convict, so he knew about systems within systems and how one resists. I think the film showed him a way to resolve some of his contradictory feelings. What we got on film was one of the last moments of the cult. After independence, there was no more colonial power and thus no model. But there is something extraordinary about that ritual they invented. Every sort of force has attacked them and me for filming them—the colonialists who don’t like the portrait, African revolutionaries who don’t like the primitivism, antivivisectionists who don’t like the sacrificial murder, et cetera, et cetera.

Peter Brook was another person who had a profound reaction to the film. His response was quite different from Genet’s. He saw the film when he was staging *Marat/Sade* and asked all his actors to see the film and model their playing on it. Later we talked together often, and he went with me to Africa. He tried to create a new theater without using any recognizable words. He was fascinated by the Hauka, who had invented an artificial language, part pidgin English, part broken French, part who knows what. Yet people understood the language. I’ve hypothesized that before this century is over, there will be a movement among blacks in the United States...
that will use such a language. But Peter Brook was not doing politics. He was interested in theater. His play dealt with a revolutionary period in which power belonged to his subject. He wanted the actors to act as if they were possessed even though they were not. A friend of mine said that if you are moved when you act, you are finished. You have to act to be moved, but not to be moved when you’re acting. You have to believe in the roles you are playing. With the Hauka, there is no acting. They believe they are the spirits during the possession. I told Brook that if his actors were too successful in giving up their identity, they might become possessed. Then what would he do? He was not a doctor or a priest. I thought he was playing with fire.

One last thing we should say about the Hauka is that they are no longer in Ghana. They were expelled when they weren’t needed as workers. They returned to Niger and took a specific role in each village. Since there is no more colonial power, they have no models and are returning to traditional cultures with an Islamic bent. They and the film I made about them have had a tremendous impact, however. Reaction to that film was one of the sources of my idea to have African anthropologists come to France to film our tribes and rituals.

You’ve helped a number of Africans begin careers in film. Would you tell us something about them?
Well, there is Oumarou Ganda, the main figure of the film Moi, un Noir. He created a narration for the film that works at three levels. The first is a description of what you see, the second is a kind of dialogue, and the third is a statement about his own condition. He’s gone on to make films on his own. Another person I’ve worked with is Moustapha Alassane, who is a kind of renaissance type. I believe some of his films are available in the United States.

We indicated earlier that we thought your films posed very interesting cinematic questions but we were not so certain about their virtue as anthropology. We were thinking in terms of what an anthropological film can and cannot be. Does it just record raw data, or does it interpret? To make a film always involves a selective process and conscious intervention at specific points. That must conflict with an attempt to present anthropological fact.

Most people refuse to recognize that any anthropology must destroy what it investigates. Even if you are making a long-distance observation of breast feeding, you disturb the mother and her infant, even if you don’t think so. The fundamental problem in all social science is that the facts are always
distorted by the presence of the person who asks questions. You distort the answer simply by posing a question.

*If the very presence of the observer causes so much distortion, the presence of a camera must magnify the distortion.*

Absolutely! But I think this new distortion can be positive. Let’s make a comparison between classical anthropology and visual anthropology. In the first, you take a professional from a prestigious university, and they go to some remote place, where people are usually without a written language. Just by making an investigation, the people of the places are embarrassed and have their routine disturbed. When the survey is completed, the anthropologist goes back to the university, writes the dissertation, and possibly wins distinction in the field. What is the result for those who were surveyed? Nothing. There is no feedback from the disruption the anthropologist has created. The subjects will not read the survey. With a camera, there can be a far more fruitful result. The film can be shown to the subjects. Then they are able to discuss and have access to what has happened to them. They can have reflection even if the film is bad, for however incompetent the film may be, there will be the stimulation of the image you give of them and the chance for them to view themselves from a distance, up there on the screen. Such a distortion changes everything. In the first example given, there can be some reward for the researcher and for science in the abstract. In the second, you can have all that and benefits for the people, too.

There is another problem related to all this, which your readers in particular should appreciate. Six or seven years ago, I attended a conference in Montreal sponsored by the African Section of the American Anthropological Association. That meeting was disrupted by people acquainted with the Black Panther Party. They argued that we were new slave traders. They said that by making a survey of any given tribe and becoming an expert, the anthropologists could gain prominence and teaching posts and writing contracts that would be lucrative for a lifetime. Often, the fieldwork never amounted to more than a few years’ work. One American black replied that he was in a different category because he was making a study of workers. The reply was that his work might be even more damaging. It was argued that his reports would be of most value to businessmen and governments who needed data to further exploit and control the workers. I think those arguments were right in one sense, but the solution is not quite as simple as they wanted to make out. Do we stop all research because we cannot control the use of our findings?

Then there is still another kind of exploitation. Some ten years ago, a
musicologist recorded a wonderful song of the Watusi. It was published in a very small edition of scientific records. Eventually, the Rolling Stones heard the tune. They liked it so much, they recorded it and made a lot of money. Naturally, the Watusi never earned a cent. They were certainly exploited. The musicologist had made the original recording with good intentions, and the Stones obviously respected the music, but the rip-off occurred. When you record an oral tradition, there are no copyrights and often no original or single creator. This is true for stories, as well. When you are making an anthropological film, the problem is just as severe. The people allow us to film them, but once it is done, the film goes to the West, and the people have no control over what is done with the images of their lives. Often the people who made the film have been given grants or get professional stature. Should the people be paid, too? Or is that another kind of insult?

Once more you address the problem as an artist might, the question of who “owns” a creation.

Well, I’ve been concerned about this problem a long time. On Moi, un Noir, I insisted that 60 percent of the profits go to the actors because they wrote the scenario. They did everything in the film. But even if the contract is observed, we have now created the idea that culture is something to sell or to buy, an idea the Africans never had. This is a long-range distortion that will become increasingly important. Nobody seems to care about this. Consider this possibility: today we make a film in a “backward” region. Ten years from now, the inhabitants of that region may see it on television, perhaps via some orbital satellite. Most likely they will still be poor. What has been the benefit for their culture? And now the African national governments create another distortion. They say if something is done within their borders, it is part of the “national” culture. This is really absurd because a tribe may be cut into three parts, with its people becoming citizens of three separate political states. The people shown in the lion-hunting film have been divided among the states of Upper Volta, Mali, and Niger. The students at each respective national university consider the culture of the tribes in their particular country to be part of their “national” culture. I believe African anthropologists trained in such universities may ultimately prove more destructive than the Europeans.

One solution I propose to this is to train the people with whom you work to be filmmakers. I don’t think it’s a complete answer, but it has merits in that it leaves the people with something rather than just taking from them. That would mean that anthropologists would have to have training not only as filmmakers but as teachers of filmmaking. Of course, we can’t
expect miracles. I once had an African student ask me if much money could be made from film. I told him that if I taught someone how to use a pencil, it did not mean they would become Victor Hugo, only that they could write.

This matter of rights has cropped up often in discussions of cinema verite made in the United States. For example, Fred Wiseman makes a film about welfare recipients and becomes a “hot” television property. What about the desperate people he has filmed? They remain as before. Having helped yet another professional to a successful career.

That’s the problem. Let me go back to Chronicle of a Summer. I brought that very problem to Dauman. He solved it as a businessman might, and it was not bad. Marceline, for instance, was paid for six months, and that was how she got her first job in films. Her story had a very happy ending. She stayed in film, married Joris Ivens, and has made films in Cuba and Vietnam. Angélo could not get work because of the film, and Dauman helped him buy a shop because he felt responsible. We did things like that.

Next year will be the eighteenth anniversary of that film, and most of the people in it have prospered because of their involvement.

Would you tell us something about the film that had its American premiere at the museum—Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet?

The subject of this film is the “marginals” of Africa. I have come to the conclusion that changes in society are due primarily to those few people who are on the fringe of society, those who see the economic absurdity of the system. I regard them as a kind of populist avant-garde. They have to find some way to make a living without being trapped by the system. They are marginal. The plot deals with how three men go with their car into the countryside to buy chickens for resale in a large city. The three men in the film helped me write and film the story. The car you see belonged to Lam, the main character. He would go in a fifty-mile radius looking for chickens, fish, and millet. That car had no license, no brakes, no lights. I thought it would be most interesting to show the routine of this marginal economy.

In the film the chickens he buys are from a contaminated area. Do you endorse that kind of marginalism?

There was no contamination. That problem happened two years earlier when there was an epidemic. There was a forbidden zone for perhaps a month. The sign in the film was one we made ourselves. We just put it in at the end as a joke.

That created a real problem for those of us unfamiliar with the situation. What we see seems to reinforce basic prejudices against Africa. The women
cast evil spells. The police are inept. The merchants have a dangerous car held together with spit and glue. People trade in contaminated chickens. Your idea of showing the “hippies” of Africa doesn’t register.
Perhaps this is your own Western prejudice.

That may be true, but Cocorico is presented as a fiction film, not as anthropology. We are all aware that Africa is in transition, and in this fictional work there doesn’t seem to be anything positive going on, concretely or in consciousness.

From my point of view, it is absolutely positive. Africans have had a history of seeing national and international experts come and tell them that their family life is not good and that they do their work incompetently. Lam and the others had seen many such people come and go. They knew that most of these experts never ask the farmers why they are using a particular technique. I can’t see how you can make changes until you learn the habits of the people. I believe there is a prejudice against native African culture. You would think a field had never been planted or that advanced cultures had never thrived. If you want to change African farming methods, you must make a twenty-year commitment at the least. How many engineers, specialists, and experts are prepared to spend so much time in a single African nation? Not many. Most prefer to make a fast survey, write a report, and go home. Cocorico shows some of the schemes and strategies used by the common African.

I think the relationship Africans have to their machines is much more positive than the ones in Europe. Lam is a very good mechanic. He can ask anything of his car. It was no problem for him to take the car apart in order to cross the Niger. He did it all by himself. He went to some care about keeping the water from the oil and the cylinder, but he knew what to do. He felt free to rip the car apart because he knew he could put it together with just the simple tools we showed. I could make a film about an African who repairs transistors. He has no formal training, but he has a system with a small loudspeaker like the one in a tape recorder. It is run on a battery and hums when there is a defect in the circuit. This is a spontaneous approach to electronics. You do not have to know the principles of physics to deal with an auto engine or to repair a transistor.

In the film it seemed that the Africans treated their car like the stereotyped “dumb hillbillies” of Appalachia who are used as comic relief in Hollywood films and on American television.
I don’t know what the relationship between auto and human is in the United States, but in France, if a car is stuck or if there is a flat tire, there
is a catastrophe. In Africa, however, it’s a joy because you stay there. A person will say, “Good, we are stuck. Now we can stay a few days and meet people whom we never met before and will never meet again.” Back in the early forties, we ran cars on a kind of charcoal gas because there was no petrol. We were stuck all the time. At first I would be furious, but I learned the African way, and now I don’t mind such things. I don’t even wear a watch. That’s the kind of perspective I tried to capture in the film.

**What has been the reception of the film in France?**

When the film opened in Paris, I happened to be in Africa. So there was no press conference for the film, no publicity of any kind. Still, it opened in three theaters, and in two months there were fifty thousand paid admissions. The only prints of the film were bad 16 mm prints without subtitles. One of them was used here. The distributor became ambitious and thought to have the film blown up to 35 mm. Five prints were made. Unfortunately the distributor went bankrupt and did not pay the lab. The prints are now blocked, and I am trying to make an arrangement with the laboratory. We are also working to get commercial distribution in Africa.

**Earlier you spoke about making a camera while doing Chronicle. You sounded like Lam dealing with his car. Through the years, your equipment has changed quite a bit, hasn’t it?**

I began making films with 16 mm because at that time I had no money for 35 mm. That was in 1946, when 16 mm was strictly amateur. Later I got hold of an old American army newsreel camera with an excellent lens. I shot all my earliest films with that camera. What a time we had. There was no editing table or splicer at that time. You had to cut the film by sticking it with your finger. There was no viewer, so I projected the film with a regular projector and cut and cut. There was no sound except with 35 mm. When I completed my second film, I asked some African workers in Paris to play music as they watched a projection. That was a stupid idea, but it gave me genuine African music as an accompaniment, and that was an improvement over nothing.

With the third film, I used the earliest Nagra, the one with a winch. It was supposed to be portable, but there was a handle to turn, and it weighed more than fifty pounds. The film had no sync sound, but there was an attached reel to take up music. Then you had to transfer the sound from the tape to the kind of recording disc used at that time in broadcasting stations. Sometimes I improvised commentary and mixed the sound track. Luckily, television used 16 mm equipment, and with the television boom we got major improvements—the first good splicer, the first viewer, the first sound
mixer. Still we wanted real sync sound that was portable. We still had equipment that weighed a ton and required a crew of five if we wanted sync sound. We tried all kinds of tricks to get around the problem. One film called *La pyramide humaine* used a technique that really sounds funny now. The camera was put on a tripod in a blimp, and all the people stood around at the same distance so that you could go from one to the other without any problem of focus. You could have people talk with the camera that way. We used that technique more than once, but it was limited. I’m talking of the fifties now. It was when I was editing that film that we decided to shoot *Chronicle of a Summer*.

*And that was when you built the Eclair.*

Yes, I am so pleased to think about that. By the end of the film, Michel went back to Montreal with a new technique, and we all had a new camera. Everyone learned so much from that experience. I learned to “walk” the camera. I learned to use the wide angle. After that film, French cinema was never quite the same. Everyone wanted to walk with the camera, even if they had the camera on a tripod and rolled it in a wagon. We got them to think about what “truth” in film was. Afterward Coutant made further improvements, and we got the small Eclair. Unfortunately, because of deaths, the main engineers left Paris and went back to Grenoble. They started their own company and have built new cameras. Coutant is still a young man, and he’s full of new ideas all the time—crazy, wonderful ideas. He works with Godard.

We all feel there are no secrets. Everyone is capable of learning what there is to learn. If you are going to use a camera, you should know how to repair it. The idea with the new cameras is to have you spend at least a day at the factory. You mount it by yourself and dismount it, three or four times until you know it perfectly. You know what you will film. You know how to readjust the camera, how to fix it. You know that there is a machine and it has no magical insides. If something goes wrong, you can change it like you change a flat tire. There are many films still to be made and many improvements in cameras. Coutant has a three-year plan in mind with a technological breakthrough set for each year. He would like to see a camera with the sound quality of Nagra 4, a camera without cables, a focus mike that could connect with the focus on the lens, and a three-zoom lens with a corresponding sound focus. What is important in the kind of work I have done is to record rituals and ways of living that are rapidly disappearing. With the new equipment, we will be able to make much better films, and the people in those films will be able to make them, too. I look forward to more and more of that.
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In December 1959, Jean Rouch and I were jurors together at the first international festival of ethnographic film in Florence. Upon my return, I wrote an article that appeared in January 1960 in France Observateur, entitled “For a New Cinéma-Vérité.” I quote it here because it so clearly conveys the intentions that pushed me to propose to Rouch that he make a film not in Africa this time but in France.

For a New Cinéma-Vérité

At this first ethnographic and sociological festival of Florence, the Festival dei Popoli, I got the impression that a new cinéma-vérité was possible. I am referring to the so-called documentary film and not to fictional film. Of course, it is through fictional films that the cinema has attained and continues to attain its most profound truths: truths about the relations between lovers, parents, friends; truths about feelings and passions; truths about the emotional needs of the viewer. But there is one truth that cannot be captured by fictional films, and that is the authenticity of life as it is lived.

Soviet cinema of the grande époque and then films such as Le voleur de bicyclette and La terre tremble tried their utmost to make certain individuals act out their own lives. But they were still missing that particular irreducible quality that appears in “real life.” Taking into account all the ambivalences of the real and of the imaginary, there is in every scene taken from life the introduction of a radically new element in the relationship between viewer and image.

Newscasts present us with life in its Sunday best, official, ritualized, men of state shaking hands, discussions. Once in a while fate, chance, will place in our field of vision a shriveled or a beaming face, an accident, a
fragment of truth. This scene taken from life is most often a scene taken from death. As a general rule, the camera is too heavy, it is not mobile enough, the sound equipment can’t follow the action, and what is live escapes or closes up. Cinema needs a set, a staged ceremony, a halt to life. And then everyone masquerades—equipped with a supplementary mask on the camera.

Cinema cannot penetrate the depth of daily life as it is really lived. There remains the resource of the “camera-thief,” like that of Dziga Vertov, camouflaged in a car and stealing snatches of life from the streets; or like the film Nice Time, stealing kisses, smiles, people waiting outside Picadilly Circus. But they can’t be seized or caught like scattered snapshots. There remains the resource of camouflaging the camera behind plate glass, as in the Czechoslovakian documentary Les enfants nous parlent, but indiscretion seems to halt the filmmaker just as he becomes a spy.

Cinéma-vérité was thus at an impasse if it wanted to capture the truth of human relations in real life. What it could seize were the work and actions in the field or the factory; there was the world of machines and technology, there were the great masses of humanity in motion. It is, in fact, this direction that was chosen by Joris Ivens, for example, or the English documentary school of Grierson.

There were some successful breakthroughs into the peasant world, as in Henri Storck’s La symphonie paysanne and Georges Rouquier’s Le farrebique. The filmmaker entered a community and succeeded in revealing something of its life to us. There were some equally extraordinary breakthroughs into the world of the sacred and of ceremonies, for example, Rouquier’s Lourdes and Jean Rouch’s Les maîtres fous. But documentary cinema as a whole remained outside human beings, giving up the battle with fictional film over this terrain.

Is there anything new today? We got the impression at Florence that there was a new movement to reinterrogate man by means of cinema, as in The Lambeth Boys, a documentary on a youth club in London (awarded a prize at Tours); or On the Bowery, a documentary on the drunkards in a section of New York; or The Hunters, a documentary on the Bushmen; and, of course, the already well known films of Jean Rouch.

The great merit of Jean Rouch is that he has defined a new type of filmmaker, the “filmmaker-diver,” who “plunges” into real-life situations. Ridding himself of the customary technical encumbrances and equipped only with a 16 mm camera and a tape recorder slung across his shoulders, Rouch can then infiltrate a community as a person and not as the director of a film crew. He accepts the clumsiness, the absence of dimensional sound, the imperfection of the visual image. In accepting the loss of formal
aesthetic, he discovers virgin territory, a life that possesses aesthetic secrets within itself. His ethnographer’s conscience prevents him from betraying the truth, from embellishing upon it.

What Rouch did in Africa has now begun in our own Western civilization. *On the Bowery* penetrates the real society of drunkards, who are really drunk, and the live location sound recording puts us right in the middle of a live take on what is really happening. Of course, it is relatively easy to film drunken men who are not bothered by the presence of a camera among them. Of course we stay on the margin of real everyday life. But *The Lambeth Boys* tries to show us what young people really are like at play. This could have been achieved only through participant observation, the integration of the filmmaker into the youth clubs, and at the price of a thousand imperfections, or rather of the abandonment of ordinary framing rules. But this type of reporting opens up a prodigiously difficult new route to us. We have the feeling that the documentary wants to leave the world of production in order to show us the world of consumption, to leave the world of the bizarre or the picturesque in order to research the world of intimacy in human relations, or the essence of our lives.

The new *cinéma-vérité* in search of itself possesses from now on its “camera-pen,” which allows an author to draft his film alone (16 mm camera and portable tape recorder in hand). It had its pioneers, those who wanted to penetrate beyond appearances, beyond defenses, to enter the unknown world of daily life.

Its true father is doubtless much more Robert Flaherty than Dziga Vertov. *Nanook* revealed, in a certain way, the very bedrock of all civilization: the tenacious battle of man against nature, draining, tragic, but finally victorious. We rediscovered this Flahertian spirit in *The Hunters*, where pre–Iron Age Bushmen chase game that escapes them.4

We chose this film for an award not only for its fundamental human truth but also because this truth suddenly revealed to us our inconceivable yet certain kinship with that tough and tenacious humanity, while all other films have shown us its exotic foreignness. The honesty of this ethnographic film makes it a hymn to the human race. Can we now hope for equally human films about workers, the petite bourgeoisie, the petty bureaucrats, about the men and women of our enormous cities? Must these people remain more foreign to us than Nanook the Eskimo, the fisherman of Aran, or the Bushman hunter? Can’t cinema be one of the means of breaking the membrane that isolates each of us from others in the metro, on the street, or on the stairway of the apartment building? The quest for a new *cinéma-vérité* is at the same time a quest for a “cinema of brotherhood.”5

P.S. Make no mistake. It is not merely a question of giving the camera...
the lightness of the pen that would allow the filmmaker to mingle in the lives of people. It is at the same time a question of making an effort to see that the subjects of the film will recognize themselves in their own roles. We know that there is a profound kinship between social life and the theater, because our social personalities are made up of roles that we have incorporated within ourselves. It is thus possible, as in a sociodrama, to permit each person to play out his life before the camera. And as in a sociodrama, this game has the value of psychoanalytic truth, that is to say, precisely that which is hidden or repressed comes to the surface in these roles, the very sap of life that we seek everywhere and is, nonetheless, within us. More than in social drama, this psychoanalytic truth is played for the audience, which emerges from its cinematographic catalepsy and awakens to a human message. It is then that we can feel for a moment that truth is that which is hidden within us, beneath our petrified relationships. It is then that modern cinema can realize, and it can only realize it through cinéma-vérité, that lucid consciousness of brotherhood where the viewer finds himself to be less alien to his fellow man, less icy and inhuman, less encrusted in a false life.

In Florence I proposed to Rouch that he do a film on love, which would be an antidote to La Française et l’amour, in preparation at that time. When we met again in February in Paris, I abandoned this project, as it seemed too difficult, and I suggested this simple theme: “How do you live?” a question that should encompass not only the way of life (housing, work) but also “How do you manage in life?” and “What do you do with your life?”

Rouch accepted. But we had to find a producer. I laid out the idea in two minutes to Anatole Dauman (Argos Films), whom I had recently met. Seduced by the combination of Rouch and “How do you live?” Dauman replied laconically, “I’ll buy it.” I then wrote the following synopsis for the filming authorization, which we had to request of the CNC (Centre National de la Cinématographie).

This film is research. The context of this research is Paris. It is not a fictional film. This research concerns real life. This is not a documentary film. This research does not aim to describe; it is an experiment lived by its authors and its actors. This is not, strictly speaking, a sociological film. Sociological film researches society. It is an ethnological film in the strong sense of the term: it studies mankind.

It is an experiment in cinematographic interrogation. “How do you live?” That is to say, not only the way of life (housing, work, leisure) but
the style of life, the attitude people have toward themselves and toward others, their means of conceiving their most profound problems and the solutions to those problems. This question ranges from the most basic, everyday, practical problems to an investigation of man himself, without wanting, a priori, to favor one or the other of these problems. Several lines of questioning stand out: the search for happiness; is one happy or unhappy; the question of well-being and the question of love; equilibrium or lack thereof; stability or instability; revolt or acceptance.

This investigation is carried out with men and women of various ages, of various backgrounds (office workers, laborers, merchants, intellectuals, worldly people, etc.) and will concentrate on a certain number of individuals (six to ten) who are quite different from each other, although none of these individuals could rightly be considered a general “social type.”

Considering this approach, we could call this film “two authors in search of six characters.” This Pirandellian movement of research will be sensitive and will serve as the dynamic springboard for the film. The authors themselves mingle with the characters; there is not a moat on either side of the camera but free circulation and exchanges. The characters assist in the search, then dissociate themselves, then return to it, and so on. Certain centers of interest are localized (a certain café or group of friends) or are polarized (the problems of couples or of breadwinning).

Our images will no doubt unveil gestures and attitudes in work, in the street, in daily life, but we will try to create a climate of conversation, of spontaneous discussions, which will be familiar and free and in which the profound nature of our characters and their problems will emerge. Our film will not be a matter of scenes acted out or of interviews but of a sort of psychodrama carried out collectively among authors and characters. This is one of the richest and least-exploited universes of cinematographic expression.

At the end of our research, we will gather our characters together; most of them will not yet have met each other; some will have become acquainted partially or by chance. We will show them what has been filmed so far (at a stage in the editing that has not yet been determined) and in doing so attempt the ultimate psychodrama, the ultimate explication. Did each of them learn something about himself or herself? Something about the others? Will we be closer to each other, or will there just be embarrassment, irony, skepticism? Were we able to talk about ourselves? Can we talk to others? Did our faces remain masks? However, whether we reach success or failure in communications during this final confrontation, the success is enough, and the failure is itself a provisional response, as it shows how difficult it is to communicate and in a way enlightens us about the
truth we are seeking. In either case, the ambition of this film is that the question that came from the two author-researchers and was incarnated by means of the real individuals throughout the film will project itself on the theater screen, and that each viewer will ask himself the questions “How do you live?” and “What do you do in your life?” There will be no “the end” but an open “to be continued” for each one.

In the course of subsequent discussions, Dauman, Rouch, and I reach an agreement to proceed with some “trial runs.” I propose some dinners in a private home (this will be in Marceline’s apartment). The starting principle will be commensality, that is, that in the course of excellent meals washed down with good wines, we will entertain a certain number of people from different backgrounds, solicited for the film. The meal brings them together with the film technicians (cameraman, sound recordist, grips) and should create an atmosphere of camaraderie. At a certain given moment, we will start filming. The problem is to lift people’s inhibitions, the timidity provoked by the film studio and cold interviews, and to avoid as much as possible the sort of “game” where each person, even if he doesn’t play a role determined by someone else, still composes a character for himself. This method aims to make each person’s reality emerge. In fact, the commensality, bringing together individuals who like and feel camaraderie with each other, in a setting that is not the film studio but a room in an apartment, creates a favorable climate for communication.

Once filming begins, the actors at the table, isolated by the lighting but surrounded by friendly witnesses, feel as though they are in a sort of intimacy. When they allow themselves to be caught up in the questions, they descend progressively and naturally into themselves. It is pretty difficult to analyze what goes on. It is, in a way, the possibility of a confessional but without a confessor, the possibility of a confession to all and to no one, the possibility of being a bit of one’s self.

This experience also takes on meaning for the person being questioned because it is destined for the cinema, that is to say, for isolated individuals in a dark theater, invisible and anonymous, but present. The prospect of being televised, on the other hand, would not provoke such internal liberation, because then it is no longer a matter of addressing everyone and no one, but a matter of addressing people who are eating, talking.

Of course, no question is prepared in advance. And everything must be improvised. I propose to approach, through a certain number of characters, the problem of work (the laborers), of housing and vacations (the Gabillons), of the difficulty of living (Marceline, Marilou). Rouch chooses the technicians: the cameraman Morillère, who works with him at the
We start at the end of May, as soon as Rouch finishes *La pyramide humaine*. The first meal concerns Marceline, who also plays the role of all-purpose assistant during this preliminary phase. In spite of the dinner, all three of us are very tense and intimidated. It is the beginning of this meal that appears in the first sequence of the film (the essential part of the rest of that conversation is also reproduced in this volume). At the screening of the rushes, we are disappointed. Marceline has narrated episodes of her life, but she has not revealed herself. My first questions were brutal and clumsy; Marceline closed up, and I went back into my shell. It’s Rouch who revived the dialogue.

At the second meal, we have Jacques Mothet. Jacques is a P2 at Renault and belongs to a group called “Socialism or Barbarity.” I think he is the only one since Navel to describe in an illuminating way what goes on in a factory. I do not share the views of Socialism or Barbarity, and Mothet considers me with a certain distrust. It was on my insistence that he agreed to participate in this trial. In the course of the meal, a lively discussion pits him against Moineau, our electrician, who scorns factory workers, having emancipated himself to find an independent profession. We get so caught up in the discussion that it does not occur to us to film; we realize too late that we have let something essential escape. We ask Jacques and Moineau to take up the debate again. We film, but there is no longer the same spontaneity. [A short fragment of this scene was integrated in the film. Moineau is cut out; Jacques talks about workers who unsuccessfully try to leave the factory. This fragment is edited together with a later discussion that brings together Jacques, Angelo, and Jean.]

The third trial run is with Marilou. Marilou has been adrift for several months, and during this time I have not had a conversation with her. To my mind, Marilou confirms the idea that the best are those who live with the most difficulty. It suffices here to say that for me the question “How do you live?” necessarily and fundamentally implicated Marilou. The naive viewer will be surprised if I say that ordinarily and especially in public, Marilou is shy. What happened that evening was an unforeseen and distressing plunge, of which the camera evidently only recorded that which emerged in the language and on the face of Marilou. [In the film script that follows, we have almost fully restored my dialogue with Marilou that was cut from the film.]

For the fourth trial we invite Jacques Gabillon and his wife, Simone. I knew Gabillon during the time when I was the editor of the *Patriot Résistant*, the journal of the FNDIRP (Federation of Resistant and Patriotic
Deportees and Internees). From Bordeaux he came to Paris, where he had great difficulty finding work and housing. Since then he has been an employee of the SNCF (the national railroad) for several years. I have the impression that Simone and Jacques invest a large portion of their aspirations on vacations, which are made easier for them by the availability of free railroad tickets. In fact, they are leaving this very evening to spend the Pentecost holidays in Brittany, and we are hoping to hold them here right up to the last minute, so that the camera could record live their fear of missing the train. Through them we plan to raise the issue of modern-day vacations. But I start by talking to them about the question of housing, and the conversation takes an unexpected turn (bedbugs). At this point there is a camera failure, and they leave without attacking the question of vacations.

We want a student. Marceline insists that we take Jean-Pierre. I hesitate because he is too close to Marceline. Rouch says Jean-Pierre is okay. I give in to their opinion (I won’t regret it). At the same time it will eventually be a matter of a new trial run with Marceline, who had overcomposed her character in her first trial. We do not forewarn Marceline that she will be included in the course of this dinner. We only tell her to remain seated next to Jean-Pierre. We find that it is difficult to begin a conversation with him. I try to ask him what his reactions are to people of my age. After a few abstract exchanges, Jean-Pierre talks about his feeling of impotence and evokes the woman that he had been unable to make happy. Then I address myself to Marceline, who is very moved. [The last part of this interaction is almost totally preserved in the film.]

Finally we film an encounter between Marceline and Marilou in the presence of Jean-Pierre. Marceline and Marilou had met a month or two earlier and liked each other. Then there was a cooling of this friendship, which I attributed to the first trial runs. (We had been moved by Marilou’s trial run, disappointed with Marceline’s.) I thought it healthy to open up an explication in front of the camera, during a dinner, of course, in hopes of provoking a revival of the lost friendship by means of a frank explication. In fact, I provoked an even more marked confrontation, in which each one in turn retreated into her solitude. Nothing from this discussion, perhaps the first real argument that has been recorded on film, was included in the final film.10

The “trial runs” are finished. We don’t know yet that what will end up being the essence of our film has already been shot. The producers have decided to continue but on the condition that Rouch agree to take on a cameraman of great talent (Sacha Vierny) and a master editor (Colpi). I
myself would agree, as I accord small importance to such matters, but Rouch, who can only work with technicians that he gets along with well, wants to choose his own. After exhausting discussions, Rouch accepts Viguier (cameraman for Lourdes by Rouquier) and Tarbès.

At the same time, Rouch is negotiating with Pierre Braunberger, producer of his preceding films, who does not want Rouch to undertake anything before reworking the editing of La pyramide humaine.

Besides this, Rouch and I are beginning to have our differences. For him, the words spoken in the course of the trial runs should illustrate the images. He has had enough of filming in place, in a room with a camera on a tripod. He has had even more than enough of seeing that everything filmed so far is sad; it needs joyful things, gaiety, the other aspect of life. He thinks the film should be centered on two or three heroes; otherwise the spectator runs the risk of being lost in a succession of images, unable to relate to characters he knows nothing about. If necessary, we would establish a plausible plot, as in La pyramide humaine. On top of this, Rouch wants to finish up some research that is close to completion: to film in the street with synchronous sound, that is, for example, to capture the conversation of two friends who are walking down the Champs-Elysées. Finally, in the end of June, beginning of July, Rouch thinks that some considerable event may evolve in the course of the summer (generalized conflict starting with the events in the Congo? Peace in Algeria with the conversations of Melun?), and that we must film Summer 1960 as a chronicle of a capital moment in history.11

As for me, I think that the trials are interesting only if the words emerge from the faces, in close-ups, of Gabillon, Marceline, Jean-Pierre, Marilou, Jacques. I think that we must now go to Jacques’s actual workplace, that is, to the Renault factory, and maybe film other places of work, such as the offices of the SNCF, where Gabillon is employed. We should also go to leisure places, in the streets of the city. We should attack the political problems that weigh down this summer of 1960—the Congo, the war of Algeria—but I would not like the theme of “How do you live?” to dissolve into the “chronicle of a summer.” Neither would I like it to dissolve into two or three people, nor would I like it to be characters, but multiple presences. This means pursuing a survey on three levels: the level of private life, internal and subjective; the level of work and social relations; and finally the level of present history, dominated by the war in Algeria. The film should be a montage of images in which the question “How do you live?” is transformed into “How can one live?” and “What can one do?” which would bounce off the viewer.

Pressed from all sides, in different directions, by two producers, and
by me, Rouch establishes a perilous modus vivendi with Braunberger and accepts Viguier-Tarbès from Dauman. While I am forced to be away from Paris, he films on the Champs-Elysées, in synchronous sound, Jean-Pierre and his friend Régis taking a walk; introduces them to some other young people, among whom is Marilou; and finally films a fourteenth of July dance with Jean-Pierre, Régis, Marilou, Landry, and Marceline.

After the Champs-Elysées filming, a triangular discussion opposes Dauman, Viguier, and Rouch. Dauman complains about the poor quality of the picture. From that point on, he wants to block any more technical improvisation and threatens to abandon the film if “drastic” measures are not taken.

I take advantage of the crisis to revive the meals, this time collective meals. At the discussion on Algeria (in addition to Jean-Pierre, Régis, and Marceline) Rouch introduces Jean-Marc, a young filmmaker, and I introduce Céline, a Communist student. This discussion was in fact quite lively, violent, and at certain moments pathetic, at others comical (I was drunk by halfway through the meal); Viguier and the sound recordist, Guy Rophé, participated quite spontaneously. [Only a few pale tatters of this discussion remain in the film, since we have omitted the sections where certain of the young people got very heavily involved.]

The discussion on the Congo is filmed in the open air, on the terrace of the Totem, the restaurant at the Musée de l’Homme. Rouch has introduced Nadine, Landry, and Raymond, who appeared in La pyramide humaine while they were high school students in Abidjan. Two discussions result, one an unforeseen discussion on sexual relations between blacks and whites, and the other on the Congo, the first ending the moment Marceline explains the meaning of the number tattooed on her arm.

At this moment, Viguier and Tarbès level the camera at Landry’s suddenly solemn face; they then frame the face of Nadine, who has begun to cry near Landry. At that second, the film in the camera runs out, and we could only capture the beginning of Nadine’s emotion, as she hides her face in her hands.

Two remarks: (1) In this type of filming, the framing must follow the event. In ordinary films the event is circumscribed by a preestablished frame composition. Here, however, everything depends on instinct, on a sort of telepathic communication that is established between the cameraman and the scene. It is the cameraman’s responsibility to capture the significant face, which is not necessarily the speaker’s face; in the course of filming, Morillère, Rouch, Viguier, Tarbès, and (later) Brault all had some of these inspired moments that involved more than talent: sympathy and communication.
The expression on a face in tears is radically different in acted cinema and in lived cinema. In acted cinema, the actor forces the expression on his face to signify his tears; even when he is really moved, he exaggerates his emotion so as to convey it. In real life, we make tremendous efforts to dissemble tears: we hold back sobs, tighten our facial muscles; we inhibit instead of exhibit. This was revealed at the playback projection of the scenes where Marceline (the dinner with Jean-Pierre), Marilou, and Nadine (fleetingly, because there was no more film) are in tears.

Around the twentieth of July, we lose our cameraman. However, I have already made arrangements with the Renault Corporation so that we can film in their factory workshops. We have to film before July 28, the date when the factory closes for vacation. I had already asked Jacques to pick out some young workers to do a discussion-dinner on their work, and there was only one evening—or night, rather—when we could get them together after work let out.

Argos Films assigned us a director of production, who has the disagreeable job of overseeing the technical conditions of the filming. He is ordered to authorize filming only if a clap stick slate is used: this order was not always respected. It is a director of shorts, Heinrich, who accepted this job so as to watch Rouch film and to get to know his methods. As I insist on the need for the workers’ meal, Heinrich calls on two television cameramen. We go to the factory exit to look for Jacques, who introduces us to Angélo and Jean. The technical preparations are difficult. It is late. We are tired. At around three in the morning, we film a discussion that reveals Angélo and Jean to us. [Only a thin fragment of this discussion is integrated in the film.]

We have forty-eight hours before vacation closing to film in the Renault factories at Billancourt. We hire Coutard, who worked with a handheld camera in Godard’s À bout de souffle and is free for a few days before he has to begin Le petit soldat. What we have to film, unlike industrial documentaries, is not machines but the faces and hands of the workers. The vacant faces of those who do mechanical work, the specialized workers, appendages of their machines, eternally repeating the same gestures. We should also film the relationships between boss-foremen and workers, but this is impossible; we would have to camouflage microphones and cameras in every corner of the shops.

Following Jacques’s indications, I keep an eye out for the most significant scenes. While Coutard’s assistant cameraman, Beausoleil, sets up a camera on a tripod with a microphone fixed next to it, Coutard and Rouch wander among the machines. Coutard, with 35 mm camera in hand, ultra-sensitive film (which needs no lighting), and telephoto lens, shoots scenes
of the factory without being noticed. We also film the great vacation exodus from the factory, with three cameras set up at different points. We accumulate almost an hour and a half of film. We have not filmed Angélo, Jean, and Jacques at their machines, for fear of unfavorable reactions from the management, either for them later or for us at the moment.

Shortly thereafter—or shortly before?—we have a dinner with the Gabillons, again at Marceline’s apartment, where we bring up several different subjects about happiness and about work. Jacques Gabillon talks about “two men” who are in him and of the modern-day man, “a bunch of identity papers.” [Part of this meal makes up the second half of the Gabillon sequence.]

In the meantime Rouch and Dauman reach an agreement to hire the Canadian cameraman Michel Brault. Brault had shot some short films with a handheld camera and in synchronous sound for the Canadian National Film Board. Rouch knew him and admired his work. After several intercontinental telegrams and phone calls, Brault agrees to come and arrives in Paris at the end of July, beginning of August. This is the chance for Rouch to victoriously resume his filming experiments in the street, in nature, with synchronous sound. This time Rouchian “pédivision” will replace my “commensality.” (This is what we call the two methods used in this film.)

The fifteenth of August approaches. Rouch wants to film Marceline alone in the streets of deserted Paris on August 15. Marceline proposes going to the Place de la Concorde, where Dmytryck is making a film about the German occupation. It is studded with Wehrmacht direction signs; there are extras dressed up as German soldiers. We arrive at the Place de la Concorde on August 15, but Dmytryck’s filming ended the day before; the German signs have disappeared, no more Wehrmacht.

Rouch inaugurates the new methods: Marceline will have a tape recorder slung across her shoulders, connected to a clip-on lavaliere microphone brought by Brault; she will walk along, talking to herself in a low voice. Brault films her from Rouch’s Citroën 2 CV with Rouch at his side. Heinrich, Rophé, his assistant, and I push the 2 CV for the dolly shot. We continue at the Place de l’Opéra, hardly deserted: August 15 was quite populated this year—not only tourists, but Parisians as well. I propose a quiet street in the Sentier, rue Beauregard (where a few unknowns begin to gather), and then Les Halles, where the strangely dead setting, a sort of station from a nightmare, makes Marceline recall the transport to Auschwitz and the return. To establish contact with normal life, Rouch makes Marceline walk under the Arcades on the rue de Rivoli, where she continues to talk to herself whenever inspired by the store windows. [In the
film we have kept the Place de la Concorde and Les Halles sequences from this filming.]

Once again Rouch is struck with the desire to leave the “sad” problems and look for something else. He takes advantage of a meeting in Saint Jean de Luz with Braunberger to take off with Nadine, Landry, and Brault. He films several scenes between Nadine and Landry on the road, at the seashore, where Nadine and Landry are supposed to be two student hitchhikers who take off to the south of France on vacation. [From this shooting there remains a fragment of the bullfight in the final film.]

Rouch wants to film Saint Tropez, continuing the hitchhiking adventure of Landry and Nadine, and reintroducing Marilou, Jean-Pierre, and Marceline. As this idea holds absolutely no appeal for me, he tries to win me over by saying that we’ll film my little daughters in Saint Tropez, discovering some new starlets. What finally makes up my mind is the idea of Landry as “black explorer of France on vacation.”

Meanwhile Rouch has the idea of a pseudo–Brigitte Bardot, whom we will put in the setting Saint Tropez. This idea appeals to Dauman, who sets out to look for pseudo–Brigitte Bardots; his associate Lifchitz goes off on his own hunt. We run the risk of being inundated with false BBs, but Argos Films, to economize, hires only one—the real Sophie Destrade.

While the Saint Tropez expedition is being prepared to Rouch’s great joy, I learn that Marilou is leading a new life. She no longer feels as lonely as before and has met a young man with whom she is in love. I propose a new dialogue with Marilou, which takes place in my home. Marilou has forewarned me that she will not talk about her friend; her apprehension makes her very nervous. (We had to wait two hours before the equipment was ready to function, and she had to get back to her office.) As she spoke her facial expression changed from joy to fear to the sadness of memory to hope. [“Marilou Is Happy” sequence.]

Marceline has stayed in Paris while Jean-Pierre is on vacation with Régis in the south. She thinks Jean-Pierre is drifting away from her. She has family problems. We film a conversation with her, but she has been, unconsciously, influenced by the rushes she has seen of Marilou. [This dialogue with Marceline was not integrated into the film.] From this point on, we no longer show the rushes to the participants, except to Angélo, who has a skeptical, even ironic, interest in our enterprise.

Rouch, Brault, Marilou, Landry, Nadine, and Catherine take the “Caravelle” airliner. Rouch introduces Catherine, who is a happy woman: she has no problems, he says (unfortunately she will have some problems in Saint Tropez). In the plane, Rouch films a conversation between Catherine
and Landry, who pretend they are just meeting. He films Marilou and Landry. In the train from Nice to Saint Raphaël, he films again. [Nothing of all of this is preserved in the film.]

At this point Rouch and I have a clear difference of opinion. Rouch wants to film a surrealist dream with Marilou, where she wanders alone in the night, dances, goes for a walk in the cemetery, meets a man who is wearing the mask of Eddie Constantine; the man pursues her, unmask himself, and it’s Landry. I tell him that I am against this scene, as any fiction falsifies the very meaning of what has already been filmed. Rouch films Catherine water-skiing. I grumble. Finally we reach an agreement: I’ll stick to everything having to do with “Landry, black explorer”; I’ll stick to the false Brigitte Bardot and to the staged publicity photographers attracting the crowd of tourists; I propose a collective discussion on the theme of Saint Tropez, and I maintain that we must film a dialogue between Jean-Pierre and Marceline.12

The Saint Tropez discussion takes place on the terrace of a hotel, but the film used to record this discussion was, by mistake, mostly ultrasensitive film. [The film retains a brief moment of the usable segment, and Sophie’s comments in the discussion are used as voice-over while she walks at l’Épi beach.]

I revive the theme of happiness in a conversation filmed with my two daughters, with Landry intervening. [A fragment of the conversation was preserved in the film.]

During these two days of filming, Marceline and Jean-Pierre are having difficulties in their relationship. I ask them again if they would agree to try to work out their relationship in front of the camera. I tell Jean-Pierre separately that this scene, where for the first time the camera would film a couple’s discussion, would be meaningful only if it were not thought out in advance. Since for some time Marceline has had the tendency to compose her own character, Jean-Pierre would have to avoid allowing the climate of their dialogue to become too literary. What would Marceline and Jean-Pierre decide? I don’t know. We waited until the last minute to tell Jean-Pierre and Marceline that it was their turn, and Rouch chose a little nearby jetty. There is a strong mistral on the embankment. Jean-Pierre and Marceline sit side by side. Rouch is listening in through headphones; he’s the only one who can hear the dialogue. Brault is lying three meters away with the camera, and I myself at three meters’ distance can hear nothing. Jean-Pierre has the clip-on lavaliere microphone. From time to time Brault says “cut,” and he changes angle; Jean-Pierre responds by clapping his hands to slate the next scene. [This scene was condensed in the editing, not by choosing one continuous segment but by selecting and juxtaposing dif-
ferent moments. The viewer also sees frequent shot changes, and under these conditions it is difficult to escape the idea of staging, especially since it is difficult to believe that a couple could agree to give themselves up in such a way to the camera. This sequence, which was cut out by Argos in the copy passed on exclusively to the Agriculteurs, is kept in the other copies. It shows much more pointedly than the other sequences the problems of conventional cinematic editing in relation to our filmed material. In spite of the misunderstandings it might engender, I think this scene necessary because it witnesses an extreme point of our enterprise.]

We return to Paris. Argos (in a new repressive phase) wants to limit our filming days. Rouch cannot film if he feels pressured. I suggest to Rouch that he accept the limits; if we have not completed our program, Argos will be obliged to make us finish the film. But interminable discussions continue.

Nonetheless, I establish a filming schedule in a spirit of compromise with Rouch: since Rouch wants some “heroes,” I make an effort to put some emphasis on the worker-heroes Angélo, Jacques, and Jean. At the same time, to revive the theme of “How do you live?”, which has already been considerably compromised, I propose interviews in the street where Marceline and Nadine stop passersby and ask them, “Are you happy?” Again I take up the theme we had already planned, of encounters among our characters: worker-student encounters, encounters of women among themselves, encounters of men, to lead up to the grand final encounter. To start, we are going to approach the question of the return from vacation. Rouch accepts this program: he also wants to film conversations on the terrace of a café (Les Deux Magots), in a department store like Galeries Lafayette, and an encounter in the women’s shop that Catherine has on the Left Bank. The film crew for this last shooting period is made up of Brault (cameraman); Rophé (sound; in his absence either Rouch or Boucher take care of it); and Morillère and Boucher (general assistants), who are attached to the committee on ethnographic film. Rouch has arranged with the engineer Coutant the possibility of working with his new prototype electronic 16 mm camera, which is lighter and, more important, sound-proof, that is to say, we can film anywhere, without a “blimp” to absorb camera noise.

The end of vacation means first of all back to school: we film Irène, Véronique, and their little friend Dominique leaving the Fénelon high school during the first days of school and walking home on rue Soufflot. The Rouch technique is in full force here. Véronique has the clip-on microphone and a tape recorder slung over her shoulders; they walk freely. Brault, guided by hand signals from Rouch, follows or precedes them,
filming up close with a wide-angle lens. Thus in this procession where filmers and filmees almost form one body, the normal movement of passers-by is almost undisturbed, the characters in movement feel at ease with the camera, their comments are directly related to the spectacle in the street (a France-Soir headline, a cinema poster, a shop window, etc.). The sound leaves something to be desired: every step Véronique takes jostles the tape recorder; we can hear a sound like a heartbeat, certain words are barely audible. We also film Véronique and Irène doing their first homework, questioned by Nadine on their first days back to school and on the characters in the film. These scenes were not included in the film. I would have liked to see them ask more about the opinion of the two little girls on the world of adults, on their own “How do you live?”

The end of vacation is also Jean-Pierre preparing for his philosophy exams, which he failed in June. An important theme: if Jean-Pierre fails them again in October, he will lose his deferment and be called up for military service, that is to say, Algeria. We film a discussion scene at Jean-Pierre’s desk with Régis. They talk in ironic terms of philosophy; they consult the list of signatures for the call of the 121; they blame Rouch and me for not signing, trying to get a rise out of us. Then we film Jean-Pierre coming out of his exam. He leaves the Sorbonne; Régis is waiting for him in the square with the tape recorder over his shoulder and clip-on microphone on his lapel. Brault films their encounter and follows them. While they head toward the Seine on small side streets, they talk about the written dissertation, then about one thing or another in a half-serious, half-joking tone. On the quays of the Seine, Régis asks Jean-Pierre what his plans are for the future and whether he imagines himself joining in. Jean-Pierre does not want to join in. They walk away along the quays “toward the east, toward the future,” says Régis, who will, in the next year, belong to the Communist Party. When Jean-Pierre finds out he has passed, we film Rouch, Morin, and Jean-Pierre walking in the gardens of l’Observatoire. Jean-Pierre is questioned about his plans for the future. [None of these scenes are in the final film.]

The end of vacation is Marilou returning home; her fragile happiness seems to have consolidated a bit. We shoot a scene in a hotel room on rue Git-le-Coeur, where she goes to see her friend Jeanne, whom she hasn’t seen since she got back. Jeanne asks her questions about her vacation, her plans. Marilou is relaxed, cheerful. [This scene, kept almost up to the last minute, was finally not included in the film (to my great regret, since it showed Marilou smiling and joking), as with almost all scenes dealing with the return from vacation and events that follow the vacations.]

The end of vacation is also the Gabillons returning with souvenirs and
photos of their vacation in Spain. We go to the Gabillons’ apartment, in their low-cost housing development in Clichy, and we film their breakfast and ask them to bring out their photos and talk about their vacation. [This scene was not included in the film.]

In filming the return from vacation, we took advantage of the chance to film daily life. Marilou and her boyfriend getting washed and dressed in her little room; the camera follows them down the service stairs (the longest stairway traveling shot that has ever been done, Brault’s camera following Marilou’s hands on the banister rail), in the street, then Marilou walking up the Champs-Élysées, going into her office (at Cahiers du Cinéma), working on some letters, and typing. [Some of these shots were included; one at the beginning of the first Marilou sequence, the others at the end of the second Marilou sequence.]

Daily life: that means filming the life outside work of Angélo, Jean, and Jacques. We start with Angélo, whom we meet at the exit of the factory and who is then followed by Brault in the street, on the bus, at home, without interruption until nightfall. We don’t know where Angélo lives, and we discover the interminable stairway that goes up to the Clamart plateau (we could not have found such a setting if we had searched for one like it), the suburban streets that change from urban to rustic, and finally the little cottage where Angélo lives with his mother. We also discover how Angélo spends his time: doing judo exercises (he is a judoka amateur), playing guitar, reading (a life of Danton), then dinner and bed. Since Angélo gets up at 4:45 the next morning, he goes to bed early. We tell him to leave his key in the door so we can film him waking up. At three in the morning, Morillère comes to wake me up while Boucher waits in the street. Completely naked, haggard, I open the door for him; he flees. I catch up to him and then call Rouch. I tear him from his sleep. Rouch phones Brault. We pick up Rouch and Brault in Dauphine and cursing the film, empty stomached, we hurry to Clamart. In the darkness we penetrate like burglars into Angélo’s little garden. Boucher steps in manure, stifling his curses. We finally enter the bedroom on tiptoe, holding back our laughter. Brault hoists his camera up to his shoulder, and that’s the signal: we turn on the lights. While Brault shoots, we see Angélo coming out of sleep under the effects of the light. When he discovers us, flabbergasted, he curses at us, and we burst into laughter. [This shot of his waking is retained in the film. It does not strike the spectator, who cannot tell the difference with a fake movie alarm clock ring.] Angélo has his coffee with milk, brought to him by his mother, then gets up, washes, gets dressed, leaves the house, takes the bus, et cetera . . . the camera follows him up till the moment when he disappears into the factory by the great door on the Place National, while we see, as though
a director had prepared everything, two guards in uniform watching the entrances and, in front of the door, a worker distributing leaflets. [A certain number of shots from this Angélo filming were preserved and edited into the final film.]

This same morning, Angélo is called in by the management of his shop, where he is informed that he has been transferred to another, very tough shop. Did this bullying have anything to do with our cinematographic intervention the day before, at the factory exit? (The shop foreman said to him, “So, we’re making movies now?”) The next morning Angélo comes to find me and explains the affair. As Rouch is supposed to come with Brault a bit later, I tell him that we absolutely must film. They arrive, and Angélo explains what happened to Rouch in a three-sided discussion. They ask him about his future. Angélo, discouraged, wants to leave the tool machines. Could we find him work? We’ll have to look around. [An important part of this scene was included in the film. Even though chronologically it takes place after vacation, we put it in before the vacation sequences, given that we wanted to include it and that we wanted to end the film at the end of the vacation.]

Following this incident, Jean, the young worker-turned-draftsman, no longer wants to be filmed. He will only agree to participate in a discussion between students and workers. We film Jacques waking, getting up, leaving for the factory; he lives in Montmartre and goes by motorbike to Billancourt. We follow him in two cars, one behind, lighting him with its headlights, the other either beside him or slightly ahead, with Brault filming. [None of this is included in the film.]

Taking advantage of the last weeks of good weather, Jacques, his wife, their children, Angélo, and sometimes other friends often go to Fontainebleau forest, near Milly, for the weekend. Even though Rouch is again deeply involved in worker life, I insist that we go to Milly-la-Forêt. Rouch organizes a parallel expedition with Nadine, Catherine, and Landry. We leave in several cars and with two cameras (Brault and Morillère). We have a picnic and film what is going on (rock climbing, climbing down with ropes, children’s games, songs). [One part of what was filmed here constitutes the Milly-la-Forêt sequence in the film.]

Are you happy? Since the beginning of the film, Rouch has thought that Nadine could be a sort of woman-sphinx who would ask a riddle of passersby in the street. To my mind, this question should be “Are you happy?” asked by Marceline and Nadine together (one alone would be intimidated) in different areas of Paris. The camera would be hidden in a car; the microphone would be visible. We film at Place du Panthéon, rue Soufflot, Place de la Bastille, at Ménilmontant, at the Passy metro, at Place
Victor Hugo. [A certain number of these interviews constitute the “Are You Happy?” sequence.]

At the same time, we envisage several surveys in greater depth on the theme of “How do you live?” Marceline obtains the consent of a postal service employee to interview him and his wife in their home [not included in the film] and of a garage mechanic, whom she interviews in his shop [a good part is included in the film]. Rouch knows a happy young couple, the Cuénets, who are also interviewed [this interview is, for the most part, included in the film]. At around the same time, we record a walking dialogue between me and Rouch at the Musée de l’Homme where we try to tie things up. [This dialogue was not included in the film.]

I am keen on the encounters, and I envisage an encounter between workers and students, an encounter among the women who participated in the film, and an encounter among the men, before the general encounter. Material obstacles and the time factor (Argos makes it clear that everything must be finished by the end of October) prevent us from organizing all but the student-worker encounter. One Sunday noon we organize a lunch at the restaurant of the Musée de l’Homme with Angélo, Jean, Régis, and Jean-Pierre. After some embarrassing slow starts, the conversation livens up.

Angélo and Jean attack the students for their arrogance with regard to workers. Jean-Pierre and Régis explain themselves. [This discussion was not included in the film.] At a neighboring table sat Landry. Rouch wants Angélo and Landry to meet each other. We all go to my house, and Rouch sets them face-to-face on a step of the stairway. Angélo had very much liked the rushes where Landry appeared, commenting on the bullfight, moralizing to the little girls, talking about his black skin. Angélo seemed like a good guy to Landry, who had likewise seen him on the screen. In fact, a friendship was born before our eyes, under the eye of the camera. At the same time Angélo fully expresses his protest against both the conditions of the workers and what he sees as the false compensation for these conditions, this embourgeoisement symbolized by the possession of a car.

Rouch prepares the filming in Catherine’s shop, where Nadine, Sophie, and Marceline are supposed to participate. There is a tension between Marceline and Catherine ever since Saint Tropez. On top of that, Marceline is critical of Catherine’s “bourgeois lifestyle.” I tell Marceline that she may “attack,” but I also tell her that it would be better not to touch on any private problems. The camera is hidden in the back of the shop; the microphone is also hidden. Marceline, Nadine, and Sophie are among the clients (who are unaware of the filming); they try things on. Suddenly Marceline attacks. Her accusations become more and more precise and intimate, whereas Catherine is very relaxed. Nadine, feeling uneasy, says to Marceline,
“We’re leaving,” and they depart. [We baptized this sequence “Thunder over the Petticoats.” It was not included in the film. A part of the soundtrack is pretty inaudible; the shop door was left open for several minutes, and the street noises drowned out the words.]

A few days later Rouch films a conversation on the terrace of the Deux Magots, without disturbing the regular customers (camera camouflaged in a car parked on the sidewalk, microphone camouflaged under a handkerchief). Marceline and Nadine comment on the outburst that occurred at Catherine’s. One afternoon, a couple of days later, we film at the Old Navy, a café where Marceline is a regular. We record a conversation between Marceline and Marilou on the terrace using the same method. Marceline talks about Jean-Pierre; she says that they have reached a new agreement, founded on freedom and mutual trust. We also film a breakfast in bed with Marceline and Jean-Pierre, then their rising and morning ritual. [None of these scenes, each of which uncovers a new aspect of Marceline, was included in the film.]

At last we shoot the final encounter. I had dreamed of a sort of confrontation in a large room after projecting the film, with multiple cameras and microphones recording not only the reactions to the film but also the conversations that would start up spontaneously and according to the affinities among the different characters. A big final scene where the scales would fall and consciousness would be awakened, where we would take a new “oath of the tennis court” to construct a new life.13

Of course this is no longer feasible. It is no longer possible to show the entire film. Of course nothing has been edited, and we must hurry to finish before the deadline. We choose the shortcut of using the rushes that were specific to each of the characters. Marilou happy, Marceline–August 15, Jean-Pierre and Régis coming out of exam, return from vacation–Gabillon, Milly-la-Forêt, and a few other fragments. The reunion takes place in the projection room of the Studio Publicis, in the basement. After showing the film, we open the discussion. [This was abridged in the film, but all of the critical aspects were retained.]

In this sequence, voluntarily or involuntarily, Angélo, Marceline, and Marilou all say something essential about themselves, each one revealing in a word just what they had done in the moment when the camera’s eye was trained on them. I feel that Rouch is distressed by the criticisms. We separate at the Champs-Élysées; it is raining; it’s the last reel, Brault films the wet, glistening sidewalk, which reflects the passersby. The unfinished film is completed. Nearly six months of effort, of passion, of arguments, of camaraderie, of experience, of research abruptly become memories. I will no
longer wake Rouch at 8 A.M.; Brault will take off for Canada. Each person goes off on his own. It is autumn.

The film is finished.

Renault lays off two thousand workers. Angélo is one of them. I tried to find him work, first doing odd jobs for some friends, while waiting. He almost learned how to make tapestries in the studio of a friend, Yvette Prince, but the studio was going through a difficult period; he did a stint as a warehouse man for a publishing firm, where he began to show his demanding spirit; he was fired (“What do you want?” he asks me philosophically, “I’m a revolutionary”). Nina Baratier, a film editor, found him a place as stagehand at the Billancourt studios in the early spring. He wants to get away from the machines, and we are trying to help him. One day Angélo disappears from the studios. He had found a skilled worker job in a little metalwork factory, much smaller than Renault. He was supposed to get married. He has since gotten married.

The intervention of the film has thus had a pretty powerful effect on Angélo’s life. In the first phase, it crystallized his revolt against the alienation of manual labor, in the hopes of escaping machines. For several months he experienced other types of work (warehouse man, stagehand). He was able to see the possible significance of a choice between an independent but chancy job and a subordinate but regular job; between his qualification as a machinist and those of other jobs for which he had no technical training. Of course I did not push him in any particular direction; I always looked in the direction he indicated. If he does finally return to the machines, it will be less by force than by his own choice.

Marilou is trying hard to hold the ground she has gained. The couple has some difficult money problems. Recently, Marilou has had the opportunity to learn a skill that is much more interesting and freer than secretarial work: studio photography.

Marceline, the film finished, could not return to her applied psychosociological surveys. Argos helped her out. She is looking for work she would like; in fact, she could be an actress. Jean-Pierre lives with her.

Jean-Pierre passed his exams and is pursuing his degree. He is looking for a job that would not keep him from preparing for his next exams.

Landry, after having spent the last year in a provincial high school, is taking a private course in Paris. Nadine is going to take her baccalaureate exams in philosophy. Gabillon took a trip to Greece. He would like a more interesting job and hopes to get into the European railroad agency. Régis went on vacation to Cuba and upon his return joined the Communist Party. The Cuénets are going to have a baby. All of them regret that the
film only showed a one-sided view of themselves. They all feel they are richer, more complex, than their images on film. This is obviously true.

**Editor**

We have more than twenty-five hours of film, almost all of it 16 mm. Now we have to extract a film of normal length (one and one-half hours). It’s not only a technical problem (the transformation of real time into cinematographic time, the new significance presented by images when edited, the type of editing to choose, etc.); it’s also the problem of the meaning of the film. Anything is possible with our enormous corpus of multiple, uniform material.

Everything becomes complicated, and once again a three-sided crisis breaks out. Argos Films wants to have one “editor in chief” who will give the film an “incontestable technical and artistic quality.” Rouch refuses the editors they propose and wants to choose the woman who edited his earlier films. Rouch can only work with people he chooses according to his affinity and compatibility. At the same time, Rouch announces that he has to go to Africa for two months; Argos opposes his departure, which would immobilize the editing. For my part, I want to work on the editing from a position of equality with Rouch, because I fear that the “How do you live?” sense of the film might disappear.

For Rouch, the guiding thread should be one or two “hero” characters in the film. He even suggests me as the hero of the film, off in search of the unfindable truth. General ideas bore him; what he is always interested in is the living detail, spontaneity. He wants to proceed by approximations, that is, by successive elimination of images until the normal duration is reached, just as he did in La pyramide humaine. He does not want to feel bound in advance by any norm, any idea. On the contrary. On the other hand, I feel that a large part of the richness of La pyramide humaine was lost in the editing, to the benefit of the heroine, to the benefit of the plot. I value those themes I would like to see expressed.16

I don’t have a real plan, but a sort of structure that I rediscover at every stage of the elaboration of the film. Thus, for example, at the end of July, Argos Films asked for a schema of the editing, as assurance that we were not simply filming at random. I improvised a text where the following themes were presented in succession: (1) monotony: shades of gray; (2) factory and office work; (3) the difficulties of living (loneliness and happiness); (4) love; (5) the sounds of the world in summer, 1960; (6) on the road again.
Later on, once the editing had begun, Rouch and I would be interviewed by France Observateur. This interview conveys our differences as well as our agreement, as evidenced in the following extract:

What is the importance of the editing of this film, given that you have twenty-five hours of rushes?

ROUCH: There’s the crucial point! We are in conflict, Edgar and I—a temporary and fruitful conflict, I hope. My position is the following: The interest of this story is the film; it’s the chronology and evolution of the people as a function of the film. The subject itself is not very interesting. It is difficult to bring together the testimonies, because they are often heterogeneous. There are people who cheat a little, others not at all. To bring together their testimonies would be to falsify the truth. I’ll take a simple example: we asked people one question, among others, “What do you think of your work?” Most of these people said they were bored in their jobs. The reasons they give are very different: intellectual reasons, sentimental, physical reasons, et cetera. Bringing these reasons together, in my opinion, is less interesting than the individuals themselves and finding out the motives behind their responses. There are some marvelous contradictions in certain scenes of the film; sometimes people contradict themselves in a fantastic way. For example, Angelo, the worker who has been let go by Renault, is talking with Landry, the young African. Landry says to him: “You’re at Renault? . . . Ah, it’s well known in Africa, the Renault Company! You don’t see anything else . . . 1,000 kilos, Dauphines . . .” And all of a sudden Angelo, before even replying, breaks into a smile and says: “Oh yeah? You’ve heard of the Renault Company?” It’s inimitable!

So from the point of view of editing, my idea is the following: with some rare exceptions, it is almost impossible to upset the filming order. The people evolved in such a way that, if we want to become attached to them, it is necessary to show them as a function of their evolution. In fact, the whole film was conceived that way. That’s how I see the film. And that’s why I center it on the summer: it begins in spring and ends in autumn. It’s the evolution of a certain number of people throughout events that could have been essential but were not. We thought in the spring that the summer of 1960 would be essential for France. It wasn’t, but even with this sort of disappointment, this evolution is nonetheless, to my mind, the subject of the film.

So the editing that I am doing at present, which can, of course, be changed, is much more a chronological editing as a function of the filming than editing as a function of the subject or of the different subjects dealt with in the filming.
MORIN: I think that we must try to maintain in the editing a plurality. The great difficulty is that there are in fact many themes. What I would like is to concentrate this collective halo around the characters. In other words, I would not, in the end, like to see everything reduced to purely individual stories, but rather there should be a dimension, not so much of the crowd, but of the global problem of life in Paris, of civilization, and so forth.

What I would like is that at every moment we feel that the characters are neither “film heroes” as in ordinary cinema nor symbols as in a didactic film, but human beings who emerge from their collective life. What I would like is not to situate individualities as we see them in normal films—in classical, fictional narrative films—where there are characters and some story happens to those characters. I would like to talk about the individual characters in order to go on to a more general problem and then come back from the general problem to the individual.

This means doing a sort of cinéma-vérité that would overcome the fundamental opposition between fictional and documentary cinema. In fictional cinema, the private problems of individuals are dealt with: love, passion, anger, hatred; in documentary film until now only subjects external to the individual are dealt with: objects, machines, countrysides, social themes.

Jean and I agree at least on one point: that we must make a film that is totally authentic, as true as a documentary, but with the same concepts as fictional film, that is, the contents of subjective life, of people’s existence. In the end, this is what fascinates me.

Another thing that fascinates me on the theme of cinéma-vérité is not just reviving the ideas of Dziga Vertov or things of that genre, but—and this is what is really new, from the technical point of view, in what Jean has said—it is that cinéma-vérité can be an authentic talking cinema. It is perhaps the first time that we will really end up with a sketch of talking cinema. The words burst forth at the very moment when things are seen—which does not occur with postsynchronization.

ROUCH: In the empty Halles, when Marceline is talking about her deportation, she speaks in rhythm with her step; she is influenced by the setting, and the way she is speaking is absolutely inimitable. With postsynchronization and the best artist in the world, you would never be able to achieve that unrelenting rhythm of someone walking in a place like that.

MORIN: In addition, it is a film where there are no fistfights, no revolver shots, not even any kisses, or hardly any. The action, in the end, is the word. Action is conveyed by dialogues, disputes, conversations. What interests me is not a documentary that shows appearances but an active in-
tervention to cut across appearances and extract from them their hidden or dormant truths.

ROUCH: Another extraordinary thing that you’ve forgotten, and that’s understandable, is the poetic discovery of things through the film. For example: a worker, Angélo, leaves the Renault factory, takes the bus to go home, and gets off at Petit-Clamart. To get to his house, he has to climb up a stairway, an unbelievable stairway, and this ascent—after all, it’s only a worker on his way home—becomes a sort of poetic drama.

MORIN: Our common base is that neither one of us conceives of this film as merely sociological or merely ethnographic or merely aesthetic, but really like a total and diffuse thing that is at the same time a document, an experience lived by each person, and a research of their contact.

Rouch proposes to me an alternate method of working: he’ll start on his own to make a preliminary selection of six to eight hours, head to tail, before he leaves for Africa in three weeks. Then he leaves me to edit during his three-week absence. And so on, from confrontation to confrontation, we will reach an agreement.

The Rouch-Dauman agreement on the editor in chief having not been achieved, we will work with Nina Baratier, who has been taking care of the film since August, assisted by Françoise Colin. Thus begins the first phase of editing.

Rouch comes up with a stringout of about seven hours. At the screening I see that many sequences that I consider essential have been eliminated and that others that seem uninteresting have been chosen. I feel as though everything is caving in. I, in turn, then take the editing, reestablish some of the eliminated sequences, and eliminate some of those that Rouch had retained, to end up with about four hours of screen time. Now Rouch is dissatisfied.

He takes over the editing, makes a four-hour version starting with the introduction of the characters, and follows the chronology of the film in their wake. The introductions are disappointing. I resume editing and in a couple of days have a schema that starts with the “Are you happy,” follows the theme of work, political problems (Algeria, the Congo), personal life, to end up with a conclusion in which, in a few flash images, each of the characters expresses his revolt. The last image: Angélo fighting alone with a tree. The screening is disappointing. On the way we have made concessions to each other: Rouch reestablished some moments that were important for me; I did not cut some moments that he is fond of.

Finally we reach an agreement on a compromise of principles.
Compromise: the film will not be a mosaic-type montage as I wanted it, made up of opposing sequences, sustained by the guiding theme “How do you live?” nor will it be a biographico-chronological montage as Rouch wanted. It will be something mixed, between the two. We agree on the fundamental sequences that I, for my part, would like to include almost in their entirety, without condensing them. I propose a compromise schema, abandoning the final montage on “resistance” and the ultimate symbol of Angélo fighting with the tree, and adopting the three-part chronological order: before vacation, the vacation, after vacation.

But by now the debate between Rouch and me is no longer taking place in private. Argos Films intervenes, sometimes mistrusting Rouch and wanting to oversee his work (which he refuses), at other times being enthusiastic over Rouch. According to these alternating attitudes, Rouch is either a clumsy bricoleur or an inspired improviser. Dauman gives me no credit for my capacities as neophyte editor but thinks at times that my contribution is efficient and at other times that I am an abstract theoretician who is massacring the film. Dauman is sometimes Rouchist, sometimes Morinist, quite often groans to see our combined incapacities, and is constantly railing against Nina Baratier. In the beginning Nina Baratier sides sometimes with Rouch and sometimes with me when it comes to eliminating scenes she doesn’t like or keeping ones she likes; in a second phase, she thinks that Rouch and she deserve total confidence.

The successive versions were shown to different people, among whom Azar and Roger Leenhardt would play a significant role. Argos wants Azar to be the editor of the film, but Rouch, already at odds with me, wants to have a free hand. Azar formulates essentially the following remarks:

1. What is extraordinary and unique for him are the moments when the faces in close-up express some emotion. The moment when happiness erupts on Marilou’s face is one of the four moments in cinema that have most impressed him in his life. He also thinks that the high points of the film consist of Jean-Pierre’s monologue and Marceline on August 15. Gabillon is moving. He doesn’t like Angélo much; he finds him to be a ham.

2. Next to these sections, everything that is “cinema” is not only secondary but risks killing the best parts. In any case, the section following the vacation segment is of no interest. The film should end on a strong beat, at the end of vacation. At the end of a dramatic progression, we should finish with Marceline on August 15 and Marilou happy.

Leenhardt’s remarks are different. The film must be intelligible: from the start the subject should be clear, the problem plainly stated. In this sense he favors the introduction that Rouch is proposing, the beginning of our first dialogue with Marceline, where we reveal our purpose. There
must also (and here Azar is going in the same direction) be a dialogue at the end of the film that conveys the authors' conclusions.

The experimental screenings also bring out the fact that our few critical spectators believe much more strongly in the truth of those scenes in which Rouch and I appear in front of the camera, participating in the dialogue with our characters. They feel that the scenes in which we do not appear, like the jetty at Saint Tropez, are “acted.”

These remarks have some influence on us. We will maintain our presence in the picture, which we had earlier had a tendency to eliminate (except when Rouch was considering making me the “hero” of the film, off in search of the elusive grail). Rouch will retain his introduction (the first dialogue with Marceline), but immediately afterward will come the “Are you happy?” sequence. The conclusion will be our dialogue at the Musée de l’Homme (it is not until later that this will be replaced by a new dialogue filmed subsequently). Rouch will come around slowly to the idea of cutting the after-vacation, which satisfies me inasmuch as this gives more room for the trial runs, which will take a central position. As for me, I will slowly accept the reduction of the social-worker part and the suppression of any normative theme in the conclusion. We reach an agreement on an editing plan.

Because Rouch has to leave for Africa for a while, and because Dauman demands an editor, Rouch chooses Ravel. For fifteen or twenty days, Ravel works alone with Nina Baratier, following the plan that we have established together, but having a fair amount of freedom of composition. I will not intervene during this period except to insist on the need to make a minor change in the “Are You Happy?” sequence. Ravel therefore edits the first half hour of the film in the present order of succession (with the exception of the Landry-Angélo dialogue, Angélo’s dismissal, and a few other modifications). Rouch and I will be satisfied.

Rouch comes back from Africa. He intervenes directly at the editing table and immediately orients Ravel on the montage of the vacation sequences. The editing speeds up; a copy must be ready for the Cannes festival; I defend my stand on the parts that I judge essential, such as the Algeria discussion, the discussion on the Congo and racism. Algeria poses some particular difficulties: how to render the tumultuousness of this discussion and above all its dramatic character when we must cut the passages that might be dangerous for our young participants? How to avoid having the censors cut the scene completely? We also have many discussions about the vacation sequence, but I leave the bullfight to Rouch (I would have kept one minute or cut it entirely) and the little dialogue between Catherine and Landry about Saint Tropez. The scene of Marceline and Jean-Pierre on the
jetty is edited in the conventional cinema style; it would no doubt have been better to show one long uninterrupted segment. Little by little the post-vacation sequences are eliminated or are aired before the vacation. We go on to the mixing, and a copy is printed, which is screened at Cannes.

This copy will not yet be the definitive version. The group discussion in the Studio Publicis is not yet included, and there are still a few postvacation episodes, like Angélo’s dismissal, Marilou’s visit with her friend Jeanne, at home with her boyfriend, Marceline and Jean-Pierre waking up.

The Publicis discussion had been abandoned along the way. I was not particularly attached to it, Rouch having said that it was uneditable. But after Cannes, after a screening at the Musée de l’Homme and at UNESCO, we feel that the end of the film is weak.

For me the weakness begins at the moment when we get to Algeria; for Rouch, it is only the end that needs work. He proposes to look at the screening of the Publicis discussion again, and we are finally in total agreement on this point. It is absolutely necessary. At the same time we eliminate the last postvacation element. A new discussion divides us on Marilou Happy, which I think has been sabotaged in the editing, and we reestablish in part what I ask for. However, we cannot retain the Marilou-Jeanne scene, which probably brings nothing to the film but does show Marilou relaxed and cheerful. All we have left is to film a new conclusion, an improvised dialogue at the Musée de l’Homme after the screening of the Publicis discussion and taking into account (implicitly) the reactions of the first viewers. We are in the beginning of June 1961, one year after beginning “How do you live?” The film will definitely be called *Chronicle of a Summer*, even though the title does not reflect the subject. But Argos has decided it. “How do you live?” is too TV, it seems. I leave for Chile on June 20. Finally we film a supplementary scene, a last dialogue between Rouch and me at the Musée de l’Homme. On this occasion we used a wireless microphone and therefore did not need to carry the shoulderbag tape recorder as we walked. We were told that this conclusion scene was necessary. The day before filming it, we reviewed the final sequence of the group discussion at the Studio Publicis. Rouch and Ravel finish editing the Studio Publicis part, the final discussion, and with a few more modifications, they put the definitive version of the film in order.\(^\text{17}\)

---

Post-Chronicle

*Chronicle of a Summer* is finished. It is already slipping away from us. Lately we are free to add a postscript, for example, to take the unused film
to make one or two supplementary films that could be shown in ciné-clubs. Or maybe we could establish a long version (four hours), again for the ciné-clubs or for private showings. Maybe we will do it, but the film is slipping away from us, that is to say, we must accept it as is.

As for me, I am divided between two contradictory feelings. On the one hand, I feel dissatisfaction in view of what I had ideally hoped for; on the other hand, I feel deep contentment at having lived this experience, adhering to the compromise that such an accomplishment presupposes. Without Rouch, the film would have been impossible for me, not only because it was Rouch’s name that convinced the producer to try the adventure, but also and above all because his presence was indispensable for me, and there again not only from the technical point of view but also from the personal point of view. Although intellectually I can distinguish what differentiates us, I cannot practically dissociate this curious pair we formed, like Jerry Lewis–Dean Martin, Erckman-Chatrian, or Roux-Combaluzier.

We must also express our gratitude to Anatole Dauman. Thanks to Argos Film, Rouch and I were able to carry out decisive experiments in our respective researches. It is thus impossible to dissociate the “Argonauts” from cinéma-vérité.

This film, which is slipping away from us, now appears before critics and viewers. It presents us once again with problems, indeed with new problems. These are not aesthetic problems but questions more directly related to life. Because unlike other films, the spectator is not so much judging a work as judging other human beings, namely, Angélo, Marceline, Marilou, Jean-Pierre, me, Rouch. They judge us as human beings, but in addition they attach this moral or affective judgment to their aesthetic judgment. For example, if a spectator doesn’t like one of us, he will find that person stupid, insincere, a ham; he’ll reproach the character for being at the same time a bad actor and an unlikable individual. This confusion of levels at first upsets us but reassures us at the same time, because it expresses the weakness and the virtue of this film. It shows us that, no matter what, though we have been doing cinema, we have also done something else: we have overflowed the bounds of cinéma-spectacle, of cinéma-theater, while at the same time sounding the depths of its possibilities; we are also a part of this confused and jumbled thing called life.

This film is a hybrid, and this hydridness is as much the cause of its infirmity as of its interrogative virtue.

The first contradiction holds in the changeover from real time to cinematographic time. Of course the real time is not the total time, since we were not filming all the time. In other words, there was already a sort of selection in the filming; but the editing obliges us to make a selection, a more
difficult composition, more treacherous. We choose the times that we find
the most significant or the most powerful; of course, this theatricalizes life.
On top of that, the close-up accentuates dramatization. In fact there is more
tension in seeing close-ups of Marilou, Marceline, or Jean-Pierre than in
being present in the scene itself, because the close-up of the face concen-
trates, captures, fascinates. But above all we realize that though the editing
can improve everything that does not develop through the length of the
film, it also weakens and perverts the very substance of what happened
in real time (the jetty at Saint Tropez, Marilou unhappy, or Marceline on
August 15, for example). Additionally, the compromise that Rouch and I
made on the characters works to their detriment. The viewer will not know
them well enough, and yet will arrive at a global judgment on their person-
ali"es; they are sufficiently (i.e., too) individualized to avoid such judgment.
Thus Jean-Pierre, Marilou, Marceline, Angelo, Gabillon will be perceived
globally by means of mere fragments of themselves.

These judgments, as in life, will be hasty, superficial, rash. I am
amazed that what should inspire esteem for Jean-Pierre or Marilou, name-
ly, their admission of egoism or egocentrism (“egoism” for Jean-Pierre; “I
reduce everything to my own terms” for Marilou), will paradoxically pro-
duce a pejorative judgment of them. It seems we have underestimated the
hypocritical reaction, and as a result I tell myself that the real comedy, the
real hamming, the spectacle, takes place among the petit bourgeois who
play at virtue, decency, health, and who pretend to give lessons in truth.

But I must not let myself follow that miserable downslide of the
human mind that always transfers blame to others. Errors in judgment of
which the characters in the film are victims are provoked because we both
over- and underindividualized our characters, because certain tensions
whose origins are unclear emerge in the course of the film, because there
is a whole submerged dimension that will remain unknown to the public.
Without intending to, we have created a projective test. We have only pro-
vided a few pieces of a puzzle that is missing most of its parts. Thus each
viewer reconstructs a whole as a function of his own projections and
identifications.

As a result, while this film was intended to involve the viewer, it in-
volves him in an unforeseen manner. I believed that the viewers would be
involved if they asked themselves the question “How do you live?” In fact,
the reactions are more diverse, and this diversity is not just the diversity
of aesthetic judgments; it is a diversity in attitudes toward others, toward
truth, toward what one has the right to say, and what one should not say.

This diversity marks our failure as well as our success. Failure, be-
cause we did not come away with the sympathy of the majority, because,
thinking we were clarifying human problems, we provoked misunderstandings, even obscuring reactions. Success, because to a certain degree Rouch and I gave these characters the chance to speak and because, to a certain degree, we gave the public a liberty of appreciation that is unusual in cinema. We did not merely play the divine role of authors who speak through the mouths of their characters and show the public the sentiments they should feel, their norms of good and bad. It is also because there is this relative freedom, and not only because we filmed under the least cinema-like conditions possible, that we have approached the cinema of life. But in approaching thus we have also approached all the confusion of life.

We have also modified the relationship between actor and spectator, which is like the relationship between an unseen God and a passive communicant. We have emerged from mystery, we have shown ourselves, present, fallible, men among others, and we have provoked the viewer to judge as a human being.

Whether or not we wanted it so, this film is a hybrid, a jumble, and all the errors of judgment have in common the desire to attach a label to this enterprise and to confront it with this label. The label “sociology”: is this a film that (a) wants to be sociological, (b) is sociological? Those for whom sociology signifies a survey of public opinion on a cross-section sample of the population, that is to say, those who know nothing about sociology, say: We are being tricked, this isn’t a sociological film, the authors are dishonest. But we have in no way presented this film under the label “ethnographic” or “sociological.” I also do not see why film critic Louis Marcorelles denounces my “false sociological prestiges.” I never introduce myself as a sociologist, neither in the film nor in real life, and I have no prestige among sociologists. We have not once, to my knowledge, pronounced the word “sociology” in this film. Our banner has been cinéma-vérité, and I’ll get to that. Our enterprise is more diffuse, more broadly human.

Let’s say to simplify things that we’re talking about an enterprise that is both ethnographic and existential: ethnographic in the sense that we try to investigate that which seems to go without saying, that is, daily life; existential in that we knew that each person could be emotionally involved in this research. Any filmmaker could have posed the question “How do you live?”, but we wanted this interrogation to be minimally sociological. This minimum is not just an opinion poll, which not only achieves only superficial results when dealing with profound problems but also is totally inadequate for our enterprise. This minimum is first of all a preliminary reflection on the sociology of work and daily life. Next it is an attitude that is engraved in one of the fundamental lines of human sciences since Marx,
Max Weber, and Freud. To simplify: for Marx, it is crisis that is revealing, not normal states. For Max Weber, a situation is understood by starting not at a middle ground but with extreme types (which Weber constructed theoretically by the method of utopian realization and named “ideal types”). For Freud, the abnormal reveals the normal as one exacerbates that which exists in the latent or camouflaged state of the other.

If a good part of the film’s viewers refuse, reject, or expel from themselves what they consider a “pathological” case that is in no way representative or significant, this indicates not an error in our method but rather the difficulties involved in consciousness of certain fundamental givens of being human. The real question is not whether Marilou, Angélo, Marceline, and Jean-Pierre are rare or exceptional cases but whether they raise profound and general problems, such as job alienation, the difficulty of living, loneliness, the search for faith. The question is to know whether the film poses fundamental questions, subjective and objective, that concern life in our society.

**Psychoanalysis, Therapy, Modesty, Risk**

I have written that in certain conditions the eye of the camera is psychoanalytical; it looks into the soul. Critics have reproached us for doing false psychoanalysis, that is, of knowing nothing about psychoanalysis. Here we are dealing with a myth of psychoanalysis, just as there is a myth of sociology. Psychoanalysis is a profession and a doctrine with multiple tendencies, all strongly structured. Our venture is foreign to psychoanalysis understood in its professional and structured sense but does go in the direction of the ideas that psychoanalysis has helped to bring into focus. Otherwise we have gambled on the possibility of using cinema as a means of communication, and the therapeutic idea of our plan is that all communication can be liberation. Of course I was aware, and am even more aware since the film has been screened, of all the difficulties of communication, the boomerang risks of malevolent interpretations or of scornful indifference; I know that those I wanted recognized were sometimes disregarded. I know that if I were to do it again, I would do it differently, but I also know that I would do it. And I reaffirm this principle: things that are hidden, held back, silenced, must be spoken; J. J. Rousseau is worth more than Father Dupanloup; *Lady Chatterley’s Lover* is worth more than the censorship that prohibited it. We suffer more from silencing the essential than from speaking.
The need to communicate is one of the greatest needs that ferment in our society; the individual is atomized in what Riesman has called “the lonely crowd.” In this film there is an examination of stray, clumsy communication, which our censors have called exhibitionism or shamelessness. But where is the shame? Certainly not in those who make themselves the crude and ostentatious spokesmen of shame: shame does not have such impudence.

But finally one question is asked: do we have the right to drag people into such an enterprise? I will answer that it is first a matter of characterizing this enterprise, that is to say, the risks it involves. Is it an enterprise of vivisection or poisoned psychoanalysis? Or is it, on the contrary, a game of no importance? Does it involve the same sort of risks as taking passengers in a car on vacation roads or leading an expedition into a virgin forest? How can they judge the harmful consequences, those who know neither Marilou, nor Angélo, nor the others? Having thought it all out, I’d say that the greatest risk depends on those who criticize Angélo, Marilou, et cetera; that is to say, their inability to love them. Of course we exposed Angélo, Marilou, Marceline, and Jean-Pierre to this risk because we overestimated the possibilities of friendship. But even in the case of Marilou and of Jean-Pierre, unknown friends are born to them.

In the end, anyone who lives with a woman, has children, recruits adherents to his party, whoever lives and undertakes anything makes others take risks. Each of us risks the destiny of others in the name of their interests and their morals. The ultimate problem is that of each of our own morals.

Bourgeois or Revolutionary Film?

This film is infrapolitical and infrareligious. There is a whole zone left unexplored by the film. If we had been believers, we would not have neglected belief. On the political level, the question is different. We did not want, for example, to present the worker problem at the level of political or union affiliations or of salary claims, because conditions of industrial work should be questioned at a deeper, more radical level. Taking into account this infrapoliticism, we were the only ones in filmmaking to question the war in Algeria and to thus attack the central political problem of the hour.

It was possible to judge this film variously: reactionary or revolutionary, bourgeois or leftist. I don’t want to get dragged into defining right now what I understand by reactionary, bourgeois, Left; nor to polemicize with
those who find the film reactionary. I would say only that the meaning of
the film is clear if one conceives of it as contesting both the reigning values
of bourgeois society and Stalinist or pseudoprogressive stereotypes.

Optimism? Pessimism?

It is true that Rouch was naturally carried toward what is cheerful and
light and that he was the spokesman of “life is beautiful,” while I was
naturally carried toward what is sad or sorrowful. The reason for my quest
to approach the difficulties of living is not just that happy people have no
story to tell but also because there are fundamental problems that are trag-
ic, ponderous, and must be considered. But to confront these problems is
not to despair. What disheartens me, on the contrary, is that everyone who
is not subjected to the piecework without responsibility or initiative, that
is, typical of the laborer or the civil servant, readily takes it for granted.
What disheartens me are those people resigned to the artificial, shabby,
frivolous life that is given to them well defined. What disheartens me are
those who make themselves comfortable in a world where Marceline,
Marilou, Jean-Pierre, and Angélo are not happy.

That these may be “my” problems, that my problems should have
taken form in this film (at least in an elementary fashion), does not mean
that they cease to exist independently of me. That I may have difficulties in
life, that I may not really be able to adapt—that does not necessarily mean
that I cannot step outside of myself; it may also sensitize me to the prob-
lems of others. In any case I drew two “optimistic” lessons from this expe-
rience. First, an increased faith in adolescent virtues: denial, struggle, and
seeking. In other words, Angélo, Jean-Pierre, Marilou, and Marceline have
inspired me to resist the bourgeois life. The second is the conviction that
every time it is possible to speak to someone about essential things, con-
sciousness is awakened, man awakens. Everyone, the man in the street,
the unknown, hides within himself a poet, a philosopher, a child. In other
words, I believe more than ever that we must relentlessly deal with the per-
son, denying something in the person, revealing something in the person.

Cinéma-Vérité?

Finally we come to the problem of cinéma-vérité. How do we dare speak
of a truth that has been chosen, edited, provoked, oriented, deformed?
Where is the truth? Here again the confusion comes from those who take
the term “cinéma-vérité” as an affirmation, a guarantee sticker, and not as a research.

*Cinéma-vérité*: this means that we wanted to eliminate fiction and get closer to life. This means that we wanted to situate ourselves in a lineage dominated by Flaherty and Dziga Vertov. Of course this term “cinéma-vérité” is daring, pretentious; of course there is a profound truth in works of fiction as well as in myths. At the end of the film, the difficulties of truth, which had not been a problem in the beginning, became apparent to me. In other words, I thought that we would start from a basis of truth and that an even greater truth would develop. Now I realize that if we achieved anything, it was to present the problem of the truth. We wanted to get away from comedy, from spectacles, to enter into direct contact with life. But life itself is also a comedy, a spectacle. Better (or worse) yet: each person can only express himself through a mask, and the mask, as in Greek tragedy, both disguises and reveals, becomes the speaker. In the course of the dialogues, each one was able to be more real than in daily life, but at the same time more false.

This means that there is no given truth that can simply be deftly plucked, without withering it (this is, at the most, spontaneity). Truth cannot escape contradictions, since there are truths of the unconscious and truths of the conscious mind; these two truths contradict each other. But just as every victory carries its own defeat, so every failure can bring its own defeat. If the viewer who rejects the film asks himself, “Where is the truth?”, then the failure of “How do you live?” is clear; but maybe we have brought out a concern for the truth. No doubt this film is an examination whose emphasis has been misplaced. The fundamental question that we wanted to pose was about the human condition in a given social setting and at a given moment in history. It was a “How do you live?” that we addressed to the viewer. Today the question comes from the viewer who asks, “Where is the truth?” If for a minority of viewers the second question does not follow the first, then we have both supplied something and received something. Something that should be pursued and thoroughly investigated.

To live without renouncing something is difficult. Truth is long-suffering.

**NOTES**

Unless otherwise indicated, notes to this chapter were written by Jean Rouch.

1. The French is pris sur le vif.—Ed.
2. In fact it seems to me that the camera-eye experiments by Dziga Vertov and his friends ran up against equipment that was too heavy and difficult to handle. The camera in the street was visible to those it filmed, and this seemed to the authors to invalidate its results. Since then both technical manage-ability and people’s reactivity to the camera
have evolved considerably. We must also mention Jean Vigo, whose À propos de Nice is quite a fascinating endeavor.

3. This image of the filmmaker-diver has always pleased (and flattered) me. The filmmaker with his equipment does indeed look like a deep-sea diver or like an interstellar voyager, but one who navigates in a “non-silent” world.

4. The Hunters, produced by the team of the Film Center of the Peabody Museum (Harvard University), comprising John Marshall, Professor Brew, and Robert Gardner.

5. The French is cinéaste de fraternité.—Ed.

6. This notion of the play of truth and life before the camera, pointed out by Edgar in 1959–1960, is a capital one. Starting, no doubt, at the moment when Edgar sensed it in the drafts presented in Florence, it has been possible to pursue this play, no longer with only men who are alien to our culture (thus brothers to the spectator). From this contact in Florence came the experience of Chronicle of a Summer.

7. At the beginning, this fine meal idea was destined more than anything to satiate the demonic gourmandise of Morin, thus to get him in the mood for conversation. In fact it allowed a feeling of trust to develop among the actors and the crew, which was indispensable for suppressing inhibitions before the camera (always present and ready to record at any moment).

8. This is one of the major obstacles in this cinema based on complete improvisation. When we do not film a scene as a result of carelessness, or when the filming fails for technical reasons, the new takes are never as good as the original. We eliminated all of them in the final editing. (In La pyramide humaine I also suffered terribly from this difficulty; certain remake scenes had to be kept, and these are the worst in the film.)

9. I was behind the camera during this scene. We were then using an Arriflex camera with an enormous soundproof case. Morillère was at my side, holding focus. When Marilou spoke of suicide, the silence that followed was so necessary that no one spoke. Morillère and I exchanged a glance that meant “we won’t stop,” and when Morin finally broke the silence, everyone breathed again.

10. This beautiful scene had to be eliminated because the pretext of the discussion was the screening of the film L’étoile, which Marilou and Marceline had just seen. The references to this film were too frequent to avoid making this section an overly specific discussion.

11. It was a gamble; we lost. Indeed, the summer of 1960 was to represent for us an essential moment in the history of France, and to show us the repercussions of this adventure on the heroes already associated with our enterprise seemed to me to become the principal subject of the film. Nothing remains of this except the Algeria-Congo discussion and the title, Chronicle of a Summer.

12. Although all this Saint-Tropez period was terribly depressing for Edgar, who felt threatened by the fiction of psychodrama, it was terribly exciting for Michel Brault and me as we invented our new tools. We came back from Lausanne, where Stefan Kudelski, inventor of the Nagra tape recorder, excited by the enthusiasm of Michel Fano (sound engineer), Michel Brault, and me, let us glimpse the cinema that was to be born a year later. Marilou’s dreams, fake encounters in the plane and the train, the false BB—these were as much experiments in synchronous-sound filming in a plane, on a train, in a crowd, etcetera; the first in the world and since much imitated.

13. Les Agriculteurs was a movie theater known for screening experimental and innovative films. The scene mentioned here is included in the film script that follows; it does not appear in English subtitled prints of the film circulated in the United States.—Ed.

14. To my mind, this scene is one of the most beautiful in the film, along with the one of Marceline on August 15 (of which this is the opposite). We made the error, in editing, of trying to condense it (it lasted almost half an hour in the rushes), respecting a certain cinematographic language (changes of angles between different shots).

15. The sermon du Jeu de Paume was sworn on June 20, 1789, by the deputies of the Third Estate not to separate after giving a constitution to France. Because the king prohibited access to the Salle des Menus Plaisirs, where they usually met, they went to the nearby Jeu de Paume.—Ed.

16. In fact I had the same anguish over the making of Chronicle that I had earlier felt with Moi, un Noir and La pyramide humaine, that of amputation. This is, no doubt, the greatest stumbling block of all these improvised films, with no scenario or preplanned continuity: to reduce to one hour and thirty minutes an enormous body of material whose value is its authenticity, that is, the length, the hesitations, the awkwardnesses. In a film shot in silence, like Moi, un Noir, the problem is already difficult; in a film shot with direct sound like Pyramide or Chronicle, it’s an incredible headache. I know only one effective method of approach, successive approximations that alone allow us to “see” the film reduced to a human screening time. This was my greatest fear about having one editor in chief who would rethink the film.

17. I see that Edgar has slightly exaggerated the
oppositions we faced in his chronicle of Chronicle. "Coauthoring" is not simple teamwork where the two partners agree. It is a more violent game where disagreement is the only rule, and the solution lies in the resolution of this disagreement. It is also necessary for the arbiter (or the producer) to have an open enough mind to follow the game while sanctioning its only faults. Alas, a film producer, caught between patronizing intolerable artists and financial imperatives, cannot be impartial.
Making a film is such a personal thing for me that the only implicit techniques are the very techniques of cinematography: sight and sound recording, editing the images and recordings. It is also very difficult for me to talk about it and, above all, to write about it. I have never written anything before starting a film, and when for administrative or financial reasons I’ve been obligated to compose a scenario, some continuity plans, or a synopsis, I have never ended up making the corresponding film.

A film is an idea, flashing out or slowly elaborated, but one that cannot be escaped, whose expression can only be cinematographic. On the road from Accra to Abidjan, the sun plays in the leaves of the trees, kilometers follow upon miles, corrugated iron replaces the meandering asphalt. I’ve passed by here twenty times. I am driving; next to me someone has fallen asleep. And so, in the ever-changing, ever-renewed scenery, other scenes appear, other characters. Thus in a few hours of fatigue and dust, I have seen and heard a draft of _La pyramide humaine_ that is much more like the film finally realized than any “plans” I might have written.

Or else it’s in a bar, in Treichville, a Sunday night; a friend and I have wandered in, in pursuit of the splendid festivities only the people of these parts know how to put on, in the middle of the sordid streets, in the middle of the slums. The contrast between the ephemeral Sunday gaiety and the daily misfortune is so strong that I know it will haunt me until the very moment when I am able to express it. How? Go out of this bar and shout in the streets? Write a general book for the public on this investigation we are now doing on the migrations in Ivory Coast, which, otherwise, if it ever sees the light of day, will interest only a few specialists? The only solution was to make a film about it, where it would not be me crying out my joy or my revolt, but one of these people for whom Treichville was both heaven
and hell. So in this bar ambience on a lugubrious evening in January 1957, *Moi, un Noir* appeared to me as a necessity.

And all the other films, coming upon me suddenly, on the roads of Africa or on the rivers, baptized in that strange contact with the countryside or climates, where the lone voyager discovers what he was looking for with such insistence, that dialogue with himself, with his own dreams, that faculty of “intimate distance” with the world and with mankind, that faculty that anthropologists and poets know so well and that allowed me to be both “entomologist” observer and friend of the *maîtres fous*, the game leader and primary spectator of *Jaguar*, but always on the condition that I not determine the limits of the game whose only rule is to film when you and the others really feel like it.

The camera (and for a few years now the tape recorder) have thus become indispensable tools for me, as indispensable as a notepad and pencil, each having its specialty, its time for use, its limit (I spent several months without filming anything in Africa, because nothing was happening; then one day either something “happened,” or else I was unable to escape certain ideas that I had to express).

This almost insurmountable difficulty that I have verbally expressing what a film will be before it is made is without doubt the cruelest of trials for those around me and those who collaborate with me. Each time I have found myself in these situations, conflicts have exploded, and I have not known how to stop them, caught between the desire to remain faithful (perhaps too superstitiously) to a method that has proved itself and the desire not to play the tyrant with collaborators who were and could be nothing other than friends. And each time I recommenced the same impossible dialogue between the incommunicable and those to whom I had to communicate it. So as an introduction to *Chronicle* I don’t know how to do anything here but to set up a sort of ledger of a certain cinema that one could call ethnographic.

It may seem presumptuous to write about an experience that is not yet finished, an experience that is still in progress, but I think it is necessary to make the point. In fact ethnographic cinema was born at the same time as the cinema with Marey’s chronophotographic rifle, among whose first users was an anthropologist, Dr. Regnault, who used it to study the comparative behavior of Europeans and Africans.

After this, the cinema was directed along other routes, and it is certain that documentary film remained, in spite of everything, a separate category. I must here salute the father of ethnographic cinema, Robert Flaherty, who made the first ethnographic film in the world, *Nanook of the North*, in extremely difficult conditions. Thus at the very beginning, Flaherty undertook
an endeavor that was not, unfortunately, much followed thereafter. He thought that to film men who belong to a foreign culture, it was first necessary to get to know them. He therefore spent a year at Hudson’s Bay among the Eskimos before filming them. He also experimented with something that we are only beginning to apply methodically: showing the finished film to those who appear in it. At that time laboratory work was an extremely delicate process. Flaherty did not hesitate to build a laboratory right in his little cabin by Hudson’s Bay, where he developed his own films. According to his own account, he dried them by running in the wind. Because he did not have a sufficient source of light (at that time copies required a considerable light source), he pierced a hole in the wall of his cabin and used sunlight to print copies of the film. Thus he was able to project the first version of *Nanook of the North* for Nanook and his family. But this first version was seen by no one else because, as you may know, a fire ravaged the cabin, and the film was completely destroyed. At that time, Flaherty was an engineer-geologist. He did not hesitate to start over (he was of Irish origin and therefore particularly tenacious), and with backing from Révillon furs, he was able to set up another experiment and realize for the second time the *Nanook of the North* with which we are familiar today. Five years later, Flaherty made *Moana of the South Seas*. *Nanook* had been a considerable commercial success, and Flaherty found himself encouraged by American production companies to go make a film in the South Pacific. He went to the Samoan Islands, spent a year there without filming, and at the end of a year, having learned the language, he began to film the daily life of the inhabitants of the Samoan Islands. He applied the same method: he developed the films on the spot, edited them, and then showed them to the people he had filmed, as they were developed. *Moana*, unlike *Nanook*, was an absolutely complete commercial failure, and most of Flaherty’s later films had only modest commercial success. Flaherty died a couple of years ago on an extremely modest small farm in Vermont where his wife, Frances, still lives. At the time of his death he was preparing for a film expedition to sub-Saharan Africa.

During the same period, the 1920s, another team of enthusiastic filmmakers was trying to use the camera to the limits of its possibilities in the Soviet Union. This was Dziga Vertov’s group, and sometime around 1929 they wrote a manifesto: “the camera-eye.” The camera was an eye, a new eye open on the world, which allowed anything to be seen. Dziga Vertov’s endeavors were severely condemned by the Soviet Union at that time, but his films nonetheless spread throughout the entire world. They carried a new banner: *kinopravda*, or “cinéma-vérité.” It was an absolutely crazy endeavor, but a fascinating experiment, and Vertov’s film *The Man with
a Movie Camera will remain the first attempt to put the camera in the street, to make the camera the principal actor, the object of this new cult of total cinema where the knicker-clad priest is the cameraman.

Some people thought this experiment was a failure because the people in the street looked at the camera, because the camera was a far too heavy object, and because simultaneous film sound was not yet invented. Georges Sadoul recently told me that Vertov had foreseen, in his unpublished manuscripts, the possibility of recording synchronous sound with the arrival of talking movies. This would open a new chapter of the “ciné-eye”: the “ciné-eye-and-ear.” This is in fact what we are trying today.

I must add a third master to this preamble. During the same period, in France, Jean Vigo was also trying to use the free camera to simply show the behavior of his contemporaries through their culture in his film À propos de Nice.

Out of these three efforts, ethnographic cinema was born. But this birth was difficult. Once the technique had progressed, cinema was divided in two branches. On the one side, under the influence of Flaherty, and in spite of him, “exotic” cinema was born, a cinema based on the sensational and on the foreignness of foreign people, a racist cinema that was ignorant of itself. On the other side, that of ethnography, under the impetus of Marcel Mauss, cinema was engaged in an equally strange course, that of the total research investigation. Mauss recommended to his students that they use the camera to record everything that went on around them. They should not move it, it was a sure witness and it was only by shooting these films that one could study certain gestures, behaviors, and techniques. During this period Marcel Griaule nonetheless brought back from Dogon the first French ethnographic films, followed by those of P. O’Reilly, oceanographer and cinematographer. Unfortunately, the war interrupted these projects, and it was not until after the war that there was a new evolution.

It was a revolution, the revolution of 16 mm. During the war, news cameramen used 16 mm cameras with great success, and their films could then be enlarged to standard format 35 mm. From that point on, the camera was no longer that cumbersome object that Vertov’s friends could not parade in the streets without its being noticed. It became a small tool, as easy to manage as a Leica, or as a pen, to recall the model of the “prophet” Alexandre Astruc. The use of color also permitted the filmmaker to stop worrying about questions of lighting: no matter what angle on the shot, with color, all shot perspectives came out right.

At this time a certain number of young ethnologists decided to use the camera, and strangely enough, at the same moment in France, in Belgium, in the United States, in Great Britain, and in Switzerland, these ethnologists
all had the same idea in mind: to capture the most authentic images possible while respecting the rules of cinematographic language. It was thus noticed that there was little difference between ethnography and cinema. I have stressed this countless times: when the filmmaker records on film the actions or deeds that surround him, he behaves just like an ethnologist who records his observations in a notebook; when the filmmaker then edits the film, he is like an ethnologist editing his report; when the filmmaker distributes his film, he does the same as the ethnologist who gives his book to be published and distributed. Here there are very similar techniques, and ethnographic film has truly found its course in them. The possibility of easily recording sound also brought a new element. Around 1949, manufacturers were perfecting autonomous tape recorders, allowing, in principle, for an ethnographer to portably record image and sound.

In France, at the Musée de l’Homme, my colleague Roger Morillère has been giving a course in cinematographic initiation to students in ethnology for the past ten years. Sound-cinema has become one of the techniques taught to future researchers just as they are taught to study kinship or prehistory, or to collect objects. Already we have successes which must be hailed: the French films of Morillère, of Monique Gessain, of Father Pairaut, of Igor de Garine, of Daribenaude, of Guy le Moal; the Belgian films of Luc de Heusch, the Swiss films of Henri Brandt, the Canadian films of the marvelous team of the National Film Board, the American films of Marshall and Gardner, the films of the Italian sociological school, and so on. It must be said with a certain pride that these films made on a minuscule budget (an ethnographic film in 16 mm costs 1.5 million old francs and 200,000 francs in the filming) nonetheless succeeded in having an influence on two levels. On the level of ethnography itself, I remember that in the beginning, when my friends and I had just started to handle the cameras, whether here or in Belgium or in Switzerland or in Great Britain or in the United States, a certain number of classical ethnologists felt as though we had introduced a “magic lantern” into our discipline, a sort of toy, and that film could at best serve to illustrate lectures or seminar talks. But by making films, we showed the skeptics that the cinema was an irreplaceable tool of inquiry, not only for its ability to reproduce indefinitely what had been observed, but also in rediscovering the old Flaherty technique, for the possibility of screening the reported document for the people who had been observed, and to study their behavior in the images with them.

At the level of commercial cinema, our influence was also important. First of all, we were responsible for the decline of a certain number of cinematographic enterprises that were monumental swindles, such as those of
the “Lost Continent” series, “Green Magic” Walt Disney films, and so on. I think that this purge was very efficient because no one has the right to exploit lies in order to make money. One might say that cinema is an art of lying, but then it should be made clear: it’s fine to make a “Tarzan” series (I like Tarzan films quite a bit) without claiming to make a documentary film.

But there is another effect: we have indirectly contributed to the birth of what has been called in France the “Nouvelle Vague.” What was going on in the Nouvelle Vague? It was almost entirely a question of the economic liberation of commercial cinema and of the traditional norms of the cinematographic industry. We had predecessors in this domain. Melville, for example, was able to shoot *The Silence of the Sea* by using expired film stock. In fact, around 1949 to 1950, it was impossible to shoot a film in 35 mm without having a filming authorization, without having a minimum crew, without having a permit to purchase the film. To make a film at that time required a budget of around 60 to 100 million old francs. We showed that with ridiculously small means we could make films that were perhaps not of an extraordinary class, or of remarkable quality, but cost infinitely less.

To give you an example, a film like *Moi, un Noir* came to about four hundred thousand francs in the filming. The interest in this technique of 16 mm enlarged in color was that it permitted a two-stage financing. You make a 16 mm film. If it is no good, you have only lost half a million. If it is good, there is still time to invest money in enlarging it, and you then know what you are investing money in and what you are taking a risk on.

But in all of this, something was lacking: direct synchronous-sound recording. We were working on this problem, in France and abroad, for a great many years, and it seemed insoluble for two reasons. The first was the need to film synchronous sound in the studio because the microphones are sensitive to wind, to atmospheric conditions, and to outside noises. The second was the weight of the equipment. With 16 mm we were freed of the weight problem, but the camera made a noise like a coffee grinder, and it was impossible to film and record sound at the same time. For example, in *La pyramide humaine* we used a “blimped” 16 mm camera, enclosed in an enormous case weighing about forty kilos, and we did as many sound and picture takes as possible indoors so as to avoid the outside noises. When we were in Abidjan, I remember well that all we had to do was start shooting a scene for a truck to pass 100 meters away and for the sound engineer to shout, “Stop! This is impossible!” We did, however, find a system: the camera was set on a tripod at an equal distance from the principal protagonists, and when a dialogue started, we did not interrupt the filming but
simply asked the actors to wait until the camera was on them before responding to the question or statement pronounced by another, but this staticness itself was paralyzing.

During this same period in Canada and in the United States, people sought the solution to the same problem. Last year in August this solution appeared in three countries at the same time: in Canada, in the United States, and in France.

In France the inventor André Coutant specialized in building lightweight cameras for rocket flights. He had the idea of using one of these light electric cameras to make a soundproof camera. He presented us with a prototype of a camera that was not yet perfectly soundproof but weighed 1.5 kilos. It had a 120 m magazine and ten minutes of running time, and thanks to a housing constructed by my friends Morillère and Boucher, it made little enough noise to be used outside, even very close to a microphone. Our friend Michel Brault, a Canadian cameraman, came to Paris at that time and brought the small, clip-on lavaliere microphones used by Canadian and American television. These microphones are not visible. We had resolved Dziga Vertov’s problem: we were able, with the camera housing, to walk around anywhere, to film with synchronous sound in the subway, in a bus, in the street. Michel Brault also brought us a technique that he had perfected some time earlier in Canada: the walking camera. He had been practicing for a year to walk forward, backward, and sideways so well that the camera in his hands became absolutely mobile. Another advantage: the camera in its housing was minuscule. We could film in the middle of the street, and no one knew we were shooting except the technicians and the actors: this is how Chronicle of a Summer was technically possible.

From this point on, ethnologists and sociologists will be able to go to any part of the world and bring back images such as have never before been seen, images in which there will be this complete union of sound and image, of action, of setting, and of language. We have at our disposal a fantastic tool in perpetual progress (wireless microphones, cameras with automatic focus and aperture setting, etc.).

For the moment (I am, of course, addressing ethnographers now), we must be able to use it as rapidly as possible before certain practices in threatened cultures have completely disappeared. I think it is necessary to accelerate our effort at this school directed by Morillère at the Musée de l’Homme, where we can train ethnographers and perhaps even filmmakers in these new cinema techniques.

Where are we going? I must admit that I have no idea. But I think that from now on, right next to industrial and commercial cinema and intimate-
ly linked to the latter, there exists a “certain cinema” that is above all art and research.1

I have said very little about *Chronicle of a Summer* in this essay, leaving this task to Edgar Morin, whose meticulous testimony could only be done by him, because, returning to what I said at the beginning, the film is a means of total expression for me, and I do not see the necessity for me to write before, during, or after filming.

---

**TRANSLATORS’ NOTE**

1. The “certain cinema” that Rouch speaks of is elaborated in his articles “The Camera and Man” and “On the Vicissitudes of the Self,” presented earlier in this book.
We have the good fortune to publish in this volume the text of the dialogue from several important scenes of *Chronicle of a Summer* that do not figure in the version of the film shown in theaters. These scenes have been incorporated here where they fit in quite naturally. To distinguish them from the dialogue of the film, they are set in bold italic type.

E. M. and J. R.

The transcript has been additionally modified to conform to the English subtitled print of the film in U.S. distribution.—*Ed.*

---

**Introduction**

*The film opens with views of Paris and its industrial suburbs, at the end of a summer night. Factory smokestacks. The sound of sirens. Day breaks. The crowd of workers and employees headed for work surges from every subway exit. Titles. Off-screen is heard the voice of*

**ROUCH:** This film was not played by actors, but lived by men and women who have given a few moments of their lives to a new experiment in *cinéma-vérité.*

---

**Marceline**

*A dining room. The end of a meal. Behind the partially cleared table,*

*Edgar Morin and Jean Rouch are seated on either side of Marceline.*
ROUCH: You see, Morin, the idea of gathering people around a table is an excellent idea. Only I don’t know if we’ll manage to record a conversation that’s as normal as it would be if the camera wasn’t present. For example, I don’t know if Marceline will be able to relax, will be able to talk absolutely normally.

Marceline turns to Morin.

MORIN: We’ve got to try.

MARCELINE: I think I’m going to have some difficulty.

ROUCH: Why?

MARCELINE: Because I’m a bit intimidated.

ROUCH: You’re intimidated by what?

MARCELINE: I’m intimidated because . . . at a given moment I have to be ready, and, well, I’m not, really, I guess . . .

ROUCH: At this moment you’re not intimidated.

MARCELINE: No, right now I’m not.

ROUCH: Okay, so you’re not intimidated now. What we’re asking of you, with great trickery, Morin and I, is simply to talk, to answer our questions. And if you say anything you don’t like, there’s always time to cut . . .

MARCELINE: Yeah.

ROUCH: You don’t need to feel intimidated.

MARCELINE: Yeah, but I’m less now than I was a couple of minutes ago because I wasn’t attacked head-on, I guess . . .

She laughs. Jean Rouch laughs, pointing to Morin.

ROUCH: It’s this ruffian. Okay then, go ahead, Morin, attack!

MORIN: Okay, I’ll attack anyway. You don’t know what questions we’re going to ask you. We ourselves don’t even know too precisely. What Rouch and I want to do is a film on the following idea: How do you live? How do you live? We start with you, and then we’re going to ask other people. How do you live? That means, how do you get by in life? We’re starting with you because you are going to play an integral role in our enterprise, in our film, and because we have to start somewhere . . .

MORIN: Listen, Marceline, it’s impossible to see you without noticing a number tattooed on your arm. It means that you have lived through what may be the worst trial a human being has endured. And I remember that not long ago you and I saw a film called l’Étoile. It was a story about deported people, and I know that you were terribly upset by the film.
MARCELINE: Yes, for sure . . . I was particularly upset by that film because it happens that I saw it at a given moment, but now I realize that I relive with incredible clarity old images of Auschwitz . . . and I have no idea why . . . I don’t know what the period I’m living at this moment corresponds to. I don’t know, for example, I can forget it for a while, or live with it, but without thinking much about it, because I think . . . well, I couldn’t go on living if I was always thinking about it. There was a whole period in my life when I was really obsessed . . . in my daily life as well as in my sleep because it was almost unbearable. And at this moment . . . I don’t know . . . I don’t have the words to explain.

MORIN: Listen, Marceline. We don’t want to question you about this deportation. It’s about the fact that you were deported when you were quite young.

MARCELINE: Yes.

MORIN: You were fourteen and you never turned fifteen . . . you never lived as a fifteen year old like everyone else. Deep down, this fact has had an effect on you, when you first came back among us and maybe even still today. You say that today you’re in a crisis period where these images are more vivid than at other moments.

MARCELINE: Yeah.

MORIN: But we’d like to know how, not only in this particular crisis, but how you’ve managed to live in this normal world after coming out of that world of madness.

MARCELINE: Well . . .

ROUCH: Marceline, go ahead and tell us about your present life, what you do, et cetera.


Close-up of Marceline, then of Rouch.

ROUCH: What do you do all day? For example, when you get up in the morning, what do you do?

Close-up of Marceline.

MARCELINE: Usually I work.

ROUCH (off-screen): What sort of work?

MARCELINE: I do psychosociological surveys for an applied social psychology firm. I do interviews, analyze the interviews, and eventually write up summaries of them. Which takes up quite a bit of time, I think.

ROUCH: Is it interesting?

MARCELINE: No, not a bit.
ROUCH: So why do you do it?
MARCELINE: I do it because . . . I’ve got to live, I’ve got to feed myself, house myself, it’s so . . . those are the only reasons I do it. And then it happens that, the fact that . . . at least I think partly because of my past . . . the fact that when I came back from being deported I found myself quite alone in life . . . I didn’t have the chance to do what I wanted to do . . . at least to have some direction.
ROUCH: What would you have liked to do?
MARCELINE: I don’t know, I have no idea. Deep down I think I could have had some desire of . . . no, I think not . . . I think I’d be lying . . . I mean, I think . . . I think that . . . I mean, I think maybe there is a certain instability in me and anyway the past has made any readaptation pretty difficult.
MORIN: Marceline, you do surveys, you have a little tape recorder over your shoulder and you go interview people, for this company or that company, and then, when you’re not doing surveys you can often be found in a café called the Old Navy.
MARCELINE: That’s right.
MORIN: When you have time to kill, when you’re alone, you go to the Old Navy?
MARCELINE: Yes.
MORIN: That café on the Boulevard St. Germain?
MARCELINE: Yes.
MORIN: What do you find there?
MARCELINE: What I find there, well, it’s pretty difficult to explain because basically, I think it’s a place where people go partly for . . . I don’t know how to tell you, it’s a place where I go when I’m alone, or when I don’t want to be alone . . . I know I’ll find people I know there, it’s a kind of haven, a refuge, a discussion ground . . . I mean, when I go to the Old Navy, like some evening when I have nothing to do, I’m pretty much assured that I will not eat alone, maybe I won’t go home alone. I don’t know, but maybe I’ll go to the movies too, maybe I’ll do something.
MORIN: It seems to me that you are very scared of being alone, and there’s one thing that strikes me, that you know loads of people, a lot more people than, than people who know a lot of people know . . . and I think that’s . . . this has some meaning, doesn’t it?
MARCELINE: Yes, I think it must have some meaning. I think I must need to be surrounded like that, and more than that I like people a lot, I like to see them, I like to be with them. You say I know a lot of people . . . yes, I know a lot, because . . . I’ve been hanging around St. Germain for fifteen years,
more or less . . . well, let’s not say fifteen because I came back from deport-
tation in ’45 . . . I must have started in ’46 or ’47, so, of course, I mean, natu-
rally I’ve known tons of people.
ROUCH: You say you know tons of people. Do you have many real friends?
MARCELINE: No. I have really very few friends. I mean, I must have one or
two, and that’s it.
ROUCH: But Marceline, aren’t the people at the Old Navy all just like you?
MARCELINE: Yeah, I think so . . . well . . . more or less.
ROUCH: Basically it’s a society of loners?
MARCELINE: That’s right. It’s a society of loners and of people who don’t
fit in. And in general I must say that some of the people there are much
younger than I am, of course . . . because some are students, some are ac-
tors, et cetera. So I must say that I am one of the—at least at the Old Navy
anyway, maybe not in other bistros in St. Germain des Prés—I’m one . . .
I mean probably . . . I mean it sounds stupid to say this but, well . . . I’m one
of the oldest . . . (she laughs).
MORIN: No, but I’m going to ask you a very indiscreet question . . . it’s your
attitude toward men . . .
MARCELINE: My attitude toward men?
MORIN: Yes.
MARCELINE: What is my attitude toward men in general?
MORIN: Yes.
MARCELINE: I’ve known a lot of them, I’ve never found one (laughter), so I
think I’ve given up searching (laughter).
MORIN: You were searching?
MARCELINE: When I was younger, yes.
MORIN: You aren’t searching anymore?
MARCELINE: Oh, there’s always the desire deep within me to find someone,
maybe, but I think my many experiences have scared me a bit, and even
if I have trouble . . . I mean I think that in getting older I’ve become less ab-
solute, less exclusive, less possessive, less demanding, less intransigent,
so maybe I could be content sometime to accept living with someone who
doesn’t bother me too much, who desires me, who gives me breathing
room . . . but at the same time the men I could . . . I don’t know . . . I could
live with are already all married . . . so . . . I’m old, so it’s difficult.
MORIN: That is to say, you’re thirty-two.
MARCELINE: Yes, I’m thirty-two. But at thirty-two, well, I don’t know . . . men
between thirty-five and forty are all married off, so . . . so my attitude with
men . . . well, I think it’s the attitude of a woman . . . I mean . . . I meet a man
I like, well I certainly sleep with him, but I’ve become much more picky with
age too, so I sleep with them less often. (laughter)
MORIN: What are you looking for?

MARCELINE: Well, you certainly ask it brutally . . . what I am looking for . . . I have no idea what I’m looking for. I just want to live life, that’s all.

MORIN: You live from day to day?

MARCELINE: Ah, yes, that’s it. . . . I even live for the instant. (laugh)

MORIN: Would you like to live any other way?

MARCELINE: But when I was younger I think that . . . I mean for a long time I thought that . . . yes, that’s it, I think . . . for a long time I thought that a man could help me live, could help me somehow to overcome my past, and then now I begin to not believe that so much. Inasmuch as, of course, given the places I frequent . . . given that the people I meet are all more or less neurotic, so . . . the only man I had in my life who wasn’t my husband . . . I stayed with him for eight months . . . then I left. I absolutely could not live . . . he made me sweat.

MORIN: Why?

MARCELINE: He annoyed me because . . . first of all our lives . . . really we had no affinity . . . we had no common desires . . . everything he wanted I found laughable . . . success, a career in Madagascar . . . things like that . . . I couldn’t give a damn . . . I mean I wasn’t interested. And then when I first met my husband I had just come out of a serious nervous depression . . . I mean, it was my first nervous depression . . . in fact the only one I had, it was several years after I returned from deportation, I was just back from the sanatorium . . . so I had had this nervous depression. Then I met this big young engineer who built dams and who looked at the soft blue line of the mountains like that, who thirsted for the vast horizon. He was nevertheless extremely kind, extremely nice, and then, since I was small, he confined me to a role as a little girl that I absolutely could not accept. Uh . . . the word "Jew" had no meaning for him . . . he had absolutely no understanding . . . the war he spent in high school or with some boy scout troop, so really we were not similar. So I left, I left him after eight months because I was bored, it’s not so much that I was bored with him as . . . basically we didn’t understand each other. With that I think he’ll meet a girl who will suit him fine, but not me. And I was inevitably drawn back to the Old Navy. I rediscovered the Old Navy. I rediscovered St. Germain . . . well, of course I had an extremely hard time because he had cut off my supplies, so starting then I really began to work . . . I’ve . . . in fact that’s sort of how I learned my current profession, I don’t know, I ended up in a joint where they paid me 100 francs an hour to transcribe diagrams, studies, and so, fine, so I was paid 100 francs an hour, and then there was no more work, so I started to mimeograph reports, and then I read some kind of investigation reports, things like that, and then when there was . . . the day when there were no
more reports to duplicate, they kicked me out . . . there was no more work, so I was . . . out of sheer nerve I went to see the head of the psychology service, then I said that . . . that it didn’t seem so difficult to me, that stuff, that I could surely do it, so he said, “Diplomas, no diplomas,” then he said I seemed too timid. I must admit that physically I was very different . . . now I’m a bit aggressive what with the red hair, whereas back then I had my hair pulled back, no makeup . . . I was a poor little ragamuffin wandering around the streets . . . I begged him to take me on anyway . . . I told him I didn’t care whether I was paid 100 francs an hour but that he had to try me, he had no right to refuse me. So he tried me, and it worked out very well, and there it is, that’s how I learned this job after being a waitress in a milk bar, after typing manuscripts, after doing loads of things, anything to make a living.

MORIN: Do you want to get out of that, or do you want it to keep on?
MARCELLE: I think that no matter what I do in life, even if . . . I don’t know, I manage to do something I can . . . I mean something I might like, which might interest me, then there will always be a part of me that will be . . . what it is . . . I mean that unlike most of the people I see around me, I have known a lot of people who at some point have become famous, whether they do something, I don’t know, make films, write books, paint, et cetera . . . they have a name. At that point all these people stop coming to the Old Navy to . . . I think that to a certain degree they are tied up elsewhere, but at the same time, perhaps they need it less . . . I don’t know. At the same time the Old Navy for them represents a time in their lives that they want above all to forget . . . little by little they become bourgeois, they buy cars, they even buy country homes, apartments, they have children . . . and I think that all these elements make them want to forget that moment in their lives, and they don’t go to the Old Navy anymore . . . and for them, to go to the Old Navy is no longer any big deal. So I don’t know what might happen to me . . . I suppose that . . . I’m nevertheless just as optimistic . . .

MORIN: But notice, your number, you keep it, because there are women now who were deported and who have their numbers removed from their arms.
MARCELLE: Yeah, yeah, I know . . . I know they can do some kind of a graft or else take it off with electrolysis . . . I saw a girl, in fact, who had had a number and who had an enormous scar that was really ugly. Me, I always considered, at least . . . did I really consider it? . . . there were moments when I wanted to get rid of it, and then, I don’t know, I mean, it . . . well, I don’t know.
Medium shot Rouch, addressing Marceline.

ROUCH: When you go out in the street in the morning . . .

MARCELINE: Yes . . .

ROUCH: Do you have an idea of what you’re going to do during the day?

Shots of Marceline walking in the street. She walks with her back to the camera, which follows her. The day is gray. We see that it has been raining. Marceline is wearing a raincoat and wears a satchel slung across her shoulders. Over these images, we hear, off-screen, Marceline’s laugh as she responds to Jean Rouch, then her voice.

MARCELINE: Listen, there are times when I go out in the street in the morning when I have things to do, but there is no guarantee I’m going to do them. I mean, I never know what I’ll be doing from one day to the next. It’s like I live thinking that I don’t know what tomorrow will bring, and then, for me adventure is always just around the corner.

ROUCH: And if we asked you to go into the street and ask people the question “Are you happy?” would you go?

Marceline continues to walk down the street, her back to the camera, following Rouch’s off-screen question.

---

Are You Happy?

Metro Passy

The picture answers Jean Rouch’s question. Marceline, wearing the raincoat in which we saw her in the preceding sequence, calls out to passersby near the Passy metro station. The satchel she is carrying is a tape recorder case, and she holds a microphone in her hand. She is accompanied by Nadine, who is taking part in the film as interviewer. Marceline speaks to a passerby:

MARCELINE: Are you happy? Sir, excuse me?

MAN: What the fuck do you care . . .

MARCELINE (to Nadine): He said what the fuck do you care . . .

Nadine laughs. Marceline and Nadine approach a young boy.

MARCELINE: Are you happy?
The young boy draws back in fear.

MARCELINE AND NADINE: Hey, don’t be afraid! We don’t want to hurt you!

---

**Place Victor Hugo**

*Marceline calls to a middle-aged woman, passing by.*

MARCELINE: Ma’am . . . excuse me . . .

WOMAN: Eh, I don’t have time, I’m already tired enough.

---

**Place De La Bastille**

MARCELINE: Are you happy, sir?

PASSE-RBY: Oh, don’t give me all that stuff!

*Marceline stops an unassuming-looking man, about fifty years old.*

MARCELINE: Are you happy?

MAN: Always, yes.

MARCELINE: Really?

MAN: Yes, of course!

---

**Place Du Pantheon**

*Marceline speaks to an old woman, who is afraid of the microphone.*

MARCELINE: Are you happy?

WOMAN: Oh yes. Well, things are okay . . . those contraptions!

---

**Menilmontant**

*A young woman pushing a baby carriage.*

YOUNG WOMAN: It depends what you mean by happy . . . Happy? I’m happy in my home life. Yeah, and so?
**Bastille**

A woman around sixty years old. She tries to avoid them.

NADINE: Please, ma’am, do us this favor.

WOMAN: Of course . . . can’t you tell? Can’t you see it on my face?

MARCELINE: Yes, you have a very bright face.

WOMAN: So I’m happy, happy to be alive, even though I’m sixty years old.

NADINE: You’re sixty?

WOMAN: Yes, and even though I travel twenty kilometers every day to come work in Paris.

NADINE: No kidding?

WOMAN: I’m glad to have my health . . . that’s the main thing . . . and a kind husband.

**Metro Passy**

A woman, on the metro platform.

WOMAN: It depends.

MARCELINE: It depends on what?

WOMAN: It depends on what . . . you know, question of money, no; you’re never happy when you’re a worker.

**Saint Germain de Prés**

A man around fifty years old.

MAN: Sometimes I’ve got plenty of troubles.

NADINE: And still you’re not unhappy?

MAN: I’ve lost my sister, forty-four years old, yes, my dear! And I am really upset . . . believe me. Now I don’t even try to understand.

**Place Victor Hugo**

A young man wearing glasses—no doubt a student.

MARCELINE: Are you unhappy?

YOUNG MAN: What do you mean, unhappy? What for?
NADINE: Are you happy or unhappy?
YOUNG MAN: It depends what philosophy you adopt.
MARCELINE: Oh, we’re doing a study on the theme of happiness.
NADINE: Yeah.
YOUNG MAN: On the theme of happiness? And you aren’t going to cite any names? Well . . . I don’t know . . . if you take Descartes . . .
NADINE: Oh no, no, no . . . oh my, no!
YOUNG MAN: You see, I’m in the middle of reading this!

*He shows a book that he pulls out of his pocket.*

---

**Bastille**

A fun fair. In front of a merry-go-round, Marceline and Nadine interrogate a friendly young cop.

MARCELINE: Are you happy?
COP: No.
MARCELINE: No, you’re not happy, why? We’re doing a sociological investigation.
COP: A lodging investigation?
NADINE: No, sociological.
COP: Off-duty it would be okay to answer, but in uniform . . .
MARCELINE: You aren’t allowed to answer?
COP: No, not in uniform . . . off-duty I would have answered.

---

**Saint Germain de Prés**

A middle-aged lady, unpretentious, but elegant.

LADY: On the theme of happiness? I’ve had happiness. I’ve had unhappiness. I’ve had a bit of everything in my life. It can’t be any other way, eh? You’ve got to take the good with the bad, eh?

---

**Rue Beauregard**

An old man, almost miserable looking.

MARCELINE: Why are you unhappy, sir?
OLD MAN: Because I’m too old.
MARCELINE: Really?
OLD MAN: Yup, seventy-nine years!
MARCELINE: No?
OLD MAN: I swear it, yes, I’m from ’82.

He seems completely terrified by the mike, which Marceline holds near him. The young women laugh.

NADINE: Don’t be afraid, no, don’t be afraid, it’s the microphone! It’s the microphone!
MARCELINE: And do you think that when you’re eighty . . . when you’re seventy-nine years old, you’re unhappy?
OLD MAN: Oh, well, I lost my wife, too . . .
NADINE: So you’re alone?
OLD MAN: Ah yes, I’m alone. And then there’s the rent, 6,318 [francs] every month. I’m in a hotel . . .

Saint Germain de Prés

Two young women, elegant and cheerful.

MARCELINE: Are you happy?
ONE YOUNG WOMAN: Yes.
NADINE: And you, miss?
OTHER YOUNG WOMAN: Me too, of course. We’re young, and it’s a beautiful day.

The Garage Mechanic

A car repair shop. Medium shot of the front of a car with its hood up. Back to the camera, the garage mechanic, in blue coveralls, is leaning over the engine. His wife is standing near him, screen left. They both must be about thirty-five. Marceline arrives and comes toward them, facing the camera.

MARCELINE: Good morning. I was sent here by Daniel; he said you had agreed to be interviewed.
MECHANIC: Yes.

Medium close-up of the mechanic.
MARCELINE: I'm going to ask you to answer just one question for me: are you satisfied with your living conditions?

The mechanic casts one last glance at the motor.

MECHANIC: There's not much to be done about it.

Medium shot, over Marceline's shoulder to the mechanic and his wife.

WIFE: We aren't lacking anything. We've got everything we need . . . what we want, well, it's to move up . . . I mean it's . . .

MECHANIC: No, in a certain sense we're not complaining . . . to say we're complaining . . . we're not complaining. Us, we don't complain. I mean to say that . . .

WIFE: I think that to get somewhere in life, to do something yourself, you've got to work.

MARCELINE: Yes.

MECHANIC: No, but that's out of the realm of living conditions. About living conditions, we get by because we cheat a little, eh? Because we do a bunch of things that we really shouldn't do.

The wife is shocked.

WIFE: Oh, you're being funny, saying that . . .

MECHANIC: It's the truth . . . You ask me a question, I answer it for you.

WIFE: Obviously.

MECHANIC: Now, living conditions . . . well, it's practically impossible if you stick to the rules . . . that's what I think.

MARCELINE: Yeah . . .

MECHANIC: I mean that if I bill all my clients . . . if I bill everything normally, then making a living is impossible . . .

The young woman seems scandalized and most of all very worried. She taps her husband lightly and looks toward the camera with apprehension. A friend of the mechanic—a worker or somebody connected with the garage—is near him. Marceline questions him. (Opposite angle to medium shot of the men.)

MARCELINE: And you, sir, are you happy?

MAN: Oh, from time to time. It depends on the moment . . . on circumstances . . . I manage.

Close-up of Marceline, to three-shot, with the wife in profile.

WIFE: When you get right down to it, Paris is not all that much fun. The atmosphere, the lack of sun . . . we still have a life that's, well, too . . .
Close-up of Marceline, to medium shot of the two men behind the gaping hood of the car, wife in profile.

MECHANIC: People are crazy, they’re nuts. They work all week, then they don’t do anything on Sunday. They don’t want to wreck the car. They park along the side of the road, they take out their little table, their little chair, they set themselves up so they won’t wreck the car, because on a little back lane, they’d wreck it. So they sit there, they use five liters of gas and they take three hours to get home. You think that’s normal?

Close-up of the two men, over.

MARCELINE: And you live differently, you two?
MECHANIC: I try . . . we try.
MARCELINE: Yeah? . . .
MECHANIC: We’re interested in useless things that don’t get you anything, just for the fun of it.
MARCELINE: What do you mean by useless things?
MECHANIC: Well, we’ve got some friends . . .
FRIEND: Putter around . . .
MECHANIC: We mess around doing things for no reason. We spend time doing nothing.

Maddie and Henri

A door opens to reveal a young woman, and behind her a room visibly close to the roof. In the back of the room a young bearded man is seated. Marceline and Nadine enter:

MARCELINE: Hello.
YOUNG WOMAN: Hello.
NADINE: Hello, we’re here for the survey you were told about . . . hello . . . here we are.
YOUNG WOMAN: What are your names?
NADINE: I’m Nadine, and this is Marceline.
MARCELINE: And I’m Marceline. And you?
YOUNG WOMAN: Maddie . . . and he’s Henri.

Marceline asks her question—are you happy? Close-up of Henri, who answers:

HENRI: Me, I don’t know . . . happiness isn’t a goal . . . I don’t set up happiness as a goal for myself . . . I try to live as normally as possible . . . I mean
as true to myself as possible. . . at the moment there are two of us. . . that hasn’t changed a thing in my concept of happiness. . . I try to find it for two, whereas before I was looking for it alone. . . and that’s it.

Marceline: And how was your life before?

Close-up of Maddie, later cutting away to close-ups of Henri and Marceline.

Maddie: Until I was seventeen, I lived with my parents and then some friends, and I decided to start a business that was going to make us get rich quick. . . of course! Because working a lot. . . that is not very interesting. . . because it’s really a waste of time. . . for earning money in particular. So we had a big cabinetry shop and with big old Louis Philippe bureaus that we cut up, that we dismantled completely. . . we managed to make Louis XVI bureaus, because the wood was 100 years old and people were fooled by it. . . 100 years or 150 or 200 years, it doesn’t matter. . . So we transformed them, for example, by adding some columns on either side. . . we left only three drawers. . . You know on Louis Philippe’s there are five drawers. Then in the end, using only the old wood, we managed to even reconstruct some Louis XIV pieces, by bending the old wood, adding curves and new veneer. . .

Nadine: And you made money in this venture?

Maddie: Oh, the people who were with me made a lot, but in the end I got out. . . people are even suing since then. . . I mean to tell you that all this. . . to say that the business world is hideous. . . in fact I’m very happy not to have gotten anything out of it. . . except for the experience so that I never again get started in ventures like that. . . it’s not worth it.

Maddie gets up, and we see her in the foreground, getting a bowl of fruit from a table. Henri is talking in the background.

Henri: Me, I’m a painter. I’m not a theoretician. To understand something, I need to make it, to participate in it. . . so. . . I like painting, and so I do it to try to understand others a bit. . .

Maddie returns toward Henri, Nadine, and Marceline on the terrace and offers some fruit.

Marceline: I’ll take one grape, I’m not hungry at all. . .

Marceline (off-screen): What do you do every day?

Maddie is seated, Nadine at her right, Henri at her left; Marceline faces her, holding the microphone.
Maddie: So there you have it, it’s been exactly a year and a half that we’re together . . . so it’s sort of been our honeymoon. We’ve usually stayed in bed until one in the afternoon . . . read old books, and every afternoon we’ve painted . . . but painting, that’s only for the last six months.

Henri: You’re forgetting about our jaunts.

Maddie: Because besides that we wanted to travel a bit, all over. Last year we left in May. It was our honeymoon trip from May up until . . . until the end of September . . . we went to the Camargue . . . we rented a studio . . . well, in an old house, with an old lady.

Marceline: Aie! You went to Saint Tropez?

Close-up of Henri.

Henri: Completely broke! And there we had to get by, we had to live . . . and the great discovery was to realize that we could live down there just like we live here now . . . I mean we did odd jobs . . . I painted names on boats . . . things like that. I worked two hours a day . . . we led a life of luxury.

Close-up of Maddie.

Maddie: And then we lived on that for the whole day . . . we sunbathed, we painted . . .

Close-up of Henri.

Henri: We don’t think about the problem of happiness . . . maybe that’s why we consider ourselves happy, because we don’t think about the problem of happiness, which is a pretty empty word. Because to consider the problem of unhappiness . . . the problem of happiness, is to consider the problem of unhappiness . . . and the problem of unhappiness is ridiculous. It’s a word that should be struck from the vocabulary, unhappiness. There is sorrow . . . there’s everything you want . . . but not unhappiness . . . or happiness either.

Henri gets up and walks to the foreground; the camera follows him, panning left toward an odd cabinet with a glass door, which he opens, and he flicks a switch. It’s an antique music case in which an enormous toothed wheel begins to rotate. In the background, Maddie is still talking.

Maddie: You see, for example, we have no money, and yet I know very few people in our group of friends, who earn, by the way, some hefty sums every month, who have a library or a record collection like ours, because as soon as we sell a little painting, it’s really to enrich our universe with belongings, with objects.
The camera stops on the music machine, filming it in successive extreme close-ups, while we hear the music continue its little mechanical round. Downward wipe to black.

The Workers

Part of a close shot of a photo of Marlon Brando stuck to a wall. The camera tilts down to a group of young workers at a table with Jean Rouch and Edgar Morin (close-up of Jean, with inserts of Morin, and then Jacques).

JEAN: When I think that you have to get up in the morning at the same time every day . . . let’s say at six o’clock . . . then you have your coffee . . . you take the same route every day to get to the station . . . you walk up the stairs, you get on the train, then you arrive, . . . you go in the same door every day. Then the time clock, you punch in every day. Then after that you sit down at your drafting table, and you start to draw. And then at noon you start over every day, you talk, and then that’s it, you go eat and then you come back, and then in the evening you take your train, you go home and then you eat . . . then you go to bed, and it’s always the same, I mean, I find it ridiculous. I find it . . . When I get here in the morning, when I get to the door of the factory . . . I don’t know . . . I feel like there’s something . . . I feel like rebelling, and then I tell myself . . . after all, I don’t give a damn.

Close-up of Jacques.

JACQUES: Me, I’ve never heard a guy tell me his work was interesting.

MORIN: But Angélo, do you feel the same way he does?

Close-up of Angélo, panning from Jean.

ANGÉLO: Yeah, just about . . . yeah . . . but I think that.

Medium close-up of Jacques with cutaways to Angélo.

JACQUES: Well, there are lots of guys who want to become . . . to climb the ranks . . . to get from workers to technicians, from technicians they think they’ll get to be . . . I don’t know . . . engineers, maybe. So they take courses . . . that’s what they’re hoping for . . . but to leave to go where? To shop around? There are many who leave to go shop around and then they come back . . . there are some who leave to go start a business . . . some succeed . . . some don’t succeed, and they come back. The problem is the same for people who work in the office. For all the people who work in
whatever part of the factory, it’s the same. It’s that the work is so fragment-
ed, it’s gotten so small, if you like, that we end up doing a job that’s mo-
notonous . . . that’s boring . . . and it’s always the same.

Close-up of Angélo.

ANGÉLO: Well, I think that . . . me, I do twenty-four hours a day. Because
you do nine hours a day, that’s true, but the rest of the hours you use to
sleep, and you sleep so you can go work, so it’s all the same . . . and all of
it is work . . . I think he’s right.

Angélo’s bedroom, at home in Clamart, in the morning. An alarm clock
rings. Angélo emerges from the sheets, stretches. His mother comes in car-
ying his breakfast tray. They kiss each other.

ANGÉLO: How are you?
MOTHER: Fine, how are you?

The mother leaves the room. Angélo eats his breakfast, then lights a ciga-
rette and takes a couple of drags before he gets up.

Rapid succession of shots: Angélo finishes washing, gets dressed, and
leaves the house.

We follow him, as does the camera, down the street. Day has not yet bro-
ken. The factory entrance, which groups of workers penetrate silently. We
see Angélo enter. A worker at the door distributes leaflets.

The factory. Flashes of the workers at work in front of their machines in
full action. Lathes, milling machines, plating presses . . . melting iron.
Trolleys. Wagons.

The break. Workers, sitting in different corners of the shop, eat sandwiches.
One leafs through a newspaper as he eats.

End of the day. The workers leave the factory. We follow Angélo in the
street. He is waiting for the bus. Quick shots of the ride. When he gets off,
Angélo climbs a long stairway squeezed between gardens. Some children
are playing on the steps. Angélo says hello to some of them in passing.

When Angélo reaches the top of the stairs, we discover, from that point, an
immense panoramic view down onto the roofs of Paris.
At the end of a little street also lined with gardens, Angélo reaches the house where he lives. We then see him in the courtyard, in a white judo suit. He is practicing judoka movements: shoulder butts, wrist manchettes, falls. Some sort of heavy bearskin hangs from a tree, and the tree itself serves as his partner. Angélo seems to be fighting with the tree.

Angélo’s room. He stretches out on the bed, picks up a book with an ancient binding, opens it. We can make out a title: Danton.

Dusk. Lights go out in Angélo’s room.

Angélo and Landry

The staircase of an apartment building. On the first steps are seated Landry, a black African, and Angélo. Standing and facing them at the foot of the steps, Edgar Morin.

MORIN: Angélo, you saw Landry at the screening of the rushes;² you wanted to meet him . . . well, here he is now, go ahead!

Close-up of Angélo, then Landry.

ANGÉLO: What are you doing in France now?

LANDRY: In France I’m at Villeneuve-sur-Lot college, in Lot-en-Garonne. It’s a place where I’m quite happy.

ANGÉLO: I work at Renault.

LANDRY: Ah, you work at Renault! Well, well, my friend! They sure talk about Renault in Africa. The Renault company, what do you know, what do you know!

ANGÉLO: It’s got a big reputation.

Series of close-ups alternating between Angélo and Landry during the following response.

LANDRY: Oh, a very big reputation; for Africans it’s the only automobile manufacturer that exists. Besides Renault there’s nobody . . . Yes, but, I don’t know . . . for myself, I would never consider working in a factory. Because I imagine that . . . in a factory you’re there, you’re closed in, you’re there all day long, the noise of machines and all there . . .

Close-up of Angélo.

ANGÉLO: You’re absolutely right. It’s disgusting. I wonder how we manage to stay in a factory, like you say, closed in. We’re closed in, we’re con-
trolled. There’s a kind of discord that already divides workers. And on top of that, there’s the management harassing us, always in back of us, the foremen, that’s right, it’s really disgusting. And you’re right when you say that you wonder how we manage to stay in a factory; it’s really tough, only you’ve got no choice, sometimes there just isn’t anything else. Uh . . . when you first came to France, and you were doing absolutely nothing, you didn’t know the place, you didn’t know anyone, eh? That’s just what I’d like you to tell me a little about.

Close-up Landry.

LANDRY: Ah! When I first came to France, I didn’t know anyone, I mean . . . I didn’t know anyone. I wasn’t really familiar with life in France, and I was obliged to get by . . . I mean to pull myself through. In my condition it’s pretty difficult. An African in France is not . . . there’s . . . for him the big problem is a question of adaptation.

Alternating close-ups of Angélo and Landry throughout the following exchange.

ANGÉLO: I also have the impression that in life you have . . . there are people who have inferiority complexes.

LANDRY: When I talk about inferiority complexes, that’s me exactly, I mean . . .

ANGÉLO: Yeah, I understand, but there’s a thing I want to ask you. Could I maybe use tu with you? Do you mind?

LANDRY: Yes, of course, at this point! . . .

ANGÉLO: There’s a thing I want to ask you, and that’s, do you still have this complex?

LANDRY: Uh . . . me, no, I no longer have a complex because when I arrived in France I realized that the French in Paris were not the same as the French in Africa and—

ANGÉLO: It doesn’t bother you a bit . . . you’re black, and you don’t give a damn.

LANDRY: Oh, I don’t give a damn! Like I said, I’ve got a system. I knock on a door, and when it opens, I walk in. When it insists on staying shut, I turn around. It’s simple.

ANGÉLO: Oh, you’re right. You’re really okay. I like you a lot. Listen, I’m going to say, what do you think about workers?

LANDRY: Uh, workers, well, I, workers in France, I’m not exactly familiar with them . . .

ANGÉLO: You’re not familiar with them . . .

LANDRY: Ah, but . . . I don’t know how it works in France . . . because here
in France I’ve seen workers, even the lower-income worker, he’s got a car. And so every evening you see him, he’s very happy . . . so I don’t know how it really works and . . . I don’t know if it’s the same as in Africa . . .

ANGÉLO: You’re right . . . you see, I work at Renault, and you’ve got to figure, you know, 80 percent of the guys who have their car . . . because I must tell you, it’s that in France . . . the guy is an individual. He works for himself . . . y’know . . . he thinks only of himself . . . the guy’s got his salary, you see, he works . . . he works . . . for himself, the guy . . . and he works hard, eh? So he saves up some dough, you see, he deprives himself of certain things, you see . . . he wants to play, like, that kind of guy, you know, who has dough . . . who’s got some bread . . . you see, He’s a pitiful guy . . . he’s really a pitiful guy. The rest of us, we go to the cafeteria, you know, but me, I don’t give a damn . . . I’ve got absolutely nothing . . . I’ve got absolutely nothing . . . I’m a poor guy, but I eat. At the cafeteria at Renault, you see, the guys at the table . . . you know they eat . . . just . . . an appetizer . . . you know, that’s all . . . and a bit of bread. That’s all, but they’ve got one thing . . . they’ve got their wheels . . . so you imagine . . . you say to yourself, you say . . . yeah, but shit, these guys in France . . . the proletariat in France . . . he’s got some dough . . . he’s got some dough . . . he makes a lot . . . he makes a lot of bread . . . he can buy himself a car . . . he can buy himself a car . . . he can pay for his apartment. Don’t believe it! He is one unhappy guy . . . he’s a pitiful type. Believe me! I live with these people . . . I live with them . . . they’re a pitiful bunch. Look, you’ve got other things like . . . you go into a café or a restaurant . . . more like a restaurant. You see the guy really well dressed . . . with all that, you say . . . at least this guy must have some money. He’s a pitiful guy . . . don’t have any illusions . . . he’s a pitiful guy . . . most of the time he’s a pitiful guy, well, that’s my opinion . . . he’s an unhappy guy . . . he’s a guy who’s deprived himself so he could buy a suit, you see . . . well dressed. The gossips and you see the whole deal. It’s a sham, all of that . . . it’s a joke . . . the guy . . . because . . . why is it a joke? It’s a joke because on Monday he’s going to start over like a pitiful guy in a shitty factory . . . filthy . . . Like when you see him inside a factory, and you see the outside, it’s no longer the same guy . . . you see?

Final close-up of Landry, agreeing, vaguely disturbed.

Gabillon

A dining room. At the table facing Edgar Morin is Jacques Gabillon, his wife, Simone, and their little boy.
MORIN: Go on and serve your kid! He's got nothing left to eat!
MME GABILLON: What do you want, my love?
CHILD: Some cucumber . . .
GABILLON: Cucumber!
MME GABILLON: Okay, then.
GABILLON: You're a cucumber lover.

Profile close-up of Morin, with cutaways to Gabillon.

MORIN: I remember . . . eh? . . . For years, the housing problem . . . how much it bothered you . . . how much it weighed down your life. And then now you’re in Clichy. Low-cost housing is better anyway. It's bright, it's peaceful, et cetera . . . but could you talk to us about that problem?

Close-up of Mme Gabillon during her husband's response.

GABILLON: It was sheer anguish, the housing question, it was distressing . . . Not to have a home . . . to be in some ways at the mercy of others. It's something absolutely terrible. Well, first of all when you're in a . . . in a boardinghouse . . .
MME GABILLON: Oh, listen, you don't remember! . . . There were some walls that were so thin you could hear everything the neighbors were saying next door . . .
GABILLON: Of course . . . of course . . . it's true.
MME GABILLON: We didn't even have heat in the room.
GABILLON: It's true.
MME GABILLON: And then we had bedbugs . . . I was so terrified that I wanted to sleep outside.
GABILLON: But I didn't want you to sleep outside . . . you wanted to go up to the park on the hill . . .
MME GABILLON: Well, I would have preferred.
GABILLON: The park . . . though . . . in the eighteenth . . . down there . . .

Close-up of Mme Gabillon.

MME GABILLON: Oh, it was awful! I had never seen bedbugs in my life. The first time I saw . . . it was one day . . . I woke up at about five in the morning. I mean before I had a couple of little . . . a couple of little bumps on my arms . . . I didn’t know what they were . . . I thought they were some weird pimples, and then one fine day I woke up at five in the morning, and I turned my head and saw some kind of bug climbing behind my bed . . . I'd never seen any bedbugs . . . never . . . I let out an ear-piercing scream.
You remember . . .
GABILLON: I didn't care. I'd seen bedbugs, of course.
MME GABILLON: But I hadn’t.
GABILLON: I had seen them before, but Simone hadn’t, eh?
MME GABILLON: Oh no, it was awful! . . . to see such things!

Close-up of Gabillon.

GABILLON: Then it’s terrible because she wanted to go out like that and sleep on the grass . . . on the lawn . . . in the park, down there . . .
MME GABILLON: No it wasn’t . . . yeah, but the Buttes Chaumont, it wasn’t . . .
GABILLON: And me, I didn’t want to. I didn’t want to because for me the Buttes Chaumont, you know, it’s something . . . it left me . . . how can I explain, it was a risk, you know? . . . to be left somehow at the mercy of the night . . . and anyway, I didn’t want to leave her in the park, on the lawn, eh?

Close-up of Mme Gabillon.

MME GABILLON: As for me, I preferred that to the bedbugs. Oh, I would have preferred that. And then I talked about them at the office, and I had a friend who said, “Oh my god, a bedbug makes . . . it’s weird . . . it’s like a drop of blood running down your body.” And all night I thought about that. I got to sleep around four in the morning thinking I’d feel a drop of blood fall on me . . . it was awful!

Are You Happy?

Close-up of Edgar Morin, then close-ups alternating between Gabillon and his wife during the following replies.

MORIN: I was wondering something. Are you happy?
MME GABILLON: More or less . . .
MORIN: And you?
GABILLON: More or less . . .
MORIN: So what’s missing?
MME GABILLON: Oh, I’m ashamed to say it . . . money.
MORIN: And you?
GABILLON: To do what I’d like to do . . .
MORIN: Which is?
GABILLON: To devote time to what interests me . . .
MME GABILLON: Yeah, but it’s the same thing! Because if we had money, he could dedicate himself to whatever he wants . . . I mean . . .
MORIN: Right now what are you happy with?
MME GABILLON: Well, I suppose that in spite of everything, I’m pretty spoiled by life... because... I love my husband... I love my son... I have a job... a small job, but I like it...
GABILLON: For me, work is time wasted.

Close-up of Gabillon during Morin’s question, then alternation of close-ups again, according to which person is speaking.

MORIN: Okay, but if you remember... you struggled... we struggled in the same party. We hoped for another kind of life... we hoped for something different... and then?
GABILLON: Yes, of course.
MORIN: So we bury it?
GABILLON: Ideals are not always... they’re not always... not even often attainable. So of course we accept... we accept or no, we don’t accept the life that is made for us.
MORIN: You have to adapt?
GABILLON: You have to adapt. I admire and envy people who precisely can adapt totally. Me, I’m reduced to a sort of... a split, you know, internally, an intimate split, and I abandon one part of me, you know?... that I adapt.

Off-screen voice of Gabillon over close-up of Morin, then slight pan toward Mme Gabillon, finishing on close-up of Gabillon with Mme Gabillon.

MORIN: And the other part—what does it do?
GABILLON: Well, I keep it... up till now... I protect it, more exactly... I protect it!
MORIN: And what is this part?
GABILLON: Well, it’s the authentic part of me...

I think that the tragedy of our age is that we choose our work less and less. You don’t enter into something... you fall into something because you’ve simply got to have... if not a title... but a position, an official job... because you need an ID card... you need a work card. A man today, what is a man? A packet... a packet of... he’s an ID card... a bunch of forms... that’s today’s man, isn’t it? Not everybody can be an artist, nor can everybody be a craftsman. It’s a maneuver so you have to beat boredom... the whole day long... a job that’s uninteresting, a job to... how shall I put it?... in which you find no interest, that has no meaning... And yet obviously you have to do it, this job... You have to put up with it, right, until six p.m.
MORIN: Yeah, but after six o’clock?
GABILLON: Well, after six o’clock you try to become yourself again . . . you become yourself again. You have a job until six o’clock, and then afterward you’re a whole other man . . . a whole other person.

Close-up of Morin, smiling.

MORIN: And what does this man do?

Profile close-up of Gabillon with close-up inserts of Mme Gabillon.

GABILLON: Well, this man, he vibrates, he exists. He’s maybe a prisoner elsewhere. He’s a prisoner of the first man, right? It’s the first one who passed him the handcuffs. But I think that more and more you have to, you have to . . . how shall I put it? Cut down your participation, you know, in work, in work, in official work, and give even more on the side . . . to what I call the marginal life . . .

Close-up Morin.

MORIN: Because for the rest you think . . . is there anything you believe in?

Close-up Gabillon.

GABILLON: I believe in life . . . I mean, I believe . . . in the possibility of being fulfilled in spite of everything, in . . . and because of it!

Marilou

[This exchange between Marilou and Morin, which has been shortened considerably in the film, is reproduced here almost in its entirety. Marilou knew nothing of the questions she would be asked. Morin didn’t know where he was heading. The first question was anecdotal and superficial, but Marilou, who could have avoided answering it, responds with extraordinary candor, which takes this exchange beyond the bounds of the conversation or the interview.]

E. M. and J. R.

MORIN: Listen, Marilou . . .
MARILOU: Yes, my father . . .
MORIN: I’m going to ask you a question.
MARILOU: Go ahead.
MORIN: On Friday, last Friday at three in the morning, I saw you at St. Germain des Prés with two men . . . And as I happen to know that the next day you had to be at work at nine in the morning, that you are a secretary for a magazine, I ask you the question: how do you live?

MARILOU: That’s a question I don’t ask myself. I live like I live; it sometimes happens that I’m out late every night, that I still manage to get to work, it sometimes happens that I go to bed very early, it doesn’t change me in the least; makes absolutely no difference in my life.

MORIN: It was in July 1957 that you arrived in Paris with your suitcases. You didn’t know French; well, you had learned some in school.

MARILOU: Yes, it was the fourteenth of July in 1957. I arrived on the fourteenth of July, I didn’t know a word of French, I had some addresses, but I didn’t know anyone; I arrived and I went to the first address and no one was there, I went to the second address, there was a girl who spoke English. She said, “You must be tired, come in and rest.” . . . I rested. I phoned the first address because it was some friends, some comrades, political friends, I went back there and I lived at the beginning with a Spanish refugee, I learned French in political surroundings . . . it was . . . it was really great, and I didn’t notice that I was making an effort to adapt because there were new relationships to be made, new people, even the language, it was a really euphoric period up to the point when I began to express myself in French, and the mechanism of repetition started up. I realized that at Concorde or at Montparnasse or Etoile or St. Germain des Prés . . . the problem was the same as in the smallest café, on the smallest street of the most remote little hamlet in Italy, and that it had done me no good to have come to France.

MORIN: I first met you in October ’57, in sum those were your early days in Paris?

MARILOU: Yeah.

MORIN: It was at the town hall in Clichy.

MARILOU: Yeah.

MORIN: It was by chance, there was a debate about Poland.

MARILOU: On Stalinism.

MORIN: With our friend Claude.

MARILOU: Yeah.

MORIN: And you worked as a secretary.

MARILOU: Yeah, a crummy joint.

MORIN: I saw you then, and it’s been over three years since.

MARILOU: Yeah.

MORIN: You’re a Parisian now, at least you’re no longer . . . you’re more Parisian than Cremonese, I mean . . . has something new happened for you?

MARILOU: Yes. Nothing scandalizes me anymore. In Italy I was into politics.
and was really scandalized (now, I don’t like that word) by a certain social situation. I really thought I could do something; I pursued it in France. I belonged to leftist groups in France; for the past two months, I’ve been out of politics altogether! ... I find it laughable ... I find that ... I discover that I don’t know how to say ... a logic in things, and I tell myself all the time, fine, it’s like this, if you like it, fine, if you don’t like it, all you have to do is avoid it. Yeah, but otherwise you just keep on walking, that’s all.

We see Marilou going out of her maid’s room and leaving the building she lives in. We follow her on the street. We find her at her office of Cahiers du Cinéma, where she is a secretary.

Over a medium close-up of Marilou sitting in front of her typewriter, we hear Edgar Morin, whose voice continues over close-ups of Marilou in inserts, then alternating with close-ups of himself.

MORIN: Marilou, you are twenty-seven years old, you came from Italy to France three years ago, and for the past three years you have been living a totally new experience. When you were in Cremona, you lived with your father, a petit bourgeois, to boot. Here in Paris you live in a maid’s room, without running water, you have had the experience of being a foreigner, and you have met some men; you have learned some things; you’ve gotten to know Paris, you’ve had some new friends, and so, what I want to say is, what is there that’s new for you?

CLOSE-UP OF MARILOU, THE FACE, ATTENTIVE, LEANING ON ONE OF HER HANDS.

MARILOU: You’ve mentioned the difference between my bourgeois life in Italy and my maid’s room in Paris. In fact, my maid’s room has done something for me. I spent one winter ... several winters, in fact, with no heat ... it was cold. It was the first time I lived without comfort. It was a relief the first year ... I was overwhelmed by bad conscience when I first came to Paris ... and ... I don’t know ... it was silly, but it did me good to be, to be uncomfortable ... and then, and then ... I think ... it was also the first time I worked. The first times when I woke up at seven o’clock, even if I was exhausted, I was almost happy to take the subway ... to find myself in the bustle. I think that really I felt myself a part of something. But that didn’t last too long. Now I’m sick of my maid’s room, I’m sick of being cold in the winter ... I’m sick of being in the subway at rush hour. I don’t find anymore ... communication, I find ... it all disagreeable, it’s all for nothing ... and ...
Close-up of Morin.

MORIN: Yeah, but listen . . . I mean . . . Are you pursuing something? Do you have some goal? . . .

Close-up of Marilou.

MARILOU: Really, to be honest, I don’t know . . . There are moments when I happily tell myself that I came to Paris . . . and it’s true, I have the impression that I’ve recovered lost time. I felt sort of out of phase with everything when I first came here, and I was closed up at home . . . isolated . . . when I was in Italy. And I used up my inner resources, so I wanted to go crashing into reality . . . I did it . . . and I thought it was good. And now I wonder if I had to do it that way. I drink, for example, . . . that too I find . . . I don’t know . . . I wanted to free myself of alibis when I came to France, I wanted to live, not by compensation . . . I wanted to live because I wanted to live . . . you know, then . . . Now I’ve destroyed bit by bit the false mechanisms, the alibis, and I recover them by drinking or by sleeping around, by some irrational attitude, by doing fucked-up things basically . . . using foul language doesn’t help, so, that’s it—.
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want? Is it to . . . to . . . live with a man that you love rather than living day
to day like this, sleeping with guys? I don’t know, what is it?
MARILOU: But one flows from the other, clearly. It’s to have a job that . . .
that doesn’t scare me. It’s to live with someone who . . . no matter how
long . . . whether it be for an hour, two hours . . . a month . . . fifteen
days . . . and knowing that I’m with him . . . that I have the possibility of
communicating with him . . . that there are no phantoms to prevent my en-
j oy ing h i m .  I t ’ s . . .  i t ’ s  a b o v e a l l . . .  t o come out of myself . . . to live or
die, even . . . provided that it puts me in touch with something that . . .
makes me get outside of myself, that’s all . . . I reduce everything to myself
for the moment. I don’t even have the right to . . . not even the right to kill
myself, you know, it would be false . . . absolutely false . . . and . . .

Long close-up of Marilou, who is silent, biting at her lips, on the verge of
tears, under the gaze of Edgar Morin, who is immobile, and also silent.
Then . . .

MORIN: But why do you reduce everything to you?
MARILOU: What?
MORIN: Reduce everything to you?
MARILOU: If only I knew!
Prolonged close-up of Marilou, silent again, edgy, anguished.

Intervention of Rouch, who, after baiting this Morin-Marilou dialogue, re-
main ed silent and out of the conversation. Marilou is in tears, but her face
is very calm.

ROUCH: Ask a question now, anything, about the pope. Ask the question
now, and don’t get close to her, ask the question.
MORIN: Okay, now listen, Marilou . . .
ROUCH: No, you’re moving closer, Morin, stay back. Morin, move back. Start
the question over.
MORIN: Listen, for tonight we’re going to ask you something a little lighter,
okay? (Laughter) What do you think of the pope, of anything you want?
Questioning face of Marilou.

MORIN: Because the pope is Italian.
MARILOU: I don’t care about being Italian. I’m Italian by chance, and I don’t
give a damn about the pope either.
MORIN: You’re not Italian by chance.
MARILOU: No, it’s by chance.

MORIN: But I see that when you prepare a dish of pasta-scouta, you prepare the sauce as though you were.

MARILOU: It’s all a show for friends. Italians are supposed to know how to make spaghetti, so I make it, so everyone thinks my spaghetti sauces reveal the purest Italian tradition. . . well, the last time, I put vodka in it. So there, I’m quite pleased with myself (laughter).

MORIN: Do you feel as though you’ve said things . . . lots of things or not many things.

MARILOU: I can’t say anything at the moment . . . I don’t know where I am . . . I can’t say anything.

MORIN: Do you think this film could help you say something?

MARILOU: I don’t know. You are all very nice, that’s all I can say.

Jean-Pierre

The balcony of an apartment building in the seventeenth arrondissement. Back to the camera, Jean-Pierre is looking down at the street. He has a glass in his hand. He takes a drink, then goes back into his room and toward his worktable, which is scattered with books and papers. He sits down and takes a cigarette, which he lights. Off-screen, we hear the voice of Edgar Morin, while Jean-Pierre stands up again.

MORIN: Jean-Pierre, you are a student, you are twenty years old, and I wonder how you get by in life.

Close-up of Jean-Pierre. It is now another scene—a dining room, the end of dinner. After a moment we discover the presence of Marceline and Morin, by insert close-ups.

JEAN-PIERRE: Well, it is true that I live . . . Yes, in fact I do live . . . I live . . . I live no doubt much better than most students my age live. But I live, I mean I live so long as I accept some terrible compromises . . . I live only so long as I accept . . . I accept that things are not what I had wanted them to be . . . As long as I accept . . . well, being fucked over, you know! . . . There aren’t, there aren’t any problems . . . In fact I think that all the guys . . . all the guys who are my age now . . . even some older ones . . . manage to live serenely, if you will, only as long as they accept the necessity of being fucked over . . . But otherwise when I talk to you about impotences . . . I mean . . . they’re real impotences, you understand . . . Like the fact that I go and blow my exams . . . I don’t know, I mean . . . Like I tried to live with a woman . . .
tried to make her happy . . . that she wanted to make me happy . . . that we tried to be happy . . . then that it dissipates, it becomes absurd. They’re impotences, you know . . . like on the political level, too . . . and again, I don’t give a damn now . . . I mean, it’s somehow much less important . . . that all my political needs, you know . . . are attenuated, are scattered . . . Sure I have needs, but to say that I am really unhappy that . . . that I am close to doing some very concrete things, some effective things, in the end, it’s truer, you know . . . I have . . . well, I mean I have loads of very intellectual justifications for all that . . . I mean like I’ve seen those of your generation . . .

Close-up insert of Morin.

I’ve seen what their political involvement produced . . . I mean . . . their powerlessness in the face of barriers . . . I don’t want it anymore . . . I mean . . . I’ve seen too many people like that, y’know, who . . . who were reduced to the point of crying by all that . . . to the point of being traumatized . . . of not knowing what to do any more . . . You are almost all like that, in fact, on that level . . . so me, I don’t want it . . . and that is an intel—intellectual justification . . . though I know very well that in a much more interior way . . . it’s not that at all . . .

Close-up insert of Marceline.

. . . a sort of absence . . . a sort of absence of courage . . . Even on the emotional level . . . there is selfishness. Even though you’ve dreamed of moments of passion . . . of beautiful things . . . You realize . . . at least I’m obliged to realize . . . I mean . . . that everything is made in half-tones . . . I mean half-tones . . . and really neutral shades . . . There’s no black and white . . . it’s just shades of gray . . . I mean a little darker gray . . . a little lighter gray . . . It’s sickening . . . d’you understand?

Close-up of Marceline, silent, who nods her head in agreement. Then to Marceline:

MORIN: D’you have something to say, Marceline?

Close-up of Marceline, who we feel is close to tears.

MARCELINÉ: I have to say that I feel very responsible for that . . . because it’s partly through me that you . . .

Close-up of Jean-Pierre.

knew all those people who were ready to cry after their political experiences . . . Me too, in fact . . . And then when you talk about having wanted to make a woman happy . . . I know it’s me . . .
Close-up of Jean-Pierre as Marceline speaks.

. . . so I feel a bit responsible . . . for all your helplessness inasmuch as . . . well . . . I made you leave the path that maybe you should have stayed on . . .

Close-up of Morin.

MORIN: No, but it’s true . . . I think that Jean-Pierre says the word “impotence” and that Marceline must think . . . of the word . . . “failure?”

Close-up of Marceline, who has a bitter smile.

MARCELINE: I do have a feeling of failure after so many years . . . though when I met Jean-Pierre I really didn’t want it to be like that . . . I so much wanted him not to have the twenty years that I had had . . . I . . . thought I could make him happy . . . that in spite of everything, it was possible.

Tilt down to close-up of Marceline’s arm, on which we can distinguish a tattooed serial number, then back to face close-ups of Jean-Pierre and Marceline.

I loved him deeply . . . I love him still, in fact . . . but then . . . it’s still a failure. And it’s not just a failure for me . . . it’s a painful experience for him . . . because I still think he loves me a little, maybe . . .

Close-up of Jean-Pierre, eyes lowered.

The Algerian War Question

A long table surrounded by numerous guests, among whom the camera allows us to recognize Edgar Morin, Jean Rouch, Marceline, Jean-Pierre . . .

ROUCH: We’ve reached the point where the film, which up to here has been enclosed in a relatively personal and individual universe, opens up onto the situation of this summer of 1960.

VOICES: Yeah, yeah . . .

ROUCH: So, shall we go ahead?

MORIN: Yes, but I’d really like to know what they think.

ROUCH: Let’s go!

MORIN: Okay. Let’s go . . . here we go, here we go . . . here we go . . . I don’t know, but if I were a student . . . y’know . . . right now, the men in particular. I mean old enough to do military service, I’d be thinking about
the events in Algeria . . . I mean about the war in Algeria . . . You don’t give a damn about this issue, about the war in Algeria, do you?

*Close-up of one of the young people, Jean-Marc.*

**JEAN-MARC:** No, we do give a damn . . . if only for this reason, that one day, I mean, I don’t know, next year, in two years, in ten years, well, there will be great subjects for films on the war of Algeria! *(Over close-up of Régis.)*

**MORIN:** So you’re an aesthete? That means you’re talking about the future films that you’d like to make about the war in Algeria, well that’s fine . . .

*Medium close-up of Céline and Morin, vehement.*

**CÉLINE:** If only the majority of the French would show their opposition . . . would show it publicly.

**ROPHÉ (sound recordist):** But to what end?

**CÉLINE:** To put an end to this absurd war.

*Close-up of Rophé, in profile.*

**ROPHÉ:** I don’t see why France should abandon tomorrow what I call her rights . . . because it is still her rights.

*Close-up of Jean-Pierre, with Céline, attentive in the background.*

**JEAN-PIERRE:** That this war has to end by means of negotiations is clear . . . every war ends by negotiations . . .

**ROPHÉ:** The GPRA* is probably not capable of stopping it.

**JEAN-PIERRE:** But that’s not the point!

**ROPHÉ:** It absolutely is!

**CÉLINE:** But this war has to stop!

*Close-up of Régis, with insert of Céline.*

**RÉGIS:** This war has been going on for six years, that’s the first thing to be said, and people are always forgetting it . . . Saying that we’re installed in a sort of mutual habit . . . a sort of resignation to a state of fact. In fact there are crimes going on out there that are not by mistake . . . they’re facts, and most people refuse to see them.

*Medium close-up of Viguier, a cameraman, with Morin.*

**VIGUIER:** There is an Algerian problem, and there is a student problem . . . the two problems have become mixed up, and that is an enormous problem, because it is a problem which touches you, particularly you young people, and what I reproach you for in this problem is for not playing
your part . . . In my opinion you are not playing it because your hearts
are not in it.

Close-up of Jean-Pierre, who is visibly wounded by Viguier’s intervention.

JEAN-PIERRE: Yeah, but you’re talking in the name of a myth of youth . . .
you’re talking more about a myth of youth!
VIGUIER: There is no myth of youth?
JEAN-PIERRE: Yes there is! From your own lips we feel . . . I mean we hear
the myth of youth . . . rising youth . . . glorious youth . . . active youth . . .
aggressive youth . . . But why?
VIGUIER: Active youth . . . I’m all for it!
JEAN-PIERRE: But why? Just because we’re twenty years old, we can do
anything? Because we’re twenty we’re available? But it’s not true!
VIGUIER: We all have rights.
MORIN: As far as this question of the war in Algeria is concerned, everyone
is dirtied right now, even those who think they have clear-cut opinions . . .
firm opinions . . . solutions . . . France is pretty dirty . . .

Close-up of Régis, turned toward Morin, with inserts of Céline, Rophé,
and Morin.

RÉGIS: To get out of that mess you’re so complacent in—
MORIN: I’m sorry, my friend . . .
RÉGIS: You have to carry your stone against the absurd, and that’s a task
each of us can do without worrying about the problems of the group. You
don’t start out from the group or from abstract words, you start out from
what each person is. You’ve got to wager and you’ve got to make the
French wager on the idea that men can finally put an end to this war.

Sound effects of machine-gun fire. Succession of rapid close-ups of news-
paper headlines: “The Tough FLN Men Counterattack,” “Tight Negotia-
tions with FLN,” “Negotiations Broken at Melun,” “Desperate Messages
from Whites in Congo,” “100 Dead in Congo.”

Racism in Question

The same restaurant terrace. Another day. Another table. Rouch, Morin,
Marceline, Nadine, Jean-Pierre, Régis. And also Landry, and several other
young Africans.

MARCELINE: Personally I would never marry a black.
ROUCH: Why?
NADINE: For the children?
MARCELINE: No, not at all, absolutely not . . . not at all . . .
ROUCH: Why?

Medium close-up from Marceline’s profile and point of view. In the middle ground, turned toward her, are Jean Rouch and Landry.

MARCELINE: Well . . . why . . . Because for me it has nothing to do with . . . I’m not racist. I understand perfectly that one can love a black.

VOICES OFF-SCREEN: But . . . but . . .
MARCELINE: No, no that’s not true . . .
ROUCH: You’re racist at a sexual level . . .
MARCELINE: No, I’m not racist in matters of . . . It’s not racism. I cannot have . . . I can’t have sexual relations with someone I don’t find . . . I can’t do it with someone I don’t find attractive.
ROUCH: So you don’t find blacks attractive . . .

Insert close-up of Landry.

MARCELINE: For a long time I thought it wasn’t possible, and I still think so . . . only because I don’t want to . . . that’s all . . . it’s a question of desire . . . only, I remember, two years ago, on the fourteenth of July . . .

Laughter.

ROUCH: Ah, ah . . .

VOICE OFF-SCREEN: A weakness?
MARCELINE: No, I didn’t have . . . No, not at all . . . But I remember that for the first time . . .
JEAN-PIERRE: Be brave.
MARCELINE: No . . . for the first time at a fourteenth of July ball, I danced with a black.
JEAN-PIERRE: And were you moved?
MARCELINE: And . . . the way he danced was so extraordinary . . .
ROUCH: Come on, go ahead, . . . go on . . . go on . . . (laughter)

The framing favors Landry.

LANDRY: Fine . . . well, here’s why I don’t agree . . . you see, the . . . for example, the blacks who are in France, in general when they go to a dance, people like the way they dance . . . But I wish they’d like blacks . . . for other reasons than the way they dance . . .
MARCELINE: But I agree completely.
Morin: Fine . . . but we’re basically getting to the question that we’re here for . . . I mean we’re here to discuss the Congo . . . among our African friends . . . But before we discuss that . . . I wonder . . . in spite of the fact that for days now the press has been talking about these events in large headlines whether we in Paris . . . uh . . . whether we really feel concerned about this . . . I’d like to know whether Jean-Pierre, for example . . . whether Marceline . . . or Régis . . . feel concerned, and how they’re concerned, about this . . .

Jean-Pierre: I know that I felt concerned one time, quite physically because I was watching the TV news. And after the speaker showed a couple of pictures, announced a couple of events, he concluded by saying in a dry tone, “We can see what these people are doing with their independence.”

Landry: The Belgian arrived in the Congo . . . he said to himself, “Okay fine . . . money to be made.” No, he didn’t even say that. First of all, he said, “No elite, no worries” (laughter).

Rouch: And you, Nadine. What do you think?

Nadine: I agree with Landry.

Rouch: You’ve been to Léopoldville . . .

Nadine: Yes, I’ve been to Léopoldville.

Rouch: For how long?

Nadine: For one year. I was a boarder with those nuns who were raped. (She smiles, then is serious.) No, it was horrible, I mean, because it’s, the fact is that there the Africans were completely caged in. They were not allowed to come into certain areas. It was really horrible.

Régis: Does a native of the Ivory Coast feel involved in this, as a black, because a black from the Belgian Congo is doing . . . I mean . . . Is there really a racial solidarity? Do you feel responsible, or not?

Landry: Oh, yes . . . I feel responsible.
RéGIS: Really?

Raymond, one of the young Africans, intervenes.

RAYMOND: It’s true that you can reproach them for violence . . . but it’s a question of anger . . .

Close-up of Landry.

LANDRY: It would be another story between Congolese and Ivorians . . . A Guinean, for example, would not feel engaged. But as soon as it’s a white mistreating a black . . . you understand . . . I mean, all the countries, you see, the states of Africa were colonized . . . so as soon as they see a country mistreated by the whites . . . Well . . . immediately it’s as if it was, you see, as if it was them who were suffering the pain of the others . . . so right away, it’s like that!

Close shot of Marceline in profile.

MARCELINE: I understand that very well, because while the example is not completely, completely a good one . . . but if there is a manifestation of anti-Semitism in any country in the world . . . well, then I’m involved . . . I can’t allow it . . . whether it be a German Jew, a Polish Jew . . . a Russian Jew . . . an American Jew . . . it’s all the same, for me.

Medium close-up of Jean Rouch, panning to a two shot with Landry.

ROUCH: We’re going to ask Landry a question . . . Landry, have you noticed that Marceline has a number on her arm?

LANDRY: Yes.

ROUCH: What is it, do you think?

LANDRY: No, I . . . I have no idea . . .

ROUCH: No idea . . . Okay, and you, Raymond . . . what do you think?

RAYMOND: Well, I don’t know exactly . . . I know that there are sailors who usually have numbers on their arms . . . and since she’s not in the navy . . .

ROUCH: Why? So, what is it that . . . Why? Do you know more or less what it means?

RÉGIS: Affectation . . .

ROUCH: Affectation?

RAYMOND: Maybe, yeah . . .

RÉGIS: But why a number, anyway?

ROUCH: Why a number?

MARCELINE: I could have put a heart?
JEAN-PIERRE: It could be her telephone number...  
MARCELINE: I could have put a heart.  
RAYMOND: That couldn’t be a telephone number because it’s too long... 78-750.

Close-up of Marceline’s arm, then medium close-up of Marceline with Régis in the background.

MARCELINE: Well, first of all the... This isn’t a V... it’s a triangle that is half of the Jewish star... I don’t know if you know the Jewish symbol that’s a six-pointed star... And then the number... well, it’s not my telephone number... uh... I was deported to a concentration camp during the war, because I’m Jewish, and this is a serial number that they gave me in that camp...

Quick pan to close-up of Landry, who lowers his eyes.

ROUCH: So?  
RAYMOND: It’s shocking...

MARCELINE: Raymond, do you know what a concentration camp is?  
RAYMOND: Yes... yes... I saw a film... a film on them... on the concentration camps.

Close-up of Marceline’s hand, stroking a flower.

RÉGIS: Nuit et brouillard, Night and Fog...

RAYMOND: I think, Night and Fog... yeah...

Freeze-frame of Marceline’s hand.

---

La Concorde

The Place de la Concorde, almost deserted. It’s the fifteenth of August, in the morning. From the center of the square, Marceline comes toward us, slowly. She is walking with eyes lowered, looking at the ground. We hear her voice, tired and sad.

MARCELINE: This Place de la Concorde is as deserted... as it was twenty years ago, fifteen years... I don’t remember any more... Pitchipoi... You’ll see, we’ll go down there, we’ll work in the factories, we’ll see each other on Sundays, Papa said. And you, you would answer me, you’re young, you will come back... me, I surely won’t.
She is humming and walking faster. The camera continues to follow her in a backward traveling shot.

And then here I am now, Place de la Concorde . . . I came back, you stayed. (She sighs.) We’d been there six months before I saw you.

Close-up of Marceline, still walking.

We threw ourselves in each other’s arms . . . and then . . . that filthy SS man who flung himself on me, who hit me in front of you . . . you said, “But that’s my daughter—that’s my daughter.” Achtung! He threatened you with the same treatment . . . you had an onion in your hand, you put it in mine and I fainted . . .

Another scene. An intersection. Marceline walks at a distance from us. We hear her voice humming “Les grands prés marécageux.” . . . She sighs.

Papa . . . When I saw you, you said, “And Mama? And Michel?” You called me “your little girl” . . . I was almost happy . . . to be deported with you . . . I loved you so much . . .

We recognize the vaults of Les Halles. The camera, preceding her again, moves away from her quickly. Marceline is soon nothing more than a small, solitary silhouette in the empty market stalls, immense and dreary, yet we still hear her voice.

Oh, Papa, Papa . . . How I wish you were here now . . . I lived through that thinking that you’d come back . . . When I came back it was tough . . . It was tough . . . (She sighs.) I saw . . . saw everyone on the station platform—Mama, everybody. They all kissed me. My heart felt like a stone. It was Michel who moved me. I said, “Don’t you recognize me?” He said, “Yes, I think . . . I think you’re . . . Marceline . . .” Oh, Papa . . .

Black.

The Fourteenth of July

A French window opening onto the street. It is daylight. Over this image we continue to hear the sounds of the fourteenth of July festival. We are inside a room. Edgar Morin approaches the window and closes it, at the same time cutting off the festive sounds. He comes back inside, and we discover Marilou sitting nearby. Morin sits down facing her.

MORIN: Well, Marilou. It’s been a month since we had this discussion together. And now it’s August, and, well, something has struck me . . . Two evenings ago we were walking down the street, and I was talking to you about a question in this film that I told you I had asked my friends Jacques and his wife. The question was “Are you happy?” and I told you that they had replied, “More or less,” and you said, “Me too, I could answer, ‘More or less.'” And yet when I saw you, it must be . . . fifteen days ago, you were in fact quite depressed, you didn’t seem at all well . . .

Silence. Marilou smiles.

Could you answer, “More or less”?

Medium close-up, from Morin’s point of view, of Marilou, whose voice trembles a bit.

MARILOU: Yes . . . once again I don’t know what’s happening to me . . . Like I didn’t know the evening of the fourteenth of July. I had all the faces of all the people I ever knew coming toward me . . . I didn’t know where to put them . . . and I believed everything was fucked up . . . I think I overcame a hurdle that night. Then there were one or two empty days . . . and then all of a sudden everything fell into place, I started seeing people again . . . I came out of the fantasy world, and now everything has become so simple and easy!

Close-up of Marilou as Morin asks the questions:

MORIN: All of this came abruptly? All by itself? . . . It happened all by itself?

Marilou hides her face in her hands. Her smile fades, then returns; tilt to her hands, playing with a charm, then back to her face.

MARILOU: Ever since I started to have people around me . . . to feel a part of things, I have become ready . . . ready for everything, for . . . I don’t know, for friendship . . . for love, too . . .
MORIN: Is that what changed things?

Marilou’s face becomes radiant. Her eyes sparkle. We can see that she is full of a joy that wants to explode, that she’d like to shout out, but that she is controlled.

MARILOU: Yes, that’s it . . . that’s it . . . But what’s stronger than anything else . . .

Marilou buries her face in her hands again. A cloud of anguish passes over it.

is the fear, in spite of everything, it’s the fear . . . like it’s happened to me a thousand times, of again finding myself completely alone, completely alone, completely isolated.

MORIN: I don’t think so.

Silent close-up of Marilou’s face, which has become radiant again.

MARILOU: What do you want me to say . . . You can’t talk about these things . . .

MORIN: No . . .

There follows a series of images of Marilou in the street, leafing through a newspaper as she walks, then throwing it away. The garret window of a little room, on a roof. Marilou pokes her head out and closes the window. In the room, Marilou and her friend are getting ready to go out. We follow them down the stairs, which they descend while playing with their hands on the banister. We end with shots of their hands clasped between them as they walk down the street.

Ángel Gets Pushed Around

Some shots of Ángelo walking down the street. Off-screen voice of Jean Rouch, over inside close-up of Ángelo.

ROUCH: Ángelo, Edgar tells me things aren’t going well . . . What exactly is going on?

Close-up of Ángelo, then of the group of Ángelo-Morin-Rouch.

ÁNGELO: Well, now, at the shop . . . I’m . . . I mean . . . I went back to work after you left. They came up and they said, “They want you in the office.” So I thought, first off . . . I thought it must be about some work problem. I said to myself, “Okay . . . I must have screwed up a series of pieces, so
they're going to chew me out.” But it wasn’t that at all. They start to say this, I mean the boss says, “So we’re making movies now.” So I say, “I don’t see what that’s got to do with my work.” He says, “Okay, let’s forget it. That’s not the problem. The problem is that we’re going to change your shop assignment, we’re going to put you someplace else because there’s no work.” And then they don’t let up hassling me . . . I mean, yesterday the foreman came looking for me, and he says, like this, “Okay, you’ve got ten pieces to make . . . If you make me those ten pieces this morning, then fine, I’ll leave you alone.” So I made him the ten pieces, on the milling wheel, which was all fucked up . . . and when I finished these ten pieces, about one in the afternoon, he brings me twenty more and says, “You’re here to work.” So that was too much for me to take . . . I was going to punch him out, because I could see that he was just there to give me shit, so I took time off and left . . . I left because Jacques, you know, and Gontrand, he told me like, he told me . . . “You’ve got to get out of here, take some time off, go rest a bit, because if you don’t, you’re really going to give them a hard time, and at the moment you’d better not.” And that’s it . . .

ROUGH: If you stay at Renault, what kind of future will you have?
ANGÉLO: Absolutely nothing.

Close-up of Angélo over the following:

ROUGH: Someday you could be what, you could be a shop foreman?
ANGÉLO: Absolutely not, I haven’t got a chance.

----------

France on Vacation
Paris

First some shots of factory workrooms. On the walls are hung signs on which we read “Vive les vacances,” “2 au jus.” . . . Subway exits. Taxis. People loading cars. General atmosphere of a happy stampede.

Followed by a silent shot of Edgar Morin, standing beside a sidewalk. He is reading a newspaper headline: “Desperate Messages from Whites in Congo.” . . . Near him is Marceline.

The Seashore

A woman on water skis speeds toward us and collapses at the feet of the camera, which follows her, to reveal Landry and Nadine paddling around.
Off-screen voice of Jean Rouch over image of Landry coming out of the water.

ROUCH: And that's how Landry has become the black explorer of France on vacation.

The Bullfight


LANDRY: This is horrible, horrible.
NADINE: So you see . . .
LANDRY: But look . . .
NADINE: Okay, then he stabs him in the neck . . . that's to finish him off.
LANDRY: Why? . . . Oh . . . ah!
NADINE: Oh!
[LANDRY: But what are the passes for? Does that tire the animal out, or is it . . .
NADINE: No, it's the matador who . . .
LANDRY: Ah . . . yes . . .
NADINE: Go on!
LANDRY: Now I like this, I like the passes. You see, if everything could consist of just the passes, I would have liked it, but killing the animal, I'm not for that.
NADINE: But you've got to kill it . . .
LANDRY: What do you mean you've got to? But those people down on the side, they're bloodthirsty. They're just waiting for him to kill the beast . . . the blood . . .
NADINE: No, no . . .
LANDRY: Oh yes they are . . .
NADINE: There are people who come just for that but . . . doesn't that look good?]

Close-up of Landry and Nadine intercut with other spectators.

LANDRY: Oh, shit!
NADINE: Look, look! Oh, that was marvelous . . . Bravo!
LANDRY: Here it is, here it is . . . watch it, watch it, this is it . . . oh, watch
it, look out there! . . . Oh good, he didn’t get it then . . . look, oh . . . I like these passes . . . I like these passes . . .

NADINE: It’s beautiful, isn’t it? Oh, he’s cute, I like him a lot . . . Oh, this is great!
LANDRY: That’s fantastic . . . That’s a sight to see, you see, that’s a sight to see . . . They came here to see the beasts die, . . . and it’s done! . . . Ah, yes . . . These are the pleasures . . . the pleasures of life in the provinces.

The crowd in the grandstands.

Saint Tropez

Landry and Catherine (the water-skier) walk slowly along the port.

LANDRY: You see, Saint Tropez is a city, it’s kind of a village, too, it reminds me quite a bit of black Africa, you see the old houses, the red tiles, and all that . . . Ah! Saint Tropez—they talk about it all the time in my deep forest, in my African bush, I’ve heard talk of Saint Tropez. I find it kind of curious that you see all the women in Saint Tropez wearing bikinis, I mean they do everything to attract attention.

CATHERINE: Yeah, and then they put on these outrageous outfits, with the excuse that they’re in Saint Tropez.

LANDRY: Exactly. And when I think that back home, you know, in Africa when . . . because in certain regions of Africa there are women who wear leaves, you know, as panties.

CATHERINE: Yeah.

LANDRY: You see, and there are some colonials who make fun of us, who make fun of these women, but it’s funny. You see, a woman in a bikini, she’s not hiding anything, a woman in a bikini.

We see, as they do as they walk along, a crowd of vacationers in shorts and bikinis, crowding around a group of photographers for whom a pretty girl poses while standing in a boat tied up at the pier. Sophie, the cover girl, Catherine, Landry. Sophie is explaining herself to Landry.

SOPHIE: It’s not much fun being a model, but I’m getting used to it . . . I’ve got to make a living, and publicity photos, they bring in a bit of money . . . that’s why I do it.

All three are walking away from the port, still talking, followed by the hordes armed with cameras, bombarding Sophie. — A terrace. We find Morin, Rouch, Catherine, Landry, Sophie.
Catherine, you’re not saying anything . . .

There are a lot of things I don’t want to think about . . . I want to go swimming . . . go water-skiing . . . and then, especially here . . .

Okay, but I’d still like to hear our dear Sophie’s opinion . . .

You see, all these people talk about things . . . Do you really know Saint Tropez well?

Close-up of Sophie on her first words, then we hear her voice off-screen while in the picture we see her walking in Saint Tropez, crossing the deserted terrace of the Epi Club, then inside, then another terrace overlooking the beach, where Sophie arrives, sits in the sand, and begins to dip her feet in the edge of the water.

I can’t really say I know it very well, because you really need to have lived several months in a place to know it well . . . But, I mean . . . I came here last year . . . because I was doing some gigs in the casinos around here . . . and I had a little villa . . . Now, you know, in the street . . . we ask everybody, “So you’re having a good time in Saint Tropez?” So it sounds really good to answer, “We’re really bored stiff here.” It’s a kind of snobism to answer, “We’re bored,” because at the moment it’s the rage to say, “We’re bored in Saint Tropez.” . . . that’s it . . . I mean, people are bored everywhere . . . but now if you’re bored, it comes from yourself . . . Because you’re . . . you have an internal, personal life . . . you’re not bored any place . . . And here . . . there are lots of movie stars, and therefore lots of directors . . . so . . . all the little girls from Paris come down here with their little bikinis . . . their tight little pants . . . yeah . . . yeah, sure, always very simple . . . and their little low-cut strapless bras . . . their long hair . . . their eyeliner, y’know, their eyelashes like this . . . right in style . . . So they always hope they’re going to meet some director . . . Naturally . . . They’ve got everything . . . except a head with a bit of brains . . . Of course, that’s not given to everybody . . . (laughter) . . . right, Marceline? So then fine . . .

What more can I tell you now? . . . That Saint Tropez is really a charming place . . . with incredible countryside . . . Of course, it’s a shame there are all these people here . . . But these people are other places, too . . . So why be against Saint Tropez? . . . Me personally, I’m not bored in Saint Tropez . . . So there . . .

Irène and Véronique

Saint Tropez. Sitting at a table in a garden are Edgar Morin and his two daughters, Véronique (age twelve) and Irène (age thirteen).
Alternating close-ups during the dialogue.

MORIN: You know that Rouch and I, we’re making a film. It’s called “How You Live.”
IRÈNE: Yeah, I’ve heard some vague mention of it.
MORIN: Okay, so here’s the problem: we don’t agree because Rouch thinks that life is funny, and I think that life is not so funny.
IRÈNE: You’re kidding . . . That’s a bit much . . . I think that, on the contrary, I think that Rouch is right.
MORIN: Life is funny?
IRÈNE: Yeah.
MORIN: Why is it funny?
IRÈNE: Well . . . Maybe I said that because we’re on vacation, now that I think about it.
MORIN: And besides vacation?
IRÈNE: Well, besides vacation . . .
VÉRONIQUE: Besides vacation . . . oh . . . we don’t know much about it.
We’re not in your position . . .
IRÈNE: Well, I don’t know . . . You go out in the evening with Mama, isn’t that fun?
VÉRONIQUE: But why do you find life sad all of a sudden?

Landry arrives and comes to sit with them.

MORIN: Ah, here’s a friend, Landry.
LANDRY: Hello, Morin.
MORIN: But I think you, that . . . you . . . you don’t know much about the life of . . . French children?
LANDRY: No, not a thing.
MORIN: These two girls here, twelve, thirteen years old . . . it must surprise you to see them? It must not be like this back home in Ivory Coast?

Medium three-shot of Landry facing Morin, with Véronique between them.

LANDRY: Oh no, back home it’s not like this . . . You know . . . Where I live, a girl starts living when she’s, already when she’s six years old.

Close-up of Landry.

And even when I was seven years old I already knew how to cook.

Irène faces Landry; camera pans to Landry in close-up for his response.

IRÈNE: Well, we only do work for school.
VÉRONIQUE: We don’t work for our parents.
IRÈNE: Of course, we clear the table once in a while, we do things like that, but not very often.
LANDRY: And that’s a mistake. You have to learn. You can’t be content with an easy life . . . you know . . . Because you have to realize that later, you see, you’ll have to do more in life than just clear tables.

On the Bottom of the Sea

_The jetty at Saint Tropez._ Marceline and Jean-Pierre are alone. Behind them, the sea.

JEAN-PIERRE: I’m going to change places . . . because this annoys me . . . I can’t talk to you and see the sea at the same time, and if it doesn’t bother you, I like to see the water, I mean the bottom of the sea, you’re beautiful . . . there’s a tragic side . . .
MARCCELINÉ: You’re kidding . . .
JEAN-PIERRE: It suits your face . . .
MARCCELINÉ: You’re saying that to make me happy . . .
JEAN-PIERRE: You always think I’m a bastard with you . . . that I’m always trying to . . . You were saying a while ago that I wanted to win you back . . . that I spend my time trying to seduce you . . . I mean, it’s absurd . . .
MARCCELINÉ: You spend your time trying to seduce others . . .
JEAN-PIERRE: No, no . . .
MARCCELINÉ: Oh, yes you do.
JEAN-PIERRE: No, it’s just that I . . . that I . . . I mean, yes . . . no . . . no . . .
You don’t seem to understand that we’re not all on the same rhythm . . . for a month and a half you’ve been working . . . you’ve been sweating it out in Paris . . . a shitty month of August . . . miserable . . . and me, for a month and a half I’ve been living a totally different lifestyle . . .
MARCCELINÉ: And how have you been living?
JEAN-PIERRE: Differently . . . A young man’s vacation, you know . . .
MARCCELINÉ: I understand that perfectly, but . . .
JEAN-PIERRE: No, you don’t understand anything . . . because you don’t understand that I was fed up . . . completely fed up . . . uh . . . I was fed up with you . . .
MARCCELINÉ: Yeah, but I was fed up with—
JEAN-PIERRE: I was fed up with you . . . with the shitty life we were both leading . . .
MARCCELINÉ: I had hoped in coming here . . . hoped to be able to really talk to you . . . to talk to you about myself . . .
JEAN-PIERRE: But that's it, exactly . . .
MARCELINE: But you don't accept me as I am . . . you don't accept how I am . . . You allow me nothing . . . you spend all your indulgence on yourself . . .

JEAN-PIERRE: But you expect me to be . . . I mean, I don't know . . . When I'm not there . . . you dream of me . . . but I think you're really dreaming about somebody else . . . you know . . . I'm sick of it . . . sick of you . . . Ever since I've been living with you it's been the same thing . . . we just look at each other . . . with the result being that I haven't done a thing for two years . . . I'm bored to death . . . I don't see the world anymore . . . I don't see things . . . I've become incapable of seeing them . . . completely perverted . . . I want to look at them . . . I want to be young, and when you're like you are now, you prevent me from being . . . You're not always like that, but for a while now you've been more and more . . . I don't know if it's because you feel closed in . . . I don't know if it's because you feel me sliding away . . . I can't stand it . . . Have you noticed?

MARCELINE: I don't know what you expect of me . . . don't understand . . . I search . . . I search . . . I can't find any explanation that fits . . . and then when you talk to me, things go from bad to worse . . . uh . . . as though whatever I thought didn't exist any more . . . you know . . . I mean, like, two days ago I was drunk . . . drunk because of you, in fact . . . I had been drinking because of you . . .

JEAN-PIERRE: Oh, I know, but . . .

MARCELINE: When you came back to that room you were horrible to me . . . you . . . I don't know . . . you said things that I've never heard from a man before . . . But there was also a time, Jean-Pierre, where you spent your time challenging me . . . running after girls . . .

JEAN-PIERRE: But I don't challenge you anymore . . .

MARCELINE: Did you love me?

JEAN-PIERRE: Yeah, there was . . . there was a . . .

MARCELINE: Do you think you still love me?

JEAN-PIERRE: I don't know . . . Anyway, it's no use.

Milly

A corner of Fontainebleau forest: a rockbound clearing. Angélo, his friend Jacques Mothet, and Jacques's wife, Maxie, and several children are finishing a picnic. Joyful atmosphere.

A LITTLE GIRL: No, we don't want to go look for mushrooms!
OTHER GIRLS: No, I don’t want to go look for mushrooms! We don’t like mushrooms! Besides, I said something! Ouah!
ANGÉLO (singing): I know the way to annoy people.
A LITTLE GIRL: You know the way to annoy people?

Angélo and Jacques go over to the rocks. Following Jacques, Angélo attempts to scale them. His efforts are clumsy, his feet unsure. Jacques encourages him with words and gestures.

JACQUES: There! Like that . . . maybe you’re a bit small . . . Go on! go on! Put your foot there! . . . put your foot on the thing, Angélo! . . . Angélo! . . . put your foot there as soon as you . . .

Maxie, Jacques’s wife, intervenes off-screen.

MAXIE: Tell him to take it Dulfer style . . .
JACQUES: Huh?
MAXIE (off-screen): He should take it Dulfer style . . .
JACQUES: That’s it! Okay, Angélo . . . you put your foot there and there immediately, you see . . . right away you’re going to put it on the other . . . push it, your foot . . . push it . . . ah! . . . ah! Angélo! There . . . go ahead, put your foot there, the other foot . . . no, no! He’s putting it higher!
MAXIE: Not so high!
JACQUES: He’s putting it higher . . . idiot! idiot! . . . lower! lower, here, your foot! . . . on the divide . . . there . . . look here . . . Angélo! Look how stupid he is . . . that’s it . . . now put your foot there . . . the step! the step, Angélo!
MAXIE (off-screen): Angélo! That’s it! . . . on the divide . . . Angélo! Look how stupid . . . now put your foot there . . .

Angélo, not without difficulty, finally makes it to the top of the rock. He is only half-satisfied.

ANGÉLO: No . . . I could never do it because you were always bitching down there.
JACQUES: But I’m bitching because you’re stupid . . . otherwise I wouldn’t bitch . . . You’ve got . . . you have . . . you’ve got much more strength in your arms than I do . . .

Saying this, Jacques slaps Angélo’s arm lightly, and Angélo staggers as they go down toward the clearing and approach the foot of the rocks.

JACQUES: You know, you’ve got one thing: you don’t know where you’re putting your feet, you don’t know how to use your feet. You know how to use your arms, you don’t know how to use your feet . . .
The children in turn try to climb the rocks. One boy comes down by rappelling.

JACQUES: Okay, who’s next?

Carine, Jacques’s daughter, steps up.

carine: My turn.

We find Carine clinging to the face of the rock, rope in hand. Her father, up above, guides her descent.

JACQUES: Carine! Take your foot out of there and you grab the rope behind you . . . Take your hand out of there . . . and take your rope and push yourself! And let yourself go! You take that rope . . . push yourself away from the rock, yes, yes! away from the rock! . . . from the rock . . . Don’t be afraid . . . go on!

MAXIE (off-screen): Your father is there, honey . . . There’s nothing to be afraid of . . .

JACQUES: Push yourself away from the rock!

ANGÉLO (off-screen): Go on . . . knock . . . Mothet!

JACQUES: Push away from the rock! Ah, now there . . . she must have it.

MAXIE (off-screen): She’s got it . . .

ANGÉLO: She’s got it, Mothet.

JACQUES: Okay, go on . . . take your hand out of there . . . that’s it! Go on . . . push yourself away! push away! Jump a little . . . move away from the rock . . . let go with your hands . . .

VOICE (off-screen): She’s got it . . . she’s got it in back there, the rope!

JACQUES: What a goof! Put your hand in back of you . . . put your hand back . . . grab the rope . . . no! . . . the rope behind you! . . . grab the rope behind you! . . . right there . . . closer! . . . on that side . . . Ah!

**Jacques kicks Carine’s hand lightly on the side where the rope is hanging.**

MAXIE: Now, don’t go brutalizing the kid . . . there . . .

JACQUES: Go on, go ahead, go ahead . . . go on, let go, let yourself slip a bit, let yourself slip a little, that’s it! with your other hand . . . Carine, your other hand, behind you . . . take that rope there . . . not that one!

VOICE (off-screen): No! that one . . . Carine!

**A hand holds up the rope, but Carine remains riveted to her rock, slightly dazed . . .

JACQUES: Oh! What do you do with kids like that?**
Jacques, disappointed, gives up the struggle. Carine ends up grabbing hold of the famous rope and tries to use it to help her descend. But she maneuvers badly and slips toward the ground all of a sudden, amid great laughter.

Carine: I’m going to take a nap.

Everyone has regrouped in the clearing. The children have formed a choir and are singing. The voices of the adults mingle with those of the children.

So pretty and sweet, gorse flowers they’re called
tell me where you see them
—where do you see them?—
In the town of the millers’ wives
That is called the Land of Love
—the Land of Love—
On the edge of the clear-watered spring
Gorse flowers ever singing
—ever singing—
And the little white collars
Of the whole Breton countryside
—Breton countryside—

As they sing, they offer each other fruit. Angélo, squatting near the children, seizes a bunch of grapes with his mouth. On this image, in close-up, we leave the Milly clearing.

Truth in Question

We hear for a moment more the song of the Milly picnickers, as the beam of a projector lamp appears on the screen, shining across the room plunged in obscurity. Then the song ends, the beam goes out, and light returns to the room, revealing the characters of Chronicle of a Summer, who have just seen the projection of certain sequences of their film, alongside Edgar Morin and Jean Rouch. Close-ups of different people as they respond.

Rouch: You’ve just seen yourselves on the screen... Edgar and I would like to know your opinions. First the children: Véro, do you like what you saw?
Véronique: Oh well, it’s not as good as Chaplin, but you know... Morin: So what’s your impression, in the end?
Véronique: I don’t know... explain it to me!
MORIN: There’s nothing to explain. Some people say it’s not true, others say it’s true.

VÉRONIQUE: Say what’s not true? I mean, you can’t lie in front of a camera . . .

JACQUES: In fact, most every time anybody wanted to express themselves, they often spoke in generalities, and in life you don’t just speak in generalities.

MORIN: An example . . . an example . . . an example!

JACQUES: The discussion between Angélo and Landry is a discussion with lots of generalities.

NADINE: On the contrary, it’s fantastic when he says to Landry, I like you a lot; it’s because there was a contact . . . You know . . . they have the same problems, Angélo and . . .

MARCÉLINE: You cannot say they have the same problems, it’s not true.

NADINE: There’s a human contact between the two of them. You might say they discovered each other . . .

MARCÉLINE: They got along very well.

GABILLON: It’s a meeting of two sensibilities.

MORIN: For me, it’s the scene with the most . . . excuse me . . . it’s the truest scene we did, because there’s a friendship which forms right there, before our eyes.

JACQUES: You say there’s empathy between Angélo and Landry, that’s obvious; that’s not what I’m saying: it’s that all that isn’t natural, it’s not natural and it’s artificial, you know . . .

ANGÉLO: I don’t agree, because when there was the scene with Landry, I didn’t know Landry, I didn’t know a thing about him. And then it turned out that when I talked with him, I didn’t see the cameras anymore, I didn’t see them anymore, the cameras. It was only the problem that concerned me.

JEAN-PIERRE: If you examine everything we saw there, I mean, I find this film infinitely irksome because a part of what we saw is totally boring, and what isn’t boring, is undeniably so at the price of a great deal of immodesty.

MARILOU: It seems to me that in the end, to have a tiny spark of truth the character usually has to be . . . I mean, it’s not a rule . . . alone and on the verge of a nervous breakdown. I mean when he’s talking about something that has touched him profoundly.

MAXIE: By that system you could only get scenes that were artificial or scenes that would be . . . but, and not only would they be, but they are, straight out, that are shameless. I agree with him; they are immodest. And at the beginning, when you asked whether we now wanted to get to know...
these people, well, for me, there's a certain number of people here, please excuse me, whom I have absolutely no desire to meet after this film, and among others, I confess that Marilou . . . it would really embarrass me . . . it would embarrass me because she told us too many things, she revealed too much of herself.

MME GABILLON: I think Marilou was really extraordinary, and all I want right now is to get to know her.

MORIN: Maxie's suggestions sounded monstrous to me, and really, for me, hers are reactions which are against the emergence of truth in the world, in social life, in people's lives or in life among people.

RÉGIS: Marilou, confronted by the camera, no longer acts. She plays a role not of inhibition but rather of self-searching. For Marceline, it's exactly the same thing; she speaks to herself, and it's in this sense that it embarrasses us, because we feel that it concerns her alone, and yet it is because of this that we are extremely, even completely, taken in.

JEAN-PIERRE: If the sequence of Marceline is much more perfect than the others . . . you say that it is truer than truth . . . it's because she is acting.

MARCELINE: They were extremely intimate memories, the most pervasive memories I have, but if you will, when I said those words, I was recalling things . . . at the moment I said them, I said them with feelings, but I was absolutely not involved with those feelings between shootings, or else I should have been . . . like Marilou said a minute ago, and that's why I don't agree with her at all . . . on the verge of a nervous breakdown, and that wasn't the case.

RÉGIS: What is really beautiful in this film is that we go from a naturalness that, in the end, is quite false, for example, a conversation in the street that means absolutely nothing, to a close-up of Marilou that never quite makes it, and that is extremely beautiful and that is no doubt much more true, and it's this transition from one to the other that gives all the interest to this film.

Self-Criticism

In the ball of the Musée de l’Homme, Edgar Morin and Jean Rouch are alone. They walk up and down among the glass cases.

ROUCH: So, Edgar, what do you think of this screening?

MORIN: Well, I think it’s interesting because, all things considered, everything that has been said can be summed up in two things: either the characters are reproached for not being real enough, for example, Jacques re-
A man approaches Angélo for being sort of an actor when he’s with Landry, or else they are reproached for being too real, like when Maxie, Jacques’s wife, reproaches Marilou for laying herself bare before the camera. What does this mean? This means that we arrive at a certain degree where we investigate a truth which is not the truth of everyday relations . . . We’ve gone beyond that. As soon as people are a little more sincere then they are in real life, others say either, “You’re a ham, an actor,” or else they say, “You’re an exhibitionist.”

ROUCH (off-screen): Yeah . . .

_They have stopped walking and face each other. The camera frames Morin alone, then they start walking again._

MORIN: So that’s the fundamental problem, because us, what we wanted . . . if people think that these are actors or exhibitionists, then our film is a failure. And at the same time, I can say that I know, that I feel that they are neither actors nor exhibitionists.

ROUCH: Only one can’t be sure of that.

MORIN: For whom?

ROUCH: They themselves can’t know. You understand when, for example, Marceline says she was acting on the Place de la Concorde . . . we were witnesses?

MORIN: Yes.

ROUCH: She wasn’t acting!

MORIN: If she was acting, you could say it was the most authentic part of herself when she was talking about her father . . . It’s not an act, you know, you can’t call that an act . . .

ROUCH: Of course.

MORIN: That is to say, this film, as opposed to ordinary cinema, reintroduces us to life. People approach the film as they do everyday life, that is, they aren’t guided, because we have not guided the spectator . . . we have not told him, “So and so is kind, so and so is nasty, so and so is a nice guy, so and so is intelligent.” And so, confronted with these people that they could meet in real life, they are disarmed, they feel that they themselves are implicated, they feel concerned, and they try to resist that.

ROUCH: Yeah, right.

MORIN: There are others who are moved by this. What struck me is that there are people who, for example, were very affected by Marilou, others who are very moved by Marceline, others by Jean-Pierre, others by Angélo . . . I mean that to some degree, I think that at least some of what we wanted to do is going to get across.

ROUCH: And you, are you moved?
MORIN: Me, well, I mean . . . the number of times we've seen the film ends up attenuating the emotions, but me . . . in the end I am very moved. I'm affected right now in another way. At the beginning, if you will, I thought that everyone would be moved by this film, and to see now that people that I like very much, like Marilou and Marceline, are criticized, well, that upsets me, that bothers me. I believed the viewer would like the characters that I liked.

Both of them walk away toward the end of the hall, turning their backs to the camera, which stays immobile. Only their voices stay close. Soon they appear to be very far away.

ROUCH: In other words, we wanted to make a film of love, and we end up at a sort of film of indifference, or in any case in which . . . no, not indifference . . .

MORIN: No, people do react . . .

ROUCH: . . . by reaction, and by reaction that is not necessarily a sympathetic reaction.

MORIN: That’s the difficulty of communicating something. We are in the know . . .

The Champs-Elysées. Edgar Morin, on the edge of the sidewalk, waves his hand and walks up toward l’Étoile. Over images of passersby who walk past him and hide him, we hear the attentive voices of Marceline and Nadine, as though echoing . . .

Are you happy?
Are you happy, sir?
Are you happy, ma’am?
Are you happy? . . . Happy?
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TRANSLATORS’ NOTES

1. The English-subtitled print of the film translates “cinéma-vérité” as “filming the truth.” The essays by Morin and Rouch (here and elsewhere in this book) place this term in the kind of perspective necessary to understand the nature of their experiment.

2. Angelo wanted to meet Landry after he saw the rushes of some of the Saint Tropez sequences in which Landry appeared as the “African explorer of France on vacation.” Portions of these sequences appear later in the film.

3. The Buttes Chaumont is a beautiful park on a hill in the north of Paris.

4. Gouvernement Provisoire de la République Algérienne.

5. The bracketed section here is dialogue that is included in the French book but does not appear in the English-subtitled print of the film in U.S. distribution.

6. This scene is extended in the English-subtitled print of the film in U.S. distribution. Sophie continues to tell Landry and followers how people like to have their picture taken with Saint Tropez models to show their friends. One of the followers argues back that this is an overly general view and that many people do not think this way. Sophie protests, “Only a minority . . .” at which point the follower agrees, “The masses have not really advanced very far . . .”

7. In the French text, the following note appears: “This scene is not included in some copies of the film in distribution but is normally part of the film.” The scene is cut from English-subtitled prints in U.S. distribution.

8. Nous sommes dans le bain. The idiom means to have one’s hands in things, to be implicated, to be complicit. The English-subtitled print translates this phrase as “We’re in for trouble,” thus closing the film on a considerably less nuanced note.

CHRONICLE OF A SUMMER 329
We presented the principal participants of *Chronicle of a Summer* with the following questionnaire:

1. What were your feelings during the making of the film? Did you feel that you were interpreting a role? Were you bothered by the presence of the camera? by the method of the “authors”? Or, on the contrary, did you have the feeling of surrendering yourself totally and sincerely?

2. Do you think that some other method of inquiry, of “attack,” might have achieved a greater degree of truth? What, for example?

3. Does the definitive representation of you in the film seem true to who you really are and to what your real preoccupations are? If not, how does it differ?

4. Do you think that some of the scenes that were shot but that don’t appear in the public version of the film could give a more exact image of you?

5. Is there anything in what you did or said in front of the camera that you disavow, that does not correspond to what you judge to be your truth? What? Why?

6. On the other hand, is there anything that you did not show or say in front of the camera, something that is important to you, which you think is essential for someone to know you, and that you would have liked to express? If so, what?

7. Do you know the other participants in the film? Does the image it gives of them conform to the one you had and have of them yourself? Is it rather more real, less real, or simply different? In what way?
8. Did the fact that you participated in this film modify your way of living, your way of thinking, your idea of yourself? How so?
9. Do you regret this experience? Are you happy with it? Does it seem to have been useful to you?
10. What, in your opinion, is the true contribution of this film?
11. To the question “Are you happy?” what would you respond today?

The responses we received to these questions from Jacques Gabillon, Landry, Mme Gabillon, Angelo, and Marceline follow.

Jacques Gabillon

1. Favorable sentiment; excitement at the prospect of participating in something new, if not of escaping daily mediocrity for a while. Rediscovering Edgar Morin, making new acquaintances.

   No discomfort in front of the camera; however, felt the impression of finding myself “brutalized” by the leader of the game (here I rejoin the criticism of a certain conception of modesty). In any case, there intervenes, along with dignity, the internal freedom to reject or accept. As for me, I could not give myself over completely; more precisely, I did not attempt to break out of the particular frame that Morin had placed me in. Why?

   Edgar Morin had solicited me personally. Since he addressed (my wife) Simone as well, the method of “attack” no longer involved merely the worker living in the new apartment, but the couple.

   And this brings me to the following question:

2. To my understanding, it is now less a matter of method of “attack” than of its objective: since I am no longer individually solicited, I must keep in mind conjugal relations. This is why I could not “give” what was expected of me.

3. I think the personal truth of the characters is found to be limited, in that, with cutting and editing, the directors were able to bend the meaning of the whole with regard to the particular truth . . . Whatever it may be, it must not be forgotten that the characters clarify each other, one after the other, and that as a last resort, the truth is only really achieved by means of cinematographic vision. But there also lies the force of impact.

4. There are scenes that were filmed that do not figure in the screened version of the film. There are also scenes that could have been filmed.
In the first case, it was only a matter of useless chatter to cover up uneasiness. As for what could have been done, it would have required that the camera penetrate into my little world of anachronistic bureaucracy at SNCF, with its grotesque silhouettes and general grayness. The camera would have had to tune in to capture the aftereffects of the ordeal of deportation with the subsequent decline, and not the militant who never much existed, and finally to throw a violent light on what had inevitably remained in the shadow, understanding that the camera will more quickly uncover a wound than evoke the humiliation or simple paltriness of daily life. Moreover, in that moment of refuge in the apartment, with the friendly presence of the old collected books and records, after our Spanish vacation (which left us, after all, with more than just photos), the singular duality of the character that is me could have revealed its fundamental truth, no doubt inadequate at the present moment, that is to say, the moment in question.

5. Nothing to be disavowed, as far as the part of the filming that was used is concerned, this being pertinent only as a prefatory comment.

6. What is essentially lacking to a full understanding of me is as much the result of a certain dissimulation of my personality. It’s why I don’t assume what I really am, what’s deep within me. Here enters the “pathology” of the wounded idealist, of the former concentration camp internee, coming to grips with the reality of a society to which he is poorly adapted, a society that, in fact, repudiates him and has, up till now, assailed his greatly diminished vitality. What is pathetic in my adventure is that for long years, the scream that was tearing me apart never left my throat. I no longer had the energy to scream.

7. I only knew Edgar Morin, his insatiable curiosity, his interest in my situation. Did he want to attack my inhibition or provoke some brutal change in this condition that I endure with such difficulty? An “old accomplice,” as I’ve already said somewhere, in the course of a presentation. However, I did not know the other collaborators in the film, people from his circle or those who evolved around the group. Ecclecticism in the choice of the collaborators? In the choice of “patients”? Not so much. Under varied social trappings lies a common way of reacting to life. Angèle, the worker breaking the proletariat, is the counterpart of the others. On Marceline’s shelves I noticed, unsurprisingly, many of the titles that figure in Morin’s library or in my own collection of books, which marks my first years of reading. But could we do otherwise? It is a question here of wheedling an acceptance to participate in an operation that was,
after all, delicate, but where that acceptance was the natural result of long conversations in the past and of friendship.

I knew nothing about Jean Rouch until after the film was made. Jean Rouch is essentially a temperament that revealed itself under the African sun, among the blacks. You have to have seen him working, at ease with everyone, knowing how to gain confidence with a direct approach, a simple friendly gesture, toward the patient that he is about to “operate on.” I am sorry that the camera was never turned toward him, to capture the instants when, sitting cross-legged on the floor at my house, he played to gain my son’s confidence. *Chronicle of a Summer* being a team effort, the camera could have given us some other quality images, notably those that would have shown Jean Rouch at work with his operative grin!

8. Participating in the film did not change my way of thinking, even less my way of living. It did, however, constitute a landmark in my life where, even now, more trust has entered it.

I mean, it’s amusing: a certain shade of me is shown by the screen, with my accent with muffled southern intonation that I never suspected. And that intimate mobility of the face with its southern fluency, while I always thought of myself as a northerner!

9. I am highly satisfied with the experience; the usefulness of the film, which is really pertinent to a period that is troubled and alarming on many counts.

10. This experience may not always have attained its ambitions, but the partial truth—those instants of truth captured in Marilou’s shattered self, Marceline’s secret complexion liberated by memories—all of this cannot leave you insensitive. Sometimes it’s unbearable, but often thrilling. And then it’s also the film of life in the Parisian melting pot, with its “aggressions” against everyday life: rapid “unscrewing” to him who doesn’t recognize it in time!

11. To this question I had answered “more or less happy.” What else could I reply? Because in the meantime nothing has really changed.

Landry

1. A feeling of unsettledness, a certain fear of not being able to stay myself until the end. I was not at all bothered by the camera because, first of all, this was my second experience of “cinéma-vérité”; and then when you’re
wrapped up in something, really wrapped up, cameras, technicians, all that stuff becomes a part of some other universe than your own.

I worked with Rouch because I like what he does. When I start working with him, I know in advance that there will be a camera hidden somewhere, but I also know that Jean is ready to spend ten reels on me if I want to talk to him about my mother for those ten reels.

Surrendering myself entirely? I don’t know if I surrender myself entirely, but what I know is that at the moment I say everything I have to say, without deceit, out of honesty to Jean, who allows me the most total freedom.

2. I think that this form of cinema demands of us who wish in some way “to offer our truth,” a certain portion of honesty. First of all toward our director and then toward the public, who must not see us as exhibitionists. And then for me, I’m not used to mincing words; I say what I’ve got on my mind; I’m like that, take it or leave it. So for me all methods of attack are worthwhile, on the condition that they leave the individual complete freedom of expression and of manifestation of his personality.

3. Chronicle of a Summer: It’s me during that summer of 1960, discovering the Riviera, which I had only heard of through the scandals of Mme Carmen Tessier; it’s me seeing for the first time the running of the bulls at Bayonne; it’s me surprised to see the slightly too scant attire of girls on vacation, which is barely different from the attire of our African women before the era of civilization; it’s me discussing with Angélo, making the statements I always make whenever anyone asks me if I have complexes. Of course, you can’t call the first things I’ve cited “preoccupations,” but my discussion on the terrace, and my discussion with Angélo, are my preoccupations because they are permanent states in me.

4. As far as I’m concerned, I think that everything important I had to say in this film is there, since it was not really a question of me. I only had to serve as a catalyst to Angélo, and if, in the end, Angélo and I got around to the problem of inferiority complexes, it’s simply because we felt so close to each other that he had a need to know who I really was and what I was thinking. But I would have liked them to keep certain sections where Raymond and I talk about what we think of marriage between blacks and whites, because I think white women are often asked what they think of mixed marriages, but young Africans are not often asked what they think about it. Mixed marriage is a danger of which certain of us are conscious. There are a lot of blacks who do not set their sights on a white woman,
blacks who are ill at ease going out with a white woman, in the interest of that white woman herself; certain blacks who seek a white woman’s pure, true friendship, in no way connected with any sexual need. Now the young African student goes to look for his bride in Africa. I mean all these problems that have arisen since black Africa’s accession to independence; certain realities that escape a large part of the white masses.

5. My own truth is one, and not double; when I have the chance to say it, I say it, and I will not renounce it because it shocks or because people might think it debatable or false. From the moment when I figure I’m being honest with myself, to hell with “What will they say?”!

6. I would really have liked to say more about mixed marriage and the worker situation in my country; to express myself more fully on the problem of the Congo; also to express myself more fully on this delicate problem they call the “skin complex.” But I think that would have required a whole film just about me, while Chronicle of a Summer is a film on the life of people in general.

7. I’m going to take the participants of the film in order and classify them as to whether they were close to me:

Marilou: The friendship between me and Marilou was born, I think, without even the directors knowing about it. The first evening I saw her, Marilou gave me the impression of a lost girl who was actually looking for herself. She was tense, nervous, in her every gesture and movement. I think she was very impressed by my “kindness,” and we got along from that very evening. Afterward I often went to see her at Cahiers du Cinéma; she even helped me out of my bad period. Then I went on vacation. When I came back I found Marilou distinctly more radiant than she had been that first evening. So we went out for a drink in a café near the Champs-Elysées. Marilou talked to me as though I were a brother, a relative, and told me that she was now better than before and that she had found happiness. Since then Marilou and I have remained friends, and I often go to see her at her job. I saw her two sequences with Morin a long time after they were shot (because we were not allowed to see the rushes), and absolutely nothing surprised me. Without pretending to have been a determining factor in Marilou’s life, I do think I helped her a bit.

Next comes Angélo. My friendship with Angélo was born in front of the camera; it is nonetheless real and sincere. And just as Angélo currently has a photo enlargement of the two of us next to his phone at home, I have one too, covering a full page of my photo album. You have to see Angélo
to really recognize that he is in real life just what he was trying to be in the
film. Angelo truly did not like the situation he was put in at Renault, and
he’ll say so to anyone who cares to listen. But besides that, he is a good
guy, extremely sensitive. It’s very easy to communicate with him, and he is
very sensitive to the friendship felt toward him; it bursts out on the screen,
I think.

Marceline: She aroused different sentiments in me. Emotion when I
learned for the first time that she was a deportee. And then she impressed
me so much by the way she reclimbed that moral slope. I would have been
marked by that for the rest of my life. And then, finally, pity, because it must
be said that all that self-assurance, that trust Marceline had in the future,
was all conditioned by her happiness with Jean-Pierre; a happiness that was
falling apart in spite of all the directors’ efforts to permit these two young
people to get back together. But the drama of Marceline and Jean-Pierre was
beyond me, and as I never had the chance to communicate with either of
them, I never really felt close to them as I did with Marilou and Angelo.

8. This film changed nothing in my way of life, because I am, if you will, as
much a “spectator” in this film as anyone else.

9. I in no way regret this experience, and I would start it all over if I had
it to do again. I am pleased with it because it allowed me to discover two
friends who are still friends, and God only knows that you can’t buy real
friends at the flea market.

11. I will not really be happy until the moment when I will have consolidat-
ed all these little transitory satisfactions that I have at the present moment.

Simone Gabillon

1. A very happy sensation. The daily routine was broken. No doubt at
the beginning the camera was a bit intimidating, but mostly because of
the heat of the lights. In the end I got used to it. On top of that, I had total
confidence in Edgar Morin, who was interviewing me. I didn’t have the
impression of being misguided by the game leader, because at no time did
I have the feeling of being asked indiscreet questions.

2. For me, attaining the truth is not all that easy. It would have been nec-
essary to dig around in the past. No doubt—my husband being a former
deportee—it would have been interesting to learn the repercussions of de-
portation on the life of a couple, and in particular on the life of a young woman who was not prepared to confront existence. To dig into the past, it was not just recollecting the housing shortage—the first difficulty of all young people in our day—but remembering those long years in which Jacques, out of work, was on the edge of madness.

3. The image of me that this film gives strikes me as superficial. However, curiously enough, this film helped me to know myself. My excessive nervousness, almost unbearable, was laid bare, along with a certain grin that accompanies a pretty disagreeable voice. To be fair, on the subject of my voice, I was obliged to raise it to the maximum, upon the request of the soundman, which was no doubt some disadvantage for me.

4. The other scenes filmed in our house were uninteresting because they did not reflect our way of life.

5. When I defended Marilou, I had only seen one sequence of the film. It is certain that my judgment would have been more colored had I seen the entire film.

6. My two quite different attitudes, at the office and at home: at the office, where I am really myself, relaxed, gay, very much at ease in my work; at the house, curiously different, feeling almost guilty for having lived a life with no great history until the moment of my marriage, almost guilty for not having a tragic past, in the face of my husband and the majority of his friends, who are almost all former deportees or resisters.

7. I did not know any of the participants in the film. However, the image it gives of them seems very real to me. Marceline, in particular, even though she claims that she is acting in the scene where she walks alone in Paris. It doesn’t matter whether she is acting at that precise moment; we are sure that she has repeated those words to herself so many times that the images she evokes are a part of herself.

8. The film changed nothing in my way of living and thinking.

9. I have no regret. I was happy at the time of the filming because the ambience was so friendly.

10. I wonder if each viewer felt the same feeling I did when I saw the film the other evening at the Agriculteurs. None of the characters in the film
(except probably the artist-painter couple) found an equilibrium during this period, which was troubled in every way (memories of the last war, the war in Algeria, the events in the Congo). Each person feels more or less responsible. Racism is profoundly foreign to all of the participants of the film who were questioned about it, and that is very comforting. I do regret not having participated in the Saint Tropez rendezvous, specifically in the dialogue around the table.

In other respects (again, not counting the artist-painter couple and, I must say, me), no one likes his work, each one does it like forced labor. All of them claim to submit to it completely . . . since they’ve got to live.

11. I can’t add anything to answer this question.

---

Angélo

First of all, to give an account of the film and of my behavior, I need to recapitulate the basics.

I was a worker at Renault, as a machinist, spending lots of time on the problems of the worker and of management exploitation. One day a workmate, Jacques, who had a number of outside contacts, particularly in the literary world, came to see me, saying he was in touch with some people who would like to make a film about the life and the world of workers, where we would be able to express our way of thinking.

We had had this idea much earlier but had never been able to realize it, for the sole reason that we did not have the necessary money for such an enterprise.

So we made an appointment for one weekday when I was to meet Edgar Morin and Jean Rouch. We went to the home of Marceline, an actress in Chronicle, and there I was surprised: cameras and spotlights were trained on us. Then we sat down at a table that was covered with things that would have cost us a month’s salary to provide.

Then some guys waved some gadgets around our faces and in back of our heads; I think these gadgets were for checking the intensity of the lighting. I felt like I had become another man, a sort of “Robespierre of the Machines,” the rare beast that is shown to the public. I don’t mean that I was forced, but it seemed like another world; it was something quite new to me.

The first question we were asked: If you had a film to make, what subject would you choose?

One of us replied: Me, I’d like to do a film on the lives of workers,
and, in particular, to denounce the methods of management and the so-called defenders of the proletariat: the unions.

Then we discussed problems of the shop. We were not really in form after our day’s work, and we were very impressed by this cinematographic domain, which we knew nothing about. Then we said good night, and I was convinced that one day the public would be shown what work in the twentieth century is like.

A few days later, Marceline came to my house with a tape recorder, to interview me on my “private life.” “Do you love your fiancée?” “Do you sleep with her?” “Have you ever cheated on her?” These are the beginnings of the mirror-film. What was the connection with the worker problem? These questions left me perplexed.

Then there was the problem of vacation. Theoretically they were supposed to come film a day in my life, the life of a worker on vacation. And yet only a segment on Saint Tropez was filmed. Saint Tropez, a snobbish city par excellence, too pretentious for a worker. Once again, what was the connection with the basis of the film?

After vacation, Morin wrote to me to say that they were back in Paris, working on the film.

First of all, there was the Renault period, filmed at the company, then to my house, and the scene in my home. This sequence, I think, shows a bit of the worker’s life. Then there was the contact with the students, where I met the greater part of the actors in the film.

For me personally, the scene with Landry and me on the Renault problem was very dissatisfying, in the sense that there was a bad reaction among the workers at Renault. What I meant to say was not really that the guys are poor slobs, but that this sort of evolution forces them to the point where they want to possess that excess of material things. For example, it is known that before the war about 40 percent of the people had their own cars. Whereas in the modern world, 80 percent of the people have a car, of which 40 percent are the real bourgeoisie, and 40 percent are the proletariat. In the 40 percent of the proletariat there are 20 percent who are really able to have their car, and the other 20 percent are obliged to make concessions.

In addition, I would add that Renault is a special factory; it’s a factory of guarantees, a so-called serious factory. You know that a Renault worker can buy things outside, with all those guarantees. All he has to do is show his company card for all credit doors to be opened to him. And then we remember the sixty-day layoff, which was in fact nothing more than a filtration of the proletariat bourgeoisie. That’s what I meant to say on television about the worker problem.

If someone were to ask me today, “If you could make a film, what
subject would you choose?” I would take the subject proposed by a friend, with the difference that I would try to see to it that we were the ones who took charge of the operation, and not the sociologists. I would try to make a film for the workers and not for the intellectuals.

I think it would take too long to explain how I would go about it, but I could always give concrete guidelines. For example, put tape recorders around among the shop mates, record the most important problems, like strikes, discussions between delegates and workers, and the management’s rebuffs.

This film changed nothing in my way of looking at things. I am not any happier than I was before. I think I never will be, because evolution creates division.

---

Marceline

I lived the period of shooting Chronicle of a Summer as though it was both an adventure and a slightly crazy experience—but without ever forgetting that it was also a cinematographic experiment.

I thus gave myself over to this experiment that interested me for its slightly mad side, without knowing in the beginning where all this might lead and where I myself might end up. Being part of the technical crew from the start, I must say that a wonderful climate of camaraderie and friendship sprang up very quickly.

Not a fictional film, Chronicle of a Summer is called “cinéma-vérité.” Yet nonetheless you have to start with the principle that it is first and foremost a cinematographic work.

There is no question here of raising the quarrel over “cinéma-vérité,” even though this was the source of much confusion and interminable polemic, nor of judging the value or the ideology of the film by posing the problem of possible methods of approach, of interviewing, et cetera. Given that I participated in this film, it would never occur to me to judge it in this fashion.

What is unquestionable, whether or not it succeeded, is the new tone; it’s the fact that this film opens up directions for research that cannot be neglected in the domain of filmed investigations, for example: Mario Ruspoli’s Les inconnus de la terre, prizewinner at the last Tours festival, or even another possible method for actors to try (of the Godard type, for example).

In any case, in a certain way this film will draw a following; it’s an interesting experiment, even if you don’t think the authors have gotten the essence out of the twenty-two hours that were filmed.
I am thinking of one scene in particular, of Jean-Pierre and me, which we filmed in Saint Tropez (it is going to be reedited into the distribution version) with all the desired distance (I admit to having had Antonionian reminiscences while we were filming). I must say that the choice of passages from this sequence, which lasts almost half an hour, is outside the context of the filming. Jean-Pierre appears as a hard, cynical person, and I seem like the “poor little victim,” whereas the whole sequence is quite different, where I am far from being a saint.

Overall the present editing choice does not seem the best to me. They’ll say they wanted to even out the sad, happy, nice, tragic parts. In any case, what’s sure is that they did not always use the best things.

Coming back to me more specifically, I feel that I was freer than the other actors, and as far as I’m concerned, Edgar Morin has very little to do with it. After being intimidated the first time I was filmed, I controlled myself, completely dominating my personality, dramatizing with words, with my face, my tone, with gestures. Being particularly aware that the camera was there, that the technicians, the lights were there... etcetera, there was a certain directing of me by me, since there was no other direction of the actors. I thought that was the only way to act other than discourse, because the cinema is not a lecture, and I was doing a film.

During the filming of the sequence on deportation, I acted without being involved, having gotten control of the character. There too I had cinematographic fantasies; certain lines from *Hiroshima, mon amour* came to me, and I pushed them away. And if the technicians cried upon listening to the sound track, I didn’t, and I recall asking Edgar several times, “Is this okay? Shall I go on like this?”

Is this quackery, playacting on my part, lies, because I was acting? Do I say this after the fact because I want to become, as we suggested, an actress? Is it also a reaction of self-defense?

I put myself in the situation, I dramatized myself, I chose a character that I then interpreted within the limits of the film, a character who is both an aspect of the reality of Marceline and also a dramatized character created by Marceline. So, too, the couple Jean-Pierre/Marceline is an aspect of the reality of the couple Jean-Pierre/Marceline, a mixture of reality. Let’s also say it’s a character among all the facets of characters that each one of us carries within.

Is this falsification? In the name of cinématographie, perhaps, but isn’t cinématographie in its simplistic interpretation a myth?

My truth is not in this film even if the memories of deportation I evoked are real. In fact, this is where all the ambiguity of cinématographie lies. Even if I thought about this scene long before filming it, and it was just a
matter of finding the “tone” for me, my truth is there in this sequence, because what I say is what I really lived.

The problem of the truth of beings is much more complex, ambiguous, diffuse, uncapturable.

The same thing holds for Jean-Pierre, whose character has nothing to do with what he really is, nor even with his real preoccupations. He is interpreting a character; it’s something else, it’s not him.

The viewer may believe, after seeing the film, that we have separated, which is false, and I must add that neither the film nor what we said to each other in the film has entered our private life at any level. We both have preoccupations that were not touched upon in this film, and that we don’t need to touch upon.

There is not especially, to answer the questionnaire directly, any truth about me lingering around somewhere that I would have liked to express in the film. The film is what it is. In some other context, it is possible that I would have played some other character of Marceline. In fact, Edgar Morin said about me in an interview “that I first chose a light and freethinking character for myself, and then later changed the register.” That is entirely correct.

I don’t really feel involved or wrapped up in this film, so that at the level of truth I didn’t really learn anything about myself. I feel very distant from the character in the film, and even though that all may seem true, it is nonetheless not my reality. However, I don’t think that this is important. The viewers may feel involved with one or another of the characters or find symbols, myths, and other things. At this level it’s another problem. For the viewer, whether or not I am Marceline is not important, what’s important is that Marceline or some other character provides something that touches him, that involves him. What is true is that through this film I met people who interested me and also perhaps found a career. It may also have been useful to me in that it may have helped to change my professional orientation.

Can one be happy in a country where police terror, torture, racism, and arbitrariness reign? I am all too familiar with racism, having suffered it myself, and I know that there is no basic difference in the way that Algerians are treated in France compared with my Jewish situation during the war, except maybe a difference in degree, which lies in the absence of crematoriums, that’s all. At that time the French people, the German people, remained silent, not interfering except for a handful of people. Today as well, France remains silent except for a handful of people.
IV  Works by Jean Rouch
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1946

La chevelure magique (Magical Hair)
With Pierre Ponty and Jean Sauvy. Black and white.
This film has been lost.

1946–1947

Au pays des mages noirs (In the Land of the Black Magi)
Produced by Actualités Françaises. With Pierre Ponty and Jean Sauvy.
Black and white. 12 minutes. Blown up to 35 mm.
Synopsis: Hippopotamus hunting with a harpoon by the Sorko of Niger. In the village of Firgoun, in sheds shaped like amphorae, the fishermen build a large hunting canoe with strips of wood sewn together. Shots of daily life in the village. Making harpoons and propitiatory sacrifices to the spirit of the water. In the marshes on the edge of the river, the fishermen approach and harpoon a hippopotamus. The hippopotamus, covered with harpoons, cannot get out of the marshes. One of the fishermen kills it with a blow from a lance. They haul its body onto dry land to butcher it and divide the meat into portions. Possession dances with details of the dance steps; a woman is possessed by the spirits of the water. In the evening, some Hauka arrive. They are the powerful spirits of the villages and countryside of Niger.
1947

Chasse traditionelle à Bangawi (Bangawi Traditional Hunt)
Black and white. 12 minutes.

Rouch’s own cut of Au pays des mages noirs.

Chasse à l’hippopotame (Hippopotamus Hunt)
With Pierre Ponty and Jean Sauvy. 50 minutes.
Techniques of the hippopotamus hunt.

1948

La circoncision (Circumcision)
Produced by CNRS and Secrétariat d’Etat à la Cooperation. 15 minutes.
Awarded Prix du Reportage, Misguich Festival of the Short Subject, 1949.
Circumcision rites of thirty Songhay children from the village of Hombori, Mali.
The boys are taken into the bush, prepared, and circumcised. After the circumcision
they are cared for, and in the evening, they make their first appearance and sing the
first song of the circumcised.

Hombori
16 minutes.
This film has been lost.

Initiation à la danse des possédés (Initiation into Possession Dance)
Produced by CNRS. 22 minutes.
Awarded first prize, Biarritz Festival, 1949.
A woman is initiated into ritual possession dances among the Songhay of Firgoun,
Niger. The musicians arrive. The first dance. The dancing lesson: learning the main
steps. Dance of departure of the initiated, and group dance.

Les magiciens de Wanzerbé (The Magicians of Wanzerbé)
Produced by CNRS and Secrétariat d’Etat à la Cooperation. In collaboration
with Marcel Griaule and Roger Rosfelder.
Black and white. 33 minutes.
Screened at the first ethnographic film conference, Musée de l’Homme.
Principal rituals of Songhay magicians who are descendants of emperor Sonny
Ali, from the village of Wanzerbé, Niger. The Wanzerbé market, children’s games,
Mossi the magician, dance of the magicians, sacrifice made to the village mountain
spirit.
1949–1951

*Les fils de l'eau* (The Sons of the Water)

Produced by Les Films de la Pléiade. 69 minutes. Blown up to 35 mm.

A long work built up from excerpts from *Les hommes qui font la pluie, La circoncision, Cimetière dans la falaise, Bataille sur le grand fleuve,* and *Les gens du mil.*

1950

*Cimetière dans la falaise* (Cemetery in the Cliff)

Produced by CNRS and Secrétariat d’État à la Cooperation. With Roger Rosfelder. Commentary by Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen. 18 minutes.

**Synopsis:** Funeral rituals among the Dogon on the cliffs of Bandiagara, Mali. Dogon country: a cliff, waterfalls, cricks in the rocks, onion gardens, millet field. The farmers and their wives come back from working in the fields. The rainy season: wintry sky. The goat herders gather their flocks. The women grind the millet. It is raining. The streams are swollen with water. A man drowns.

Sacrifice to the spirit of the water: at dawn two priests go to the edge of the stream. They undress and put on leather trunks. Holding a chicken, one of them speaks to the spirit of the water, asking him to give back the body of the dead man, while the other taps on a rock with a *tata* iron. Sacrifice of the chicken above the water of the stream. Its body is grilled over a wood fire.

Return of the cadaver: The recovered corpse is carried on a man’s back, at a running pace along the cliff toward the village of Idyeli at sunset. Funeral: The next morning, at dawn, the cadaver, attached to a stretcher, is brought out of the mortuary house, saluted by drums and bells and the cries of wailing women. On the village square, a mock combat to prevent the body from entering. The body enters the square, following a winding path, symbol of its resurrection. It is placed on the “stone of the brave.” The women greet the body with upside-down gourds; the men take up the stretcher and carry the cadaver to the end of the village, at the foot of the cliff.

Putting the body in the cemetery: Some men climb up to the cave, which dominates the village of Idyeli from above 100 meters, so as to hoist the cadaver up there. The cadaver is removed from its stretcher. It is wrapped in the blanket of the dead. They attach it to a thick rope. The men haul it up. It rises slowly toward the sky and the cemetery in the cliff. The condolences: In the village, all the women salute the dead man as he disappears. They cry. They scrape the earth with broken gourds (“the broken egg of the world”). They give the ritual condolences to the mother of the dead man, who is singing the praises of her departed son. Conclusion: In the cemetery cave, the men replace the stones that close the opening. All around them are the skeletons of the other dead men. Countryside, waterfall (a symbol of life, which is always reborn from death).
Les gens du mil (The People of the Millet)
Assistant: Roger Rosfelder. 45 minutes.

Les hommes qui font la pluie, or Yenendi, les faiseurs de pluie (The Men Who Make the Rain, or Yenendi: The Rainmakers)
Produced by Institut Français d’Afrique Noire. With Roger Rosfelder. 28 minutes.
Synopsis: Rain rituals with possession dances among the Songhay and Zarma of Simiri, Zermaganda, Niger. Dry Season: The village of Simiri; water carriers, the rainbow tree. Possession of the faithful making their way to the spirits’ hut on the seventh day of the seventh month of the dry season. All of the inhabitants of the village go to the spirits’ hut to celebrate the Yenendi, the festival of the rain. Preparation by the musicians: under the shelter, gourd drummers. The chief of the village, old Wadi Sorko, prepares his violin. Dance of the “spirit” horse (possession dance).
Arrival of the spirits: Start of the possession dances, which permit the spirits to speak through the voices of the dancers they have chosen. These are Moussa, spirit of the wind; Naiberi, goddess of the cemeteries; Sadara, the rainbow; Tyirey, master of the lightning; Hausakoy, master of the thunderbolt; and Dongo, master of the thunder and the rain. They fall down before the hut. They back out, dressed in their ritual costumes and carrying their ritual objects.
They go back to the hut to talk with the men about the next rainy season. Bargaining: the men want a lot of rain and very little thunder. The gods want a lot of thunder and very little rain because they are angry. They are appeased with gifts.
Making rain: The priests and the faithful go behind the hut. A ditch is dug, running east to west (it represents the land of Simiri). The hampi (ritual jug) is placed at the top of this ditch. It is filled with water and millet (first fruits of the last harvest); it represents the spirit of the thunder, and the priests and spectators place one finger on the edge of the jug; this is the sermon of the rain. Dongo pours out the jug of the sky: the year’s rain falls on the land of Simiri. According to the pattern created by the streams of water and the distribution of the grains, the men learn whether the season will be good and the crops abundant.
The men turn their backs. A black goat and a chicken are sacrificed above the hole of the hampi.
Rainbow cult: The priests sacrifice a multicolored ram (with brown, black, and white patches) to the tree and to the stones of the rainbow, which divert the waters from the cloud to fill the wells. The blood is poured over the tree. The festival is finished. Priests and faithful go home.
The first rain: The rainy season begins. Clouds appear. The sky is completely black on the eastern side. The herds are brought in. Dust storm, tornado, lightning, rain.
1952

_Bataille sur le grand fleuve_ (Battle on the Great River)
Produced by Institut Français d’Afrique Noire and Centre National du Cinéma. With Roger Rosfelder. 33 minutes.

**Synopsis:** The Sorko hunt the hippopotamus with harpoon on the Niger River (around Ayorou and Firgoun, Niger). The fishermen build a large canoe out of planks sewn together. Harpoons with floats indicate where the beast has dived.

Ceremony to question the spirit of the river on the possibility and success of the hunt. Possession, dance: dance of a woman possessed by the spirit of the river, dance of the Haukas, spirits of force. Final three preparations before departure: the fisherman wash themselves with magic water in order to have courage.

February–March: Going back up the Niger with eight small canoes and one large one; the hippopotamuses have taken refuge in the tall grass marshes. First success: a two-ton female is killed.

April: The water level in the river has gone down; the beasts have abandoned the high grasses and have gone back up the rapids. New departure of the fishermen, who attach straw bumpers to the front of the canoes to break on the waves. Attack: a young hippopotamus is captured alive. New attack on an old hippopotamus; alone and ferocious, riddled with harpoons, he manages to escape after smashing up the large canoe.

Repairing the large canoe. Two fishermen leave again in pursuit of the hippopotamus; they catch a manatee.

The old hippopotamus has gone back down the Labbezenga rapids. In spite of the harpoons implanted in his body, he again manages to escape and completely demolishes the large canoe. It is the season of mists on the river; the hippopotamus is still impossible to find, vanished into the marshes of the north. Return of the fishermen, who have turned their clothes inside out as a sign of defeat.

1953–1956

_Mammy Water_ (Mamy Wata)
Produced by Films de la Pléiade and CNRS. 20 minutes.

Editing and sound track completed in 1966.

Daily life of the Fanti fishermen of Ghana, and rituals for the opening of the fishing season at Shama, Ghana.

1955

_Les maîtres fous_ (The Mad Masters)
Produced by Films de la Pléiade. Sound by Damouré Zika. Edited by Suzanne Baron. 24 minutes.
Prize for best short film, Venice, 1957.


Headquarters of Hauka: the buying of salt in Accra. Departure for the annual grand ceremony in some trucks carrying some slogans. Arrival at the ritual arena of Mountyéba. The arena: British pavilion displaying the Union Jack; wooden copy of statue of the governor. Presentation of a newcomer, which opens the first “possession.” Public confessions: each accuses himself, and the priest Mountyéba recites the slogans of Hauka. The guilest must make a sacrifice of chickens and sheep. The punished are sent to the bush. The priest Mountyéba sacrifices some eggs on “the stairs and the balconies” of the “secretary general.” It is raining; at the sound of a violin, the initiates await the one who brings the sacrificial dog from the bush (all food is forbidden). Beginning of the possession: dribbling, hands trembling, panting, the first possessed arrives; “Corp’ral Gardi” (the corporal of the guard). Then the other possessed arrive; Gerba “Conductor”; “Madam Lokotoro” (Madam Doctor); the “Ordinance Lieutenant” (eyes bulging, panting); “Madam Salma” (wife of Captain Salama, commander of Niamey club). Inspection of the governor’s statue: after different ceremonial greetings of all the Hauka, there is the inspection. Then the last possessed arrive: “General Furious”; the soldier, “Tiémoko”; then the “Secretary-General”; and the “truck driver.” Finally, the “Sorry Commander” who almost set himself on fire with a torch. Sacrifice of the dog: roundtable conference and gathering around the concrete altar; sacrifice; the Hauka lick the blood. Dismemberment, new conference, cutting up of the dog by the “Governor,” the dog boiled in the cooking pot. Consumption: the Hauka leave the broth boiling and eat it; they prepare some pieces for the absent ones. When the crisis state is over, the possessed lift themselves up and leave. Night falls on the arena of Mountyéba. The next day: streets of Accra, headquarters of the initiated. The possessed sitting-up (like a wake) return to their usual jobs: “Madam Doctor” is a saleswoman in a shop; the “Corporal of the Guard” makes gravel; the “Lieutenant” is a pickpocket; the “General” is a simple soldier. The “Governor” and the “Conductor” work for the water department. While mastering the Hauka cult, they have resolved, through violent crises, their adjustment to today’s world.

1956

Baby Ghana

Produced by CNRS. 12 minutes.

The independence of Ghana.
1957–1967

*Jaguar*


Cast: Damouré Zika (Damouré), Lam Ibrahima Dia (Lam), Illo Gaoudel (Illo), Douma Besso (the miner), Amadou Koffo, Jean Rouch (narrator). 92 minutes.

**Synopsis:** The migration of three young men from Niger to Ghana and their return. The journey of Lam, Illo, and Damouré to Ghana, where they find their fortune and the largest market in Africa. But they finally return to their country.

Introduction: presentation of the three heroes: Lam, a Peul herdsman, guards his cattle in the Niger bush. Illo, a Sorko fisherman, pulls up his wicker traps in the river and goes back to the fishing camp. Damouré, the young “gallant,” gallops through the streets of the village on his horse, Tarzan. All of them are descendants of the warriors of yesterday.

The departure: every Sunday the market is opened in Ayorou. Arrival of Illo the fisherman in his canoe and Lam the herdsman with his cattle. Damouré in his “office” under a tree, since he knows how to read and write. They decide to leave on a trip and prepare themselves. During a marabou festival, Lam and Illo pray that God will give them a good journey. During a possession dance, Damouré asks the spirits to protect their voyage.

The voyage: three friends leave on foot. The vegetation changes a bit: the farther south they go, the more different the trees are. A stop in the land of the Somba, who live naked. Crossing the mountains of Togo. Discovery of the sea. Smuggled across the frontier. Then, separation of the three heroes.

Illo, the fisherman, stays on the coast. He will throw his nets with the Ewe fisherman. Then he will become a clothing retailer. As soon as he has a bit of money, he will leave for Accra.

Damouré, the gallant, walks along a paved road: he is hitchhiking to Accra. Discovery of the big city. He looks for people from his village whom he discovers at the timber market where everyone sells wood. He becomes a laborer there.

Lam, the herdsman, meets another herdsman who is going to the Kumasi market. Lam discovers the largest African market. He becomes a perfume merchant with a friend who has a shop there.

The beginning of success: Illo, the fisherman, discovers some friends who are dockers in the port of Accra. Damouré becomes a clerk for the wood merchant, then a foreman. Now Damouré is a “jaguar,” a young man in style. Lam, the herdsman, has become a peddler and sells perfumes and cloths. In a gold mine he runs into Douma, an old friend from Niger, and makes him his partner.

Amusements: on Sundays, Damouré lives the life of Accra: races, dances in the streets, dances of the Hauka, general election of Kwame Nkrumah.

The meeting: Illo and Damouré take the train to Kumasi. They find Lam and Douma in their open-air shop. The shop, *Petit à petit l’oiseau fait son bonnet*, is
a great success. They get rich. One evening it begins to rain. They decide to go back home.

The return: The four friends and their baggage leave in a truck. Once they arrive in the village, they distribute in one day what they earned over several months. They have nothing left, but they are the kings of their village.

Village life resumed: Douma, the miner, has become a farmer again. The herdsman, Lam, watches over his flock. Illo, the fisherman, hunts the hippopotamus. Damouré the gallant tries to seduce all the girls in the village.

1956–1957

Moro Naba
Produced by CNRS and the Institut Français d’Afrique Noir. Edited by Jean Ravel. 27 minutes.

Prize, Florence Festival, 1960. 28 minutes.

Funeral rituals for the traditional leader Moro Naba of the Mossi at Ouagadougou, Upper Volta (now Burkina Faso). Election ceremonies for his successor. Preparing the feast for the end of mourning. Ceremony in the palace, the people of Ouagadougou, the warriors in traditional dress. Presentation of the new leader.

1957–1964

La chasse au lion à l’arc (The Lion Hunters)

Golden Lion Prize at the 26th Venice Film Festival, 1965.

Synopsis: Between 1957 and 1964, hunters from the Yatakala region undertook seven hunting expeditions employing traditional bows and poisoned arrows. The film follows the technical and religious aspects of that hunt, which today has disappeared: the construction of the bows and arrows, preparation of the poison, tracking, arrow-making rituals, the death of the prey, cutting up the meat, and the telling of the story to the children. On the boundary between Niger, Mali, and Upper Volta (Burkina Faso) live the Gow—the last hunters of lions with bows and arrows. It is a “nowhere” land—“the bush that is farther than far”—beyond the sedentary villages, where the great Peul or Bella herdsmen wander around scattered ponds.

The cattle and the lions live in peculiar contact: the best pastures are precisely the lion’s bush, where each night the wild beasts contend with the herds for the capture of the weaker animals. Natural selection, which the lion sometimes overdoes by killing for the pleasure of killing. So the herdsmen call upon the Gow hunters.
During the five years from 1957 to 1962, we followed the hunting campaigns of the Gow group from the village of Yatakala, led by the chief of hunters, Tahirou Koro.

Preparation of the bows, the arrows, and the arrow poison, *nadji boto*, the technique and the magic of the hunt are intimately mixed.

Tracking the lions from camp to camp. Failure of the first campaign: the bush is “spoiled,” and a diviner reads in the earth that one of the hunters is allied with the lions.

New hunting campaigns where the death of a hyena is a bad sign of new spells to combat.

A young lion caught in a trap is put to death: the hunter who will shoot it knows that, in return, he will lose one of his own sons.

Discovery of the trail of a killer lion, “the American,” who springs all of the traps of the hunters, who then kill two of his females. The first dies ritually, calmed by the praises of the hunter chief until the moment when she “vomits her death.”

But the second, “Fitili’s lion,” counterattacks and dangerously wounds a Peul herdsman before being paralyzed by the poison. So the victorious hunters, “tired but happy,” return to their village, where they divide up the lion meat. And in the evening they tell their sons the marvelous story of *gawey*, the lion hunt.

---

**1958**

*Sakpata*

Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Gilbert Rouget. 25 minutes. Released in 1963.

The initiation of three new “horsemen” in a Vaudoun d’Allada monastery in southern Benin.

*Moi, un Noir* (*Me, a Black*)


Cast: Oumarou Ganda (E. G. Robinson), Petit Tourè, Alassane Meiga, Amadou Demba, Seydou Guede, Karidyo Faoudou, Mlle Gambi. 73 minutes.

Prix Delleuc, 1959.

Synopsis: The lives of young Nigerian émigrés in Treichville on the Ivory Coast. Introduction: Presentation of the particular context in which the film was shot (a film biography). Night falls on Treichville; bridge in Abidjan at night.

Presentation of the hero: Edward G. Robinson, a young Nigerian, walks down the roads from the plateau and enumerates his misfortunes. No job, no place to live. He crosses the lagoon in a small motorboat and gets off at Treichville.

Presentation of this neighborhood to the theme of a modern African song; Robinson enters his home in the “Nigerian Community.”

The week: Different activities of Nigerians in Abidjan. Unskilled laborers,
porters, dock workers, and “coaxers”—men who coax passengers into trucks. Robinson’s two best friends, Tarzan and Eddie Constantine, are a taxi driver and a peddler—cloth merchant, respectively. Robinson and his friend Eddie are looking for work as occasional laborers. Robinson keeps his eye on the hiring at the entrance to the port where once in a while he works all day loading sacks of coffee. At noon he has lunch at the Hotel des Bozeri, sleeps in the street, and returns to his work, reminded of his military campaigns. In the evening he goes back to the “Nigerian Fraternity,” where they gamble away the day’s wages at cards. He tells stories about the granddaughters of the chief of the Nigerian community, and goes to the Ambiance bar to find Tarzan in his boxing workout.

Saturday: In the afternoon no one works. Robinson meets “Little Jules,” and they go to the beach in Tarzan’s taxi with two young Nigerian women, Dorothy Lamour and Jeanne Tarzan. Beach games, picnic, swimming in the lagoon. Robinson, sitting next to Dorothy Lamour, dreams about becoming a boxing champion, but it is only a dream. In the evening, Robinson and “Little Jules” and Eddie Constantine are the sole spectators at a real boxing match. Upon leaving, Robinson is invited to the Esperance dance hall by Tarzan. He drinks beer and would like to pick up girls, but they ask him for money, and he doesn’t have any. He goes home alone and unhappy.

Sunday: In the morning, Eddie Constantine goes to the cathedral exit to meet some girls, then goes to the hairstylist “Cha-Cha-Cha.” This Sunday is both an election day and a Muslim holiday. Robinson goes to pray in the street near the Treichville mosque. Everyone but him is well dressed. He walks through a political demonstration, which he does not take part in. He doesn’t vote, either. In the early afternoon Eddie Constantine goes to the stadium to see a soccer match. Here again he is much more interested in the young female spectators than in the sport. Then Tarzan, Robinson, and Eddie go to the Goumbé, Abidjan’s dance club. Procession in the street accompanied by singing, drums, and trumpets. Then the start of the dance: a young novice champion, dressed cowboy style; bicycle dances (rodeo). When night falls, a dance contest: Eddie Constantine and Nathalie are the best dancers and are proclaimed “King and Queen of the Royal Goumbé.” Robinson flirts with Dorothy Lamour, but an Italian sailor steals her away from him. Robinson, sad and solitary, gets drunk on beer. When he can no longer pay his tab, he is kicked out of the Mexico Saloon. He dreams that Dorothy Lamour is his wife and that they are happy in their house.

Conclusion: At dawn, Robinson gets up and decides to go see Dorothy Lamour. But the Italian sailor opens the door when he knocks. Fistfight. Robinson leaves. It is raining. He goes to find his friends at the entrance to the port. He learns that Eddie Constantine is in prison because he got into a fight with a policeman. He works in the rain and in the evening goes to the prison with Tarzan and “Little Jules.” Eddie Constantine will be in for at least three months. The three friends go back down to the edge of the lagoon, which reminds them of their Niger homeland. Robinson becomes more and more bitter. Heading back to Treichville, on the banks of the lagoon, he recalls his military life and the war in Indochina, and philosophizing all the while, he crosses the new bridge, telling “Little Jules” that maybe the future will be better.
La pyramide humaine (The Human Pyramid)
Cast: Nadine, Denise, Alain, Jean-Claude, Elola, Nathalie, Dominique, Landry.
90 minutes. Released in April 1961.

Synopsis: The problems of interracial relations in a school in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. Introduction: a young white woman and black man are walking along the Champs Elysées. This film is the story of their friendship.

Presentation of the place: Abidjan. The director gathers together a group of high school students, Africans and Europeans, boys and girls, and distributes roles: the racists and the nonracists. Nadine is the new European student in the Abidjan high school. Presentation of her friends, one of whom is Denise, a young African and leader of the black group in the class. Alain, a young European who has a scooter, seems the closest to her. The white group and the black group each lead separate lives. Alain takes Nadine to the swimming pool; he comes to see her with Jean-Claude, another European. She is astonished to hear that they never go out with the blacks. They decide to talk to their white friends about it. In the evening, next to the swimming pool, a general discussion among the core members of the white group. Two racists are violently opposed to any attempt at making friends with them, but the majority are favorable to the idea. Coming out of the next class, Jean-Claude tells his African friends about this decision. Meeting of the black group of the class. In spite of the reticence of the two black racists, Denise and her friends Elola, Raymond, and Baka are ready to try the experiment.

Beginning of the friendship between blacks and whites: Denise comes to see Nadine at home. Raymond and Jean-Claude play the guitar. The white group rapidly forms a little gang. They go to the stadium together and, through Denise as intermediary, learn to know the problems of racism. The Africans take the Europeans to a Goumbé (club for young Abidjan dancers), and for the first time, boys and girls, Africans and Europeans, dance in the streets, led by the “Goumbé Queen,” Nathalie.

Their feelings: Some of the boys, black and white, fall in love with Nadine. Baka takes her out in a canoe; Alain takes her to visit his grounded ship (a cargo boat, half smashed by the bar). Jean-Claude takes her to the abandoned house, where he has hidden a piano. During a surprise party organized at Nadine's house, Jean-Claude and Alain have a fight. Raymond, a black, proposes a walk around town with Nadine. He tells her about his childhood. They both fall asleep at the foot of the tree. A division becomes evident in the group. Raymond insists to Denise that Nadine loves him and wants to supplant Baka. Alain, more simply, turns to the young black dancer Nathalie. Denise wants to avoid any dramas and one day, coming out of school, reproaches Nadine for her coquetry. Exams bring back calm.

The drama: Screening of the film for the young actors-improvisers. They decide to give a dramatic ending to the story. The group meets for a picnic on the wrecked boat. Order has apparently returned, but Alain, trying to show off, dares to swim around the shipwreck in a raging sea. He dives. He almost succeeds but then dis-
appears into an enormous wave. Despair overcomes the group. Nadine cries for her departed young friend. The group gathers in Nadine’s garden. An argument breaks out between the blacks and whites; the group splits up. The school year is finished. Nadine goes back to France. When she goes to say goodbye to Denise, Denise reproaches her sadly for her coquettish attitude. At the airport the group nonetheless comes to say good-bye to Nadine. She leaves in tears. Jean-Claude, the only white, stays beside the blacks. He makes up with his old friend Raymond, who gives him a ride home on his bicycle. We then see the principal actors, among them Alain, the “dead man,” on the Champs Elysées in Paris. Thanks to this film, they have become friends and no longer have racial complexes.

1960

*Chronique d’un été* (Chronicle of a Summer)


Cast: Marceline Loridan, Marilou Parolini, Angélo, Jean-Pierre; the workers, Jacques and Jean; the students, Régis, Céline, Jean-Marie, Nadine Ballot, Modeste Landry, and Raymond; the employees, Jacques and Simone; the artists, Henry, Madi, and Catherine; the cover girl, Sophie. Black and white. 90 minutes.


Synopsis: A film experiment in Parisian sociology, or a sociological inquiry into Paris. Shot during the summer of 1960 with the prototype for the Coutant-Mathot KMT 16 mm camera, utilizing for the first time the Pilotone system to film synchronously with a Nagra neopilot perfectone magnetic recorder. This film, produced in collaboration with Edgar Morin, is an attempt at cinematographic investigation using an entirely new technique of synchronous sound (direct cinema) on young French people in the summer of 1960. This was the moment when it was thought that the war in Algeria was going to end. It was prolonged, and the incidents in the Congo added the problems of independence in the African states to the problems of the Maghreb states.

Over several months the film follows both the investigation itself and the evolution of the principal characters. These are Marceline (former deportee), doing socioeconomic research; her friend Jean-Pierre, a student of philosophy; Marilou, of Italian origin, a secretary at Cahiers du Cinéma; Angélo and his friend Jacques, workers at Renault; an SNCF employee; a discouraged former militant, and his wife; and Landry, a student from the Ivory Coast, coming from high school in Villeneuve-sur-Lot.

Around this group we discover other Parisians, unknown people met in the streets: Nadine, a high school friend of Landry, Raymond, a student from Ivory Coast at a commercial school, a happy artist-painter couple, a cover girl, a saleswoman in a fashion shop, the daughters of Edgar Morin, and the two authors of the film.

At the beginning, the question asked is “How do you live?” but other, more
essential questions quickly appear: political despair, solitude, the battle against boredom. Vacation arrives, the factories empty, the beaches fill up. Algeria will be for some other year.

All of the protagonists attend the first screening of the film. They discuss, accept, or reject it. In the end, the two authors find themselves alone in the face of this cruel but fascinating experiment in cinéma-vérité.

**Hampi**
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 25 minutes.
The display of a ritual vase at the Niamey Museum, Niger.

---

1961

**Les ballets du Niger** (Ballets of Niger)
Black and white. 20 minutes.
A visit by the Nigerian ballet company to the Théâtre des Nations in Paris; an interview with Hamani Diori, the president of Niger, at intermission.

**Niger, jeune république** (Niger, Young Republic)
Produced by ONF, Quebec, Canada. Directed by Claude Jutra; Rouch acted as adviser. Assistants: Roger Morillière and Susanne Vianes. 58 minutes.
Made to commemorate the first anniversary of the independence of Niger.
Versions in the Zarma and Hausa languages were made for distribution in Niger.

---

1962

**La punition** (The Punishment)
Cast: Nadine Ballot (Nadine), Jean-Claude Darnal (a student), Jean-Marie Simon (an engineer), Modeste Landry (a black from Abidjan). Black and white. 58 minutes. Released in 1962 for broadcast on ORTF TV.
A Parisian examination of commedia dell’arte filmed with the techniques of direct cinema. The film follows the encounters of Nadine as she leaves her Parisian school.

**Abidjan, port de pêche** (Abidjan, Fishing Port)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 25 minutes.
The relationship between industrial and traditional fishing in the Ivory Coast.

**Le cocotier** (The Coconut Palm)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 21 minutes.
Agricultural research on coconut palms in the Ivory Coast at the experimental research station at Port Bouët.

_Fêtes de l’indépendence du Niger_ (Celebrations of the Independence of Niger)
- Produced by CNRS/CFE and IFAN, Niger. 27 minutes.

_L’Afrique et la recherche scientifique_ (Africa and Scientific Research)
- Produced by CNRS for UNESCO. 32 minutes.
- An overview of French scientific research in Africa in the fields of hydrology, botany, biology, and agriculture, including palm oil, coconut, and industrial fisheries.

### 1963

_Le palmier à huile_ (Palm Oil)
- Produced by CNRS/CFE and IFAN. 23 minutes.
- Agricultural research on the cultivation of palm oil in the Ivory Coast.

_Rose et Landry_ (Rose and Landry)
- Produced by ONF, Quebec, and the Canadian Film Board. Cinematography by Georges Dufault. Sound by Marcel Carrière. Edited by Jean-Jacques Godbout.
- Director of production: Fernand Dansereau.
- 28 minutes.
- Two prizes at the Venice Festival, 1963.
- Rose and Landry discuss the contrast between ancestral traditions and Western civilization.

_Le mil_ (Millet)
- Produced by CNRS/CFE. Assistants: Roger Rosfelder, Louis Civatte, and Moustapha Alassane. 28 minutes.
- Traditional millet agriculture in Niger and problems in agronomic research.

_Monsieur Albert, prophète, or Albert Atcho_ (Mr. Albert, Prophet, or Albert Atcho)
- Produced by Argos Films and CNRS. Edited by Jean Ravel. 26 minutes.
- Life in a community of Harrist followers of the prophet Alberto Atcho in the village of Bregbo in the Ivory Coast.

### 1964

_Les veuves de quinze ans_ (The Fifteen-Year-Old Widows)
- A sketch for _The Adolescents_ or _La fleur de l’age_ (The Age of Awakening)
- Alternative title: _Marie-France et Véronique_ (Marie-France and Véronique)
A coproduction of France, Canada, Japan, and Italy.
One of four film sketches on the problems of adolescents facing the adult world in the 1960s. The three other sketches were directed by Michel Brault, Hiroshi Teshigahara, and Gian Vittorio Baldi.

1965

La Goumbé des jeunes noceurs (The Goumbé of the Young Revelers)
Produced by CNRS and Films de la Pléiade. 30 minutes.

Synopsis: La Goumbé is a voluntary association of young people from Upper Volta who work in Abidjan, Ivory Coast. The film shows the members of the association at their work, then at a reunion that ends on a dance floor in Treichville. The young people who come to work in Abidjan often form spontaneous associations for mutual help and entertainment, which are called “Goumbés” in Ivory Coast, after the name of a square drum that serves as the rhythmic base to their dance. During a general meeting, the secretary of the association reads the statutes, and it is these statutes that serve as both the backdrop and the commentary of the film.
Thus the professional activities of the principal members of the office are exposed: the president is the head of the valets at the Hotel Ivory, the vice president is a clerk for the express transport services, the high commissioner is a guard in the port, and so on.
Next, the association is composed of musicians and dancers. The tambourine player is a tailor, the singer-composer is a button sewer in a clothing-manufacturing business, and the leading lady, Nathalie, is a mother and homemaker. A section of young soccer players, “the alliance,” is associated with the Goumbé and plays every Sunday morning. Every week the dancers practice to invent new dance steps. Once a month, the musicians must compose new songs for the Goumbé. Also every month, a parade of the Goumbé takes place in the streets of Treichville.
Twice a week, the members meet to pay their dues and eventually to decide the allocation of the funds, be it for the purchase of new instruments, or to come to the aid of a member in need.
The grand reunion takes place on Saturday evenings and Sunday afternoons in a street of Treichville. Chairs and benches block off the street; an electronic sound system permits the singer Sibiki to make himself heard and to present successive dancers. All the members of the association are dressed the same way: white shirt and black pants, and the dances begin. In the beginning the dancers follow the rhythm of the drums, and then, when they are inspired, they become the leaders of the orchestra, which follows their dance step.
Gare du nord (North Train Station)
Cast: Nadine Ballot (Odile), Barbet Schroeder (Jean-Pierre), Gilles Qucant (the desperate one). 20 minutes.
This film was shot in real time: a young woman argues with her husband about the sadness in their lives and decides to leave him. In the street, she encounters a stranger who invites her to run away with him, but she refuses. He commits suicide. One of six sketches for the film Paris vu par . . . ; the other sketches are directed by Jean-Daniel Pollet, Jean Douchet, Jean-Luc Godard, Eric Rohmer, and Claude Charbrol.

Batteries Dogon, éléments pour une étude des rythmes, or Tambours de pierre
(Dogon Drums, Elements of a Study in Rhythm, or Stone Drums)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. Codirector: Gilbert Rouget. With Germaine Dieterlen. 26 minutes.
The young goat herders from the cliff of Bandiagara practice on the stone drums of their ancestors. An ethnomusicological film experiment describing the subtle plays of the right and left hand of Dogon drummers.

Sigui 66: Année zéro (Sigui 66: Year Zero)
With Germaine Dieterlen. 15 minutes. Double System sound.
Synopsis: The head Hogon of Arou, religious chief of all the Dogon of the Bandiagara Cliffs, Mali, announces the beginning of the Sigui ceremonies for the next year. At the village of Yougo, where the ceremonies will begin, the old ones discuss the forewarning signs and the messages that they will send to the young people on the plain and to those who work in Ghana and the Ivory Coast. Thus we begin a series of eight documents (1966–1973) that concentrate on the sixty-year-cycle Sigui ceremonies among the Dogon. The film summarizes the myth that gave birth to the Sigui: the little natural children of the Pale Fox, God’s first creation, who then revolted against him, live in the caves and grottoes. When God sends down the anvil of the first blacksmith and the science of agriculture, the anvil falls to earth, hollowing out an enormous lake, and then bounces back to wedge itself in the Mandingo mountains, where it now stands in the form of a stone needle. One of the little dwarfs from the grotto on which the anvil fell dies shortly thereafter. This calls for the first Sigui, the ritual for the first dead man during which the sacred language, sigi so, is spoken for the first time. The Dogon, having come from the Mandingo mountains to the Bandiagara cliff in the fifteenth century, have “transported” their ritual landscape with them. At Yougo Dogorou, a needle of stone is called “the anvil,” and in the caves located beneath, little effigies represent the dwarfs and the first Sigui.
Similar to those at Songo, the paintings under the great cliff overhangs represent the Pale Fox and his children. Near Sangha, in the shelter of a rock overhang, an
ancient construction near the “sleeping millstones” has a triangular opening: it is here that the Dogon watch the rising of Sirius and his “companion.” When the time comes, that is, every sixty years, they commemorate what happened here, with the ancestor teaching men the ritual language of the Sigui: sigi so.

In 1966 the Hogon of Arou, chief religious figure of the Dogon, who does not have the right to leave his sanctuary, confirms to us that the Sigui will indeed take place the following year: they have already brought him the millet beer.

Now the Sigui can begin its seven-year circumnavigation, which we follow with aerial views: the anvil of Yougo, the sacred village of Tyogou, the cave of Bongo, the village of Amani at the foot of the perpendicular cliff, the spring of Idyeli and its nearby dune, the plateau village of Yame, and finally the circumcision huts at Songo. There, facing the wind that brought the Sigui on its wings, a painting represents the entire Sigui cycle. It will be recommenorated in sixty years, in 2027.

1967

*Daouda Sorko*
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 15 minutes.

Daouda Sorko, fisherman from the village of Simiri, Niger, is a high priest of the cult of Dongo, the thunder spirit. Daouda recounts the myth to Damouré Zika of the origin of the seven Torou spirits, the principal deities of Songhay mythology, and in particular the way in which Dongo has become the most feared divinity, the master of the sky, responsible for thunder and rain.

*Faran Maka fonda* (Faran Maka’s Path)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 90 minutes.

Damouré Zika joins Daouda Sorko on the initiation path of the Sorko fisherman from the Niger River.

*Sigui no. 1: L’enclume de Yougo* (The Anvil of Yougo)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. Codirectors: Gilbert Rouget and Germaine Dieterlen. 38 minutes.

Synopsis: The first year of the sixty-year-cycle ceremony of Sigui among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs. After having prepared the beer, the costumes, and ornaments, the men shave and put on the ritual costumes of Sigui and enter the public square dancing. Afterward they will “carry the Sigui” to the other villages. The film is a journal of the discovery of the Sigui by Germaine Dieterlen, Gilbert Rouget, and me. We only know about this ceremony through the investigations of Marcel Griaule, carried out between 1921 and 1936, that is, twenty years after the celebration of the Sigui at the beginning of the century. One year before the Sigui, we went to see the village of Yougo Dogorou: the village was completely empty. The men had gone to work in Ivory Coast; only the women and children were there. Under a toguna, a men’s shelter, the old men welcome us, receive the message from the Hogon of Arou, and give us authorization to come back the following year.

In January 1967, when we return, the village is overcrowded. The men and boys
are shaved; the young girls and young women have taken their jewels to the blacksmith, who has set up his forge in a grotto so that he can remake the jewelry to fit the men who are supposed to wear it. On the little public square, the drum begins to sound; the three calls of the drum summon the dancers. They are wearing black trousers and high white headpieces; they hold in one hand the dono (a cup-shaped staff-seat), in the other hand a flyswatter and a gourd for drinking the millet beer. Some of them carry the Sigui “satchels” that we saw painted on the cliff overhangs at Songo. They enter into the square by strict order of age. Those who participated in the 1907 Sigui are at the head—the old men we had seen a year earlier dance just like all the rest—and then, behind them, the entire generation of old men, young men, boys, and little tots. The procession performs the dance of the serpent. The front of the procession turns back on itself until the entire square is filled. From time to time an old man shouts the words of the Sigui in the secret language, sigi so. Then the men raise their staffs and cry out the call of the fox. Along the narrow little streets of the village, they go to visit the terraces of the old olubaru. The new olubaru are there, wearing cross-chestbands made of cowrie shells. Their hair is adorned with pearls, and their cane seats are decorated with carving. Behind them, a woman wearing a cloth over her head holds the gourd of the Yasigne: she represents the twin sister of the fox, the sister of the Sigui. They will dance all day long. The next day the dances start up again in the afternoon, following the same scenario.

They have to pass under a wall of thorns that the old men hold above them. It’s a veritable rite of passage. The third day, in the morning, the dancers gather again on the public square, then they leave along the steep roads of the cliff, in a procession to carry the Sigui to the next village, Yougo Na.

The Sigui has begun. It will not return to this place until seven years later.

Yenendi de Boukoki (Rain Dance at Boukoki)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 25 minutes.
Rituals of rainmaking in the seventh month of the dry season at Boukoki, Niger.

Yenendi de Ganghel (Rain Dance at Ganghel)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 35 minutes.
In August, lightning struck a small fishing village near Niamey. The Zima priests and Sorko fisherman then organized a Yenendi, a ceremony of purification.

Sigui (68) no. 2: Les danseurs de Tyogou (The Dancers of Tyogou)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Germaine Dieterlen. 26 minutes.
Synopsis: The second year of the sixty-year cycle of Sigui ceremonies among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs. At Tyogou, a mountainside village, the men prepare the hats and costumes of the Sigui. Then they go in procession toward the sites of the ancient villages to dance again at the village square and drink millet beer. The following day, they decorate the cave of the masks, where the new large mask will be placed at the conclusion of the ceremony. Tyogou faces the spike of the Yougo,
which dominates the gardens surrounding a semipermanent lake. For several days the visitors bring bundles of wood to Tyogou, for the preparation of millet beer. Beneath the toguna, the men’s shelter, which overlooks the gardens, the final preparations are being made: the men and youths embroider the Sigui headpieces, they finish carving the cane-seats and paint them red (with sorrel dye or with koranic ink), and then they are shaved. Here all the men will wear chestbands with cowrie shells, which they have just finished decorating. In the afternoon, after three calls of the drum, all the men gather near this toguna. They go single file, preceded by the old men and the musicians, to scale the cliff that faces the village, to the site of the original village of Tyogou. There, on the site of the ancient village, they sing the songs of the Sigui. Then, by strict order of age, they enter the square, doing the dance of the serpent. On the square there are large vessels filled with millet beer. When the square is full, when the men have punctuated the cries of sigi so with the cry of the fox, they sit down on their cane-seats and drink beer. After this ceremonial drinking bout, the men dance in pairs, face-to-face. The old men separate rivals so as to avoid introducing an element of competition into this ritual. The dance is the essential element of this year’s ritual.

The next morning, we visit the cave of the masks. We have not seen a mask in Yougo. Here the mask is in front of the cavern: it is carved in the form of the great serpent whose tail is adorned with a bird’s head. It is sitting on the ground: it is unpainted. In the cave we see the three previous masks: the one from 1908, the one for 1848, and the one for 1788. The chief of the masks explains the origin of these masks to Amadigné.

In the afternoon, there is a gathering near the toguna of Upper Tyogou, with the olubaru coming behind the first old men. Then, after crossing the village, the procession penetrates into the square, where, for one last time, the dances of the serpent, the face-to-face dances, and the collective dances take place.

On the third day, the Sigui will leave for the village of Koundou.

Un lion nommé “l’Américain” (A Lion Named “the American”)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 20 minutes.
In the course of projecting The Lion Hunters, a film made about them, the bow lion hunters decide to clear the shame of the lion called “the American,” who escaped them in 1965. They relocate his trail (he has a characteristic wound of the paw, caused by a trap). But he is more cunning than the hunters, and it is his female that is killed. The hunters and the director eat the meat of the lion. The radio announces the student revolution of May 1968; the director abandons the chase to return to Paris. Several weeks later, the lion is shamefully killed with a rifle.

Petit à Petit (Little by Little)
Produced by Films de la Pléiade in collaboration with CNRS and CFE. Scenario improvised by the actors during the filming. Jean Rouch was assisted in direction
Synopsis: A fable produced as a sequel of Jaguar, which relates the curious and singular adventures of Damouré and Lam, two businessmen of contemporary Africa, in search of their role model. In the village of Ayorou on the banks of the Niger, Damouré, a jovial and malicious man, runs an import-export business called “Petit à Petit.” His town partners are Lam, an ex-herdsman with a taciturn nature who cruises the bush in a Land Rover to keep watch on his flocks, and Illo, the fisherman. Having learned that they are going to build a seven-story building in Niamey, the capital of Niger, Damouré calls a meeting of his associates. They decide that they have to go one better: they’ll build an even higher building. Damouré flies to Paris to find out how people live in multistory buildings. Perplexed, skeptical, and amused in turn, he discovers the curious ways of living, being, and thinking of the Parisian tribe. He regularly sends “Parisian postcards” to his associates in Niger, until the day when they receive a postcard that states that the Parisians eat only unslaughtered chickens—an unthinkable act in Moslem lands—and they suspect that Damouré has gone crazy and send Lam on a mission to bring him home. After having studied multistory houses of France, Italy, and the United States, Lam, too, falls into the trap of the capital. Faced with the difficulty of getting around in Paris, and since Lam is afraid of the metro, they decide to buy “a car that does not exist, but that is reminiscent of the Land Rover”—a Bugatti convertible.

In this contraption, on the Champs Elysées, they seduce Safi, a Senegalese cover girl and courtesan (“I sell it, my ass!” says she), who introduces them to Ariane, a dancer in a nightclub. On a boat ride on the Seine, Lam hires Philippe, a “bum” who is full of energy. The team is complete for returning to Niger.

In Ayorou the building slowly rises. Safi runs a seamstress shop. Ariane is a typist for Petit à Petit. Philippe, the bum, is a herdsman-cowboy, jack-of-all-trades. Damouré is religiously married to Ariane and Safi, who become wives number seven and eight, his favorites.

But soon enough, after the marvel of discovery, and weighed down by heat and boredom, Ariane notices that Marie, the Nigerian typist who earns one-fifth of what she earns, is incurably jealous. Safi is disappointed by her clients, who don’t like the new fashions, “à la Sénégalaise.” Philippe, the bum, who thought he’d find real freedom on the banks of the Niger River, never worked so much in his life and detests the local food.

All three of them leave the country, thus awakening the consciousness of its directors. Damouré and Lam abandon the company and suggest to Illo that they create the “old asses” company.

Rediscovering horse, slingshot, and canoe, Damouré, Lam, and Illo retire to a straw hut on the edge of the river to think about what the “modern, new civilization” should be: a civilization that could not be inspired by the grotesque model they discovered in Paris.
Sigui (69) no. 3: La caverne de Bongo (Bongo Cave)

Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Germaine Dieterlen. 38 minutes.

Synopsis: The third year of the sixty-year Sigui cycle among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs. The olubaru complete their retreat in the cave of Bongo. Around old Anai, oldest member of the ceremony, who attends his third Sigui, the men shave and divide the salt and the sesame. They adorn the altar that will be the center of the ceremony in red and white. Then, outfitted in cowrie shell cross-chestbands, they make a tour of the fields before drinking the communal beer. Bongo is a plateau village above the plain of Gondo and the mountainside village of Banani. The Sigui has already arrived in Banani; five days later it will be in Bongo. The man responsible for the Sigui is the oldest man in Bongo, Anai Dolo, who, we learn with surprise, is going to “see” his third Sigui. In 1849 he was in his mother’s belly and was born a couple of months after the Sigui of 1849. In 1909 the old men placed him among those who had already seen the Sigui, since he was born just after the Sigui of 1849 and was able to drink the millet beer that had been kept for newborns. In 1969 he is thus 120 years old; he is almost blind, half-deaf, and he stays just in front of his house where the men are preparing their cane-seats, shaving, and sewing their Sigui costumes.

In a cavern on the other side of the little valley that goes toward Dyamini, the olubaru are on a retreat. They have been there for several weeks: someone from the village brings them food and millet beer. Since morning they have been aided by the kabaga, their assistants who carve the bullroarers (strips of wood that hum when spun, whose voice is said to be the “word” of the ancestors). Facing them, in the middle of the field, the old men prepare a mound that represents the altar of Dionou Serou, man’s first ancestor, who died and returned to life in the form of a serpent. It is a simple mound of earth, rough-cast in clay and decorated with red and white tiles that represent the scales of the mythical serpent. It is topped with a piece of wood bearing seven notches, and this is crowned with a tuft of red fibers, which also represents the serpent being reborn.

In the evening the big new mask, which has now been painted, is placed in the cave of the circumcision. At sunset, the olubaru make the bullroarers roar and at night, the old men from the four villages that make up the agglomeration of Bongo carry in the four great masks, which they put down before the entrance of the cavern. The next day, when the sun rises, all the men in the village can see these great black, red, and white masks, symbols of the dead serpent; and the red and white masks, symbol of the serpent restored to life.

The men abandon their old clothes and don their Sigui costumes: black trousers gathered at the ankles, cowrie shell bands, earrings, rings, and necklaces from their wives or sisters. In their right hands they hold a flyswatter, in the left a gourd with which they drink the Sigui beer, and a cane-seat. When the men are dressed, they walk all around the field, then sit for a moment on their cane-seats, then get up again: they come to line up just in front of the cave, forming four lines, which represent the four generations to come from the men of the four villages of Bongo. The millet beer is distributed, starting with the oldest—it is the ritual communion of all
the men in the village. The men of the four villages march all around the field of lineage, in strict order of age, singing the songs of the Sigui, encouraged by the shouters among the old men, who speak in sigi so. They dance until evening, under the enchanted eyes of the old men who danced the same dances here sixty years ago. At sunset, the old men and the olabaru go back toward the cave. The drums have gathered around the altar of the dead ancestor in the middle of the field of lineage, and big brothers and parents take the youngest boys in their arms to give them a walk around the altar: thus they too will have danced the Sigui. In a nearby cave, they burn the clothes that the men wore before donning their Sigui clothes—the sixty-year clothes.

Three days later, the Sigui that came from Banai will leave for Sangha.

Porto Novo: La danse des reines (Porto Novo: The Dance of the Queens)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Gilbert Rouget. 31 minutes.
Ritual dancing of the queens at the royal palace in Porto Novo, Dahomey. The technique of synchronous slow-motion filming permits a detailed analysis of the relationship between the dance and the music.

1970

Sigui (70) no. 4: Les clameurs d’Amani (The Clamor of Amani)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Germaine Dieterlen. 36 minutes.
Synopsis: Fourth year of the sixty-year-cycle Sigui ceremony among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs. Questioned by the chief of Bongo, the Pale Fox gives the route of the Sigui to Amani. Preceded by the elders and their drums, the men of Sigui begin their sinuous itinerary across the village before entering the ritual place. In March 1969, the Dogon of Bongo ask us to go through a divination before continuing. We consult the Pale Fox, who at night prints with his paws the news of the following day: “Yes, we may go on to Amani, but we will have great difficulty.”
Amani is thirty kilometers from Bongo, in the plain, and it turns out that we have to retrace our route, from which all the bridges have been removed. In Amani, everything is ready when we arrive: the men and little boys are shaved, and the old men are trying to find the route of the Sigui though the village, the route that the Sigui followed sixty years earlier. Since then, men have built houses, and they have to tear down walls so that the Sigui can take the same path. One old man confides in Amadigné that unlike what we have seen in the other villages, in Amani there are no cowrie shell chestbands, except for the olabaru. All the men simply wear women’s loincloths, crossed over their chests, black cotton trousers, women’s jewelry, and women’s scarves holding down their high white headdresses.
The Sigui arrives, following a complicated itinerary that winds around the place where the first men who lived on the cliff would have come out. Then it goes up on the upper public square. The mask that was prepared the year before is there. The paint is already peeling; it is placed near the toguna, in a place forbidden to everyone who is not participating in the Sigui. At the foot of the toguna, an old man exchanges long rejoinders with another old man, in the ritual tongue, sigi so, and begins to tell the myth of the creation of the world.
On the next day, all the men gather on the public square at the eastern end of the village. In procession, they visit all the houses of the dead (former dignitaries) and climb up on the terraces and dance. Then, toward the end of the morning, they come back to the upper public square to sing the songs of the Sigui and to hear the “criers” in the ritual language of sigi so.

In the afternoon, once the village is in the shadow of the cliff, everyone gathers on the other public square. One of the oldest men makes all the men sit on their cane-seats and tells them the story of the creation of the world in sigi so. From time to time the men punctuate his speech with long fox cries. These criers are essential because they represent the creation of the world and the rebirth of the newly dead. Next, still led by the same old man, the men dance and sing (in everyday language) the songs of the Sigui. The next day, in long lines, the men of Amani go to “carry” the Sigui to another village at the foot of the cliff. The mask that was painted last year is leaning against a rock. On top of the mask is a chicken that has been sacrificed.

The old men climb up a rock facing the village and begin an interminable dialogue in sigi so with the old men of the other village, who will transmit the word.

Yenendi de Yantala (Rain Dance at Yantala)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 68 minutes.
In May 1969 at Yantala, a district of Niamey, the priests call upon Dongo and his brothers to ask them to make more rain and less thunder than in preceding years. The spirits are reticent about appearing (several possessions fail) and reserved in their response. The year will be a bad one.

Yenendi de Simiri (Rain Dance at Simiri)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 30 minutes.
After three years of drought, the peasants of the Simiri region, Niger, interrogate the deities of the sky responsible for the causes of their misfortune. The deities respond evasively and accuse them of abandoning their old customs.

1971

Architectes Ayorou (The Architects of Ayorou)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 30 minutes.
For several years, the young people of these villages have constructed a new habitat on the island, appealing to mutual aid; they utilize ancient techniques of “banco” masonry and waterproof coatings, while they are inspired by the architecture of the modern cities.

Sigui (71) no. 5: La dune d’Idyeli (The Dune of Idyeli)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Germaine Dieterlen. 54 minutes.
Synopsis: The fifth year of the sixty-year cycle of Sigui ceremonies among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs. The night before the festival, all the men climb on a dune facing the cliff. They bury themselves in all kinds of burrows, and without drinking or eating, they stay there until the beginning of the afternoon of the next
day. Then they descend and purify themselves at the village spring, put on women’s
clothes, and, doing the serpent’s dance, enter the village square, where large jars of
communal beer await them. The third day they carry the Sigui to the plateau vil-
lages. Idyeli is located near a permanent spring at the base of the cliff and at the
foot of the dune that borders the plain of Gondo. The men devote themselves to the
same preparations of costumes and staffs as in the other village. In the evening all
the men leave the village, and the bullroarers sound. The next morning the village
is empty. They are all on top of the dune facing the village. When we climb up there
we see nothing. They are all buried in the burrows they have dug for themselves.
They are like infants in the placenta of their mother. They will stay there for almost
fifteen hours without drinking or eating.

Around four in the afternoon, when the sun begins to go down, an old man
comes from the village. The olabaru take up their bullroarers and, in broad day-
light, spin them around. The bullroarers have three voices, and the language of the
bullroarers tells the men to come out of their holes: this is birth.

In a long single file, by strict order of age and accompanied by the bullroarers up
to the entrance, the Sigui procession goes toward the permanent spring. There the
newborns wash themselves. After washing, their wives help them to redon their
women’s clothes. They put on makeup, wear bracelets and necklaces, and by strict
order of age, they enter into the public square doing the dance of the serpent and,
in the evening, drink the communal beer.

The next morning, the young children begin to play the drum. The young girls
and the women bring out big jugs of millet beer to refill the ones that will be used
this day. Around four o’clock, when the village is in the shadow of the cliff, the
procession enters the village, dances, and drinks the beer. The next afternoon, the
Sigui will leave Idyeli and go back up to the plateau for good, without returning to
the villages of the plain.

Tourou and Bitti: Les tambours d’avant (Tourou and Bitti: The Drums of the Past)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. Assisted by Lam Ibrahima Dia and Tallou
Mouzourane. Sound by Moussa Amidou. 12 minutes.

Synopsis: The drums of the past. This shooting script was planned to show the
most important moment of a possession ritual, during the course of which men
from the village of Simiri demand that the spirits of the wilderness protect the com-
ing harvests from locusts. The orchestra is composed of archaic drums, tourou and
bitti, which are played on that occasion.

On March 15, 1971, the fisherman Sorko Daouda asked me to come to Simiri,
in the Zermaganda, to film a possession dance in which the black spirits of the
bush were to be asked to protect the future crops against locusts.

Despite the efforts of the priest, Zima Sido, the father of Daouda, and despite
the use of the ancient drums tourou and bitti, there was no possession in the first
three days.

At the end of the fourth day, nothing had happened, and the director decided to
film a few scenes of this beautiful music, which is threatened with extinction.

We see the outside of the priest Zima’s terrain, then the sacrificial goat; then
we penetrate into the dance arena where old Sambou is dancing without great
conviction. The camera follows him and approaches the orchestra. Suddenly the
drums stop beating. But the director continues filming. The lute resumes its solo; its player has “seen the spirit.” Immediately Sambou enters into trance. He is possessed by the spirit Kure (“the butcher,” “the hyena”). Then it is old Tusinyé Wasi’s turn. She is possessed by the spirit Hadyo. Next we see the priests consulting the spirits, and the demand for a sacrifice. The film ends with a general view of the terrain, already invaded by darkness.

Upon seeing this film again, it seemed that the filming itself unleashed and accelerated the possession. And I would not be surprised to learn from the priests of Simiri, when I next show them this film, that it was my ciné-trance that played the role of the essential catalyst that evening.

1972

*Funérailles à Bongo: Le vieil Anaï, 1848–1971* (Funeral at Bongo: Old Anaï, 1848–1971)

Produced by SERDDAV–CNRS/CFE. Codirector: Germaine Dieterlen. 70 minutes.

**Synopsis:** The oldest member of the village of Bongo, Mali, who died at the age of 122, was the head of the mask society. The men arrive from the neighboring village to devote their attention to sham fights with flintlock rifles, lances, and bows. The large Bongo mask, prepared during the 1969 Sigui, was set up in front of the cave of the masks. After having recited the ritual mottoes of old Anaï, the men and women from Bongo dance and weep. When the Sigui took place in Bongo in 1969, the oldest man who presided at the ceremony, Anaï Dolo, was attending his third Sigui: he was 120 years old. A year later we went to see him at the entrance of his house. He was sitting on planks of acacia wood. He never went out of this yard; he always stayed in the same temperature. He had rediscovered the placenta, the belly of his mother. Everyone who went into the house greeted him and told him what they had come for.

The introduction of the film is a sequence filmed in 1970. Anaï Dolo died the following year.

Upon our return in 1972, one of the great trees in the field had fallen because when an old man dies, a great tree falls all by itself. His grandson counts the knots on a rope calendar that mark five-day weeks. Six lunar months have passed since his death. The funeral may begin. Anaï’s house is decorated with cloth hangings, the large cloths in which the cadavers of the lineage chiefs are wrapped when they are taken to the funerary cave. Two flags of Mali and one French flag float above the terrace. In the middle is a statue that represents Anaï Dolo dressed in his festive clothes. He himself will preside over the funeral. The Mali and French flags recall that Anaï Dolo was wounded during the conquest of 1895. In the morning, his sons and nephews recount what happened in the war against the French, how Anaï Dolo was wounded by the French on the bank of the river Gona. The grandson of Anaï repairs the old flintlock that Anaï used during the war. On the first day, in the field just at the foot of the terrace where the effigy of Anaï Dolo stands, the men of Bongo and hunters and warriors from other villages will reenact the old war: with
flintlocks and gunpowder that they made themselves, they act out the attacks. The family of Anaï Dolo represents the Dogon. His grandson shoots off the rifle and falls to the ground: Anaï is wounded. A nephew, armed with a dagger and gun and wearing a jacket adorned with magic charms against war weapons, dances. All around him the other Dogon represent the French army. After several volleys of shots, the Dogon are defeated. The men in the center cover themselves with dust, and everyone, men and women, gathers around them to sing the songs of courage, courage of the conquerors and courage of the conquered. Then everyone regroups on the village square, before the statue of Anaï Dolo.

During the days that follow, they will wash out the impurity of death. The women in the family are shaved; the statue of Anaï is brought down from his terrace. The great Sigui mask, which has been brought out in front of the cave of the masks, is taken back inside. The pey cloths are taken down from the terraces. The funeral gifts brought by relatives and friends from other villages are divided up: cotton, millet grain, tamarind fruit. The storehouses are filled, and what is left is shared. Then the women go to wash all the covers: “to wash the impurity of death.”

In the evening the old men gather on the public square and recite, in the darkness, the tegué: the mottoes of the ancestors. They tell of the creation of the world, the animals of the bush, the histories of the villages, the history of the Dogon, the list of the principal altars of the Dogon, and they tell of the working life of Anaï Dolo.

Then they must ask the Pale Fox, on the divination tables, whether the time has come for the dances in the public square: When may they return to work in the bush? Will the next market be favorable? When can the men dance and drink on the public square?

The next day, the seers, who are Anaï’s grandsons, receive favorable responses to all of the questions that were asked. The following day, gunshots resound in the streets of the village, and the men gather and begin a long combat with rifle shots against death. The horn blowers call them to the western gate. The next day, on the terrace of the hunters’ altar, another statue has been taken down. This statue represents the first ancestor, Dyongou Sérou, wrapped in pey cloth and lying on a bier made of horns, recalling the bier of antelope horns that was used in the burial of the first dead man. The women weep for this ancestor from the beginning of the world, and the men shoot off their guns in his honor. On the public square, a cow has been sacrificed to recall the price that God demanded of men when he tricked them and introduced death into their world. The statue of Dyongou Sérou, carried on its bier, enters the public square and dances the dance of death. The men and women dance the dances of burial. The young men, armed with rifles, go up in the western mountains and fire off gunshots to chase death away. They leap around the cow and fire hails of shots. When the shot is good, the women applaud them, crying out “you-you,” and when it does not go off, the women make fun of them. One of the old men, a grandson of Anaï, takes up a bow and shoots at a target. In doing this, he is shooting the sun, shooting the fox, shooting to make life be reborn. After one last volley of shots, the warriors go to visit every part of the village and then gather one last time to sing a song of courage. The next morning, the great-grandson of Anaï Dolo climbs up on the cliff; he is the one who will be the nani, Anaï Dolo’s correspondent. He is the one who will be entrusted with the rituals that must
accompany his dead grandfather up to the moment when he reaches the home of the dead, in the land of Banga.

**Sigui** (72) no. 6: *Les pagnes de Yamé* (The Loincloths of Yamé)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Germaine Dieterlen. 50 minutes.

**Synopsis:** The sixth year of the sixty-year Sigui cycle among the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs. Presentation of the village; preparation of wooden cross-seats. In the bush, the men put on their clothes, then enter the village to drink millet beer. The dignitaries symbolically carry the Sigui toward the west, where it will remain for the following year. Yamé is a typical plateau village because of its three *toguna* (men’s huts). Near the *toguna* of the rising sun, in a straw hut, the dignitaries end their retreat. This hut will be burned during the night. Near the *toguna* of the setting sun, all the men gather at the eastern entrance to the village: they undress, shave themselves, and dress in their wives’ clothing. Often their trousers are covered by women’s skirts; they wear jewelry; they are “mothers,” and it is the year of mothering. Only the *olubaru* wear cowrie-adorned chestbands and carry highly decorated seat-staves. An old man accompanied by drums goes to look for the procession, which stops at the entrance to the village, and the oldest man tells the myth in *sigi so*. The men are turned toward the east, the priest makes them turn to the west, and then they turn back to the east. This means that the Sigui has arrived at its limit. It should continue to the west, but the entire zone that would now be entered is Islamized. It is thus the real end of the Sigui. The procession is organized in strict order by age, and the men file into the village, up to the *toguna* of the setting sun. They dance, sit on their cane-seats, and drink the beer. The old men thank those who have given their participation in support of the Sigui. Before leaving, the men go to place their cane-seats on the wooden roof of the men’s hut. The next day, in the afternoon, the drum calls the men. They arrive slowly and dance in front of the *toguna* of the west. They sit not on their cane-seats but directly on the ground. They drink millet beer in their gourds and prepare to leave. They go in small groups, to “carry” the Sigui to a few villages where all the inhabitants are not Islamized.

**Horendi**
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 72 minutes.

An analytic essay about the relationship between dance and music at the center of a possession ceremony (certain sequences are made in synchronous slow-motion sound). Two women possessed by Kirey, a lightning divinity, are present during the seven days of initiation.

1973

**L’enterrement du Hogon** (The Burial of Hogon)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 18 minutes.

The Hogon of Sanga, Mali, masterful high priest of the community of Ogal, who died during the night, is ritually interred. The front of his house is decorated with the coverings of the dead, and all of the men of the village conduct a sham fight.
The totemic priests, shrouded in burial coverings, make a tour of the village altar; then, after having sprinkled the cadaver with millet grains, it is given to the grave-digger, who carries it in a dancing procession toward the village graveyard.

*Le foot-girafe* (The Foot Giraffe)
Produced by SCOA. 20 minutes.
An advertising film for the Peugeot 403 featuring a football match between a giraffe and the car.

*Rythme de travail* (Work Rhythms)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 12 minutes.
Extracts from three films: some young women pound millet while improvising a song (from *Architects of Ayourou*); Simiri, during the rainy season, a farmer weeds his field while singing; at the end of a possession ritual, an expert dances for his own pleasure (from *Yenendi de Yantala*).

*Tanda singui* (To Fix the Shed)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 90 minutes.
The inhabitants of the lower section of Yantala open a new sanctuary dedicated to Dongo, the thunder spirit. It is the prisoner of Dongo, Zatao, who plants the ritual posts for the new shed and gives the men advice for the new rainy season.

*VW Voyou*
Produced by SCOA. 25 minutes.
A SCOA advertising film with Damouré Zika and Lam Ibrahima Dia. The adventures of a VW that is a phantom, able to go everywhere and anywhere at once.

**1974**

*Le Dama d’Ambara* (The Dama for Ambara)
Produced by SERDDAV–CNRS/CFE. Codirector: Germaine Dieterlen. 60 minutes.
Synopsis: In 1972 Ambara Dolo died. He had been a collaborator in the missions of Marcel Griaule and Germaine Dieterlen since 1931. Two years later his *Dama* took place. *Dama* is the festival that takes place every five years to celebrate the end of mourning for those who have died during that period. The film follows the three main days of this ceremony. The commentary carefully follows the text of Griaule’s thesis. In the course of the festival, the men of the society of the masks abandon the five-year-old masks and make new ones.
The new masks of upper Ogol come out of the bush, file into the village, and enter the hut of the masks. On the second day, the masks of lower Ogol come out in turn. They are joined by the masks of upper Ogol, and one after the other, they leap across a rocky chasm. The oldest men carry the cane seats on which the dead men sat to drink the communal beer for the Sigui in 1909 and 1969.
On the third day, the masks go up to the terrace of the dead and dance there, to
charm the wandering souls. The masks lead the souls into the public square, where they dance out the myth and the creation of the world.

In the evening, the masks go back into the huts, where they rest near the paintings that represent them. The “charmed” souls leave the village for the home of the dead.

_Cocorico, Monsieur Poulet_ (Cockadoodledoo, Mister Chicken)


Cast: Damouré Zika, Lam Ibrahima Dia, Tallou Mouzourane, Caludine, Baba Nore, Moussa Illo, the girls d’Abada Goungou, the Niger River, Dyama, Mariana, Bana, Hima Do, and the Citroën 2 CV Cocorico. 90 minutes.

_Synopsis:_ The adventures of three friends conducting their business in the Niger bush with their old automobile. Featuring the same team and made in the same spirit as _Jaguar_ and _Petit à Petit_, this film is an attempt at collective improvisation on a Nigerian fable. The actors in the film started from a true fact: at the time of the shooting, Lam is indeed an itinerant chicken merchant who breezes through the bush markets around Naimey, in Niger, in an old delivery van, accompanied by a single assistant.

The invitation of a third person (Damouré) who, to kill time, wants to go around with his friends, brings trouble to an organization that is already precariously balanced. And if, as often happens in Africa, the catastrophes are attributed to a “she-devil,” it is some imaginary being who will finally be the only one able to remedy the evil that has been wrought. With deliberation the authors decided to introduce this element of the imaginary into these scenes of daily life. If the film happens to depict, at the same time, a community of marginal outsiders, it is not by sheer chance. The young intellectuals of the rich countries are no longer the only ones to have a monopoly on restlessness.

_La 504 et les foudroyeurs_ (The Peugeot 504 and the Lightning Bolts)

Produced by SCOA. 10 minutes.

A SCOA advertising film with Lam and Tallou and a Peugeot 504 in the Bandiagara Cliffs.

_Hommage à Marcel Mauss; Taro Okamoto_ (Homage to Marcel Mauss: Taro Okamoto)

Produced by CNRS/CFE. 40 minutes.

A ciné-portrait of an anthropological artist. One of the most celebrated artists in Japan, Okamoto studied with Mauss at the School of Advanced Studies in Paris from 1930 to 1939. He tells of the influence the old master had on his art and on the way in which he thinks and lives.

_Pam Kuso Kar (Briser les poteries de Pam)_ (Breaking Pam’s Vases)

Produced by CNRS/CFE. 13 minutes.
In February 1974, Pam Sambo Zima, the oldest of the priests of possession in Niamey, Niger, died at the age of seventy-plus years. In his backyard, the followers from the possession cult symbolically break the dead priest’s ritual vases and cry for the deceased while dividing up the clothes of the divinities.

Sigui (73) no. 7: L’auvent de la circoncision (The Circumcision Shelter)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Germaine Dieterlen. 18 minutes.
Synopsis: This film, shot in 1974, is a reconstruction of a simple ceremony of closure that took place in 1973 when it was forbidden to film in Mali. The ritual signaled the seventh and final year of the sixty-year cycle of Sigui ceremonies. The seventh year of the Sigui should theoretically take place in the circumcision shelter in the village of Songo. But as a result of the influence of Islam, the Sigui cannot go beyond the village of Bandiagara. In 1973 it was not possible for us to go back to the cliff of Bandiagara because of the drought. In 1974 we asked three Dogons to reenact the Songo ceremony for this film.

The three olaharu of the village left for Songo carrying millet beer. They arrived at night before the grand pavilion and sacrificed a goat there. They sprinkled its blood on the altar of the ancestors. In the morning, they climbed up on the shelter and “refreshed” the paintings—that is to say, they caressed them, and they told us what these paintings represent. They went to see the sistrams (a type of noise-maker), which were brandished by the young infants who had just been ritually circumcised. Then they visited the paintings of the great shelter: the one representing nommo, the spirit of the sacrificial water, those representing the serpents, the little Pale Fox, the Sigui satchels (bags of words), and those representing the stars. Having said good-bye to the great sign that dominates the shelter of Songo, they left, singing the songs of the Sigui. Then they went directly, on foot, without stopping in any villages, to take a bit of beer to the village of Yougo. There, they said to the old men, “Here is the last of the Sigui beer. The Sigui is over.”

Toboy Tobaye (Lapin, petit lapin) (Toboy Tobaye [Rabbit, Little Rabbit])
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 13 minutes.
Dances of today and yesterday by children disguised as rabbits during the nights of Ramadan [Niger].

1975

Babatou, les trois conseils (Babatou, Three Pieces of Advice)
Cast: Damouré Zika, Lam Ibrahima Dia, Tallou Mouzourane, Dyama Djingareye, Baba More, Moussa Illo. 90 minutes.
Synopsis: A “ciné-history” about the slave wars of Babatou, conqueror of the Songhay from Gurunsi-land, during the course of the last century. “It was a hundred years ago, which is not like today.” Damouré and Lam, two friends who live on the Isle of Firgoun, in the Niger River, are a hunter and a herdsman. Damouré,
while training young men to hunt, wants also to prepare them for their future activity as warriors. A peaceful soul, Lam thinks only of his cattle until the day when his wife criticizes him for not going off to make war. His son, Moussa, age seven, also pushes his father to leave: “My friends make fun of me!” Lam decides to leave for the south, to the land of Gurunsi, home of Babatou.

Covered with magic charms, armed with lances, arrows, and sabers, and accompanied by their two servants, with Tallou in the lead, Damouré and Lam leave the Niger. Once they arrive in the camp of Babatou, they volunteer for the next expedition, led by the warrior Gazari. They lay siege to a village. Tallou is wounded; the chief of the village is killed. Gazari suffers an arrow in the eye and dies. Damouré, who fought with the daughter of the chief, burns the village and brings back all the captives. In Babatou’s camp there is great joy over the victory and sorrow over the death of Gazari. The strongest captives are enrolled in Babatou’s army; the others are sent back or sold. Dyama, the daughter of the chief, becomes Damouré’s concubine. After the ritual burial of Gazari the warrior, Damouré becomes the warrior chief.

After three years, Lam allows himself to be caught up in this cruel game and lays hold of his own captive, Maryama. Dyama gives Damouré a son. Maryama is ready to do the same when an old soothsayer, returning from the seventh year campaign, comes to ask who would be willing to give up a captive in return for three pieces of advice. Amid jeers from the other warriors, Lam gives him Maryama. In exchange he receives three maxims: “Never go past a village at sunset; never cross a flooded river; if you get angry in the evening, wait until morning to act.”

At the moment when Maryama wants to kill herself for Lam, we learn that the old soothsayer has liberated her. Maryama is free, but Lam has lost her forever. He decides to go back to the country with nothing.

On the way, he meets Moustapha, who does not want to stop at a village at sunset. He is devoured by a lion during the night, and Lam inherits his riches and captives.

Damouré rejoins Lam. But while crossing a flooded river he drowns, despite Lam’s warnings. Lam has lost his friend and inherited all of his goods. He gives Dyama to Tallou.

One evening the caravan arrives at the Isle of Firgoun. Lam and Tallou scout ahead and discover a man sleeping at the side of Lam’s wife. Lam is ready to kill him, but he remembers the third piece of advice. He will act tomorrow.

The next day is the triumphal entry into the village, despite the tears of Damouré’s widow. Lam goes toward his house, and his wife says to him: “You don’t recognize your own son. It’s been eight years since you left.” Lam says, “God is great—it’s the third piece of advice.” So he leads his son into the village square to give an account of Damouré’s death to the notaries, and already Lam encourages his son to take his place and leave to make war.

Suddenly Lam thinks of his tranquillity of yesterday, of his character, which has become so nasty, of all the goods he doesn’t know what to do with, of his son to whom he could not tell the truth, and of Damouré, his best friend, who is dead.

**Jomo et ses frères** (Jomo and His Brothers)

Produced by CFE. Super-8 mm. Blown up to 16 mm. 20 minutes.
Rouch’s only film shot in Super-8, edited and enlarged in 16 mm by Vincent Blanchet. Damouré Zika’s ten children call their family “Populist China” and refer to their father as “Mao.” Their house, situated in the neighborhood of the Gawey fishermen, is named “la familiare Jomo,” the name taken from Jomo Kenyatta. They have a rock band called “Gawey Youth,” which simulates musical instruments with diverse materials. They dance and sing their “Gawey Youth” hit parade.

1976

\textit{Faba Tondi}

20 minutes.

At the entrance to the village of Simiri in Zermaganda, a buried stone protects the village: \textit{Faba Tondi} (the stone of protection). Daouda Sorko, priest and guardian of the stone, recounts how his great-grandfather had used this protection against Tuareg warriors. Responding to his call, Dongo, the thunder spirit, killed four Tuaregs with lightning.

\textit{Médecines et médecins} (Medicine and Doctors)

Produced by SERDDAV-CNRS/CFE and Institut de Recherches en Sciences Humaines de Niamey. Codirector: Inoussa Ousseini. 15 minutes.

Retired Niger nurses practice surgery in marketplaces and call on local healers for postoperative care.

1977

\textit{Ciné-portrait de Margaret Mead} (Ciné-portrait of Margaret Mead)

Produced by CFE and American Museum of Natural History. Sound by John Marshall. 35 minutes.

Upon the occasion of the first Margaret Mead Film Festival, an encounter with Margaret in her office, and in the workroom in the museum, where she speaks about her hopes for today’s anthropology.

\textit{Hommage à Marcel Mauss: Germaine Dieterlen} (Homage to Marcel Mauss: Germaine Dieterlen)

Produced by CNRS/CFE. 20 minutes.

Upon the occasion of a colloquium held in Mali, Germaine Dieterlen recalls the facade of the paintings on the Songo sheds that display the grand myths of the creation of the world among the Dogon. Then, in the refuge cave where the first inhabitants of the village of Bongo established themselves, she provokes a discussion on the architectural remains of ancient human establishments.

\textit{Hommage à Marcel Mauss: Paul Lévy} (Homage to Marcel Mauss: Paul Lévy)

Produced by CNRS/CFE. 20 minutes.

Sociologist and theologian Paul Lévy discusses his memories of Marcel Mauss.
Ispahan: Lettre Persane (La Mosquée du Chah à Ispahan) (Ispahan: A Persian Letter [The Chah Mosque at Ispahan])
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 35 minutes.
A ciné-portrait of Iranian filmmaker Farrokh Gaffary, who discusses the dynamic architecture of the Chah mosque and the ambiguous rapport of Islam with filmic representation, with sex, and with death.

Makwayela
Produced by CNRS/CFE. With Jacques d’Arthuys. 20 minutes.
This is a teaching film created as an example of a “shot sequence” (an unbroken take edited in the camera) with the students from the Institute of Cinéma in Mozambique. The workers from a bottle factory have formed a mixed chorus that sings and dances about their work in the gold mines of South Africa. In the Barakalo language (a secret language of the miners), they denounce imperialism and apartheid.

Le griot Badye (Badye, the Storyteller)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. Coproducer: Inoussa Ousseini. 15 minutes.
A traditional singer employing birdsong as a source for the music he uses to accompany his storytelling.

1979

Simiri Siddo Kuma
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 30 minutes.
Preparations for the funeral of Zima Siddo, who was responsible for the rituals of possession in the Simiri region of Niger. The spirits themselves nominate his successor, Daouda Sorko.

1980

Captain Mori
Produced by NAV/CFE. Sound by John Marshall. 40 minutes.
A portrait of a Japanese merchant marine captain who opened the first commercial line between Japan and South Africa. Evokes the racism of this period; discussion of his meeting with Laurence Van Der Post.

Ciné-Mafia
Produced by CFE. Codirected with Groupe Cinéma of the University of Leyden. 35 minutes.
A ciné-meeting of Joris Ivens, Henri Storck, and Jean Rouch in the same village where Ivens shot his first fiction film, The Breakers, in 1921.
1981

*Sigui synthese: Les cérémonies soixantenaires du Sigui* (Sigui Synthesis: The Sixty-Year Cycle of Sigui Ceremonies)

Produced by CFE/NAV. 120 minutes.

Every sixty years the Dogon of the Bandiagara cliffs commemorate the invention of the word, language, and thus of death. In 1931 Marcel Griaule learned that proceeding from one village to the next, a Sigui ritual had taken place in 1909–1914. He reconstructed these extraordinary ceremonies in a first study of them based on the memory of the participants. Twelve years after the death of Marcel Griaule, we filmed this unique seven-year adventure, discovering from one year to the next the themes that are staged in space and time by an “invisible author.” This film is an essay of synthesis from the seven previous *Sigui* films.

*Ciné portrait de Raymond Depardon* (Ciné-portrait of Raymond Depardon)

Produced by CFE. 10 minutes.

A fortuitous meeting, late one afternoon, in the garden of the Tuileries, of one or two cameras, a tape recorder, and three cameramen/directors, Raymond Depardon, Jean Rouch, and Philippe Costantini. Directed by André Lenôtre. Set by Aristide Mayol.

1984

*Dionysos*

Produced by Les Films de Jeudi. 16 mm and 35 mm. 104 minutes.

Five professors wait for a mysterious candidate, Hugh Gray, in the courtyard of the Sorbonne. He must defend his paradoxical thesis on “the necessity of the cult of nature in industrial societies.” During the defense, beautiful young naked women appear as a bacchanalian choir facing the group of professors. After having taken the jury on a voyage outside of time and space, the candidate is proclaimed doctor of letters. Hugh Gray: Dionysius will transform a factory into the pleasure workshop whose workers will build a new prototype of the car “the perfumed panther.” At the end of the construction, the workers will take off their everyday work-clothes, and the Dionysian feast will begin.

1986

*Enigma*

Produced by KWK–CNRS/CFE. 90 minutes.

A benefactor invites a famous forger to his villa in Turin to ask him to execute a painting De Chirico had not completed during his brief stay in Turin in 1911. Walking in the city in search of inspiration, the forger has several meetings. He
encounters a group of children who want to go to Egypt in an abandoned submarine on the river of Po. Then he meets a philosopher contemplating the world and reading Nietzsche at the summit of the “Mole Antonelliana.” Finally he meets an ambiguous and enigmatic young woman.

1987

Folie ordinaire d’une fille de Cham (Ordinary Folly of a Girl of Cham)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. Cocollaborators: Philippe Constantini and Daniel Mesquich. 75 minutes.
Essay of ciné-theater based on a play by the Antillian author Julius Amedee Laou with the actresses Jenny Alpha and Sylvie Laporte. The play has been created and staged by Daniel Mesquich. The action takes place in a room at the Hospital Sainte Anne (a psychiatric hospital). A psychiatrist and his interns discover the fantastic delirium of an Antillian woman who has been held there since 1929, and of a nurse-aide that she thinks is her daughter.

Bateau Givre (Épisode de brise glace) (Frozen/Iced Boat)
Produced by CFE/Svenska Filminstitutet. 16 mm and 35 mm. 35 minutes.
Filmed on the Swedish icebreaker Frej, whose mission is to accompany the boats that are prisoners of the ice blocks on the high seas. Shows the daily work on the boat by its crew as Rouch plays with the unaccustomed light and the sounds, such as the buzzing of instruments, and water rubbing against the blade on the ice.

1988

Bac ou mariage (Diploma or Marriage)
Produced by FEMIS/INA/CNRS. Cocollaborator: Philippe Dussart. 70 minutes.
At the end of the school year, Soukey learns that her father wants to marry her to one of his old and very rich friends, “Uncle Medal,” in order to solve his own family financial problems. With her friends she decides to have Uncle Medal seduced. Meanwhile she falls in love with Madou, a young recent university graduate. Suddenly the radio announces that old Uncle Medal has been arrested for corruption (“rapid enrichment”). Everything returns to normal.

Couleur du temps: Berlin Août 1945 (Color of Time: Berlin, August 1945)
Produced by CFE. 10 minutes.
In August 1945 Lieutenant Jean Rouch, commander of the section for Special Forces tank division, discovers Berlin and writes “Color of Time: August 1945,” a text published by the revue Fontaine in Paris in 1945. It is his first film scenario, filmed now, forty-three years later, using the original text as the narration for the film.
1989

Promenade inspirée (An Inspired Promenade)
Produced by CNRS/CFE. 40 minutes.
In the Museum of the Maeght Foundation in St. Paul de Vence, Rouch discovers, with his camera, one of the most beautiful collections of African art and improvises a very personal commentary on the topic.

1990

Liberté, Égalité, Fraternité . . . et puis après (Liberty, Equality, Fraternity . . . and Then After)
Produced by Mission du Bicentenaire de la Révolution-Sodaperaga/CFE. 60 minutes.
Napoleon Bonaparte, one year after having been named general, imprisoned the Haitian brigade general Toussaint-Louverture. Enclosed in a fort, he will die in 1803 without having been judged. To commemorate the revolution, the Haitians are going to try to reconcile the victim and the executioner by a great voudou ritual in front of Les Invalides.

Beau Navire
Produced by CFE. 5 minutes.
A personal cinematographic evocation of the Eiffel Tower by Rouch, following a poem by Charles Baudelaire.

1992

Damouré parle du SIDA (Damouré Speaks about AIDS)
Produced by Sodaperaga. 10 minutes.
When the male nurse Damouré Zika talks about AIDS with his two friends Lam and Tallou, under the admiring eye of his own wife Lobo, who is a nurse's aide, it is because he believes that AIDS is a “disease of love that can only be conquered by love.” And this right to love has only one passport for the moment: the condom, on whose use he gives an incredible demonstration.

Madame l'eau
Produced by NFI/Sodaperaga/BBC TV/CFE. 120 minutes.
The farmers Damouré, Lam, and Tallou are ruined by drought. They meet a Dutchman who introduces them to the windmill. They decide to construct a Dutch windmill on the banks of the Niger to irrigate their fields. This film is above all the story of the meeting of a Dutchman and three Nigerians, between whites and blacks, between North and South, the simple and the sophisticated, in short the history of the birth of a friendship to whose depth Rouch brings his ciné-eye.
1994–1996

Portrait de Germaine (A Portrait of Germaine)
Produced by CFE. 35 minutes. Double system sound.
Portrait of the anthropologist Germaine Dieterlen.

1997

Moi fatigué debout, moi couché (Tired Standing Up and Lying Down)
Produced by CFE.

If you dream under an *acacia albida* tree that is struck by lightning but remains alive, your dreams will become reality, and as BouBou Hama says, “The double of yesterday meets tomorrow.” And in this country of backwardness and “nowhere,” this is the daily rule of the game of four old friends, Damouré, Lam, Tallou, and Rouch. With the help of Dongo, god of thunder, of Harakoy Dikko, the spirit of water, and their accomplice Gaoberi, “I’m tired standing up and lying down,” the tree that speaks everything is possible. Time and space no longer exist; only dream dictates the rules of the game: a cruel game of catastrophes, of drought, floods, magic spells, and “who loses, wins.” And the artisan of this adventure, the tree lying down, stands up, the story changes title just like the film, we are tired lying down, or standing up. So let’s meet again in our next film, *The Incredible Cow*.

En une poignée de mains amies (In One Shake of a Friend’s Hands)
Produced by CNRS/CFE.

Enjoying an old port wine together, I was talking with Manoël about the bridges of Douro, and immediately we were of the same opinion: of all these bridges, the great work of art in the capital of modern architecture is the bridge that Gustave Eiffel had done before building his tower of Paris. In less than five minutes, the project was constructed: Manoël was writing a poem that we will film with our friends Bernard, Jérôme, and François. And our dreams of childhood were made in less than a week by going back and forth to the banks of Douro, on foot, then by car, then in a helicopter, back to where we were following these marvelous clouds, with Manoël and me screaming stanzas of a poem inspired by the wind, the water, and friendship.

Faire—part (Announcement)
Produced by GREC-CNRS/FEMIS.
Venice Film Festival (1997). 18 minutes.

This film, made in one afternoon, is an “inspired promenade,” that is to say, the discovery of an exhibition where I improvise text and commentary. We decided with the technical team (cameraman and soundman) to shoot this promenade in
five shot sequences of ten minutes apiece. No additional lighting was to be used. The five successive sequences follow the chronological order of the history of cinema as conceived by Henri Langlois thirty years ago. Two weeks later, the Musée was devastated by a fire at Palais de Chaillot. It is thus the final witnessing, full of emotion and passion, of the last masterwork of Henri Langlois.

1998

Ciné-poèmes sur Paris (Ciné-poems on Paris)
Produced by CNRS. With Sandro Franchina. 18 minutes.
In 1997 Jean Michel Arnold proposed that Sandro Franchina and I shoot his ciné-poems in Paris. After days and seasons passed, three films were made on the poems Paul Fort wrote from 1901 to 1902: Nocturnes: The Park, Love in Luxembourg: Sunset in Summer, and Sentimental Paris, or The Novel of When We Were Twenty: Bullier. There will be nothing following, but simply this ending, on Saturday, February 21, 1998.

1999

Premier matin du monde (First Morning of the World)
Produced by CFE. 10 minutes.
Currently being completed.

La vache merveilleuse (The Incredible Cow)
Produced by CFE.
Currently in production.

Editing has not yet been completed for the following films:
La royale Goumbé, 1957
Festival à Dakar, 1963
Urbanisme Africain, 1963
Tambours et violons de chasseurs, 1964
Jackville, 1964
Alpha Noir, 1965
Yenendi de Gankallé, 1966
Koli Koli, 1966
Yenendi de Kongou, 1967
Yenendi de Karkissey, 1967
Yenendi de Goudel, 1967
Yenendi de Gourbi Beri, 1967
Sècheresse à Simiri, 1967–1973
La révolution poétique, 1968
Wanzerbé, 1968
Pierres chantantes d’Ayorou, 1968
Yenendi de Karey Gorou, 1969
Taway Nya-La Mère, 1970
Initiation des femmes, 1975
Souma Kouma, 1975
Fêtes des Gandyibi à Simiri, 1977
Siddo Kuma, 1978
Le renard pâle, 1984
Sonchamp, 1981
Hassan Fathi, 1983
Cousins cousins, 1985
1943

1945

1947
"Pierres taillées de grosses dimensions en pays Kouranko." Notes Africaines (IFAN) 43: 7–8.

1948

1949
"Les rapides de Boussa." Notes Africaines (IFAN) 45: 89–98.
"La mort de Mungo Park." Notes Africaines (IFAN) 44: 121–24.

1950

1951
1952

1953

1954
*Notes sur les migrations au Gold Coast.* Niamey: IFAN.
*Notes on Migrations into the Gold Coast.* Labour Département, Accra.
*Projet d’enquête systématique sur les migrations en Afrique Occidentale.* Colloque de Bukavu.

1955

1956

1957
*Rapport sur les migrations nigériennes vers la basse Côte d’Ivoire.* Niamey: IFAN.
*Rapport sur les activités de la mission migration.* London/Bukavu/Lagos: CCTA/CSA.

1958

1959

1960
*Projet de création d’un centre de films africains.* Niamey: IFAN.
“Je recherche la vérité des comportements et des mentalités.” *Lettres Francaises* 812 (February).
“Comment vivent ensemble.” *Cinéma 60* 51 (November–December).

1961
“Situation et tendances actuelles du cinéma africain.” Paris: UNESCO.
“A proposito di un certo film africano.” Filmcritica 111 (July).

1962
“Musée et moyens audio-visuels.” Colloque ICOM, Neuchâtel, Switzerland.
“Cinéma-vérité: Rouch répond.” Contre champ 3 (March).

1963

1964
“Nouvelles techniques cinématographiques et cinéma d’enquêtes.” Venice: Ciné Foundation.

1965

1966
Catalogue de films sur l’Afrique noire—Analyse et présentation de 600 films sur l’Afrique—
Introduction au cinéma africain (with M. Salzmann). Paris: UNESCO.
Catalogue de 100 films d’intérêt ethnographique (with M. Gessain and M. Salzmann). Paris: CNRS.

1968

1969
“Utilisation des techniques audio-visuelles pour la collecte et l'étude des traditions orales en Afrique.”
Colloque UNESCO, Porto-Novo.
“L'affaire Langlois.” Cahiers du Cinéma 199 (October).

1970

1971
“Ethnologie au service du rêve poétique.” Le Devoir (Montréal), 18 September.

1972
“La chasse au lion à l’arc.” Image et Son 259 (March).
1974


1975


“Mettre en circulation des objets inquiétants.” *Nouvelle critique* 82 (March).

“Majorité du film ethnographique.” *Courrier du CNRS*.

1976


1978


1979


1981


“Cinema ed ethnografia.” *Filmcritica* 313 (March–April).

1982

“Le temps de l’anthropologie visuelle.” *Film Échange* 18 (spring).

1983

*Le mythe de Dongo* (with Damouré Zika and Diouldé Laya). Niamey: Editions du CELHTO.

1985


1987


1988


1989
“Le vrai et le faux.” Traverse 47 (November).

1990

1991

1994

1995
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